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This dissertation uses the case study of the Hokkaido Ainu and bear imagery to
investigate the recursive relationship between non-Indigenous consumption of
Indigeneity and Japanese national branding. I argue that, since the initial colonization of
the northern Island now known as Hokkaido, non-Ainu populations have consumed Ainu
Indigeneity through appropriation and commercial dispersal of Ainu material objects.
Objects consumed run the gamut: academics have taken skeletons from Ainu graves to
produce scholastic knowledge; Ainu gender identities have been consumed and used
for non-Ainu amusement; Ainu music and performance has served as entertainment for
non-Ainu. Within these examples, however, there is perhaps no example more powerful
or tangible than the appropriation and commercialization of the “Ainu bear.”
Throughout interactions between Ainu and non-Ainu, the Ainu bear has served
as a focal point of cultural consumption: consumption of the symbolism and material
objects connected to the bear, by Japanese, European, and North American individuals,
has resulted in a complex colonization of Ainu culture. The Ainu bear image, along with
Ainu identity, has been appropriated by the larger Japanese nation state. In part, this
image has served to help Hokkaido establish a specific regional identity. This regional
iii

identity presents Hokkaido as a far-flung wilderness that the Japanese nation state has
successfully occupied and tamed. There exists, in this regional identity of Hokkaido, a
duality: Hokkaido serves as both an exotic wilderness and a claimed territory. The Ainu
bear, and the history connected to its appropriation, have been central to the cultivation
of this image. The Japanese appropriation of bear imagery have allowed for the
formation of a uniquely Hokkaido regional identity, that, importantly, ties into the larger
national narrative of Japan itself.
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Glossary

Ainu (アィヌ): The term for the Indigenous people of from Northern Honshu to Southern
Kamchatka. This dissertation focuses primarily on the Ainu populations that have lived
and continue to live in Hokkaido, Japan. “Ainu” translates as “human” in English.
Akarenga, akarenga chousha sapporo (赤れんが庁舎 札幌 ): the “old Hokkaido
Government Building,” the Akarenga is a combined memorial, public park, and
museum. Established in 1888, it is named for the red bricks that make up the building’s
structure.
burakumin (部落民): A term originating in the feudal era, burakumin means “people who
live in villages” and refers to the ghettoes in which burakumin have lived historically.
While the term is euphemistic, it indicates the stigma this caste of Japanese faced in
Japanese society. Those were categorized as burakumin were individuals or families
thought to be polluted and therefore contaminated by the kegare (穢れ) or "defilement."
These individuals were generally considered polluted as they had professions involving
death (executioners, butchers, undertakers, hide tanners etc.) or sex (prostitutes).
Ezo higuma (蝦夷羆): Ursus arctos yesoensis or the Ussuri Brown Bear, this animal is
associated with the kimun kamuy of Ainu ontology and the bear festival.
Ezo, Emishi (蝦夷): The historical name for the lands north of mainland Japan, and a
general reference to Hokkaido. Read as Ezo, Yezo, and Emishi, the term generally
references “foreigner.” The term Emishi specifically indicates “shrimp barbarian,” and
implies the savagery associated with the term. Ezochi (蝦夷地) refers to Ainu lands
specifically, while ezojin (蝦夷人) refers to the Ainu.
Hokkaido (北海道): The northern island off the coast of mainland Japan, Hokkaido is
called ainu moisir (アィヌ・モシリ) in the Ainu language. This translates approximately
to “land where Ainu (humans) live”; the Japanese name, a product of colonization of
Hokkaido, translates to “Northern Sea Road.”
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Iyomante (イオマンテ): The “sending-back rite” of Ainu culture, this ceremony involves
the destruction of an object or animal as a way to communicate a reciprocal relationship
with the gods. The most well-known iyomante is the bear ceremony.
Jomon Period, jomon jidai (縄文時代): A prehistoric period in both mainland Japan and
Hokkaido, the Jomon period last from 12000 cal BP - 400 BC. Jomon habitation on
Hokkaido, divided into multiple phases, was considerably longer than on the mainland.
The Jomon are known specifically for “cord-marked” pottery, for which the period is
named.
Kaitakushi (開拓使): The “development commission,” this body was an early Meiji
administrative unit for Hokkaido responsible for the colonization of the territory.
Kibori kuma (木彫り熊): A carved wooden-bear that is a popular tourist good; this hybrid
object originated in Ainu communities, as influenced by Ainu wood-carving and
Japanese influences. It is now a ubiquitous tourist good in Hokkaido.
Kimun kamuy (キムンカムイ): The Ainu deity associated with mountains and bear,
literally “god/spirit of the mountains.” This kamuy is understood to be made physically
manifest in bears and is the central deity in the bear iyomante.
Kofun Period, kofun jidai (古墳時代): A prehistoric period in mainland Japan lasting
275/300 AD - 600 AD, the Kofun period is known for the large “keyhole shaped” tombs
constructed for various ruling elite. The Kofun period is named for these tombs.
Kumamatsuri ( 熊祭り): “Bear festival” literally, this is the Japanese term most
commonly used for the bear iyomante.
Nihonjinron (日本人論): a theory on Japanese cultural and racial identity that
emphasizes the uniqueness of Japan and the Japanese. This theoretical trend has
existed historically in Japan since the kokugaku (国学) movement in the Tokugawa
period, but was particularly instrumental in the development of Japanese nationalism
from the Meiji period onwards.
Okhotsk (オホーツク): A period of Northeast Hokkaido prehistory from roughly the 6th10th century AD. The Okhotsk period is generally characterized by intensive maritime
subsistence, some domestication, bear husbandry, iron tool technology, and regionally
specific pottery.
xv

Omiyage (お土産): A souvenir from travel, generally purchased by the traveler to give to
those back home.
Rebun Island, rebuntou (礼文島): A small island off the northern coast of Japan, Rebun
Island’s name comes from the Ainu language place name repun sir (レプンシㇼ). This
name likely refers to the repun kamuy or god of the sea, often thought to take the form
of a whale.
Sapporo, Sapporo shi (札幌市): The capital of Hokkaido and Ishikari prefectures, the
name for the city derives from the Ainu language place name sat poro pet (サッ・ポロ
・ペッ) or “great, dry river.”
Satsumon (擦文): A period of Southwest Hokkaido history roughly contemporary with
the Okhotsk period (7th-13th century AD). The Satsumon period is characterized by
permanent settlements, formal cemeteries, tumulus graves, agriculture, extensive trade,
and blended Satsumon-Okhotsk pottery.
Shakushain no tatakai (シャクシャインの戦い): Shakushain’s Revolt (1669-1672 AD)
was a major Ainu revolt against Japanese Matsumae settlers.
Shiroishi Village, shiroishi-ku (白石区 ): One of the ten wards of Hokkaido’s capitol city,
Sapporo, Shiroishi-ku is separate from Shiroishi in Miyage Prefecture. It was a major
location for brick manufacturing during the establishment of Sapporo.
Utari (ウタリ): Autonym used by Hokkaido Ainu, the term indicates cultural unity.
Yamato-minzoku (大和民族): A term that originated in the 19th century, “Yamato-race”
distinguishes ethnic (mainland) Japanese from other racial groups in Japan such as the
Ainu and Ryukyu Island populations.
Yayoi Period, yayoi jidai (弥生時): A prehistoric period in mainland Japan, the Yayoi
period lasted from 400 BC - 275/300 AD). It is characterized by the spread of wet-rice
agriculture and clear archaeological connections to China. It is also often the period
during which Japanese conception of a clear Japanese ethnicity and culture emerge.
The Yayoi period is named for the neighborhood in Tokyo wherein Yayoi material
culture was first found.
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Prologue

On Bears

Through mostly accident, I have encountered many bears in my lifetime. My
mother, for one, is cavalier when it comes to leaving dumpsters unlocked: I was six the
first time I saw the glossy shimmer of bear fur as a large female invaded our dumpster.
As my father chastised my mother, I gasped at how huge a Maine black bear could be;
it seemed impossible and mythic. When I was old enough to hike and fish, I chanced
upon bears throughout New England: each time I was struck by the grace of a creature
that could kill me quickly—I felt a sudden reality of how small I was relative to the rest of
the world. (I learned how to shoot a rifle, incidentally, on the off-chance I participated in
an excavation where we might encounter polar bears.) I learned, early on, how to track
bears: stripped trees, trod brush, and a pungent, acrid musk that means the bear is
likely closer than ideal.
I was always ambivalent about tracking even small bears. They are, when
aggressive or scared, dangerous. Indeed, when hiking the Appalachians, despite
wearing bells and talking loudly, my companion and I happened upon a juvenile male.
While the small bear was visibly startled, I felt myself sink into a distinctly primal,
mammalian fear. I worried, in our human intrusion into the woods, that we had placed
ourselves between a cub and its mother. (We had not. If we had, this project would
have sunk to the archives of unfinished dissertations.)
Very simply, I like bears. I find them expressive and creative in ways that require
subtle understandings of animal behavior. Even when they are grifting into urban alleys,
1

they are inspiring in their size and physique. Somewhat more personally, they are a
creature of cultural importance to me.
For that reason, bears were an obvious choice for my research. As I explore in
this project, they are the intersection of my interests: Indigenous history, material
culture, Japan, and animals. Finishing revisions on an earlier iteration of this project, I
threw together a vignette of my first encounter with a bear in Hokkaido. It fit only
clumsily into the various chapters. Nevertheless, I realized it was an important prologue
to this work.
Early in my Sapporo-based research, around 2012, I decided to visit a popular
Sapporo zoo. My intent was to see the ezohiguma that was held in captivity: along with
the Arctic polar bears, it was one of the marketed stars of the zoo. I was nervous about
the trip; on multiple Japanese travel sites I had read that the zoo was dirty, small, and
sad. All the same, it seemed important to see a bear in another commercial
environment. Zoo animals as exhibits are nothing if not a troubling tourist commodity: as
living things, they are products of commercial exchange meant to sell an experience of
preserved wilderness-- an encounter, educational and exotic, with an animal Other.
Initially, I was pleasantly surprised by the admittedly cramped campus of the zoo.
It was organized and clean; crowds were minimal, and there were not so many species
as to overwhelm the caretakers with work.
As I moved through the zoo, my optimism wavered. Many of the animals paced
compulsively, a known behavior in captive animals that exist in undersized enclosures.
The smell from various cages was overpowering, generally indicating uncleaned feces
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and moldering plants. Particularly in the petting zoo, animals were over-exposed to
visitors and provided with little in the way of privacy or shelter.
I was skeptical of proper care and habitat for the ezohiguma that multiple signs
advertised.
“Hokkaido no kuma!” proclaimed one such sign; a hyper cute picture of the
Ussuri brown bear pointed towards the enclosure. I wandered over and was
immediately surprised by the crowd of people surrounding the bear.
Waiting my turn to see the animal, I looked around the exhibit. Various labels
indicated the diet, natural habitat, lifespan, and size of the bear population. Cluttering
these signs were laminated posters made by local schoolchildren: colorful illustrations
thanking “Kuma-san” and providing a factoid the students had learned. I was completely
unsurprised to see a poster describing the "kumamatsuri." Brief in its description, the
faded poster offered a summary of the iyomante and the bear's role in it. Likely because
of pressure from animal rights activists, the poster indicated that the associated photos
were from an Ainu re-enactment where no bear was killed.
Watching the sea of children and weary parents start to recede, I stepped quickly
to the enclosure's window.

3

Figure 0.1: The bear’s enclosure.

The bear's habitat seemed claustrophobic to me, as well as somewhat dirty. The
water of the small swimming hole was cloudy, and the smell of a dirty enclosure wafted
into the viewing chamber. (While a healthy animal has a readily identifiable musk, zoo
animals and unsanitary enclosures give off an odor that is akin to dirty aquarium and
unwashed clothes. Having worked in wildlife rehabilitation, I looked around for
indications of enrichment activities-- balls filled with hard to reach treats, knotted rope to
chew, or boxes to shred and toss. I saw a singular plastic ball floating in the murky
water. Extensive plant life, whether intentional or the result of Hokkaido's native growth,
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was lush. So lush that it took me a few moments to notice the small brown bear
snoozing in the greenery.
The bear, after a minute or two, woke up from the nap. It shook itself, dust and
sunlight rippling through its summer coat. Yawning lazily, it then began the pacing I had
seen exhibited by other animals. I am partial to bears, however, and I no doubt ascribed
too much of a purpose to the bear's ambling walk: it seemed bemused by the thoroughly
banal audience of onlookers, myself very much included.
The bear itself, a juvenile, looked relatively physically healthy if bored and
somewhat anxious. The glass-pounding school children, arrhythmically shrieking
“Kuma! Kuma! Kuma!”, rarely caught its attention—though every so often it would
glance in the direction of a particularly noisy visitor.
Eventually, the bear snorted a few times, regarded the zoo visitors, and trundled
into the water. Panting briefly in the heat, it seemed content to sink into the pool, back
turned to the crowd. I imagined, in a similar situation, I might do the same.
I turned away from the exhibit, having snapped a few blurry photos. I pondered
taking more, but determined it was overcrowded and too stressful for the bear. In truth, I
found the entire thing depressing.
I do not really know what I was hoping for: I am not particularly sentimental about
zoos for a number of reasons. Like museums, I find them to be a remnant of colonial
impulses and motivations. Also like museums, they have served as collection halls to
document the imagined progress of nation states (Ambros 2016; McDonald 2017; Ritvo
2015). As a Native person, I have a similar ambivalence regarding their existence: they
are educational institutions, justified by preservation of endangered subjects, that
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ultimately take said subject out of its original context. I have often wondered, however
idly, why so many repatriation conversations leave out the relocation of zoo animals:
they are, after all, sacred creatures from sacred landscapes and are often more integral
to religious practices than material objects.
This particular animal was one of my first exposures to the problem of bears
within Hokkaido. They are, because of their megafaunal charisma, ready mascots for
the region's national branding. Depictions of the animal are constants throughout
Hokkaido: such depictions speak to a fantastical wildness as epitomized through bears.
Sometimes ferocious, sometimes cuddly, these imagined bears signify a larger
Hokkaido dreamland. Within this dreamland, the bear and the Ainu are tied together by
an indelible connection. This
connection, in the expanse of
Hokkaido's colonial history, has
perhaps grown to be—at least in the
public imagination–more important
than both the Ainu community and
the bear population. As bears and
Ainu people have been swept up in
the imperial dreamscape, they have
perhaps been denied their
independence from one another.
This tension and anxiety are what I
begin to untangle in this project.

Figure 0.2: Ferocious and cuddly bears
advertise Hokkaido souvenir ramen.
6

I have a small sadness about the absence of living, breathing bears in this
dissertation. I have spent years studying their behavior, their landscapes, and the
complicated way they are woven into human histories. A few years ago, I made a
conscious decision to focus this research on Indigenous people and their material
histories. In doing so, I abandoned an earlier project that attended to the interspecies
ethnography of the human and non-human. Nevertheless, they have served as a
foundation for this work: they are the animals that inspire the human actors around
them. Moreover, bears have shaped my imagination as a historian, ethnographer, and
Native person. While I focus on twice and thrice removed material manifestations of
bears, how humans think about these animals is the backbone of this project.
Therefore, as I move into the critical analyses of this work, it seems important to
acknowledge how the animal has, yet again, shaped the human animal.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Collage and Consumerism in Hokkaido

The Bear in Akarenga
The Old Hokkaido Government Building, lovingly (and somewhat formally) called
“Akarenga” by locals, hovers with effortless pomp. As the multiple signs on the museum
campus indicate, the Akarenga was modeled on the Massachusetts State House: from
its inception, the building was a testament to an imagined modernity as inspired by
Europe and the United States. Designed by Adachi Yoshiyuki and completed in 1888, it
looms with a ruddy, thoroughly American ease, while maintaining an obvious Japanese
aesthetic. This large building, referred to in tourist guides as the “soul of Sapporo,” is
comfortably nestled into its multinational heritage. Although Akarenga’s eponymous red
brickwork and nods to neo-Baroque sentiment gesture heavily towards American East
Coast design, Japanese landscaping motifs punctuate the grounds and building.
Sprawling twin gardens initially greet visitors to Akarenga: manicured with a lighthanded naturalism, the gardens spill into tableaus of pine, red maple, willow, and cherry
trees; such trees melt over a lotus pond, which is populated by placid ducks-- the ducks,
as multiple signs mention, are all native to Hokkaido. These gardens, far more
evocative of classical Japanese paradisal landscapes than Bostonian parks, lead to the
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building itself: the Akarenga bricks, though influenced by Massachusetts brickworks,
were burned at Sapporo’s own Suzuki Brick factory, as well as in the factories of
Sapporo’s Shiroishi Village. The effect of the external grounds is dramatic and obvious:
the Akarenga, from garden to gabled window, is a careful melding of Japanese and
Euroamerican sensibilities.
This aesthetic combination
affirms the functional purpose of
Akarenga: in the Meiji period,
Akarenga served as the
departmental headquarters for the
administration of the colonization
of Hokkaido. From the deep elmcarved halls, the administrators of
the Meiji government strategized a
quick and comprehensive plan to
“reclaim” the “northern territories”
for the Japanese state. In
contemporary Hokkaido, the
building stands as a testament to
the colonial project, as well as an

Figure 1.1: The landscape of the Akarenga
gardens evokes Buddhist motifs of Paradise.

architectural symbol of Hokkaido itself. In pamphlets and posters across the city,
Akarenga is tenderly mentioned as an indicator of the innovation and ingenuity of the
Hokkaido government-- Akarenga is a physical manifestation of William S. Clark’s now
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famous adieu of “Boys, be ambitious!” What is infrequently acknowledged in such
tender mentions is, of course, the human subjects of Hokkaido’s colonial project: the
Ainu. Visitors to Akarenga are not immediately aware of this erasure-- it is a creeping
realization that only truly presents itself as visitors move through the entirety of the
memorial museum.
Once visitors have passed the bloom-studded grounds of Akarenga, they follow a
series of polite signs. These signs instruct them up and into the main building of the
Akarenga property. The entry stairs, surprisingly steep for a widely accessed building,
suggest grandeur appropriate for the so-called “soul of Hokkaido.” The act of stepping
into the body of the former government building is tinged with a self-conscious
pageantry: the entry-way’s sharp ascent, heavy wooden doors, and stonework arch
break into a severely elegant interior. The Akarenga, as it stands now, invites visitors
into Hokkaido’s historical past, while, simultaneously, maintaining contemporary
memorial to this history: the furnishings and architecture reflect approximations of 19th
century Hokkaido tastes, but tourist booths, stamp stations, and a crisply attired security
guard interrupt illusions of historical preservation. As if to punctuate this interruption, the
sign to the museum gift shop, puzzlingly, is bedecked in tinsel and tiny string-lights:
capitalism seems to charge ever forward. Nevertheless, the contemporary indicators of
a museum nearly seamlessly usher visitors into the larger memorial.
The interior of Akarenga is large, and the high-ceilinged rooms are parceled into
different meeting halls, staff offices, archives, and museum exhibits. During my most
recent visit, in August 2017, there were nine different exhibition spaces, including the
gift shop and tourist center. Undoubtedly, the Akarenga exhibits, as a collective whole,
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warrant attention: as mentioned previously, they establish Hokkaido as a steampowered region of development and progress; colonization, a term avoided in Japanese
scholarship, is euphemized in both textual description and visual exhibit. The subjects of
colonization, the Ainu are mentioned only passingly. In the museum, the Ainu exist most
obviously in landscape art: large oil paintings, which frame the transitional hallways,
depict Ainu individuals engaged in various agricultural tasks. These paintings suggest a
narrative of a seamless transition from Indigenous life to life under Japanese colonial
rule-- mentions of Shakushain’s Revolt (1669-1627 AD) or similar instances of
resistance and violence, are not included. While this is a museum that erases broadly
the intricacies of Meiji colonization of the Ainu, I wish to focus on the room that best
crystallizes the Akarenga building, as well as the larger narrative of contemporary
Sapporo: the Governor’s Former Office.

The Governor’s Former Office is set
up as a “memorial room” to all former
governors of Hokkaido. It is curated
differently than the other spaces in the
exhibition hall: the decorative elements lean
heavily on the neo-Baroque flirtations of the
larger grounds, and arabesque flourishes
garland the room with a formulaic formality.
When visitors step into the room, they step
Figure 1.2: Inside the memorial room

into a place articulated by a rigid historicity:
11

the weight of Hokkaido’s brief history seems to rest heavily in the vaulted ceilings of the
room. As visitors look up, stray water damage on wallpaper catching their eyes, the
framed portraits of Hokkaido’s former governors loom above them. As if to emphasize
the gravity of these Japanese men, the room’s structural elements are carved of elm
wood: dark, sturdy, and hardy, the elm tree (Ulmus davidiana japonica) is a tree closely
associated with Hokkaido. The polished elm and portraits structure the floor of the room
itself; the floor is divided evenly by an upholstered white meeting table and outlying
chairs. As the room is both exhibit and
memorial, visitors are meant to walk around
the meeting table, until they reach what is,
presumably, the raison d'être of the room
itself: an elm desk, situated into the furthest
corner of the room.
The desk itself is appropriately formal,
though positioned with a self-aware
understatement. The heavy wood is dusty
and the ornamentation spare. While, during
past uses, the desk may have been arrayed
with personal effects, in its contemporary
manifestation, it is framed by only a few
Figure 1.3: The desk, flag, and statue

objects. To its right, and most prominently,

stand two flags: the Japanese national flag and the Hokkaido regional flag. To its left, a
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number of dark elm cabinets, and a dressing mirror. Most importantly, relevant to this
project, a small display case is tucked behind the desk.
During my first pass through the memorial room, I very nearly missed the display
case. It is wedged up against the far side of the wall, and its glass is mottled and dusty.
The contents of the rather unimpressive case, however, suggest the troubling narrative
of the museum. Within this display case, stands a medium-sized carving of the “Ainu
Bear.”

Figure 1.4: The kibori kuma of Akarenga, undated and unmarked, but likely 19th
century
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The carving itself is unmistakable: the wooden bear, carved with deep grooves
and stained a dark brown, holds in its mouth a struggling salmon. The object is one of
the Ainu kibori kuma (“woodcraft bear”) bear carvings. Kibori kuma are Ainu handicrafts
rooted in the complex history of Ainu and Japanese contact; they are now a ubiquitous
tourist souvenir in Hokkaido. The kibori kuma housed in Akarenga connects to this
larger narrative. Within the museum itself, the carving, whose origins are unattributed
and artistic details difficult to make out, seems to stand in caged attention to the two
Japanese flags that precede it-- a grim suggestion of the larger history of Ainu culture in
Japan. In Akarenga, the inclusion of the Ainu kibori kuma seems like an afterthought,
albeit an intentional one. While the bear is fitted namelessly into the museum, without
any sort of explanation, it is nevertheless displayed in a prominent position in the
memorial room. It is a striking suggestion of the larger narrative of Hokkaido: the bear,
tightly situated behind the national and regional flags, indicates the position of the Ainu,
underneath the colonial rule of both the nation (Japan) and the region (Hokkaido). More
literally, the kibori kuma is an Ainu handicraft historically associated with Ainu
responses to the colonial market: it is a representation of how imperial dictates
impacted Ainu life. The bear, the lone representation of the Ainu in a room supposedly
representative of the larger Hokkaido government, seems to stand as not only a symbol
of Ainu personhood, but also as an indication of the rampant commercialization and
commodification of Ainu identity. This room in Akarenga, musty and spare, stands as a
visual text of Hokkaido and Ainu history: if the Ainu are to exist in the Hokkaido colonial
imaginary, they are going to exist as commercialized objects.
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It is this narrative, one of colonization, Indigeneity, response, and resistance, that
this dissertation follows.

I. Feeling Native, Looking White: Writing Red
Before continuing with this dissertation, it is essential to address the silent heart
of this project: I am a Native person, writing on an Indigenous community not my own. I
recognize a fundamental hypocrisy here: while I am from the loosely conceived “global
Indigenous” community, I am not from the community about which I am writing. Moves
within native/insider1 scholarship (Jacobs-Huey 2002; Jones 1970, 1995; Kanuha 2000;
Kuwayama) have indicated the importance of people within the community writing on
their own culture. While there are ethical concerns and limitations to this (Mathur 2015;
Narayan 1993; Taylor 2001), in the case of the Ainu, where silence and erasure
characterize much of the extant record, I believe this practice is an essential part of
continued Ainu scholarship. Over the course of my research, I had the good fortune to
become close with a number of Ainu scholars, many of whom saw Ainu research as a
tool of decolonization. To borrow from Jacobs-Huey, “claiming native, indigenous, or
"halfie" status can be a tactical endeavor of critical self-positioning against the
mainstream (e.g., native anthropologist) or a normalizing endeavor of self-positioning
within the mainstream (e.g., native anthropologist), Each stance provides native
researchers with an empowering means of self-identification and alignment within
There is a tension with the existence of both “native” and “Native” scholarship that is worthy of
consideration. Indigenous scholarship, Native anthropology, is generally separated out from native/Insider
anthropology for a variety of reasons. That being said, critiques of native/Insider anthropology implies a
critique of many Indigenous scholars. Within this dissertation I capitalize both “Indigenous” and “Native” to
indicate Indigeneity and my own First Nations/Native American positionality. I use “native” and
“indigenous” (as in “native anthropology as a critical discipline” or “plants indigenous to the area”—though
the latter is not without complication in Indigenous interspecies work).
1
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multiple and internally complex (e.g., lay, academic) constituencies and research
paradigms” (Jacobs-Huey 2002: 799). Very simply, within Japan insider anthropology
would destabilize current trends within the field of research on the Ainu (Hudson and
Watson 2014).
Nevertheless, as an outsider—which is in many ways the conceit of
anthropology—portions of my own experience shape my interest in this project. With the
limitations of this in mind, I want to consider the anthropological conceit that colors,
literally and figuratively, my work: my own subjectivity as an Indigenous person.
I am a person from a multi-tribal family, and this has informed my relationship
with the field of Indigenous Studies and Indigenous research. On my mother’s side, I am
Huron-Wendat, Anishinaabe, and OjiCree; I am adopted into my partner’s tribe, the
Sault Ste. Marie Band of Chippewa Indians. I am also not what many people consider a
“real Indian,” whatever that term means. In the United States, I am white-passing. While
my mother and her parents dealt with the racism targeted at people who “look Native,” I
only encountered the stories of my family’s trauma. I also did not grow up on a
reservation and came of age with only isolated parts of my tribal culture. While my
family has Metis scrips and ancestral land in Canada, I am not tribally enrolled in the
US. I exist, in many ways, as a liminal person subsisting on stories and documents of a
past that, sometimes, does not feel as though it is entirely mine. Indeed, as someone
descended from Ashkenazi Jews, Barbadian slaves, and First Nations tribes, I
sometimes look at the richness of my heritage, and puzzle over my threadbare
connection to it.
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The multiple diasporas that run throughout my lineage shape how I approach
Indigenous communities and Indigenous work. Most importantly, my heritage has
encouraged me to reframe and reconsider many of the anthropological conventions I
have taken for granted.
In that vein, in many ways, this project has been a difficult, quiet struggle with
Western academia, the conventions of scholastic work, and the ghosts that haunt my
own heritage. I started this, more or less, naively confident: I had found an interesting
topic-- the bear in Ainu history-- that reflected some of my own experiences. I did not
anticipate, eight or so years ago, that this project would lead me into unexpected,
traumatic engagements with the global assault against Indigenous peoples.
In short, it is difficult, as a Native person, to stay calm, detached, and productive
when-- day after day-- you are researching the ramifications of settler-colonialism on an
Indigenous population.
While I have been writing this work, a near constant onslaught of violences have
been enacted against Native Americans, both in this country and my maternal country
of Canada. Missing and murdered women reported with daily journalistic neutrality.
Mashpee Wampanoag land rights denied. Water Protectors at Standing Rock brutalized
by police. The constant string of Native men-- dead by cause of local authorities,
neighbors, friends, family members, and, perhaps most frequently, their own hands. A
San Carlos Apache woman impregnated, by a healthcare worker, while in a vegetative
state. Most recently, Elder Nathan Phillips mocked, scrutinized, and disbelieved by
hundreds of thousands of non-Natives.
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At some point two years ago, this project became more than a doctoral
dissertation. It became a struggle to find voice, however shakily, and to make meaning
of the global histories implicated in the daily violence Indigenous people face.
This project is, at least in part, autoethnography: parts of my autobiography have
informed how I do my ethnographic research and writing (Holman Jones 2005; Holman
Jones, Adams, and Ellis 2013). Early in my research, I attempted to lean away from the
discomfort I felt as an Indigenous person researching the Ainu: to write honestly on the
embarrassment, anger, and awkwardness seemed like an invalidation of my expertise.
When I was leaning over Ainu artifacts, in the cavernous archives of the Smithsonian
Institution, I did not want people to know that the entire process evoked deep sadness
and ambivalence about my own work. I did not want people to know that, while teaching
Ainu history to Japanese college students, I was frequently flustered by my own inability
to complicate the narrative of Indigenous history: as a Native person, I was frequently at
a loss for how to talk about it without descending into an emotional spiral. People who
know me know that I hate crying in front of people: to write an autoethnography felt like
a manic swing of crying, laughing, and screaming with (or at) my readers.
All the same, it became impossible to do my research without allowing myself to
lean into my own subjectivity. My writing style, my research process, and my
relationship to the communities I study are products of my autobiography. My writing,
similarly, is a product of this process (Ellis, Adams, and Bochner 2011).
This dissertation has been written, to quote my community, “on Indian Time.”
That is to say: always late. That is to say: with a darkly ironic understanding of just how
precious “Indian Time,” in the face of genocidal violence, actually is.
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This is hardly nor bravely a radical piece of research. It is, however, one written
with consideration of global Indigenous realities and my own subjectivity. Moreover, it
starts, as pieces of Real Indian Writing perhaps do, with a story.
During the summer of 2017, thanks to a suggestion from my mentors Carol Ellick
and Joe Watkins, I met a woman named Mai. Carol had encouraged the two of us to
meet and talk about our research. Mai and I met, along with Mai’s friend and my (now)
husband Scott, at a posh, cozy Sapporo coffee shop. Mai, always immaculately
dressed, greeted me politely, passing on her well-wishes to Carol and Joe. Mai was, at
the time, a graduate student at Hokkaido University, and, like me, a woman of mixed
Indigenous heritage. Mai describes herself as Ainu and Japanese-- like me, Mai
straddles the expectations of both worlds, as well as the demands of a university
system that only sometimes addresses the needs of Indigenous researchers. Our
conversation, jumping between Japanese and English, flowed more freely than the
majority of most conversations I have had with (relative) strangers. I had intended to ask
Mai about “being Ainu” -- what did it mean, and how did it impact her? The
conversation, instead, rolled into a heartfelt, dynamic exchange between two people
existing in realities of mixed-race worlds. We talked on the challenges of being “neither
one or the other,” and, moreover, on the challenges of existing as an Indigenous person
in an academic institution. “How do I write research that reflects who I am?” we both
wondered aloud. “On one side,” we both agreed, “I’m Native. On the other side, I’m not.
What does that mean for my work?” We mused on the responsibilities, tensions, and
anxieties inherent to the work of a mixed-heritage scholar attempting to do ethical work.
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We fretted over whether we were “Indigenous enough” to represent our communities,
both global and local.
We ended our conversation after a breathless series of hours. We exclaimed that
it was almost 11pm. We exchanged emails. I opened an Instagram account to follow
Mai’s art and fashion. We hugged-- hugged with the happy awkwardness of former
strangers bound by an unforeseen sameness. We have remained friends and
colleagues.
I set out to write this dissertation, eight years ago, with the scholastic precision
and neutral perfection I had come to value. Following my conversation with Mai, and
following conversations with the Native scholars and activists who have rounded out my
academic upbringing, I am content to write more dangerously. I have allowed myself,
when it feels appropriate to the larger anthropological story I am telling, to share the
strange spaces wherein my Native self existed: the moments of anger, bewilderment,
fear, and amusement that situate this work as a piece of Indigenous scholarship. I call
these moments of “writing Red.”
Despite these multiple intersections of self, I am not the best person to write a
history of the Ainu, as I am not Ainu. I am, however, deeply hopefully that this work
serves, however momentarily, as a Red spot on the Ivory Tower.

II. Consuming Indigeneity
This dissertation uses the case study of the Hokkaido Ainu and bear imagery to
investigate the recursive relationship between non-Indigenous consumption of
Indigeneity and national branding. Since the initial colonization of the northern island
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now known as Hokkaido, non-Ainu populations have consumed Ainu Indigeneity
through appropriation and dispersal of Ainu material objects. Objects consumed run the
gamut: academics have taken skeletons from Ainu graves to produce scholastic
knowledge; Ainu gender roles have been circulated through Japanese film and
television; Ainu music and performance have served as entertainment for non-Ainu
people. Within these examples, however, there is perhaps none more powerful nor
tangible than the appropriation and commercialization of the “Ainu bear.”
Throughout interactions between Ainu and non-Ainu, the Ainu bear has served
as a focal point of cultural consumption: consumption of the symbolism and material
objects connected to the bear, by Japanese, European, and North American individuals,
has resulted in a complex colonization of Ainu culture. Moreover, by consuming Ainu
Indigeneity, as specifically related to bears, Hokkaido Japanese have been able to
establish a regional identity that connects itself to a larger national narrative. This final
point introduces an important question: why, in the scope of Japanese nationalism,
does Hokkaido need a specific identity?

Consuming Hokkaido: Commodity, Tourism, and Appropriation
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One of the chief nodes around which this project hinges is Hokkaido’s
development of a regional identity. Compared to mainland Japan, Hokkaido is young:
Hokkaido, as the Japanese region, is a product of the Meiji Restoration; Hokkaido itself
was not formally named until 1869.
Therefore, the creation and curation of a
Hokkaido regional identity that fit within the
larger national narrative was integral to the
development of Hokkaido as a separate,
but integrated, Japanese territory.
Appropriation of Ainu cultural materials,
notably the bear, within a colonial imaginary
allowed for the development of a unique
Hokkaido identity: the bear stood as a
symbol of conquerable wilderness and the
feral frontier-- the idealized epitome of
Figure 1.5: An array of souvenirs that use
Hokkaido wildlife, particular the bear, to
advertise “wild Hokkaido”

mainland Japanese progress. Moreover, as
an animal deeply rooted in Hokkaido Ainu

identity, the bear served as a way to quietly assimilate the Ainu into mainstream
Hokkaido life. As I will explore throughout this project, within Hokkaido, bears are
simultaneously synonymous with both the Ainu and Hokkaido itself: this locates the Ainu
as objects logically locked within the colonial imaginary. In this way, Hokkaido Japanese
have appropriated Ainu cultural objects as tools of regional identity making; this situates
the Ainu as convenient devices in a larger nationalist narrative.
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The consumption of Indigeneity has allowed for Hokkaido Japanese to use the
Ainu in the production of a wider national brand. Within this project, I define
“consumption” as the process wherein people make meaningful use of cultural objects,
whether or not that use and meaning-making is connected to the original cultural
context of the object. Following Douglas and Isherwood, I view consumption of cultural
objects as inextricably connected to the production of social life: objects are not passive,
but instead created within a given context, and this context reacts on the consumer
(Douglas and Isherwood 1996 [1978]). The process of consumption is a process
wherein an object, material or immaterial, is appropriated by one social body, and,
subsequently, repurposed in the production of social life. Within this dissertation, I argue
that non-Ainu individuals have consumed Ainu objects; these objects, in turn, have
worked to co-create the Hokkaido regional identity; this identity, connected to the Meiji
Japan imaginary, both simultaneously incorporates and obscures Ainu Indigeneity. I
argue that, throughout the history of this consumption, the “Ainu bear” has been the
most obvious and most central cultural object.
As a central cultural object, I examine the “Ainu bear,” as made manifest in the
kibori kuma, as a commodity within Japanese commercial markets. It is therefore critical
to muse on “commodity” as it applies to this project. As Kopytoff indicates in the
introduction to The cultural biography of things, “For the economist, commodities simply
are. That is, certain things and rights to things are produced, exist, and can be seen to
circulate through the economic system as they are being exchanged for other things,
usually in exchange for money” (Kopytoff 1986: 64). The kibori kuma, a souvenir object
produced, circulated, and exchanged for money, certainly exists within the
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commonsensical definition of “commodity.” To borrow further from Kopytoff, however,
the kibori kuma is entangled within a complicated sociohistory—it is mired within the
“cultural and cognitive process” (64) wherein a culture, or cultures, decided the meaning
of a thing. Importantly, the history of the form and circulation reveal changing valuations
within Japan: the creation, production, and availability of the kibori kuma have changed
over time, reflecting Kopytoff’s “moral economy” (64) that informs how things do and do
not appear in commercial markets. In the case of the kibori kuma, these changes are
largely products of the colonial encounter: the interactions between Japanese settlercolonizers and various Ainu communities.
I draw from Kopytoff’s discussion of object biographies to approach my
discussion of commodities. Following Kopytoff:
In doing the biography of a thing, one would ask questions similar to those one
asks about people: What, sociologically, are the biographical possibilities
inherent in its ‘status’ and in the period and culture, and how are these
possibilities realized? Where does the thing come from and who made it?” What
has been its career so far, and what do people consider to be an ideal career for
such things? What are the recognized ‘ages’ or periods in the thing’s ‘life,’ and
what are the cultural markers for them? How does the thing’s use change with its
age, and what happens to it when it reaches the end of its usefulness?
(Kopytoff 1986: 67)
Within the scope of this project, I have not performed an intensive analysis of the
cycle of individual objects. Instead, starting with the origination of the kibori kuma and
moving forward to its contemporary iterations, I have attempted to trace how this
commodity has changed over time. The biography of the kibori kuma is notoriously
complicated. These complications are important to tease out, however, as they reveal
how colonial spaces impact the production of material objects. The development of the
kibori kuma, as inspired by intangible sacred Ainu imagery, into a commodity reflects
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how colonial processes are made manifest in objects. A historical understanding of the
object, as framed by cultural “thing” biographies, helps guide interpretation of these
materials and the spaces in which they are circulated.
In addition to the complication of the commodity, there exists the additionally
fraught reality that the kibori kuma is a tourist good. Arjun Appadurai succinctly attests
to the complexity of tourist goods:
One final example of the very complex relationship between authenticity, taste,
and the politics of consumer—producer relations concerns what have been
called ethnic or tourist arts…. At the producer end, one sees traditions of
fabrication (again, following Munn), changing in response to commercial and
aesthetic impositions or temptations from large-scale, and sometimes far-away
consumers. At the other end, one has souvenirs, mementos, curios, collections,
exhibits, and the status contests, expertise, and commerce on which they rest. In
between one has a series of commercial and aesthetic links, sometimes
complex, multiple, and indirect and sometimes overt, few, and direct. In both
cases, tourist art constitutes a special commodity traffic, in which the group
identities of producers are tokens for the status politics of consumers.
(Appadurai 2012: 47).

Within tourist economies, souvenir commodities provide an exchange of travel:
commodities are circulated based on the recursive demands of the inside-producer and
the outside-tourist; in the case of most tourist industries, and certainly within Japan,
larger governmental bodies inform tourist aesthetics. The production of “how the
outsider views the inside” is a negotiated perspective situated between multiple
stakeholders. In the case of the kibori kuma, which I located as an Indigenous object
within the commodity market, the question of why the object is produced and how it is
designed are essential questions—these questions, after all, reveal the impulses, shifts,
and priorities of the tourist market. Within my larger project, such priorities suggest the
colonial dynamics still extant in Japan.

Finally, since I explore models of consumption
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and commodity, it is crucial to examine how Indigeneity often appears in texts that
explore these patterns. These is a tendency in studies of Indigenous groups to view
Indigenous people as passive objects (Chilisa 2011; Smith 1999: 61). While colonization
and oppression of Indigenous populations is a globally persistent pattern, to view these
groups as simply passive is to minimize their cultural agency. Within this dissertation,
therefore, I frame the Ainu not as passive subjects of consumption, but instead as
actors engaged with colonial systems.
Within this discussion, it is further important to investigate cultural appropriation
as a theoretical category. Cultural appropriation has gained a fair amount of attention in
popular media, largely because of scholars like Lenore Keeshig Tobias and Adrienne
Keene, as well as increased online attention to commercial appropriation (Baldy 2016).
Nevertheless, the vagaries surrounding themes of appropriation have caused significant
debate. Within academic circles, cultural appropriation has been criticized as
necessitating a reliance on cultural essentialism (Matthes 2016). Others have criticized
cultural appropriation as an impasse for true intellectual freedom and creative
expression: its existence as a category, various scholars and artists have posited,
negates the free exchange of ideas (Hldaki 1994). In other arenas, educators have
suggested that, while cultural appropriation is of ethical concern, not all cultural
exchange, particularly of spiritual ideas, is by default appropriative (Vasalou et al 2014).
These arguments, generally presented by defendants of cultural appropriation, indicate
only a small range of critical responses to cultural appropriation.
Nevertheless, while appropriation is a nebulous concept with multiple entrypoints for critique, various scholars have demonstrated its importance. Cultural
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appropriation, when located as a tool of colonialism, helps dismantle Western
conceptions of property and ownership (Coombe 1993). It simultaneously allows for
critiques that move beyond the interchangeability of cultural exchange versus cultural
appropriation; such critiques specifically interrogate Western attempts to whitewash
colonial legacies (Keene 2013; Riley and Carpenter 2016). Relevant to this dissertation,
scholastic definitions of cultural appropriation allow for Indigenous critique of settlercolonizer histories.
In this dissertation, I differentiate between “cultural exchange” and “cultural
appropriation” along the lines of equitable transaction, informed consent, and historical
context. I define “cultural exchange” as: a consensual exchange between two or more
groups, wherein one (or more) group is receiving something in exchange for something
of equitable value. In the context of Japan, anime serves as an example of reasonably
successful cultural exchange; the export of anime and related commodities has
contributed to Japan’s explosive global soft-power (Iwabuchi 2015, Lam 2007, McGray
2002, Valaskivi 2013). Within this exchange, Japan is consensually engaging in a
commercial market within an equitable system of transactional exchange. While the
demilitarization of Japan and the consequent necessitation of soft-power complicate the
consensual nature of this market (Matsuda 2007), it is a fairly strong example of cultural
exchange.
Cultural appropriation differs considerably. Within this dissertation, I define
“cultural appropriation” as: the action of one or more groups taking a cultural object for
their personal cultural use, generally without consent. Appropriation differs from
exchange in that it is not a transaction with an implied equity between the parties
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exchanging cultural material. Appropriation is often called theft because it implies a
disparity between one group and another group. As Keene, building on Lenore Keeshig
Tobias, states, “beyond [Tobias’] basic definition, cultural appropriation is a reflection of
power and the marginalized position of Indigenous peoples in our societies. When this
‘taking’ (cultural appropriation) occurs, it is not a simple ‘sharing’ of culture; there is
always a power imbalance that is being exploited” (Keene 2016: 56). Building on these
discussions, w I determine cultural appropriation by looking at a) historical
contextualization, b) the lack of equitable exchange, and c) lack of and/or coerced
consent.
The last issue, one of consent, is complicated. Within multiple markets, the
commoditization of appropriated groups is consensual—at least nominally. Jean and
John Comaroff, for instance, explore the global commodification of human identity in
their volume Ethnicity, Inc. Comparing a range of international groups, Comaroff and
Comaroff investigate how ethnic populations—particularly colonized ones-commercialize themselves in order to thrive within corporate, capitalist post-colonial
zones (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). Simultaneously, however, corporate entities
encourage this commodification of human identity for their own personal gain.
Colonized groups, when they consent to exchange commercially the intangible or
tangible parts of their cultural heritage, do not do so in an equal exchange of power:
colonial histories necessitate exchange in order for minority identities, particularly
Indigenous ones, to survive. The reality of the global colonial empire hinders the
possibility of total consent. The coercive assimilation of populations necessitated the
development of new industries. The transaction between colonizer/colonized is never
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truly equitable, as it is contextualized within a history of abuses. A conversation I had at
an intertribal pow-wow illuminated this tension on a personal level. In the summer of
2018, I attended a popular intertribal pow-wow in New Hampshire. Perusing the vendor
stands, I stopped by a man selling different tobacco mixes. I told him I was picking up
some tobacco for my father.
“Your dad smoke a pipe?” he asked. “Some of this is for smoking, and some of it
isn’t.”
“He does,” I answered, and, realizing the implication of the question, quickly
clarified, “He’s white though. My mom’s Indian.”
“Ah, gotcha,” he smiled a toothy grin, and started to shuffle through his display
stand. “Hard to be married to an Indian woman,” and he gestured at my husband, “
‘specially if you’re an Indian though, right brother?”
The man stood up from his stool, stretched his back with a grimace, and began
to shuffle through the various baggies of tobacco. “This is a good one— ask any
Blackfoot his favorite, and he’ll tell you this one,” the man mentioned his own tribe, and
continued, “nice and smoky. Better than most pipe tobacco you buy out there, and even
the white guys like it.”
He handed me the bag. I noted the prominent figure on the label—an illustration
of a man in what I assumed was Blackfoot regalia. The bag clearly sold the image of the
Indian. As I agreed to the purchase, I asked the vendor how he felt about selling
tobacco to white people, particularly in the context of campaigns such as “Keep
Tobacco Sacred” (Wilson et al. 2019; D’Silva et al 2018).
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The man, squinting at me over his sunglasses, paused for a moment. After a few
beats, he shrugged and chuckled, “I mean, might as well, you know what I mean?” He
gestured broadly to the expansive pow-wow grounds around him; he pointed, however
briefly, at a pair of non-Native journalists taking photographs of dancers. “Money is
money.”
I nodded, and he smiled broadly. “I mess with the white kids, though,” he
laughed. “Tell them it’s,” and he shot his eyes from side-to-side, pantomiming
conspiracy, “special weed.”
This encounter, much like the comparative analyses in Ethnicity Inc., emphasizes
the ambivalent consent that surrounds issues of commodification, commercialism, and
marketing of Indigeneity. When I present the appropriation of the kibori kuma I
acknowledge the coercive assimilation of Ainu populations into mainstream Japan.
Using these discussions, theorists, and encounters as anchors, I define the
development, production, and sale of the kibori kuma as an example of colonizer
appropriation of an Indigenous ontological system. As I discuss in Chapter 4, the kibori
kuma, while a hybrid object, has roots in the religious ontology of the Ainu. Moreover, its
development and production are rooted in Japanese colonization of Ainu lifeways, and
the coercive development of new Ainu-Japanese commercial markets. This object, the
kibori kuma, has served as an object in service to the larger Japanese state: the
monetary recompense the Ainu receive fails to equal the damage caused by the
colonial nation. As stated, I have located three factions—a) historical context, b)
inequitable exchange, and c) lack of freely given consent—as the three factors that
determine cultural appropriation. Consequently, I define the kibori kuma and its sale as
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a process entangled within cultural appropriation and the lasting artifacts (literal and
figurative) of the colony.
In order to contextualize my material, I will first present the content of the
dissertation, and the goals of respective chapters. I will then move into a discussion of
my theoretical and methodological approach, with specific attention to the reality of
writing and researching as a Native scholar.

III. Chapter Summaries
Including this introductory chapter, I have structured this dissertation into six
separate chapters. Chapters Two and Three provide the environmental, archaeological,
historical, and anthropological contexts of Hokkaido, Japanese archaeology, and the
Ainu. These two chapters are meant to introduce the fundamental issues in Ainu history
and the study of that history; furthermore, they provide a foundational introduction to
Ainu history and culture, as contextualized within Japanese archaeology and social
anthropology. Chapters Four and Five move into specific discussion of the Ainu and the
bear, and the bear image within tourist markets. Finally, Chapter Six introduces the
global implications and resonances of this work.
Chapter Two, “Restructuring the Dreamscape: The Ainu in Historical
Perspective,” presents the prehistorical and historical context of Hokkaido and the Ainu.
The prehistorical roots of Ainu culture and history position the Ainu as a group uniquely
influenced and formed by the dynamic geographical patterns of the Hokkaido island. By
presenting an archaeologically informed history of the region’s environmental and
climatic history, I situate the Ainu and their predecessors within their environmental
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context; moreover, however, I introduce the archaeologically informed resistances to the
imperialist and nationalist histories presented in conventional scholarship on the Ainu. I
use Koji Mizoguchi’s theory of Jomon prehistory to introduce a renegotiated history of
the Japanese archipelago, with attention to the construction of a Japanese “civilized
Self” relative to a “primitivized Other.” I then move into a discussion of Ainu history, as
described and informed by a range of post-colonial scholars from multiple fields.
Chapter Three, “Colonizing Ainu Anthropology,” discusses the history of
Japanese archaeology and social anthropology, with specific reference to research on
the Ainu. I use Fumiko Ikawa-Smith’s seminal 1982 essay “Co-Traditions in Japanese
Archaeology” to develop a critical history around Japanese archaeology. This essay,
partially a response to Bruce Trigger’s iconic 1980 essay “Archaeology and the Image
of the American Indian,” presents the Japanese perspective on the history of
archaeology, within Japan. I use this essay to present a larger critique of Japanese
anthropology, and to demonstrate the crystallization of a Japanese “selfhood” within the
social and natural sciences. Furthermore, I expand this discussion to the broader critical
history Hyun Il Pai presents on Japanese imperial thought within East Asia (Pai 2013).
Framed by various post-colonial and Indigenous scholars, I move into a discussion of
how nationalist academic arenas have specifically disadvantaged Ainu groups. I then
use the scholarship of Hirofumi Kato and Mayumi Okada, of the Center for Ainu and
Indigenous Studies at Hokkaido University, to build a description of how “Ainu Studies”
have been used in nationalist endeavors. Finally, I use the histories and critiques,
presented in both Chapter Two and Chapter Three, to transition into the analytical
sections of my dissertation.
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In Chapter Four, I discuss the history of the Ainu and the bear within Hokkaido. I
first discuss the importance of the bear within historical and contemporary Ainu culture; I
focus on archaeological and ethnographic materials from a range of scholars. I then
move into a discussion of the kimun kamuy and the iyomante: this ceremony, often
known as the “Ainu bear sacrifice” or “Ainu bear festival” in English-language texts, is
one of the most well-known parts of Ainu culture. Informed by a variety of sources,
including Indigenous Ainu and non-Indigenous Ainu scholarship, I present the logic and
various forms of the ceremony itself. I then move into a discussion of the treatment of
iyomante within non-Ainu materials, scholastic or otherwise. I discuss how various
stakeholders mobilized research on the iyomante to “make savage” the Ainu. I review
and textually analyze three genres of work: Japanese Ainu-e, Western travelogues, and
documentary film on the Ainu. Representative examples from these three genres, I
argue, demonstrate how various non-Ainu parties used the Ainu and their connection to
the bear to draw a dichotomy between the “primitive Ainu” and the “civilized Japanese.”
This racist dichotomy served to buoy colonial projects in both Japan and the West.
Using this history, I transition into ethnographic work conducted in contemporary Japan,
and the lasting impacts this history has had on contemporary Ainu populations. I
discuss, specifically, the fixation on the “Ainu bear” and its result in a commodification of
Ainu religion and spirituality. I conclude this chapter by discussing the kibori kuma and
its exemplification of these historical trends.
In Chapter Five, I present the bulk of my ethnographic work: I review the
omnipresence of kibori kuma in Sapporo tourist markets. Using fieldwork conducted in
the consumer markets of Sapporo Japan, I investigate the kibori kuma’s transformation
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into a mainstay of the Hokkaido tourist aesthetic. I investigate omiyage culture within
Japan and explain how the Japanese government uses regional omiyage to market and
express a unified nation-state. I expand this history to demonstrate how the Hokkaido
government has used Ainu objects, specifically the kibori kuma, to market a specific
Hokkaido regional identity codified within a larger national Japanese image. I then
analyze a series of objects from Sapporo markets, and analyze them within the context
of Ainu and Hokkaido history. To these objects, I attempt to add the human spaces and
stories that contextualize how they operate within Hokkaido itself.
In Chapter Six, I consider the global implications of Indigenous objects in tourist
markets. Using the conclusion drawn in Chapter Five, I consider cross-comparative
examples from my own tribal communities in North America. I start with a discussion of
American state flags, and their appropriations of Indigeneity in pursuit of a larger
statecraft. I then move into considering larger issues of art, reclamation, and resistance:
this consideration involves conversations with both Ainu and Ojibwe artists. Importantly
in this chapter, I return to a more thoroughly autoethnographic mode: as a Native artist,
scholar, and activist, I attempt to use this project as a space wherein Native modes of
storytelling and reflection are presented alongside more conventional scholarship.
Using this research, I hope to introduce larger questions about settler colonialism
and the appropriation of Indigenous images. What does it mean for a colonizing
population to co-opt an Indigenous image within its own production of regional identity?
How can objects, and critical analysis of these objects, help us better understand the
commoditization of Indigeneity?
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IV. Methods
Indigenous History as Collage
This research project is interdisciplinary not only by design, but by necessity. As
multiple scholars have noted, in both post-colonial and Indigenous projects
interdisciplinary/interdiscursive methods are essential. Interdisciplinary studies allow for
multivocality, the decentralization of dominant voices, and the reinvestigation of erased
histories. Within my project-- an examination of a patchwork history of a niche material
object-- interdisciplinary methods allow for a stitching together of available records.
There are any number of interdisciplinary scholars from whom I could pull theory, but, in
recognition of the type of work I do, I draw from the visual artist Kathleen Vaughan.
Vaughan describes her process and product as a practice of “collage” (Vaughan
2005). Vaughan identifies collage, both discipline and theory, as useful for not only
visual artists, but also theorists interested in approaching interdisciplinarity through the
language of visual arts. For Vaughan, collage is a practice that, literally and figuratively,
pieces together disparate parts to make a unified whole; this whole, however, is not a
definitive “truth.” It is instead a method of storytelling that acknowledges gaps, as well
as the subjective meaning-making that comes from imagining these gaps filled.
While the entirety of Vaughan’s approach has influenced my own theoretical
engagement with this project, Vaughan’s discussion of absence and emptiness is
particularly poignant. Vaughan reflects on her art installation, an “unwearable parka,”
and the absence of a manufactured body to wear the pieced together clothing:
I recognized that this notion of the absent body was as vital to the thematics of
this work [the parka] as is its unwearability… What does art know?, I wanted this
piece to know the body of an absent wearer, not simply to be an unwearable
garment waiting never to be put on, but one that had been inhabited by an
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imaginable absence. This understanding took me to researches into memory,
loss, and material culture, which further enriched my art making.
(Vaughan 2005: 37)

Through her art, and her attempts to bring together disparate parts to form a unified
whole, Vaughan realizes that, in a collage practice, absence is an essential part of both
the process and finished product. The juxtaposition of disparate objects, dissimilar
pieces that attempt to present a whole that “used to be,” starkly demonstrates how
much of a history has been lost. It further exhibits the imperfection of creative,
generative memory.
This practice of collage, wherein collage-- through its physical construction-exposes gaps in knowledge, is integral to thoughtful research on both Ainu and global
Indigenous communities. Theorists who promote interdisciplinarity, particularly nonIndigenous post-colonialists, often fail to recognize the ruptures and gaps in Indigenous
records; instead, they move too swiftly towards a theory that claims, through critical use
of polyvalent sources, academic work can reconstruct in totality a complete picture. This
optimism is misplaced: it ignores the colonial violence done to both the historical record
and actual Indigenous people. Ruptured histories exist because knowledge has been
lost; knowledge has been lost, to return to the active voice, because settler-colonizers
have systematically killed Indigenous people. Just as “decolonization is not a metaphor”
(Tuck and Yang 2012), “interdisciplinarity” should not be presented as a fictive panacea
to fix the loss of Indigenous knowledge through genocidal violence. A collage-based
practice, as informed by Vaughan, does not suggest a post-colonial preference for
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interdisciplinary approaches; instead, it presents critical collage as use of multiple
sources as necessitated by historical violence to Indigenous populations.
The nature of absence and collage also addresses a larger silence within this
work: as an Indigenous person conducting work on an Indigenous population, it might
seem strange that there is a lack of Ainu voices within this piece. This is part of the
contemporary political situation within Japan: many of the people with whom I spoke
were happy to offer me suggestions on drafts, theorists to read, and methodologies to
consider, but did not want to contribute their experiences to a larger “ethnography” of
Ainu. It felt, they would often mention, too much like what their grandparents and greatgrandparents told them to avoid. The majority of people who were interested in talking
me were in their twenties to forties, and very few Ainu elders had a real interest in
talking with me beyond polite formalities—their grandchildren assured me this was
largely because I was a) an anthropologist, and b) likely to “out” their political agendas
to mainstream Japanese. When I was talking with Ainu friends and colleagues, it was
often difficult for me to gauge when our conversations had shifted from formal
ethnographic interview to debates and discussions on the state of Japanese politics. It
was unclear, at that point, whether it was alright for me to include these voices in my
work.
Nonetheless, an earlier draft of this piece was criticized for the absence of voice:
I agree with that criticism, and, in my revisions, I have tried to include the multivocality
prized in rich ethnographic work. With that in mind, I think it is important to emphasize
that future iterations of my work must include more Ainu voices, as well as an
ethnographic strategy that engenders these inclusions. With the material I have, I have
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attempted to present a collage completed with more earnest attention to the voices and
stories connected to this work.
Following this framework, I have combined multiple sources to attempt to present
a collage of Ainu history and the kibori kuma. These sources run the gamut, from
ethnographic interviews with Ainu community members to archival documents and
material objects to fieldwork conducted alongside an international team of
archaeologists. What these sources have revealed is, undeniably, that Ainu history is a
bricolage of disparate parts, attempting to form a unified whole. My work, which
attempts to knit these sources together, does so with the recognition that a patchwork
anthropological history is just that: juxtaposed parts put into a cacophonous
conversation with one another. It is imperfect, and, perhaps importantly, incomplete.
I fully acknowledge the strange biases in my work—such as the preponderance of
non-Ainu scholars, including myself, who declare a certain number of facts and figures
as representative of Ainu history. Similarly, I recognize the silences: the Ainu voices in
this work are comparatively quiet. This is partially because of the state of research on
the Ainu: scholarship has favored Japanese, European, and American scholarship over
Ainu scholarship. It is also a product of contemporary Ainu life: of the dozens of Ainu
individuals with whom I spoke, many elected to be identified by a pseudonym or their
initials—they stated a preference for anonymity given the state of politics in Japan.
These imbalances in my work have proven a source of frustration and innovation: in
order to provide work that is earnestly reflective of this reality, I have employed a range
of methods as I have pursued a mostly cohesive picture. I outline the largest body of
material and methods I employed below.
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1) Fieldwork Conducted in Sapporo, Japan
From 2012-2017, I spent two to four months a year living in Sapporo, Japan.
Within Sapporo, I divided my time between engaging with the university community,
Ainu communities, and researching the local
tourist market. I participated, as a guest
community member, in a range of activities
connected to Hokkaido University and various
Ainu activism circles. During my time in
Sapporo, I conducted ethnographic interviews
with Ainu and non-Ainu activists, scholars, and
community members. The majority of our
conversations centered on understanding the
contemporary situation of Ainu in Japan, as
well as Ainu-Japanese heritage and response
to archaeological projects on the Ainu. Some of

Figure 1.6: The city of Sapporo,
viewed from the top of the Radio
Tower

these conversations are featured within this dissertation; many more informed how I
have come to conceptualize Indigeneity as it is currently developing within Japan.
Japanese, Ainu, and self-identified Ainu-Japanese individuals have served not only as
interlocutors, but as colleagues who have guided the shape of this research.
In general, my ethnographic interviews were not recorded on a device. I did not
record them for two, often overlapping, reasons. The first was the preference of the
individuals with whom I was talking: many Ainu individuals, in particular, were often
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uncomfortable with having their voices formally recorded, and preferred that I take notes
on our conversations. The second reason was the nature of my ethnographic fieldwork:
I was often on an excavation or at an activist event where recording was intrusive to the
work being done, as well as disruptive to the other participants. For this reason, with a
few exceptions, the majority of the quoted dialogue is assembled from fieldnotes and
are not necessarily verbatim. From a stylistic and personal level, since these
conversations are not verbatim, I do not claim to present a factual reality of interactions,
but instead an interpretative, nuanced narrative of those interactions; nevertheless, I
have attempted to maintain as truthful a representation of interactions as I am capable. I
have indicated the instances where the interview was transcribed from a recorded
conversation. While my interviews-- or perhaps less formally, conversations—were
conducted primarily in Japanese, the majority of them would sometimes slip rapidly into
English, particularly when we were speaking on issues of Ainu rights and activism. I
have presented the interviews in English, and any errors in representation or translation
are my own.
While ethnographic interviews were important to my research, the bulk of my
time in Sapporo was spent in Sapporo tourist markets. These markets, which I detail in
Chapter Five, included shopping centers, transportation kiosks, and commercial
branches of institutions such as universities and government buildings. I photographed
materials, documented trends in products, and conducted research on objects. I
extended my research on these markets to private and public arenas adjacent to the
commercial Hokkaido tourism: zoos, museums, and educational facilities such as “Ainu
centers.”
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Within these areas, I focused on a wide range of topics related to the Ainu. I was
interested specifically in how Ainu identity was marketed to tourist publics. In 2014, I
narrowed my focus to how the bear, the kibori kuma, and the Ainu were used to
advance Japanese conceptions of Hokkaido.

2) Archival Research at the Smithsonian Institution and Harvard Peabody
In addition to ethnographic fieldwork, from 2014-2018 I engaged in archival and
historical research at Hokkaido University's Center for Ainu and Indigenous Studies, the
Harvard Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, and the Smithsonian
Institution's Center for Circumpolar Studies. Firstly, this was to familiarize myself with
the Ainu material record, the Ainu language, and how Ainu materials were accessioned
to museums. In particular, I examined the Smithsonian Institution's Romyn Hitchcock
collection to understand the tourist trade and its manifestation as an etymological
record. I also used these archives to examine documentary and ethnographic film, Ainue genre art, and the array of Japanese and Western travelogues written about Ainu
individuals. Some of these objects, are explored in Chapter Four; the entirety of the
collections I observed are included in Appendix I and Appendix II. In addition to
providing me with a range of materials, from “fine art” to ethnographic film and diary
entries, this research also provided me a material and aesthetic account of 19th century
Japan: the colonial voices, and their interpretations of Ainu communities, informed my
critical approach to these materials, most fully manifest in Chapter Four.

3) Archaeological Work Conducted on Rebun Island
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Archaeology is often understood as a means to an end: artifacts are excavated,
recorded, collected, and analyzed. The final product is then formatted into a peerreviewed article or book. However, as multiple scholars have indicated, archaeology
can serve as a powerful community building tool (Atalay 2006, 2012; Atalay, Clauss,
McGuire, and Welch 2014; Colwell 2016; Little 2009; Little and Shackel 2007, 2016;
Sabloff 2016). Within this dissertation, I use archaeology not as a means to a
quantitative end, but instead as a method to conduct interdisciplinary work on the past.
Archaeology has served as a way of talking, and, moreover, as a way of encouraging a
certain kind of knowing.
The pragmatics of an archaeological dig engender conversation. Most obviously,
participants engage in team-based, physically demanding work, as negotiated and
navigated by multiple power structures.2 Moreover, archaeological excavations form
multiple communities: communities of laborers, participants, students, and experts, all
roles that are occupied by multiple individuals. Perhaps even less obviously,
archaeology is an intimate exchange between participants: frustrations, expectations,
and hopes shift in a complicated network of scheduled work. Friendships and enmities
develop; tensions and anxieties, oriented around the past, emerge. Archaeology is
physically, emotionally, and mentally taxing work; for Indigenous participants, it is often
spiritually taxing.

While outside the scope of this discussion, the power dynamics and hierarchies within archaeology are
important to recognize. Within archaeological practice, there is, generally, an assumption of expertise.
This expertise is held by archaeologists who are generally in positions of significant financial privilege;
this privilege is further buoyed by the expectation that expertise, on a site, puts people in positions of
higher power. While various community projects, particularly within Indigenous archaeology, seek to
dismantle these power structures, they continue to be prevalent in many projects, particularly within
Japan.
2
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This sort of communal labor requires collaborative learning and constant
communication. As people work on a site, questions, discussions, and conversations
are part of the natural flow of work: asking about the past is a normal and encouraged
part of the labor process. Because archaeological work necessitates knowledge about
this past, people are constantly engaging with and thinking about history. Unlike in other
settings, archaeology lends itself to routine critical inquiries into history.
As a field supervisor in Hokkaido, I was continually engaging with a myriad of
student and community participant questions. Many of these questions involved
identification and technique: “What sort of bone is this?” “Is this a rock or a piece of
ceramic?” “Does this look like the start of a feature?” are all questions familiar to field
school instructors. These questions, however, lead into deeper interrogations of
archaeological work and the contextual history surrounding the work.
In 2015, I was supervising a group of Japanese college students attending field
school for the first time. They were, slowly, excavating a deposit of albatross bones.
One of the students, as she was working, looked at me, and asked, “What if these were
human bones, not bird ones?” I asked for clarification, and the following conversation
resulted:

Zoe Antoinette Eddy (ZAE): What do you mean? How would we excavate them if
they were human bones?
Student (S): Yes. Would we have to do anything differently?
ZAE: Yes, if we find human bones we would need to call Mr. B [the name of an
Ainu community member who served as a liaison with the project]. He would then
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need to talk with Professor Kato about how best to excavate them, and whether
or not we should excavate them at all.
S: Why? Aren’t the bones really old? I thought they were, like, Okhotsk or
something?
ZAE: Well, the Ainu are the descendant community of this site, and their heritage
is connected to all of the materials we excavate. Mr. B. and his council have
encouraged us to excavate here, because they want to learn more about that
heritage. However, Mr. B. and his team may want to perform a ceremony and be
present for the excavation of any human remains. They may also ask that we
stop excavation.
S: Why? Are there Ainu who don’t want us to excavate human bodies?
ZAE: Yes, there are quite a few community members who disagree with Mr. B.
S: Well, if some people disagree, wouldn’t it be better if we left any human bones
alone?
ZAE: That’s an excellent question.

The student and I then moved into a longer conversation about stakeholder
communities, archaeological ethics, and what happens when communities disagree. I
then, overwhelmed by how to respond such questions, asked both the site director and
the Ainu community liaison their advice: both acknowledged the superficial answer, and,
more importantly, the complexities involved in giving such an answer.
This conversation started not because the student was in a formal, conventional
classroom talking about repatriation or descendant communities. The conversation
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started because the student was thinking critically about the work she was doing, and,
moreover, engaging with the larger questions that structure fieldwork. This sort of
communication is a normal part of archaeological work. It suggests the huge critical
potential of archaeology: very simply put, archaeology motivates people to talk critically
about history and history’s ramifications on contemporary people.
The work of archaeology, tangible or intangible, happens within a particular
imagination: an imagination that states the past is worthwhile and worthy of analysis. It
is unsurprising, then, that on an archaeological dig, casual and professional
conversations about the past arise. A generative place to think about the past, I argue,
is during the physical recovery/destruction of it.
My time on the Rebun Archaeological Field School served as both a formal and
informal experience in thinking about Hokkaido's past. For five years, from JulySeptember, I joined the Hokkaido University project. Throughout my tenure on the
project, I had various roles, including field supervisor and Japanese field school
educator. An entire book could be written on this experience, but, instead, I will present
the themes that this experience revealed.
First and foremost, this fieldwork exposed me to conversations about the past.
When people are working together, in a formal “recovery” of a communally understood
past, they frequently discuss that history. Through conversations with Japanese,
international, and Indigenous colleagues, I gained a sense of how Japanese history, in
relation to the Ainu, is understood. These conversations further exposed me to
Japanese conceptions of Ainu history, as well as Ainu interactions with Japanese
archaeological spaces. Through conversations with working archaeologists, particularly
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Japanese scholars Hirofumi Kato and Mayumi Okada, I gained an understanding of how
science and history are mobilized to promote colonial and national agendas; I was also
engaged in discussion and debate around active contemporary repatriation debates.
Through various experiences, I observed the interaction between various community
stakeholders-- including the Ainu communities, university academics, the government,
non-Ainu Japanese, and international scholars-- and how these stakeholders interact
specifically within Japan. While I participated in how archaeology can serve as an
intervention to colonialist spaces, I also observed the significant shortcomings of
attempts non-Indigenous scholars to define Indigenous archaeology. Finally, as a
Native and American educator tasked with education students on global Indigeneity, I
was exposed to how Indigeneity is taught in Japanese classrooms.
These considerations, as informed by historical and archival research, as well as
ethnographic fieldwork, generated the theoretical space from which I approach this
project. By working as an archaeologist, invested in Hokkaido's material past, I
developed a unique perspective on how to approach the historical and ethnographic
material. We too frequently talk about “anthropological archaeologies” that borrow from
the concerns of social/cultural anthropologies. This project is not an archaeology of the
Hokkaido Ainu; it is, however, an archaeologically driven reconsideration of Hokkaido
Ainu history and culture.
Perhaps surprisingly, only some of these encounters have been included in this
thesis. While I heavily borrow from the scholarship of Hirofumi Kato and Mayumi Okada
and cite my interactions with various non-Ainu and Ainu individuals I met on the
excavations, I do not intensively investigate the archaeological work actually conducted
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on Rebun. Along with consideration of archival sources, contemporary Indigenous
voices, and ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Sapporo, archaeological excavation as
theoretical practice forms one of the major pieces of this project’s collage.

V. On Terminology
There is an important final point to address before moving on with this project. As
has been evident in this introduction, I use a range of terms to refer to a broader
“Indigeneity” or “Native-ness.” This is, in part, a reflection of my own subjectivity: my
own self-determination is wound into various arenas. Depending on the context, I
identify personally as Native American, Ojibwe/Anishinaabe, Huron-Wendat, First
Nations, multi-tribal, Native, Indian, and Indigenous. This web of terms is complicated,
and appropriately so: Indigenous identity and self-determination, in the United States
and internationally, is nebulous and complicated. I have, generally, referred to Ainu
groups and individuals as Ainu, and, in some cases, Ainu-Japanese. There are,
however, many instances where I use the term “Indigeneity” to indicate broader
considerations and narrower issues related to Ainu history and culture.
“Indigenous” is a controversial term that is loaded for both Indigenous and nonIndigenous people. It is undeniably political (Kenrick and Lewis 2004), and, moreover,
potentially generalizing and vague in its meaning (Stewart 2018). I use the term
“Indigenous” to indicate people and larger cultural communities who inhabited
physically, culturally, and spiritually a geographic space prior to settler-colonial invasion
of that space. This is admittedly too broad a definition, but it is a broad definition that
comes at the behest of my Ainu colleagues and friends: to use the term “Indigenous” is
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to gesture towards larger conversations about global rights, Indigenous activism, and
international decolonization efforts. While the term is admittedly imperfect, it indicates
the political reality of contemporary Ainu life, and the desires of multiple Indigenous
communities to connect through global channels. It is a way of designating this project
as a political project constructed within the desires and anxieties of both Ainu and nonAinu people.
With the difficulties and intention of such terminology acknowledged, I turn now
to the historical trajectory of the Ainu, as informed by their environmental and cultural
past.
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Chapter 2

Restructuring the Hokkaido Dreamscape:

The Ainu in Historical Perspective

“Did we really do this?”
“So, who are the Ainu?” I asked the Japanese college students who sat in front of
me. I waited for a few minutes; when no hands raised, I repeated myself. A few
awkward shuffles, and a handful of nervous nods. No raised hands, however. I was
surprised and began to wonder if my question had made sense. I reworded the
question, and, this time, asked, “Do you know who the Ainu are?” Perhaps it was too
leading, I worried, as the room remained silent. I frowned, wondering if my entire
discussion would collapse in the wordless expanse of thirty first-years.
Finally, a hand fluttered up. A gangly young man, Yuuichi, nervously twirling his
pencil, offered, “Um, they are,” he searched for the word. Failing to find it, he turned to a
friend, and whispered, “Senjuumin?” The friend nodded. Yuuichi pressed on, “Eigo de?”
The friend shrugged. Yuuichi’s pencil clattered to the floor.
“Indigenous,” a young woman, Miyuki, suggested quietly. Miyuki clutched the
edges of her university sweatshirt-- she seemed to worry that she had broken some sort
of bubble, as if offering the word in English burst a conspiratorial trust.
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Finally, Yuuichi, having consulted with two of his classmates, turned to me,
“They’re, um, Indigenous people… of Japan.” The final statement sounded like a
clarification for a confused listener: I wasn’t sure if Yuichi was clarifying for himself, or
for me.
“Exactly right,” I said quickly. In fact, it wasn't ‘exactly right,’ but I had then a habit
of proclaiming perfection in order to encourage further conversation. And, I noticed
anxiously, conversation seemed ready to die around me. Nevertheless, I was
determined to press onwards. I turned to the chalkboard, and wrote the word,
‘INDIGENOUS’ in block letters. The thirty students leaned towards me and scribbled it
into their notebooks. Swallowing my mounting unease, I continued, “During the
afternoon lecture, you learned about the ancient history of Hokkaido. Some of your
professors talked with you about ‘Ainu ethnogenesis,’” I paused to copy the words ‘Ainu
ethnogenesis’ to the board. “Today, I want to talk about something else: ‘colonialism.’” I
inhaled deeply and started to write ‘colonialism’ on the board.
As I wrote, I asked, “Has anyone heard of this term?” To my surprise, Miyuki’s
hand immediately sprung up into the air.
“Yes,” she nodded, and explained, mostly to herself, “When I was in high school,
I took a class in America on Native Americans.”
She looked to me quickly, and I nodded for her to continue.
“Colonialism is what happens after a settler population comes onto land that's not
theirs." After breezing through the definition, she searched my expression to see if I was
offended. I smiled, likely a little too brightly. “Then they, um, the settlers that is, take the
land over. Afterwards, the Indigenous people are forced to assimilate with the settler
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culture. If they don't they're usually killed or jailed. Sometimes both. The settlers think
they have a right to take the land and force the changes.”
While perhaps simplistic, it was a better definition than those I had heard
proffered by various museum professionals in both Japan and the US. Using Miyuki’s
definition as a foundation, I started to spiral into the 19th through 21st century history of
the Ainu. I emphasized the contemporary Ainu rights movement, as well as the
contemporary discrimination Ainu individuals continue to face. I paused my lecture to
write “DISCRIMINATION" on the board. I asked, once more, if anyone could provide me
with a definition.
Yuko, a mild-mannered young woman interested in volleyball and entering
hospitality services, raised her hand.
“Um, Zoe-san?” she nearly whispered.
I sensed something was wrong, “Yes?”
“Did this really happen in Japan? Did… did we really do this?” I blinked quickly
and looked to the young woman in front of me. Her fingers were worried through her
hair, and her expression was grave. I coughed: I taught classes on colonialism in
America frequently, but was buoyed by, at the very least, a shared national history
between my students and myself. It was never an easy topic, but I had never had a
student ask this sort of question.
Finally, I glanced down to Yuko, and carefully answered, “Well, yes. I'm afraid it's
an ongoing problem.”
To my shock, Yuko immediately burst into tears. I opened and closed my mouth,
unsure of what to do. I taught in fairly supportive departments, and was accustomed to
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students sobbing in my office hours; in my years as a teacher, I had encountered tears
brought on by any number of traumas, trials, and miscommunications—only some of
these conversations had to do with actual academics. I had never, however,
encountered a student openly crying in a class. “Yuko,” I said gently, “do you need to
take a break?” She shook her head, no. “You know,” I said, “let’s all take a break. Let’s
stretch a little and come back in five minutes. Everyone get some water.”
The students in the class nodded, and slowly stood. They glanced between me
and the nearly inconsolable Yuko: similarly confused by her reaction, but equally wary
that I might further rupture the classroom.
As the other students left for break, I leaned down to attempt to comfort Yuko. A
few of her friends remained behind with her, gently stroking her back. “I just… I can't
believe we did this,” Yuko sobbed through tears. “I didn't think we were such bad
people.”
This statement marked the midway point of my first lecture, delivered to first-year
Japanese college students, on Ainu history. Hardly a success, the 2014 lecture also
marked one of the most prevalent realities of Japanese academic spaces: the
consistent erasure of the Ainu in Japanese history.

I. Restructuring the Hokkaido Dreamscape
In the dreamily wrought landscapes of Japanese tourism, marketers idealize
Hokkaido as a place of both idyllic agricultural industry and a pristinely rugged "northern
wilderness." This paradoxical imaginary, which curates Hokkaido as the location of both
modern agricultural conquest and “untamed wild,” implies the complexity of Hokkaido's
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socioecological prehistory and history; simultaneously, this vision belies the painful
realities of that history. Prior to the early modern period, the primary actors in
Hokkaido's narrative were those Indigenous to Hokkaido: the Hokkaido Ainu and their
human predecessors,
as well as the nonhuman animals that
interacted with these
groups. These living
beings navigated the
environment of
Hokkaido- the
indomitable northern
island, known in the
Ainu language as Ainu

Figure 2.1: Two taxidermy brown bears in Sapporo’s popular
covered shopping district—these bears are popular tourist
photo opportunities

Moisir.
This chapter serves as an introduction to the environmental context, prehistory,
and history of Hokkaido. This discussion contextualizes not only who the Ainu are, but
how the contemporary Ainu came to be: as the Ainu are a colonized Indigenous group,
it is important to understand Ainu history within the context of an imperialist history.
Within Japan, historians frequently downplay or erase the imperialist and colonial
aspects of this history (Cheung 2004; Hiwasaki 2000; Morris-Suzuki 2015; Yamada
2010). Acknowledging these erasures, therefore, is an integral part of contextualizing
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Ainu history. The estimated history of the Ainu- and the varied complication thereinserve as the backdrop for larger discussions of multivalent histories.
In this chapter, I review first the environmental context of Hokkaido; I present the
climatic features that have characterized and shaped the larger landscape, and the
current understandings of human occupation of the region. Situated within discussions
of circumpolar archaeology, specifically the Cis-Baikal region of Siberia, I discuss the
human prehistory of Hokkaido; I start with the Jomon and move into the formation of the
Ainu cultural complex. The focus of this chapter will then transition to a discussion of the
history of the Ainu, followed by a consideration of contemporary Ainu populations.
Within these discussions, I introduce major archaeological theories that resist overly
simplistic definitions of Hokkaido prehistory. These archaeological theories serve to
present a prehistory and history of Hokkaido that acknowledges its difference from the
rest of Japan, while simultaneously complicating contemporary notions of Hokkaido
history.

II. The Environmental Context of Hokkaido
The governmental body of the kaitakushi3 grafted the name Hokkaido onto the
Northern region at the start of the Meiji period (Walker 2001, 2002). The name, which
translates as “Northern Sea Circuit,” emphasizes the geopolitical location and
characteristics of the area: superficially descriptive in its intent, the name “Hokkaido”
labels the region as relative to its function within Japan.

3

Meiji Period (1868-1912 AD) Colonization/Development Commission
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Figure 2.2: Map of Hokkaido. (Image Courtesy:
http://www.mlit.go.jp/english/hkb/map.pdf)
Situated in the North Pacific Ocean, Hokkaido is Japan’s northernmost island. It
is surrounded by the Sea of Okhotsk (in the north), the Pacific Ocean (to the east), and
the Japan Sea (to the west). The Soya Strait separates Hokkaido from contemporary
Russia’s Sakhalin Island; in the south, the Tsugaru Strait divides Hokkaido from
Northern Honshu. Hokkaido’s contemporary climatic classification ranges from
hemiboreal to humid continental; this classification reflects the diversity of the region,
and moreover, the differentiation between inland and coastal areas.
Approximately 77 981 km2 in area, contemporary Hokkaido exhibits varying
climates, geographic features, and vegetation. Contemporary Hokkaido is separated
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into five climatic regions: the Pacific Coastal region, the Sea of Japan coast,
southwestern Hokkaido, the Sea of Okhotsk coast, and the inland region. Each of these
regions has a unique combination of factors that affect respective climates; historically,
vegetation and climate change have also been regionally specific (Igarashi 2013;
Okawa 1992). A brief description of formation processes of individual regions’
contemporary climates demonstrates the variability in Hokkaido’s ancient, historical, and
contemporary climates. This variability has provided human populations with a
geographically diverse environment from which to draw a variety of natural resources.

Japan Sea Coastal Region: Historically, in the Japan Sea coastal region, the
Tsushima Warm Current has caused for temperatures warmer than those of both the
Okhotsk Sea and Pacific coast regions. The added influence of cold and dry wind from
Siberia creates a heavy amount of snowfall (Igarashi 2013: 140). Pollen data collected
from both the Ishikari Plain (central west Hokkaido) and the Minamihama Mire on Rishiri
Island demonstrate a general cooling during the past 3500 years (Müller 2016); the
Rishiri area, in particular, has a unique vegetation history, resulting in mixed forests
which "consists of mainly boreal conifers... and few cool-temperature broad-leaved
trees" (Haruki et al 2014; Igarashi 2013: 141).
Pacific Coastal Region: Compared to the rest of Hokkaido, the Pacific coastal
region, a maritime climate, is moist and mild in temperature. Igarashi notes that the
“main features of the regional climate,” the milder temperatures and moisture,
“developed between the last deglaciation and the early Holocene” (Igarashi 2013: 149).
Because of the milder temperatures and moisture, the Pacific coast is characterized by
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mires, and persistent advection fogs (Fujita et al. 2009). Betulla ermanii, a birch with
loose, sheaf-like bark that has been used extensively by historical Ainu populations,
densely populates this region; the presence of this tree indicates the moist, warmer
climate (Haruki et al 2014; Li and Skvortsov n.d.)
Okhotsk Sea Coastal Region: Relative to the Sea of Japan and Pacific coast, the
Okhotsk Sea coastal region demonstrates more polarized seasonal temperatures. The
Soya Warm Current results in high summer temperatures, while river water deposited
from the northerly Amur Basin causes for drift ice and ice fields during the winter
(Igarashi 2013; Yu 2014). Consequently, despite higher temperatures in the summer,
the late spring ice melt causes for year-round low temperature seawater; this in turn
results in persistent sea fog (Okawa 1992). The regional vegetation consists of cooltemperate broad leaved forests; pollen records indicate that these forests developed
continuously during the Holocene (Abe 2016; Haruki 2014; Igarashi 2013).
Inland Region: The inland region demonstrates roughly the same climatic and
vegetation trajectory as that of the Okhotsk Sea region. However, because of lack of
impact from ocean currents, it has a more continental climate. Compared to the other
regions, it exhibits a larger differentiation between summer and winter temperatures
(Okawa 1992).
Southwest Hokkaido Region: The southwest Hokkaido region is, across seasons,
the warmest of the five Hokkaido regions. This is because of the impact of both the
Tsushima Warm Current and the Tsugaru Warm Current (Igarashi 2013). Relative to
other regions in Hokkaido, southwestern Hokkaido demonstrates summer and winter
temperatures closer to the rest of Honshu. Its vegetation history, as indicated by the
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pollen record, reflects this difference: climatic data indicates a shift in vegetation from
primarily Betula varieties in the early Holocene to Fagus crenata (Japanese beech) at
around 6000 BP-1000 BP (Kito 1999; Igarashi 2013). The densest amount of
archaeological work conducted on Ainu and preceding populations has occurred in the
Southwest Hokkaido region, partially because of the density of habitation.

Hokkaido Climate Summary
In much ethnography and history, Hokkaido is depicted as an isolated
wilderness, divorced from the mainland, and subject to the whims of an unpredictable
climate. Considered relative to the rest of Japan, Hokkaido presents a comparatively
harsh and inhospitable climate. Much as Okinawa’s heat is used, in histories and
ethnographies, to suggest the “exotic, wild tropics,” Hokkaido’s climate is often used to
personify the region as “untamed, savage wilds.” This stereotypical characterization,
however, denies how Hokkaido fits within the larger global climate trends.
Yaeko Igarashi, in analyzing the climatic and vegetation data from the five
aforementioned regions, compares Hokkaido, as a whole, with other nearby regions of
northeast Asia (Igarashi 2013, 2016). Igarashi’s comparative analysis demonstrates the
general trends of the regions and situates Hokkaido within the norms of northeast Asia.
Igarashi compares Hokkaido with the Lower Amur River Basin, southeast Sakhalin, and
the Lesser Kuril Island. Igarashi argues that the most significant changes in vegetation
occurred at approximately 8000-9000 BP; this manifested as a general global warming
resulting in a dramatic Quercus (oak) increase across northeast Asia. Cooling events
occurring around 5000 BP and 2500 BP are observed in the Lower Amur River Basin
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and Lower Amur River Basin and Lesser Kuril Island respectively; however, these
cooling events are not evident in the Hokkaido record. Rishiri Island, in the Sea of
Japan region, is the only Hokkaido climatic region to demonstrate ramifications of a
cooling event: pollen records indicate a vegetation change after the Little Ice Age
(Bazarova et al 2009; Haruki et al 2014; Igarashi 2013; Igarashi et al. 2007). Ultimately,
Hokkaido’s climatic and vegetation changes correspond generally with surrounding
parts of northeast Asia. Particularly in the Sea of Japan region, however, areas exhibit
locally specific climate events and subsequent vegetation changes. This brief
discussion positions Hokkaido within a wider narrative of northeast Asian and
circumpolar environmental change. This consideration of Hokkaido’s climate, which
moves it outside of only Japanese environments, positions Hokkaido within a wider
international understanding of climatic change.

III. Human Occupation of Hokkaido
The environmental complexity of Hokkaido has enabled a range of varying
human occupations. These occupations demonstrate the complexity of potential
Hokkaido human cultural sequences. Moreover, while many of the patterns evidenced
in Japan cultural sequences run parallel to those found in other parts of the world,
Japan exhibits trends more uniquely situated within East Asian and Northeast Asian
systems. As Uchiyama et al argue in their introduction to a study of East Asian
Neolithization processes, “many of the Neolithization sequences found within prehistoric
cultural landscapes in East Asia are very different to [sic] those identified in the
European Neolithic. This should encourage European archaeologists to question many
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of their own implicit and deeply-held assumptions about ‘logical’ patterns of cultural
variability and long-term change” (Uchiyama et al 2014: 200). Within this same logic,
then, it becomes important to disentangle regionally specific trends, and to position
Hokkaido within both Japanese and global histories.
Running counter to early nationalist Japanese histories, the area now known as
Japan did not change as a monolithic whole. Instead, Japan developed in separate
regions with discrete trajectories (Befu 2001; Dale 1986; Fawcett 1986; Howell 2005;
Weiner 2008). While the history of the “main island” of Honshu is often presented as the
dominant history, the northern and southern regions of contemporary Japan developed
as independent areas for much of the archipelago‘s history. Accordingly, archaeologists
generally divide the archipelago into three rough cultural complexes: the Ainu/Northern
complex, the main islander Japanese/Middle complex, and the Southern/Ryukyu
complex (Kato 2009, 2012; Mizoguchi 2002). I will present the rough occupation
timeline of the Japanese main island (Honshu), followed by a more detailed discussion
of Hokkaido prehistory.

Main Island Japan: Archaeological Sequence and Political Background
Scholars typically have categorized the main island archaeological sequence into
three phases: The Jomon Period (12000 cal BP - 400 BC), the Yayoi Period (400 BC 275/300 AD), and the Kofun Period (275/300 AD - 600 AD) (Habu 2004; Mizoguchi
2002). Mizoguchi identifies how the Jomon frequently are archaeologically understood
as a long-term, ancient population of complex hunter-gatherers; relative to this, the
Yayoi are depicted as agriculturalists who exhibited social stratification, increased levels
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of social complexity, and, famously in the Japanese memory, advanced wet-rice
agriculture, developed from Chinese technologies. Finally archaeologists conceptualize
the Kofun, around whom scholarly considerations of nation-state and polity often center,
as builders of monumental architecture and early state creation.
Mizoguchi resists this archaeological trajectory and contends that it is overly
simplistic; while he acknowledges its use as a “crudely put” definition, he argues for a
more robust chronology (Mizoguchi 2002: 29). Mizoguchi argues that, in particular, this
sequence denies the specific dynamics of the Jomon occupation of mainland Japan. In
Japanese archaeology, the Jomon period is often heralded as the “longest international
archaeology period”: while celebrated as impressively longer, the Jomon period is
simultaneously simplified as unimpressively static (Kobayashi and Taner 2004).
Mizoguchi refuses this reduction and claims that the over-simplification of the Jomon
de-centers the historical complexity of the long-term Jomon occupation: “the Jomon
sequence was in fact punctuated by 'historical' episodes suggesting significant changes
in the way society was organized and structured” (Mizoguchi 2002: 21). The focus,
Mizoguchi argues, on the crafting of the Japanese self relative to Yayoi and Kofun
period, has biased research against the Jomon. The Jomon serve as an Other relative
to the Japanese Self: depicted as primitive, stagnant, and backwards, the Jomon are
frequently constructed in opposition to complex, dynamic, and progressive Yayoi and
Kofun occupations. With these discussions in mind, I return to Mizoguchi’s reframing of
the Japanese archaeological sequence. Mizoguchi, instead, argues for a more sensitive
treatment of Jomon occupations, and emphasizes regional and temporal differences.
This treatment, supported by a range of scholars, emphasizes the dynamism of Jomon
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culture overtime and counters the stagnancy narratives (Crawford 2008; Hudson 1999,
2004; Keally, Taniguchi, and Kuz’min 2003; Pearson 1992, 2001, 2006, 2007).
Mizoguchi presents the Initial and Incipient Jomon (14000 - 4000 BC) as indicative of
the emergence of large settlements with "distinctive circular layouts" and evidence
suggestive of long-term occupation. Similarly, the Middle (2500-1500 BC) and Late
Jomon (1500-900 BC), on the main island, demonstrate the origination of regional ritual
centers, evenly dispersed through the archipelago, and increasing social complexity;
additionally, Jomon pottery and subsistence systems were regionally varied and
dependent on regional differences (Habu 2004, 2008; Kobayashi 1992, 2004).
Mizoguchi presents a more richly imagined and archaeologically supported timeline that
emphasizes the diversity of hunter-gatherer lifeways.
Importantly, the transition from Jomon to Yayoi has functioned as an
archaeological symbolic space of defining the Japanese Self in relation to an imagined
Other. Despite rejections of the Yayoi "invasion hypothesis" (wherein a superior
colonizer Yayoi replaced aboriginal Jomon populations), the Jomon versus Yayoi
opposition has remained a significant part of the Japanese nation (Mizoguchi 2002).
The focus on the advent of agriculture, Japaneseness, and "Civilization" has served as
a justification for biased attention to the development of the nation-state. Indeed, much
of Japanese scholarship is focused on the “evolution” of the Japanese nation-state, to
the detriment of not only ethnic minorities on the "peripheries," but also differentiated
narratives within Japan (Fawcett 1995; Kane 2003). This archaeological sequence, and
its theoretical, historical, and political backgrounds, provide an important context for
understanding Hokkaido’s archaeological sequence, as well as the emergence of Ainu
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culture complexes. Furthermore, Mizoguchi’s critical resistance to a simplified Japanese
archaeological sequence provides a foundation for understanding conceptualizations of
(pre)historical and contemporary Others.

Hokkaido: Archaeological and Historical Sequence
Because populations there developed independently from mainland Japan,
Hokkaido exhibits a separate archaeological sequence. This sequence is characterized
by a) much longer occupation of hunter-gatherer populations, b) no habitation by the
Yayoi and Kofun groups, and c) specialized adaptation to maritime resources (Abe
2016; Akazawa 1981; Okada 1998; Yamamura 1998). The phases and description of
these phases follow.

1) Incipient Jomon (14,000-10,000 cal BP): The Incipient Jomon period was
marked by highly mobile groups with varied resource procurement strategies.
Procurement strategies included mixed terrain gathering, coastal and riverine
fishing, and terrestrial mammal hunting (Habu et al 2003; Habu 2004; Kobayashi
1992). There was no evidence of pit-houses, the structures associated with later
Hokkaido Jomon occupants (Moriya 2015). Graves were individual, with a lack of
formal cemeteries (Nomura and Udagawa 2006a; Weber, Jordan, and Kato
2013).

2) Initial Jomon (10,000-6000 cal BP): Terrestrial mammal hunting, mixed terrain
gathering, and river and coast fishing continued; however, the development of
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significant marine mammal hunting developed (Okada 1998; Nomura and
Udagawa 2006a; Yamamura 1998). Additionally, archaeological evidence
indicates that the Blade Arrowhead Culture people migrated into Eastern
Hokkaido by 8000-7000 cal BP (Koyama 1976; Morisaki et al, 2016; Weber,
Jordan, and Kato 2013). Groups shifted to seasonal mobility, and small
settlements; sites have provided evidence for pit-houses and storage of foods
and materials (Moriya 2015). Additionally, small cemeteries existed, if
infrequently (Ikawa-Smith 1992). Two types of pottery styles developed: a roundbottom style found in southwest Hokkaido and a flat-bottom style found in
Northeast Hokkaido (Mace and Curtiss 1998).

3) Early Jomon (6000-5000 cal BP): Subsistence patterns, including marine and
terrestrial mammal hunting, gathering, and fishing, continued. Evidence of
different resource encampments, correlated with environmental data, indicates
that human groups remained seasonally mobile depending on available
resources (Habu 2004, Moriya 2015). Larger settlements, defined as “large
villages” appeared, characterized by the construction of circular houses, and
storage structures emerged (Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013); additionally, the
appearance of shell middens indicated trends towards more intensive
exploitation of marine resources (Akamatsu and Kitagawa 1983; Akazawa 1981;
Okada 1998). As in the Incipient Jomon period, formal cemeteries were in small
number (Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013). While pottery continued, the regional
styles, flat-bottomed (in northeast Hokkaido) versus round-bottomed (in
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southwest Hokkaido), merged into more standardized styles (Nomura and
Udagawa 2006a).

4) Middle Jomon (5000-4000 cal BP): Hunting of marine and terrestrial mammals
continued, as did fishing in both rivers and coasts; shellfish gathering, however,
expanded in intensive exploitation, and human occupants left behind large shell
midden sites (Maeda and Yamamura 1994; Okada 1998). Settlements, defined
as “villages and small hamlets with pithouses” existed simultaneously, as did
various types of storage structures (Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013). At this point,
regional differences in social structure became more obvious: in Southwestern
Hokkaido, social differentiation, as indicated by stratified burials and housing
structures, suggest the development of increased social stratification (Pearson
2007). However, in the Northeast, little obvious stratification has been indicated,
and groups retained patterns of high mobility (Habu 2004; Hirayama 2018).

5) Late to Final Jomon (4000-2700 cal BP): Practices and systems from earlier
periods continued, however social stratification, as expressed through cultural
activities, increased (Habu 2004). Large cemeteries, characterized by stone
circle grave markers and mound burials, appeared, and, in the Late Jomon,
complex burials, involving extensive shell decoration, appeared (Ikawa-Smith
1992; Matsumura et al 2001). In the Final Jomon, villages decreased in size and
number, and the Jomon culture gave way to a transitional stage known as the
Epi Jomon.
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6) Epi Jomon (2700-1500 cal BP): The differentiation between changes in the
Southwest and Northwest were obvious. In the Southwest, hunting, fishing, and
gathering practices continued, however the development of “localized rice
farming,” as well as the production of iron tools, indicates changes in technology
likely resulting from trade with China (Aikens et al 2009). Northwest Hokkaido
maintained earlier subsistence patterns, and evidence of small villages, and
comparably sized shell middens, exist; additionally, evidence of small
cemeteries, while infrequent, have also been identified (Nomura and Udagawa
2006b). While seasonally mobile group structure continued, zooarchaeological
material has indicated that dog breeding, likely for food, originated during this
period. Because of the differential development in the Northeast and Southwest,
two separate culture groups developed around the start of the 6th century AD. In
Northeastern Hokkaido, the Okhotsk appeared, and, in Southwestern Hokkaido,
the Satsumon appeared (Deryugin 2008; Takakura 2007; Yamaguchi 1974).

7) Okhotsk (6th-10th century AD, Northeast Hokkaido): The Okhotsk are
differentiated from previous occupations and their contemporaries, the
Satsumon, by intensive marine mammal hunting (Deryugin 2008; Fujimoto 1981;
Ohyi 1975; Okada 1998). In addition to previous subsistence patterns, building
on iron tool technology, the Okhotsk developed sophisticated tool kits and social
techniques for hunting larger marine mammals (Hudson 2004). Additionally,
there is indication of Okhotsk domestication of pigs, and the development of
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“ritualized bear husbandry” that mirrored later Ainu iyomante practices (Nomura
and Udagawa 2006b; Watanabe 2001; Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013;
Yamamura 1998). The Okhotsk period also saw the development of a specific
type of “Okhotsk pottery,” which have been identified as, sequentially, the
Susuya, Towada, Kokumon, and Chinsenmon pottery types (Hall, Maeda, and
Hudson 1992; Kikuchi 2004; Ohyi 1972).

8) Satsumon (7th-13th cent. AD, Southwest Hokkaido): The Satsumon culture
complex demonstrated a trend towards permanent settlement (Habu et al. 2003;
Nomura and Udagawa 2006c; Takakura 2007). This included the establishment
of large permanent villages, formal cemeteries, and tumulus graves (Aikens and
Rhee 1992). In addition to localized rice agriculture, farming of millet and wheat
also developed. The iron tool industry increased, and Satsumon engaged in
extensive trade with mainland Japan, the Kurils, and parts of coastal China and
Korea (Aikens et al. 2009; Noburu and Udagawa 2006b). The specific sequence
of Satsumon pottery types, which overlapped with elements of the Okhotsk, have
been identified as, sequentially, the Susuya, Towada, Enoura, and Minami
Kaizuka (Fujimoto 1981; Hirayama 2018; Hall, Maeda, and Hudson 2002;
Takakura 2007).

9) Historical Ainu (13th-19th cent. AD): The Historical Ainu, what Mark Hudson
terms the “Etic Ethnos” phase of Ainu history (Hudson 1999), were highly
regionally specific; extant historical documents, particularly from European
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missionaries and Japanese officials, have provided a great amount of detail on
specific regional practices of the Historical Ainu (Batchelor 1901; Fitzhugh and
Dubreuil 1999; Landor 1893). In general, the Historical Ainu showed similarities
and expansions on practices of previous Jomon, Satsumon, and Okhotsk
practices; these similarities included: permanent villages with seasonally mobile
hunting groups, the continuation of marine and terrestrial mammal hunting,
regionally specific fishing and gathering, development of farming (particularly for
wheat and millet), dog and pig domestication, intensive trade within and outside
of the archipelago, establishment of both weapons and local fortifications, and,
in Southwest Hokkaido, limited rice agriculture (Hatori et al 2014; Nomura and
Udagawa 2006c; Watanabe et al 2001; Yamamura and Ushiro 1999).
Additionally, historical documents and the existence of ritually-associated
material objects allow more insight into Historical Ainu ritual and religious life:
historians and archaeologists have identified the expansion of ritualized bear
husbandry, as well as social stratification based on ritual practices (Fitzhugh and
Dubreuil 1999). More will be discussed about historical Ainu life in later chapters.

The Hokkaido Sequence in Summary
Compared to the mainland Japanese sequence, the Hokkaido sequence
demonstrates a much longer period of hunter-gatherer-fisher lifestyle; furthermore, the
Okhotsk, Satsumon, and Ainu sequences are sequences unique to Hokkaido. This
separate archaeological sequence demonstrates the separation of the Hokkaido and
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Honshu chronologies, and suggests the massive cultural difference between the two
areas.
Simplistically, the segregation of the Hokkaido/Honshu archaeological sequences
indicates the diversity of human experience within Japan. In colonialist traditions of
Japanese archaeology, however, Hokkaido has often served as a “primitive” foil to
Honshu’s “civilized” subject. In literature, Hokkaido’s long hunter-gatherer subsistence is
flattened as static, whereas the development of city-states and agriculture, in Honshu, is
celebrated as dynamic and forward-moving. Additionally, Hokkaido’s history has long
been marked as “without agriculture.” This description has been used to prove that
Hokkaido, historically, has been a more primitive-- and therefore more colonizable-space. This is hardly unique to Japan: various other countries, influenced by global
colonial history, exhibit similar patterns (Bhahba 2013; Stoler 1995, 2006, 2010; Sharp
2008; Spivak 1988; Wolfe 1999, 2006). As in other countries, this history has had
significant repercussions for Indigenous populations living in Hokkaido, as will be
explored later in the project. (Howell 2004, 2005; Siddle 2003; Skabelund 2011; Walker
2001, 2002)
The controversy and elitism surrounding the Hokkaido/Honshu chronologies risk
either erasing or making exceptional the Hokkaido trajectory. It is, therefore, to consider
Hokkaido not only relative to Honshu, but also within the larger context of northeast
Asia.

The Cis-Baikal Sequence
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The Hokkaido sequence should be compared not only to the previously
mentioned mainland Japan sequence, but also the sequence of the nearby Cis-Baikal
region in Siberia. Hokkaido, Japan and the Cis-Baikal region of Siberia have been used
as comparative samples to determine human interaction with environmental factors
(Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013; Weber, Katzenburg, and Schurr 2011; Weber and
McKenzie 2003). Because of similar climates, with important differentiations, these two
areas demonstrate the variation of adaptive behaviors across populations. While the
Cis-Baikal system is less well defined than the Hokkaido sequence (Weber, Jordan, and
Kato 2013), Weber and Bettinger (2010) have outlined the following sequence of CisBaikal adaptation:

1) Late Mesolithic (8800-8000 cal BP): This period is characterized by the
hunting of terrestrial animals, as well as limited sealing and fishing
(Katzenberg et al 2012). Echoing the Incipient Jomon, there was a lack of
formal cemeteries, and Weber defines the population as “small, dispersed,
and mobile” with “limited social differentiation” as described by material
remains (Weber and Bettinger 2010; Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013).

2) Early Neolithic (8000-6800 cal BP): As in the Early Jomon, the Early
Neolithic in the Cis-Baikal region saw the development of formal
cemeteries and “substantial social stratification” (as suggested by grave
goods), and a population expansion (Weber, Katzenberg, and Schurr
2011). The larger population maintained subsistence patterns relying on
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fishing, sealing, and hunting. Mobility of groups depended on the available
resources of a given region, and groups varied from highly mobile to
seasonally mobile depending on availability of food. Changes evident in
Middle Neolithic sites, as well as bioarchaeological analysis of human
remains, suggest that the larger population, likely affected by
environmental changes and resource scarcity, caused both physical and
physiological stress for populations (Weber and Bettinger 2010; Weber,
Jordan, and Kato 2013).

3) Middle Neolithic (6800-5800 cal BP): The Middle Neolithic trend in the
Cis-Baikal region indicates a population decrease, and reduced fishing
and sealing industries. Hunting of terrestrial animals continued, and
groups returned to seasonally mobile, small scale patterns (Weber and
Bettinger 2010; Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013).

4) Late Neolithic (5800-5200 cal BP): The Late Neolithic saw a second
population expansion, though, compared to the Early Neolithic, the
population was more evenly distributed. This population was also
genetically different from Early Neolithic populations, indicating a change
in population. Formal cemeteries, indicating moderate social
differentiation, existed, as did robust fishing, sealing, and hunting
industries. Groups were moderately mobile, depending on location of
resources; analysis of human remains indicate “moderate physical and
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physiological stress.” (Weber and Bettinger 2010; Weber, Jordan, and
Kato 2013).

5) Early Bronze Age (5200-4000 cal BP): The Early Bronze Age provided a
general continuity with the Late Neolithic (including genetic make-up of the
population): continuation of hunting, fishing, and sealing continued, as did
the construction of formal cemeteries (Weber and Bettinger 2010; Weber,
Jordan, and Kato 2013).

While the Cis-Baikal archaeological sequence is still being developed, it offers a
context within which to understand Hokkaido. Many of the patterns seen in Hokkaido’s
timeline serve as parallels to those seen in the Cis-Baikal region. Hokkaido, therefore,
can be understood not only as situated within Japanese history, but as equally
positioned in circumpolar and global archaeology.

Discussion and Conclusion
I have provided the approximated archaeological sequence of Hokkaido, as
contextualized by both the main island Japanese trajectory, and the sequence from the
Cis-Baikal region. This provides two important comparison points for contextualized
research of these areas.
Firstly, as Mizoguchi, Habu, and Fawcett, among others, have argued, the history
and archaeology of Japan have long been narratives of “center” and “peripheries.” In
the national narrative of mainland Japanese prehistory, an overly simplistic transition
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from Jomon to Yayoi to Kofun to “historical Japan” erases the individual characteristics
and dynamic behaviors of prehistoric occupations-- especially those of the Jomon.
Relevant to this project, focused on the historicization of the Ainu, recent scholarship
has reinvestigated the intimacies of Jomon culture; this research has positioned the
Jomon as more than simply the “non-Japanese ancients” who “gave way” to the Yayoi
culture (Habu 2004; Kobayashi and Kaner 2004). This exploration of the Honshu Jomon
culture not only reconfigures mainland trajectories but invites a critical inquiry into how
Hokkaido archaeology has been presented. As the Jomon, in Japan, have served as
the oppositional binary to the Yayoi, archaeological narratives of Japan often situate the
“northern wilderness” of Hokkaido against “agrarian” Japan (Ohnuki-Tierney 1994). A
recognition of the nationalistic biases extant in Japanese archaeology, particularly
regarding formation of the Japanese nation-state, moves against trends of erasure.
Similarly, situating Hokkaido within northeast Asia allows for more sensitive and
comprehensive comparison of different types of hunter-gatherer populations. As Weber,
Jordan, and Kato present in their work, “archaeology has tended to portray Holocene
foraging groups as being rather static and lacking capacity for innovation and culture
change unless triggered by the arrival of food production and the dispersal of farming
colonists. More recent research is overturning these stereotypes and is beginning to
indicate that Holocene hunter-gatherer communities were highly dynamic, with unique
local histories often characterized by sudden cyclical shifts in subsistence, settlement
and social practices” (Weber, Jordan, and Kato 2013: 16). This emphasis on the
dynamics of culture, lost to nationalist focuses, paves the way for more nuanced
discussions of Ainu histories.
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While it is important to present and examine dynamic and integrated
archaeologies of Hokkaido, it is equally important to attend to the historicization of
Hokkaido. Hokkaido has indelibly served as a peculiar point of contrast to Japan’s
standard archaeological history: the questions of subsistence, culture, and judgments of
“primitivism” evoke, in the public imagination, a wild and unknowable place that serves
as a “different” Japan. These resistances are significant: they buck against the
nationalist impulses of earlier Japanese histories.

Japan and the National Narrative
In her various works on Korean and Japanese historicizing of the past, scholar
Hyun Il Pai investigates the nationalist and colonialist agendas that have influenced the
development of East Asian history, museums, and archaeology. Importantly, Pai
explores these trends as they operate relative to global colonial projects, particularly
those originating in the West. Pai’s work provides a foundation that demonstrates how
the unilineal narrative of Japan’s ancient history motivates mythological thinking in
contemporary Japan. In her book Heritage management in Korea and Japan : The
politics of antiquity and identity, Pai investigates Japan’s colonial history with an
emphasis on the Meiji period and the adoption of Western valuations of science, race,
nation, and exhibit. Specifically, Pai demonstrates that the institutional push to exhibit
Japanese history was the Meiji response to Western trends: Japonisme, global imperial
and colonial statutes, and the antiquities market heavily influenced the Japanese state’s
relationship to its own history (Pai 2013). In short, museums and exhibit halls served as
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ways to display and perform modernization, as well as institutionally educate a shifting
Japanese public.
This Japanese public is of note. The development of the Japanese museum was
rooted in a valuation of the natural sciences and the preservation of Japan’s past; it was
also grounded in “ultranationalist” history and archaeology—two fields that legitimized
the imperial regime (Pai 2013: 40). As Akira Teshigawara has argued, Meiji politics and
the establishment of Japanese exceptionalism dominated academic circles: history and
science, as made manifest in archaeology and museums, were tools to prove the divine
status of the emperor and, therefore, validate the actions of the Japanese empire (Pai
2013; Teshigawara 1995).
This general trend in Meiji Japanese history-making had significant impacts on
minority populations—particularly the Ainu. The colonial agenda, as discussed, publicly
validated imperial divinity; this furthermore suggested the unquestioned right of the
government to enact whatever it wanted against its colonial subjects. Moreover, these
policies emphasized the superiority of the Japanese race in comparison to other
populations living on the archipelago. As Pai notes, citing the influential scholar Kakuzo
Okakura, various academics presented their research in order to justify and encourage
the subjugation of non-Japanese. As an example of this lineage of thought, Pai writes,
“[Okakura’s] The Awakening of Japan (1904) emphasizes how the Yamato [Japanese]
race was formed from various mixed races and was predestined to move west,
subjugating all in its path, and driving out the native Ainu” (Pai 2013: 84). Pai then goes
on to detail Okakura’s argument that the Japanese had subsumed the advanced
characteristics of previous civilizations across Asia, and, having developed a superior
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grasp of culture, advanced on to colonize “lesser” populations such as the Ainu.
Scholars like Okakura specifically used archaeology, documented history, and
evolutionary sciences to make these sorts of arguments: in sum, the social and natural
sciences were used in Japanese statecraft and the imagined superiority of the
Japanese people. To anyone examining this history from a cross-comparative
perspective, Japanese government and academic policies reek obviously of the
Manifest Destiny of the 19th Century. As with the Manifest Destiny, and its justification of
the colonization of the Americas, these lines of thought have impacted not only
historical statecraft, but contemporary interactions with history and race.
These histories demonstrate how Japanese scholars and government officials
have long used ancient history—real or imagined—to construct a state. Foremostly, this
state exists as a stage for the mythic production of Japan’s imperial government as
divine; this mythology enabled a nationalist government oriented around the racial purity
and exceptionalism of the Japanese people (Mizoguchi 2004, 2006; Pai 2013, 2016;
Teshigawara 1995).
How does this sort of thinking manifest in contemporary Japan? While there are
significant movements within Japan to embrace Japan’s multicultural and multiracial
heritage, historically informed modes of thinking exist in contemporary Japan. While
teaching in Japanese classroom spaces, I encountered the ramifications of this
largescale cultural erasure.

Teaching Ainu in the Classroom
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As mentioned at the start of this chapter, I have taught in multiple Japanese
classroom spaces; I have served as a combination English-language lecturer and
history teacher. The purposes of these educational spaces have been two-fold: a) to
expose students to a native English speaker and b) to expose students to an English
language speaker who is also Native. Unlike my teaching experience in America, my
work with Japanese college and high school students has been brief: since 2014, I have
taught small workshops and weeklong courses to groups of students coming on short
trips to universities and archaeological sites. Unlike in the United States, I was never
able to develop particularly deep relationships with these students; I was exposed,
however, to a wide-range of opinions, concerns, and perceptions on the Ainu and
Japanese history.
The unilineal narrative of Japanese history, as critiqued by Ikawa-Smith and Pai,
has resonances in classrooms. Students who were engaged critically with complex
subjects often repeated the “Jomon, Yayoi, Kofun” trajectory of archaeology; when I
asked about Hokkaido, I was met with suggestions that, “it didn’t really change that
much until the Matsumae arrived” or “the Jomon lasted for much longer in Hokkaido.”
Frequently, the question, “What is special about Hokkaido’s archaeology sequence?”
was met with the answer, “No wet rice agriculture.” When I pointed out that Hokkaido
had a unique and equally complicated history, quizzical and vaguely suspicious glances
met my suggestion. The vast majority of these students repeated a narrative that
emphasized the unilineal history of Japan—they emphasized, however implicitly, the
rise of the Japanese nation, state, race, and empire.
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In general, I found also that students had a fairly superficial understanding of the
Ainu. Frequently, when asked what they knew about the Ainu, students responded that
they were “ancient people of Japan related to the Jomon.” As these students lived in
Hokkaido, they were aware generally that the Ainu were not “vanished,” but generally
assumed they were not living in urban spaces. They implied often that Ainu were “the
people who did the bear festival.” When asked about where they had seen
contemporary Ainu culture, they noted university museums. Many of them had been to
Ainu culture centers, frequently on field trips, but said they had taken little away from it
other than a few ill-contextualized performances of dances and music. A student
mentioned that her grandmother “didn’t like them [the Ainu],” though offered no further
commentary—likely, she sensed the tension mounting in the class as she uttered the
unspoken racism that exists in Japan (Arudou 2015). A single student, when asked on
her knowledge of Ainu culture, provided the comment, “The Ainu are complicated for
me, because I don’t really know much about them. However, I think it’s kind of like the
Brazilians and the Chinese—many Japanese just pretend they don’t really exist.”
This final comment reveals some of the key issues within Japanese education
systems: until recently, the Japanese government has presented itself as a homogenic
culture. “Japan/nihon” the nation and “Japanese/nihonjin” as both racial and national
category markers are largely interchangeable: to be “Japanese” is to be both from the
geographic nation of Japan, as well as to be Japanese racially. In turn, to be nationalist
in Japan is to identify nation and race as intertwined categories (Ohnuki-Tierney 1994;
Weiner 2013). As many Japanese scholars have pointed out, this problematic trend in
Japanese scholarship has greatly hindered Japanese research, history and civil rights
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(Teshigawara 1995). Nevertheless, it has remained long a prevalent mode of thought
(Pai 2016). By definition, the tangle of race/nation leaves out wide swaths of ethnic and
racial minorities from Japanese history (Doak 2006). Beyond scholastic concerns, this
trend has ramifications on the day-to-day lives on racial minorities (Holtan 2011; Sasaki
2008; Takayanagi and Shimomura). An interaction with a Chinese-Japanese student
revealed the impacts of these nationalist narratives on individual students.

“They hate me.”
“Rin-san4, lunch break is over,” I reminded a freshman student. The tall young
man, standing a few meters from the excavation trench, crossed his arms. He glowered
momentarily at me, a reaction from him to which I was not unaccustomed. Rin had had
a difficult week: it was clear that he didn’t get along with the other students. It was also
clear that, while he had been excited about the archaeological work at the beginning of
the week, it had dulled for him. For the first half of the week, I had assigned him to
working alongside other Japanese university classmates. When that proved
unproductive, I had moved him to helping the Canadian and American students screen
buckets; picking through bits of fishbone and shell, he had seemed livelier and
occasionally happy. Satisfied he was at least getting English language practice, I had
considered the situation reconciled. Today, however, necessitated that he return to
working with his Japanese classmates: they needed to work on their stratigraphic
profiles. Except for the most meticulous students, this was generally the average

4

Name changed.
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freshman’s least favorite part of the field school: it demanded attention to detail and
mathematical proficiency that bored and confounded many of them.
“Rin-san,” I repeated, “the profile takes a while. Besides, you need to help your
team.”
He regarded me for a moment, a response clearly winding its way through his
mind. “I think I can help the Canadians more,” he responded, gesturing at the Canadian
students excavating their original units. “We’ve been working together, and I understand
what’s going on.”
I sighed. Nothing seemed amiss at this point: students requested frequently to
continue excavating rather than engaging in other activities. “I understand, and I
promise you can go back to that tomorrow. But I need you to work on the profile, ok? It’s
part of your final field school grade.”
He inhaled deeply and, after a moment, exhaled, “No.”
My eyes widened. I was not used to refusal from the Japanese students—even
Rin-san, despite his early difficulties in the field, had tried to accommodate my
instructions.
I narrowed my eyes, attempting to discern what was going on. I realized
suddenly that I was out of my depth: there was something to Rin-san’s interactions with
the other students that was internal to their understanding of one another. “Rin-san,” I
finally said, “I’m at a loss. What’s going on?”
Rin-san turned his head away, though I could see his lower lip had started to
quiver. I walked over to where he was standing and put a hand on his shoulder. “Hey,
Rin-san, what’s going on?”
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“They hate me,” he answered bitterly. “They hate me.”
“What?” I was genuinely shocked. I wondered if Rin-san had done something to
provoke their ire: the students, all week, had been otherwise pleasant, bubbly, and
enthusiastic.
Rin-san, however, immediately began to speak quickly, in Japanese, on the
events of the last week. “They don’t say it, but they hate me. They laugh about how I
talk. They say my name is weird. They think I’m stupid,” he paused here, and looked at
me, “I’m not stupid though. I’m smart. I’ve been speaking three languages since I was a
kid: English, Japanese, and Chinese.”
“Rin-san,” I started to say. I stopped myself, realizing I had missed, from the
beginning of the week, a key detail. “Wait, do they make fun of you because you’re
Chinese?” I asked in English, reverting to my native language for my own clarity.
“Yeah,” he nodded. “Yeah. They don’t say anything directly, but it’s been like this
since I moved here. They just kind of… avoid me. Give me space.”
“I’m so sorry,” I said, truly embarrassed I had failed to notice that racial and
cultural difference was at the heart of his discontent. “What can I do?”
Not seeming to hear my question, he continued speaking, “I’ve lived here since I
was three. I’m a Japanese citizen. I’m just Chinese too. They’ll never see me as
anything but Chinese. They treat me just like the Brazilians,” he indicated the rampant
discrimination Brazilian-Japanese individuals face. “Kitanai, kitanai, kitanai,” he chanted
the Japanese word for ‘dirty,’ a common insult for racial minorities. In a heavy slump, he
crouched to the ground and started to cry quietly. Desperately, he continued, “I’m sorry,
Eddy-sensei. I just want to work with the Canadian kids.”
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I agreed quickly to let him continue working and assured him the stratigraphic
profile could wait. Having attempted to comfort him for a few minutes—and having
directed him to the water station—I confirmed that he could go back to work in his
earlier unit. I then went to my co-teacher, a Japanese graduate student, and explained
the situation.
My co-teacher sucked in a larger mouthful of air and nodded. “Ah, that’s so hard,
you know,” they said, obviously truly upset about the situation. “It’s just like that for them
in classrooms.”
While the situation ended more or less positively—Rin-san befriended not only
the Canadian students on the dig, but a Japanese student who spoke fluent Mandarin—
I was unnerved for the rest of the excavation. The entrenched racial animosity
simmering in Japanese classroom spaces was something I knew about from articles
and books: I had not seen it, however, so powerfully manifest. This incident was the
most obvious of racial tensions I noticed in classroom spaces, but it was not the only
one. The amalgamation of incidents however indicated, to me, the impact of Japanese
racial purity, as reified in Japanese education systems, on individual students.

These issues do not stop at the undergraduate classroom level, however.
Personally, while attending university lectures on the Ainu within Hokkaido, I was
frequently uncomfortable with the way scholars talked about Ainu history and materials.
Various Japanese scholars lectured on the racial origin of the Ainu, the relation of Ainu
history to Japanese culture, and the comparative relationship between Ainu “simplicity”
and Japanese civilization.
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“Very useful.”
An exceptional geneticist, interested in ancient DNA, presented a lecture on the
“racial genesis” of the Ainu. As I listened to facts and figures, I began to grow
uncomfortable with the general tenor of the conversation. Something seemed off.
Unsure, however, as to whether it was appropriate for me to interject, I continued
listening to the presentation. Ainu skulls, side-by-side with skulls of other Indigenous
groups, flashed across the screen. The lecture shifted from a discussion of mtDNA to
craniometric variations among Ainu populations. The lecturer paused to note, “As
everyone probably knows, the Ainu and predecessor populations, from the Neolithic
period onwards, have been morphologically similar. This is, of course, in stark contrast
to mainland Japan.” The room rustled uncomfortably—I exchanged a glance with
another friend on the project, a Lakota archaeologist studying Indigenous community
practices. As we wondered if we should say something, a hand shot into the air. An
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Ainu colleague, unblinking and stone-faced, waited for the presenter to call on him. The
lecturer nodded and acknowledged the question.
“You know these skulls are stolen from graves, yes?” my colleague asked with a
rapid severity.
The presenter paused—it seemed obvious he had not anticipated resistance to
the presentation. He continued in English to acknowledge the largely foreign audience,
“Well, yes. But they’re good for, uh, measuring you know.”
“How can they be good for measuring? They’re from the 1920s,” my colleague
switched back into English, and turned to appraise the audience.
“Well, you see, the Ainu haven’t really changed as much as other groups.”
My Ainu colleague shrugged and then nodded. He was not appeased with the
answer, but, seemingly, there was no
point in shifting the dialogue. I listened
to the rest of the lecture in
uncomfortable quiet. As soon as the
presentation ended, I gathered my
things and looked around outside.
My colleague, along with some of
our mutual Japanese friends, stood
outside, on a cigarette break. We were
supposed to go back to excavation in
fifteen minutes, but he seemed
content to smoke his cigarette slowly,

Figure 2.3: A taxidermy ezohiguma in a
university museum storage space.
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staring out past the lecture hall and towards the ocean. After the stuffy, anxious lecture,
the salty summer breeze felt out of place.
“Hey, Zoe-san,” my colleague said and offered me a cigarette. As I accepted, I
asked him how he felt about the lecture.
He exhaled, plumes of smoke curling up into the afternoon sky. “It’s tough, huh?”
He took another drag. “It’s the same old thing. I mean, I’m sure their science is good.
I’m just tired of it.”
I asked him of what specifically he was tired. He chuckled darkly and stubbed out
his cigarette. “All of it. The skulls. The idea we haven’t changed. The big story of
Japan.”
“And the Ainu,” one of our Japanese friends offered with an ironic smile. My Ainu
colleague laughed.
“Yeah, you now. Ainu skulls, at least. Very useful,” he said, mimicking the
lecturer, “ancient people who are good to measure.”

This conversation was one of many similar ones I had while in the field. During
my research, archaeology and the excavation itself often served as places where
Indigenous people, Indigenous values, and the tensions of Japanese archaeological
practice collided. As Indigenous workers on the site, we felt frequent frustration: not
necessarily about the excavation itself, but the seeming silence from many guest
scholars when challenged with the reality of colonial archaeological practices. These
scholars would nod politely at dinner, and laughingly work alongside us on site; when in
the academic arena, however, they failed to acknowledge the uneasy histories of their
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work. They further were reluctant to acknowledge that their narratives—the unchanging
Ainu, the Japanese nation as unique and exceptional, and the comparative use of Ainu
skulls—were grounded in colonial regimes. While the Japanese leads on our site
attempted to make space for such challenges, and usually advanced difficult
discussions, many visiting guest scholars, most of whom were Japanese nationals,
seemed mired in the conventions of historical Japanese archaeology.
The ruptures in the lecture halls were often anxious, but, as an Indigenous
person, they were not fundamentally upsetting. By the time I was working in Japan, I
had become accustomed to the partisan academic beliefs of most “traditional”
archaeologists: processual science was processual science, and Indigenous concerns
were a matter of softer, less rigorous trends in the discipline. A deeply upsetting
confrontation in a lab, however, proved more troubling.

Ghosts
Standing in the university osteology lab, I was struck immediately by how pristine
it was. There were no lab stations cluttered by active projects, no lab coats strewn
loosely over chairs, and no note books, left open and messily scrawled, on tables.
Instead, the work stations were organized meticulously and the specimens kept in
clearly filed boxes: while not exactly a unique state for an osteology lab, it was certainly
one only sometimes achieved in other places.
I was at the lab for an orientation to the facilities. As a visiting archaeologist, and
one who had experience with human remains and the politics therein, the head of the
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lab wanted me to visit. He was a prominent osteologist in the field, as well as a
colleague whose company I enjoyed.
“So,” he said with a sunny pride, “this is the collection!”
I nodded. I’m usually uncomfortable in human osteology labs, but something
about this one particularly unnerved me.
“I don’t really work with human remains,” I stated. “I mean, I think they’re
important, but I generally avoid it.”
“Mm,” he assented. “Tough stuff.”
I was not sure if the comment referred to anatomy itself or the cultural taboos that
kept me from feeling fully comfortable inside a human remains lab.
(Ghosts, my mother had once warned when I said I was working with bones.)
Musing on this, I looked around the lab. Directly behind me, a stack of grey
boxes was filed into a shelf. I looked at the label and started. In katakana the word ainu
was written; below it, in English, the words “mixed Ainu bones.”
I felt nauseous. I knew the history of the university collection: the Ainu collection
were mostly the profits of grave robbing—grave robbing largely performed by
ethnographers and anthropologists. To my knowledge, they were in a hotly contested
repatriation debate between the university and the local Ainu community.
For whatever reason, perhaps since the collection was involved in these debates,
I had not anticipated seeing the bones, let alone standing next to them. I backed away
and attempted to look at anywhere other than the labeled box. I felt like a trespasser
and, somewhere deeper, a traitor.
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“Ah,” my colleague, who did not know that I was Native, gestured to the bones,
“the Ainu collection. It’s huge.” He raised an eyebrow, likely sensing my wordless
discomfort. “Huge for now,” he said, and briefly explained the repatriation process to
me. “I think we’re going to lose most of it.”
“Oh?” I asked, unsure of how to respond.
“Mm. Real shame,” he sighed. “A lot of good work can come from this collection.”
I felt a shiver, something haunting and ugly, spill down my spine. Regardless of
whether my mother’s ghosts rattled in the boxes, the place felt wrong.

The attitude of this osteologist mirrored the attitude of many archaeologists
whom I encountered while working in the field. This perspective—a valuation of the
science rather than the return of Indigenous human remains—was prevalent among
both Japanese archaeologists and foreign archaeologists. These scholars insisted that
the “correct” place for human remains, let alone artifacts, was in a laboratory or
museum: the pursuit of knowledge, as grounded in colonial ontologies, was more
important than the cultural needs of Indigenous groups. For those familiar with
repatriation of Indigenous remains, of course, this perspective is hardly new: a variety of
archaeologists have prioritized science over repatriation, generally to the degradation of
relationships between Indigenous people and non-Indigenous archaeologists (Bray
1996; Burke et al 2016; Kakaliouras 2012; Plets et al 2013; Turnbull and Pickering
2010; Watkins 2005). Nevertheless, the prevalence of this attitude, and the refusal to
acknowledge its colonial roots, emphasizes how the historical development of
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archaeology influences contemporary views on the Ainu, as well as the larger field of
Indigenous archaeology.
With these issues and experiences considered, I do want to insert an important
caveat. In general, I found that, when presented with critiques of Japanese history, most
Japanese students, as well as some professional scholars, were interested in promoting
and engaging with a more nuanced Japanese history. Students, confronting the racism
of Japanese archaeology for the first time, were relieved further when I revealed that, in
the United States, students studying Black American history and Native American
history are frequently ignorant as to the realities dominant narratives omits. At the risk of
identifying Japanese students and scholars as uniquely steeped in education that
erases or simplifies history, I argue that the under-education about the Ainu, in Japan, is
the product of a larger international trend. As in other educational systems (Araújo and
Maeso 2012; Cope 1987; Huber, Johnson, and Kohli 2006; King 2015; Lee 2009;
Ninnes 2000; Rogers Stanton 2014; Shear et al 2015), Japanese educators and
textbook writers follow a culturally constructed history that has prioritized a) legitimizing
colonial empires and b) advancing imperialist mythologies. These mythologies are
rooted in decades of (sometimes legitimate) science used to propagate racist theories
of purity, ethnic/racial supremacy, and nationalist state-crafting. These educational
systems, which continue to have impacts on students, craft the larger academic attitude
towards Indigenous issues within Japan.
These attitudes generally position the Ainu as a simplistic, vanished, and wild
“Other” that is a foil to the dominant Japanese identity. Indeed, the Ainu are wrapped
within the imaginaries that swirl around Hokkaido’s prehistoric past. As Hokkaido has
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been conceptualized as a “wild Other” against which to measure Japanese identity, so
too have the Ainu. Moreover, the Ainu have served as a convenient category against
which Japanese narratives of self and state can be written. With this in mind, I move
into a discussion of Ainu history.

IV. The Trajectory of Ainu History
Theories about the prehistorical occupation of Hokkaido indicate the stakes
present in archaeological work: science serves, as is typical in archaeological work, as
a mechanism of larger nationalist narratives of statehood and progress (Fowler 1987).
Alternatively, however, critical archaeologies can serve as resistances to larger colonial
and nationalist narratives (Atalay 2006; Gosden 2012). The historical Ainu occupation of
Japan, and the network of theories connected to this occupation, should be framed
within this context. With this context in mind, I will now move into a conversation about
the colonization period of Japan, and the lasting ramifications for contemporary Ainu.
Before detailing this history, however, it is important to address the issue of ethnicity
and identity within Japanese archaeology and history.

Ethnicity and Identity in Japanese Archaeology
Ethnicity and identity, within Japan, have been undergoing radical revision, both
in social and academic networks. Scholars have exposed the myth of Japanese ethnic
homogeneity, which originated in the nationalist movements towards nihonjinron and
yamato-minzoku purity, as fallacy (Befu 2001; Kelly and Befu 2002; Manabe 1991;
Sugimoto 1999); furthermore, across disciplines, many scholars are critically
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reinvestigating narratives of Japanese history (Befu 2001; Burgess 2004; Gordon 1993;
Hudson, lewallen, and Watson 2014; Maher and MacDonald 1995; Murthy and
Schneider 2013; Nozaki 2008). Scholars, including historians, archaeologists, and
social anthropologists, have worked to explore histories of ethnic minorities and
stigmatized populations within Japan (Befu 2001; Hossain and Maruyama 2016; Kawai
2017; Oh, Bondy, and Iwabuchi 2016; Pearson 2014). These populations have included
the burakumin, Ryukyu populations, and the Ainu (Lu 2016; Hudson, lewallen, and
Watson 2014; Wu 2016). Focusing specifically on the Ainu, scholars have examined
the myth of Japanese ethnic homogeneity (Befu 2001; Dale 1986; Weiner 2008);
similarly, historians have presented critical and revised histories of the Japanese
archipelago, emphasizing the importance of ethnic diversity and independence (Howell
1996, 2005; Hook and Siddle 2003; Siddle 1997, 2012; Hudson, lewallen, and Watson
2014; Walker 2001; Skabelund 2011). Spanning a variety of fields, these works
demonstrate the need for a critical reinvestigation of Japanese history. More
specifically, these scholars necessitate a body of knowledge that de-centers the “myth
of Japanese homogeneity,” and privileges the experiences and narratives of ethnic
minorities in the Japanese archipelago. The following history of the Hokkaido Ainu
locates itself within these concerns.
Characterized by region-specific complex hunter-gathering, the Hokkaido Ainu
have a contested ethnogenesis: in general, scholars agree that the Ainu cultural
complex developed sometime before the 13th century from the earlier Okhotsk and
Satsumon cultures (Aoyama 2012; Hudson 1999; Jinam 2012; Kato 2012; Lee and
Hasegawa 2013; Sato et al 2007, 2009). Most contemporary scholars agree that the
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Ainu are descendants of post-Jomon groups, notably the Satsumon and the Okhotsk
peoples (Habu 2004; Hirayama 2018; Kato 2013; Sato et al 2007, 2009).
As Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney has demonstrated, and more recent scholars have
emphasized (Hudson et al 2014), both the contemporary and historical Ainu are not a
homogeneous, monolithic group, but instead a variety of related groups that share
cultural characteristics and ancestry (Gayman 2016; Ohnuki-Tierney 1976; Watson
2014). Historians, ethnographers, and archaeologists have separated the various
historical Ainu groups geographically: they are located between the Kuril, Sakhalin, and
Hokkaido islands. Furthermore, within Hokkaido, contemporary Ainu communities have
differentiated themselves from one another based on location and leadership (Gayman
2016; Hirayama 2018; Ohnuki-Tierney 1976; Toshimitsu 1998; Watson 2014). These
groups have had distinct lifestyles, dialects, and subsistence patterns, largely
dependent on regional resources and history. It was not until the Japanese colonized
the Hokkaido Ainu that all Ainu were lumped into a singular group: “Ezojin” (“barbarian
people“) and, later, the “Ainu.” With the abuse of historical and contemporary Ainu
peoples, and the related oppression of Ainu culture, the contemporary Ainu, especially
in Japan, have embraced the more unified “Ainu/Utari” identity (Kayo 2014; Sekiguchi
2015; Shigeru 1994:147-148).

Ainu History
The Hokkaido Ainu appear, generally as the term ezojin, in the historical record
during the 13th century. From the medieval period (1185-1333 AD) until the very
beginning of the Edo period (1603-1868 AD), the Ainu lived relatively independently
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from the main island Japanese (often referred to as shamo or wajin in Ainu scholarship
and publications). Throughout these centuries, however, the Ainu experienced
consistent and expanding trade with non-Ainu groups, particularly the Japanese.
Additionally, from the 16th century onward, the Ainu had contact with European and
North American groups. These international exchanges resulted in trade between the
Japanese, Europeans, and Ainu; such trade further resulted in tensions, within Ainu
communities, over access to non-Ainu goods and resources. In general, however,
relationships between Ainu and non-Ainu groups were relatively relaxed, if not entirely
amicable. (Walker 2001; Howell 2005; Toshimitsu 1998)
The tone of relationship between the main island Japanese and the Ainu shifted
dramatically in 1590 AD. In 1590 AD, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Oda Nobunaga’s successor
and one of the “great unifiers” of Japan, moved to colonize the northern lands (“Ezochi”
or “barbarian lands”). Accordingly, in 1590 AD, Hideyoshi installed the Kakizaki family
(later known as the Matsumae) within the Matsumae fief. Located at the southern edge
of the Northern lands, this domain served as a “gateway” between the main island
Japanese and the “wild north” of the Ainu lands. Ignoring the autonomy of the Ainu,
Hideyoshi granted the Kakizaki/Matsumae exclusive rights over Ainu-Japanese trade.
Within this contract, the trade rights could be leased to other mainland Japanese.
Accordingly, the Kakizaki/Matsumae gained control of the Ainu, and the Ainu became
understood, within main island Japan, as the property of the Japanese government.
This unequal trade settlement laid the foundation for Edo period Japanese and Ainu
relationships. (Hirayama 2018; Howell 2005; Siddle 2012; Toshimitsu 1998; Walker
2001)
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Lasting from roughly 1600 AD until 1868 AD, the Ainu experienced increased
trade and contact with the main island Japanese. While some Ainu leaders chafed
under Matsumae authority, the control streamlined interregional communication, and
facilitated rapid trade growth for Ainu groups. Facilitated by the Matsumae, the Ainu
actively engaged in intensive trade with the main islander Japanese and, by proxy,
some European groups. During this period, Japanese cultural elements were more
readily adopted: lacquerware, sake, and Japanese utensils became normative parts of
Ainu rituals, and Ainu clothing incorporated Japanese textiles. Goods and cultural
practices, however, were not the only elements that entered into Ainu lands: Japanese
epidemic diseases, notably smallpox and tuberculosis, harmfully impacted Ainu
communities. The diseases and intensified economic activity lead to aggravated
tensions and infighting among Ainu groups. (Howell 2005; Kayano 2004; Sekiguchi
2015 Toshimitsu 1998)
These tensions culminated in Shakushain’s Revolt, an uprising that lasted from
1669-1672 AD. This rebellion started as a conflict between rival Ainu clans; however,
under the leadership of the charismatic Ainu leader Shakushain, the conflict escalated
into a revolt against Matsumae authority. Shakushain and his allies contested
Matsumae limitations on Ainu independence, and sought to regain Ainu control of the
region. While the rebellion was preceded by similar conflicts, Shakushain’s Revolt was
the first fully unified uprising, by the Ainu, against the mainland Japanese (Eto 2015;
Walker 2001: 49-51).
For the first few years of the revolt, Shakushain and allies held out against the
Matsumae. The Matsumae, however, eventually requested support from the Japanese
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government; in support of the Matsumae efforts, the Japanese government sent the
Matsumae generous shipments of armaments. Gifted with steel arms and gunpowder,
the Matsumae, bolstered and impressed upon to end the revolt quickly, overcame the
Ainu (Toshimitsu 1998: 54-57).
For many Ainu, both contemporary and historical, this revolt commemorates the
first unified effort of the Ainu against Japanese oppression. (In parts of Hokkaido, on
September 23rd, Ainu and non-Ainu individuals alike practice a remembrance ceremony
for this event). The revolt, nevertheless, also prompted the Japanese to continue to
exploit Ainu communities: the revolution itself, coupled with the devastated state of Ainu
resources, became a convenient excuse for exacerbation of unequal practices
(Toshimitsu 1998: 57). Accordingly, many Ainu scholars and surviving Ainu understand
this defeat as the true beginning of the abuse and degradation of the Ainu by the settler
Japanese population. An indelible moment in Ainu history, Shakushain’s Revolt signified
a shift in alliances and priorities. Moreover, it perhaps cemented, in the minds of the
Japanese colonizers, the “Otherness” of the Ainu, as well as their subjection within that
perceived “Otherness.”

The Ainu in Meiji Japan
The Ainu situation continued to decline into the Meiji period. Weakened by
disease, inner conflict, and defeat at the hands of the Matsumae, the Ainu existed as a
destabilized group of communities. The Meiji Government, wielding the administrative
sword of the Meiji Restoration, exploited this situation. Starting in 1868, the Meiji
government instituted a nationwide “Westernization” and homogenization of Japan. The
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government attempted to colonize and unify all of Japan, extending their efforts into the
Southern Ryukyu islands and the Northern Ainu territories. Colonization of the Ainu
territories was swift, and the Meiji government immediately instituted policies that
hobbled Ainu autonomy; furthermore, Japanese settlers were encouraged to enter
Hokkaido and use former Ainu land for industrial projects.
The colonization had predictably severe impacts on Ainu populations. As Siddle
argues, the cultural breakdown of the Ainu was rapidly achieved by Japanese policies.
The Japanese forbade long-held cultural practices, such as gender specific aesthetic
expression, language, religion, social structure, and subsistence patterns. Additionally,
the Ainu were forced to compete with former samurai and Meiji developers for land use
(Siddle 2003, Walker 2001). In "best case" scenarios, the Ainu competed amongst
themselves and with mainland colonist-settlers to access over-exploited natural
resources. In "worst case" scenarios, Ainu were simply evicted from their land, forced
onto infertile lands, and coerced into lifestyles, particularly Japanese agrarian ones, that
were not their own. (Siddle 2012; Walker 2001)
The effect of this colonization resulted in wide-scale community depression
among the Ainu. Starvation was common within the remaining Ainu kotan (Ainu
villages). Additionally, the diseases introduced by the Japanese, particularly
tuberculosis and smallpox, ravaged Ainu communities (Howell 2004; Siddle 2012;
Walker 2001). Similar to colonized North American groups who were forced onto
reservations, Ainu communities, moved onto unfamiliar territories or condensed into
ancestral ones, were afflicted by interpersonal violence, sexual abuse, depression and
suicide, substance abuse, and significant debt (Hirayama 2018; Siddle 2012).
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Eventually, Ainu poverty became so severe that the Meiji government decided to
recognize and legally address the crisis. In 1889, the Meiji government introduced the
"Hokkaido Former Aborigines Protection Act." While the Protection Act afforded Ainu
communities with public education and welfare, it also effectively denied the Ainu their
indigenous status, stripped them of basic civil rights, and coerced Ainu populations to
submit fully to Japanese control. (Howell 2005; Sekiguchi 2015; Toshimitsu 1998;
Walker 2001)
Prior to the Meiji period, the Ainu had existed in a pattern of gradual colonization.
While life under the Matsumae was not free of colonial pressures, the Ainu maintained
lifestyles more in keeping with autonomous Ainu culture. Moreover, alongside the
Matsumae, the Ainu more readily benefited from trade with Japanese and Europeans.
The Meiji government, comparatively, used the long-pattern of creeping colonization to
fully conquer the Ainu. This conquest was fully realized in the paternalistic 1889
Protection Act. The general outcomes of the act follow:

1) The Ainu lost most political hegemony and fell under Japanese rule.
2) The Ainu were labeled as a monolithic group of “former barbarians” who
were expected to assimilate into mainland Japanese culture.
3) Ainu were put on reservation-type spaces and commanded to supplement
their diet with agriculture grown on infertile and/or unfamiliar terrain.
4) Hokkaido itself was industrialized, and roads and infrastructure were built
over various Ainu lands. Environmental degradation continued.
5) The Meiji government enacted various demoralizing campaigns against
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the Ainu; these included the practice of dog-drowning.
6) In general, many aspects of historical Ainu culture were limited: this
included limitations on language, forced adoption of Japanese names, and
the prohibition of some religious activities (including animal sacrifices such as
the iyomante), as well as the tattooing of women and girls.
(Hokkaido Former Native Protection Act 1899/Meiji 32; Hirayama
2018; Kayano 1994; Ogawa 1993; Sekiguchi 2015; Siddle 2004;
Skabelund 2011; Walker 2001)

This suite of proclamations, prohibitions, and outcomes resulted into continuing
exploitation and degradation of the Ainu, as well as the contemporary settler-colonist
state of Hokkaido.

The Ainu in Post-Meiji Japan
Perhaps arguably, the height of abuses against the Ainu occurred in the Meiji
period. Once the Ainu and their lands were fully colonized, however, mistreatment and
discrimination continued into the Taisho, Showa, and Heisei periods. This mistreatment
was, and continues to be, characterized by public discrimination, lack of rights, poverty
and disease, and simultaneous commodification, fetishization, and repression of
Indigenous culture. Subsequently, many Ainu intermarried with Japanese, hoping to
ease the lives of their children: people who could “pass” as Japanese lead somewhat
easier lives (Kayano 1994). Even in postwar Japan, however, to be Ainu was to be an
outcast. The Ainu Rights movement, comparatively, offers an important reflection of and
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reprieve from the degradation of Ainu culture. (Howell 2005; Walker 2001; Sasaki 2013;
Toshimitsu 1998)
Takashi Irimoto offers a five-stage model on the trajectory of the Ainu Rights
movements. Firstly, Irimoto identifies the period from 1889-1929, the years immediately
after the 1889 Protection Act, as a time when Ainu beseeched Japan for actual
protection under the law. Despite the paternalistic underpinning of the Act, Ainu
community leaders looked to it as a way to rectify issues of disease, famine, and social
unrest in communities.
The government, however, failed to address Ainu suffering. Irimoto suggests that
this failure, from 1930-1944, resulted in Ainu requests for revisions of the law; some of
these revisions occurred partially in 1937. Additionally during this time, the Ainu were
impacted by wartime Japanese nationalist movements: seeking to present a
homogeneous Japanese identity, the Japanese attempted to assimilate ethnic
minorities into a unified Japanese self.
Following the war, from 1945-1960, the Ainu demanded exceptions to the 1947
Land Reform Act. Instituted by American occupation forces, this act resulted in the
democratization of Japan, and, consequently, the mandated end of tenant farming
practices. This disproportionately affected the Ainu, who found themselves no longer
able to serve as landlords to many Japanese: under this act, they were forced to cede
land to the Japanese, and Ainu groups lost around 40% of landholdings.
Following lack of attention to this issue, from 1960-1983, Ainu organizations,
buoyed by international indigenous rights movements, reconvened, marketed
themselves internationally, and unequivocally protested and rallied for civil rights.
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Irimoto, writing in 2000, then identifies 1984 as the next stage of Ainu rights: it is marked
by a move away from amicable assimilation to the mainland Japanese nation-state, and
establishment of a unifying Ainu/Utari identity. (Utari, which means “human” in the Ainu
language, is a self-referential term used by Ainu individuals and groups.) This shift was
also characterized by a demand for the repeal of the Former Aborigines Act, which was
officially repealed in 2008 (Irimoto 2000; Rice 2006; Sasaki 2013).
In 2008, the Ainu/Utari were formally recognized as a unique Indigenous group,
separate from Japan and Japanese ethnicity. As reported in the Japan Times, on Jun 7
2008, “the government shall recognize that the Ainu are indigenous people who have
their own language, religion and culture.” In the last nine years, the Ainu have more
powerfully entered the international stage: the demand for further awareness of Ainu
issues, increased rights for the Ainu, and, as is relevant to archaeology, critical
investigation of scholarship related to the Ainu.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have attempted to present a history that is contextualized by the
environmental and archaeological history of Hokkaido. that is relatively linear and
cohesive. This narrative, however, is riddled with the obvious imperfections of colonial
histories: as in other parts of the world, in Hokkaido, history has been a tale crafted by
oppressors. Within Ainu anthropology and history, non-Ainu scholars have been
afforded the most ink with which to write Ainu scholarship. To erase or ignore this
reality, however, denies the contours of Ainu history. In the next chapter, I will discuss
how Ainu history, archaeology, and ethnography serve as artifacts of colonial regimes.
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Chapter 3

Colonizing Ainu Anthropology

“Pots and Things”
To a foreigner accustomed only to the damp heat of Kyoto, Hokkaido summers
are surprising. Mild days-- hot, but not oppressively so-- can quickly shift into torrential
rainstorms. Buoyed by northerly coastal winds, these storms are often threaded with
bites of icy cold. A wandering individual, naively trusting of the Hokkaido summer sun,
might find themselves soaked to the bone in a sudden afternoon rain. It was in one such
rainstorm, that I, unprepared for the chilly July downpour, met Mr. Kane.5
A man of indeterminate and obstinate middle-age, Mr. Kane was a local cab
driver- and, as I’d quickly learn, a proudly benevolent one. When Mr. Kane saw me, a
drenched student clutching a backpack, he offered me a taxi ride to the closest train
station. From the cloisters of his car, Mr. Kane smilingly assured me that the ride was
“free of charge” for it was, obviously, “too cold to walk.” In less desperate situations, I
might have refused the polite gift; the rain, however, was driving and frigid, and my teeth
were already chattering.
At the time, I was new to Hokkaido, and was researching local museums. As
friends would later assure me, I was regrettably American, and seemed to pay
(characteristically American) inattention to the daily weather report; indeed, on that day,

5

Name changed.
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I had failed to check the local weather, and, consequently, had failed also to learn of the
incoming storm. I had decided cheerily to spend my afternoon touring a small Hokkaido
port town on foot, surveying the local pottery collections for which it was famous.
As I stepped out of the downpour, and into the cab, Mr. Kane gently offered me a
hand towel. Mr. Kane was clearly pleased that an American had landed in his town. He
told me that most tourists were Japanese, from the mainland, and similarly interested in
the pottery. He glanced at me briefly in the cab’s rearview mirror.
“Are you a collector?” he asked me, enunciating in English.
“No,” I answered. “An archaeologist.”
“Ah,” he nodded graciously, though I had clearly piqued his interest.
“Koukogakusha?” He switched carefully into Japanese, gauging my ability to hold
further conversation.
“Yes,” I assented in Japanese, musing on the potential direction the conversation
might take; archaeology, in Japan, can take swift turns into uncomfortable discussions
of nationalist regimes and unethical practices.
“Me too,” he said, and quickly laughed. “Not an expert, though. Just a hobbyist.”
“I'm not an expert either, just a student,” I confirmed. “Besides, when it comes to
Japanese archaeology, I’m pretty clueless.”
“Oh?” he asked. “Is it so different than American archaeology?”
I paused, attempting to figure out how best to describe the sprawling differences.
I realized that this might be an opportunity- fortunate or otherwise- to dive into an
earnest conversation about the colonialist roots of both American and Japanese
anthropology. After thinking through a few responses, I finally answered, “Yes,” a bit too
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abruptly.
“I suppose they're different countries, eh?” he supplemented gracefully. I nodded
from the back of the cab, and, attempting a conversational recovery, asked him about
his own experiences in archaeology.
Pausing to correct himself a few times, Mr. Kane rattled off over two dozen
different projects. I recognized at least a few of them from influential essays on
prehistoric Japanese archaeology.
“That's impressive!” I said, a bit awestruck by the number of digs. “Are you sure
you're not an expert?” I had meant the question to sound casual and familiar, but
instead belied my own bewilderment as to his experience.
He laughed loudly, and shook his head, “No. It’s just a hobby,” he assured. He
then went on to detail to me how, unlike in the United States, public archaeology and
volunteer archaeology projects were quite common in Japan. “I've been doing it since I
was in highschool- back in the 70s. My dad did it too, though,” he switched into English,
“he was a big collector.”
It was the second time the word had come up. “Collector?” I asked.
He nodded, seemingly internally musing on his own definition of the word. He slid
back into Japanese, “Mm, not a big one, though. He mostly just liked pots and things.”
“Pots?” I asked, my previous awe melted into an anxiety tangled around cultural
heritage theft. The conversation suddenly seemed like every interaction against which
an American graduate student should gird themselves.
Mr. Kane, seemingly endlessly socially kind, swiftly comforted me: “Oh, he gave
everything to the museum eventually,” he indicated the local museum, which I had
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visited earlier. I wondered which pots, from the museum’s extensive collection, had
been gifted by Mr. Kane’s father. “Back before museums, you know, people kind of ran
them out of their houses. He had friends, back home right after the 40s. They’d, you
know, they’d drink, and look at pots,” he chuckled easily, as if he too acknowledged the
ambiguity of the post-war practice. “He purchased about a dozen pots over the years,
mostly from other collectors. You know- Jomon pots, Satsumon pots, Ainu dishes…” he
trailed off as we approached the town’s train station.
He stopped the cab, and looked back at me, once more, in the rearview mirror.
“Everyone did it, you know. My father told me he knew people who, during the war,
ended up with a bunch of Ainu skulls.” He thought about this last realization, and
grimaced. “Probably ended up in Sapporo, honestly,” he apologetically indicated the
grim history of my host institution at the University of Hokkaido.
I nodded hazily, quickly attempting to see if I could extend the taxi cab ride, and,
accordingly, the conversation. Mr. Kane, however, seemed content to extend his
kindness to the door of the small train station, and no further. Similar conversations
around human remains, I have since learned, tend to end rather abruptly.
“Don't forget an umbrella next time!” he chided me kindly as he opened the cab
door. Refusing my attempts at payment, he concluded, in a briskly wondering tone, “Not
so different, I think- collectors and archaeologists.” I smiled, tensely aware of the
statement’s truth. “Collectors make more money though,” he laughed, and pleasantly
bid me good day.
Mr. Kane drove off, his scuffed cab puttering through the diminishing rain.
Standing near the ticket counter, and dismally realizing the next train to Sapporo wasn't
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for another two hours, I reflected on the trajectory of Japanese archaeology. It was, at
once, interwoven with much larger global schemes, but, however troublingly, singularly
Japanese.

I. Introduction
In his seminal essay “Archaeology and the Image of the American Indian,” Bruce
Trigger paints a bleak vista of the foundation of archaeology on Indian groups:
The popular stereotypes about native people that influenced American
archaeology during nineteenth century long antedate the professionalization of
the discipline. From the time of earliest exploration of the New World by
Europeans, the Indians, whether condemned as brutal murderers or romanticized
as noble savages, were held to be inferior to civilized men (Jennings 1975:59).
This concept of inferiority was further elaborated in order to rationalize the
seizure of Indian lands, which accompanied the expansion of European
settlement. The European colonists in New England argued that the Indians'
failure to make adequate use of the land God had them justified their own
technologically more advanced society having laid claim to it… As European
colonization pressed westward from the 1790s to the end of the nineteenth
century, racial myths gradually replaced religious ones as a justification for
waging war on the Indians and violating their treaty rights. It was widely
maintained that Indians were brutal and warlike by nature and biologically
incapable of significant cultural development… This view of Indians as being
primitive, alien, and part of America's past had archaeological implications. It
suggested that in prehistoric times Indian cultures had remained static and
simple.”
(Trigger 1980: 663)
Trigger goes on to detail how, relative to prehistoric archaeology in Europe, American
archaeology developed along a different axis-- an axis that, importantly, required an
image of American Indians as “inherently unprogressive.” By labeling American Indians
as stagnant objects of cultural fascination and scholarly inquiry, Trigger argues,
archaeologists-- implicitly and explicitly-- curate an Indigenous image that facilitates
colonialist agendas.
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For those familiar with Ainu archaeology, Trigger’s observations, although now
more than three decades out of date, ring depressingly true. While the particulars of
religion and government vary between Japan and the United States, archaeology of the
Ainu-- performed mostly by non-Ainu scholars-- has long failed to engage with the
colonialist roots and implications of Japanese history. Moreover, much of Ainu
archaeology has propped up projects that delegitimize Ainu claims to land and culture.
In Hokkaido, unresolved debates and lawsuits over human remains, plundered from
Ainu graves, suggest the tensions still prevalent between Ainu communities and
anthropologists, particularly archaeologists. A 2017 article, which ran in the Mainichi
Shinbun, detailed the potential repatriation of a singular Ainu skull, currently held in
Berlin’s BGAEU, to Ainu communities; Tadashi Kato, director of the Ainu Association of
Hokkaido, while congratulatory of the magnitude of the event, indicated that this single
return of Ainu remains would be the first of its kind (“アイヌ頭骨１体日本に返還へ独学
術団体、盗掘と確認” 2017). In a global climate of rapidly changing relationships
between Indigenous peoples and archaeology, the reality that this is a singular event
indicates the slow, controversy-riddled march of Ainu rights.
This chapter seeks to explain how anthropology of the Ainu has developed within
Ainu history. Moving forward from the previously described history of Hokkaido and the
Ainu, I turn my attention to archaeology itself, as well as archaeology’s impact on the
larger field of anthropology. I first present Japanese archaeology within the historical
context; I use Fumiko Ikawa-Smith’s 1982 article, “Co-Traditions in Japanese
Archaeology” to situate a larger conversation. I then use this essay, and related
discussion, to untangle Ainu archaeology specifically. Building on various scholars,
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particularly Ikawa-Smith and Hirofumi Kato, I present the colonialist history of Ainu
archaeology, and the lasting impacts this has had on contemporary Ainu scholarship. I
conclude with a discussion of critical interventions.

II. Colonizing Ainu Anthropology
The history of the Hokkaido Ainu, as explored in Chapter Two, is a history of
resistance, colonization, and re-negotiation of life within a colonial context.
Consequently, archaeology of the Ainu is firmly rooted within, and hampered by,
research that has delimited the Ainu within this colonial narrative. Recently, aided by
scholars such as Chisato DuBreuil, Kato Hirofumi, Mark Hudson, ann-elise lewallen,
and Mark Watson, “Ainu studies”6 has been pushed towards a collaborative,
community-based Indigenous anthropology, particularly within the subfield of
archaeology (DuBreuil 1999a, 1999b, and 2004; Kato 2009, 2012; Hudson, lewallen,
and Watson 2014). Ideally, this sort of collaborative archaeology, following Kato and
DuBreuil’s models, embraces the tenets of global Indigenous scholarship: Indigenous
communities are woven into multiple levels of archaeological work, including research
design, execution, and analysis; moreover, following these models, scholars work to
create lasting relationships with communities, and more opportunities for Indigenous
entry into academic positions. This sort of scholarship, however, within Japan is
nascent. To attempt to approach any sort of critical history or anthropology, it is
important, first, to look at the trajectory of Japanese anthropology, and Japanese

Mark Hudson, ann-elise lewallen, and Mark Watson, in their text Beyond Ainu Studies: Changing
Academic and Public Perspectives, argue to move past the terminology “Ainu Studies,” and towards a
scholarship that advances towards a more collaborative, and less firmly non-Indigenous academic,
approach to research on the Ainu.
6
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archaeology specifically.

Japanese Archaeology in Historical Context
Archaeology in Japan has long existed as a prolific field, scaffolded by both
nationalist and liberal agendas. I presented Bruce Trigger’s 1980 essay at the beginning
of this chapter: Trigger’s work served, and continues to serve, as a reflexive
engagement with EuroAmerican archaeology. Fumiko Ikawa-Smith, partially responding
to Trigger, wrote a similarly iconic essay in 1982. This essay, “Co-Traditions in
Japanese Archaeology,” offered a critique, written primarily for non-Japanese
audiences, on the trajectory of Japanese archaeology. While Ikawa-Smith’s essay
lingers only briefly on the impact Japanese archaeology’s development has had on Ainu
populations, her work serves as a considerate analysis of the trends that have shaped
the field in Japan. Ikawa-Smith, though writing in the early 1980s, presents a trajectory
useful to understanding how problems within Japanese archaeology have developed
relative to Ainu communities.
In her essay, Ikawa-Smith mildly observes the bafflement Western
archaeologists experience when they first encounter Japanese archaeology. She writes
that Western archaeologists often are surprised by the prolific excavations and surveys,
two of the hallmarks of Japanese archaeology; after the initial shock has dulled, she
suggests, Western archaeologists find themselves critical of Japanese archaeological
norms: they question the blurred line between expert and amateur archaeologists, the
overt focus on typology, and, perhaps most confusingly, the seeming reticence to marry
ethnography to archaeological work (Habu and Fawcett 1999; Ikawa-Smith 1982).
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Ikawa-Smith affirms that these criticisms are warranted. Similarly, she offers the
Western perception of Japanese archaeology. Citing non-Japanese historical reviews of
the discipline, Ikawa-Smith indicates that scholars describe Japanese archaeology’s
development “in terms of several periods: one of naive interest before the eighteenth
century, followed by late Tokugawa antiquarian scholarship (ca. 1700-1868), conflict
with the West in the early Meiji era (ca. 1868-1880), the establishment of archaeology
as an academic discipline in the later Meiji Period (ca. 1800-1912), a period of
methodological refinement in the Taisho Period (1913-1925), the development of
chronological frameworks in the first two decades of the Showa Period (1925-45), and
the post-War period (1945- )” (Ikawa-Smith 1982: 305). This timeline, which aligns with
general intellectual trends in Japan, posits Japanese archaeology as both a product and
a process resulting from larger historical patterns.
Ikawa-Smith generally accepts this chronology but criticizes its simplicity. She
suggests that Western scholars often fail to acknowledge that, within this trajectory,
there are often “parallel, but interacting” co-traditions that shaped the development of
Japanese archaeology. These co-traditions, she argues, explain why and how certain
features of Japanese archaeology remain prominent in the field. Ikawa-Smith suggests
that the development of Japanese archaeology can be explained by three interacting
disciplines, as well as their situation within Japanese history. These three disciplines are
a) antiquarianism, b) the natural sciences, and c) history. Importantly, Ikawa-Smith
notes, ethnography and cultural studies are absent from these co-traditions.
Firstly, Ikawa-Smith indicates a history of antiquarianism on both professional
and expert levels. Antiquarianism, within Japan, is often described as co-developed
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parallel to antiquarianism in Europe (Hoffman 1974). As far back as the 17th century,
Japanese scholars, and the “amateur collectors” who helped populate collections,
emphasized the counting, chronicling, and exhibition of artifacts, with little attention to
the larger scope of a given assemblage. This history of antiquarianism has facilitated,
Ikawa-Smith argues, an archaeological process fixated on extensive quantitative
surveys7, typology, and chronologies based on typologies. I will return to this discussion
of antiquarianism, in more detail as it specifically relates to Ainu trajectories, later in this
chapter.
Secondly, Ikawa-Smith indicates the co-development of archaeology and the
natural sciences. Unlike in other archaeological traditions, Japanese archaeology
developed largely divorced from ethnography; particularly as it was professionalized in
the 19th century, Japanese archaeology was more closely allied with the natural
sciences, particularly human biology, geology, and zoology. Particularly within the
Anthropological Society of Tokyo (established in 1984 by Shogoro Tsuboi) foundational
scholars like Tsuboi, influenced by (if openly critical of) Edward Morse and Phillip Franz
von Siebold, affirmed archaeology as a natural science suited to revealing the empirical
trajectory of human development. Particularly in the 19th century, this resulted in an
archaeology focused on the biological “facts” of race and racial difference and
development.
Finally, Ikawa-Smith introduces the progression of “archaeology as history” in
While the reliance on quantitative data and extensive surveys is key factor in most practices of
archaeology, Japanese archaeologists rely particularly heavily on field reports as the end product of
archaeology. This is perhaps nowhere more true than in the field of zooarchaeology. Japanese
zooarchaeological reports include extensive and comprehensive data on the types of animals found; until
recently, however, zooarchaeological reports often failed to deliver analysis beyond quantitative data. The
difference in approach, particularly between North American and Japanese zooarchaeologists,
demonstrates different patterns in archaeological process and analysis.
7
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Japan. The Archaeological Society of Japan, established in 1895, was determinedly
separate from the Anthropological Society of Tokyo. While the Anthropological Society
of Tokyo, influenced by Tsuboi, focused on archaeology as a natural science,
Archaeological Society members, guided by Meiji nationalist and liberal policies, fixated
on archaeology as a historical tool to understand human behavioral trends.
Ikawa-Smith produces these three co-traditions- antiquarianism, the natural
sciences, and history- as the foundations of patterns in modern Japanese archaeology.
She suggests, however, that these traditions must be understood within a larger
historicity. Importantly, Ikawa-Smith notes, World War II severely impacted the
progression of archaeology. During the 1930s and 1940s, Japanese academics found
themselves beholden to a rigidly nationalist regime, and, moreover, cut-off from
international experts. Censure from governmental authorities resulted in archaeological
projects that biased nationalist studies of Japanese history; consequently, Japanese
scholars, fearful for the safety of their academic positions and personal well-being,
returned to fixating on nation-affirming typology and chronology (Fawcett 1995). IkawaSmith writes that the post-War development of Japanese archaeology must be
understood within this context:
As a result of severe restrictions during the 1930s and early 1940s, an increasing
number of archaeologists devoted their attention to the refinement of typological
definitions and chronological sequences, without reference to studying the
causative factors that bring about sociocultural changes. As a result of the loss of
contacts with colleagues abroad that began during World War II and continued
for some time thereafter, Japanese archaeologists pursued their research in the
direction set in the 1930s. The structure of Japanese academic institutions
tended to perpetuate the research orientations that were familiar to those in
positions of authority. Thus what we see today results from the archaeological
involution that began with the repressive regime of the 1930s. (Ikawa-Smith
1982: 297)
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Ikawa-Smith concludes her survey of Japanese archaeological development by
emphasizing the importance of these co-traditions, as constructed within the nationalist
regime of 20th century Japan. Ikawa-Smith then further argues that, because of this
development, Japanese archaeology has developed singularly separate from
ethnography. It has, instead, served as a tool of Japanese nationalist history and/or
intentionally depoliticized8 scientific endeavors.

III. Skeletons in the University Closet: Interventions in Japan
Fumiko Ikawa-Smith wrote Co-Traditions in Japanese Archaeology in the 1980s.
While Japanese archaeology has developed greatly since the 1980s, the foundational
pillars that Ikawa-Smith presents persist as dominant pillars of the discipline. Mainly,
until the last decade or so, Japanese archaeology has often perpetuated nationalist
narratives of “Japanese selfhood.” These generalizing narratives has served as a larger
erasure of heterogeneous identities within Japan (Fawcett 1995; Hudson 2014;
Mizoguchi 2013). This erasure has, predictably, had devastating impacts on Ainu
anthropology. In her initial essay, Ikawa-Smith touches only briefly on these impacts,
but describes a problem central to Ainu archaeology: in passing reference, and with a
nod to Trigger, she positions the Ainu as a group that, within nationalist and imperialist
academic institutions, were categorized archaeologically as an “inferior race with little
cultural initiative” (Ikawa-Smith 1982: 303). This is a product of a larger history of
Japanese imperialism. Building from Ikawa-Smith’s larger description of the history of

The impossibility of depoliticized science is a reality in archaeology. Japanese archaeologistsparticularly those operating in the oppressive thought-policing of the early 20th century- engaged and
affirmed a discipline that considered itself, and its processes, divorced from sweeping cultural claims that
would have run counter to accepted conceptions of the nation state.
8
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Japanese archaeology as a whole, I will now move into a description of archaeology
and the current situation of Indigenous and postcolonial archaeology in Japan. Within
this discussion, however, I will continue to return to Ikawa-Smith’s arguments, including
her more recent work on the development of Japanese archaeology relevant to the
Ainu.
Various scholars, Japanese, Ainu, and international, have developed a more
sensitive and comprehensive Indigenous archaeology. Exploration of this archaeology,
however, has exposed the deeply nested colonialist problems inherent to Ainu studies.
Chris Gosden, writing on the reality of postcolonial archaeology in Japan, summarizes
the Ainu archaeological situation well:
Crucially [in Japanese history], the… Jomon period was associated with the
Ainu and other Native people in Japan, allowing them little role in the history of
the state and justifying their contemporary marginal status... In contrast to socalled Native populations in some other parts of the world, the Ainu are still
struggling to investigate the past in their own terms. And, indeed, mainstream
Japanese archaeology may be struggling in its own contemporary view: [as Koji
Mizoguchi has stated], ‘And now, amid globalization, both the colonized and the
uncolonized in East Asia will find it difficult to find our own voices in coming to
terms with what we experienced…
(Gosden 2012: 259-60)
As briefly discussed in Chapter Two, within and outside of Japan, the Ainu have been
configured as a generalized continuation of the ancient Jomon peoples. Although
anthropologists, particularly archaeologists, have worked to represent the Ainu in the
anthropological record, they have done so in stiflingly colonialist ways (Kato 2012: 10;
Okada and Kato 2014). Impacted by Japanese histories, and the general trajectory of
Ainu culture, archaeologists have presented an incomplete archaeological record that,
at its worst, has served as a) a misrepresentation of Ainu history, and b) continued
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erasure of contemporary Ainu communities (Ikawa-Smith 2011; Kato 2012; Watson
2014).
Moreover, Ainu themselves have been, and continue to be, wary of scholars of
Ainu studies. Like Indigenous groups in other parts of the world, many contemporary
Ainu view anthropology, and the people who facilitate the discipline, as, at best,
irrelevant, and, at worst, harmful. For many Ainu communities, long disenfranchised by
Japanese law, and only recently active able to participate in global Indigenous
movements, archaeology seems both trifling and out-of-step with Ainu world views
Ainu sentiments on archaeology mirror those of other Indigenous groups. Eldon
Yellowhorn, writing on internalist archaeology models in North American contexts, offers
a relevant summary of Indigenous perspectives on archaeology: “Archaeological theory
was constructed by imperial interests within a colonial regime for a settler population to
study a past to which they had contributed nothing. Their explanations are unimpressive
to Indians because the authors cater to an audience that is culturally distant from the
data they observe. Indians see little of themselves or their ancestors when they review
those theories so they perceive little gain by giving archaeology any consideration”
(Yellowhorn 2002: 77). For many Indigenous groups, to engage in archaeology, as it
stands now, is to engage in a system that has negated Indigenous knowledge systems.
Furthermore, when Indigenous people do engage in archaeology, they not only engage
in a discipline that has devalued Indigenous knowledge structures (Watkins and
Ferguson 2005) but is potentially detrimental to Indigenous rights. As Joe Watkins
argues, archaeologists frequently attempt to de-emphasize the lasting political
implications of their work: “Many archaeologists continue to operate as if the body of
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science operating within the political structure of the dominant government is a
harmless entity to nondominant groups” (Watkins 2005: 432).
This distrust, and consequent reticence to work with archaeologists, is prevalent
in highly visible Ainu accounts. Shigeru Kayano, an influential Ainu activist and the first
Ainu to sit in the Japanese Diet, expressed his own deep distrust of scholars: “I
despised scholars of Ainu culture from the bottom of my heart . . . Each time they came
to Nibutani, they left with folk utensils. They dug up our sacred tombs and carried away
our ancestral bones. Under the pretext of research, they took blood from villagers and,
in order to examine how hairy we were, rolled up our sleeves, then lowered our collars
to check our backs” (Kayano 1994). Kayano, throughout his works, argues powerfully
and mournfully against the violence done to Ainu groups by archaeologists and physical
anthropologists.
Sakuzaemon Kodama, an anatomy professor and physical anthropologist of
Hokkaido University, is an infamous figure central to recent controversies over
repatriation of materials. Kodama, in the 1930s, lead, despite Ainu protests, excavations
of Ainu graves in various villages. These excavations resulted in a collection of 1,004
Ainu skulls, housed by the University of Hokkaido (Bogdanowicz 2005). Since 1987,
these skulls, and some 7000 Ainu artifacts of frequently unknown provenience, have
been the subject of repatriation controversy involving universities across Japan. This
controversy has not only exposed the huge amount of contested remains kept in
Japan’s major universities, but also the lack of preparation, in Japanese courts, to
handle Ainu repatriation cases.
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“It doesn’t affect them.”
I discussed this controversy briefly in the previous chapter: in that instance, I was
a foreign visitor surprised by the practices of the Japanese osteology lab. Repatriation
controversies, however, also exist on site during excavations. On one of the projects in
which I participated numerous Ainu community members were invited to participate in
the dig. Some stayed for the duration of the dig season, but most stayed only for a week
or two. In general, I found that they were excited to see the site but were wary of the
work itself. One of these individuals, who visited the site every year, was a middle-aged
Ainu woman named Yumi.9 Yumi and I had become friendly the previous year: sitting in
the lunch hall, we had talked about a forthcoming manga that featured an Ainu
protagonist. Yumi, a great lover of manga, confessed that she was particularly pleased
with Golden Kamuy, the series, because the female Ainu protagonist was “pretty.” Too
frequently, she had maligned, Ainu women were drawn as “ugly and weird looking.”
When Yumi returned to the site, the following year, I quickly asked if I could supervise
her trench.
Working alongside Yumi, we chatted mostly about her children, her desk job, and
her volunteer work at an urban Ainu center. Yumi enjoyed working at the centers,
though acknowledged her tasks were mainly administrative and often dull. “Still,” she
once chuckled, “you can catch up on the gossip.” Yumi, who had thick, wavy reddishblack hair, prided herself on “looking Ainu.” She frequently mentioned that, while she
had been embarrassed about her looks as a child, as an older woman she enjoyed
“standing out.” Yumi made this statement a part of her daily work: Yumi generally wore

9

Name changed.
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a bright pink sunhat, large sunglasses, and any number of monochromatic tracksuits, all
emblazoned with racing stripes, on site. To this ensemble, conscious of what she was
representing, Yumi generally added carved earrings from the Ainu center giftshop.
One day while working on site, Yumi experienced what I consider one of the
more awkward parts of digging while Native. The chief osteologist at the time, Dr.
Takahashi,10 exclaimed, “Burial!” The team of directors and physical anthropologists
immediately rushed over: the project, oriented around Ainu ethnogenesis, depended on
excavating human remains for continued funding at the site. The Japanese site
director, who was instrumental in collaboration with Indigenous communities, looked at
the unit: a barely excavated, upturned ceramic vessel’s base, indicated that the feature
was likely a burial. “Ok, stop!” the Japanese director stated to those working in the burial
unit. He indicated that he immediately needed to call the heads of the Ainu board, back
in Hokkaido. He relocated the excavation team and, as he went to retrieve his
cellphone, stopped by my trench.
“Big day,” he said to me and Yumi. He was noticeably excited, but I appreciated
that he was trying to keep it somewhat dulled while talking to us. Yumi and I had talked
about human remains on site—unlike many of her peers, Yumi was warmly neutral on
the excavation of human remains. Like many on the Ainu board, she was curious as to
the history of Okhotsk, Satsumon, and historical Ainu populations. She was always,
however, cautious as to where the remains might go “once the archaeologists are done
with them.”
Yumi asked the director if he was going back to call the Ainu board members. He

10

Name changed.
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nodded and asked her if she would like to join the phone call. She declined and
provided that she preferred to stay in the sun. Nevertheless, she wanted to chat with
him over dinner on what they found. He assented and went on his way.
The involvement of the Ainu board, within that project, was a relatively
straightforward affair muddied only by the travel time between site and Sapporo (ten
hours, including two by ferry, on a good day). After conversing with the director, one of
the board members would come out to the site and determine whether continued
excavation was permissible. That individual, generally a man, would oversee the
excavation for the duration of the time. The individual would also offer semi-private
ceremony to bless the unearthing of the remains.11 While many of my teammates and I
found the entire process a dynamic change of standard archaeological pace, much of
the physical anthropology12 team felt differently.
Dr. Takahashi expressed these views almost immediately. He came over to my
unit, clearly frustrated. Generally an easygoing man, he stood above my work area with
his hands on his hips. “Is something wrong?” I asked, relatively sure of the answer.
“This is just so stupid,” he complained in English. “We’re going to lose three
workdays waiting for someone who isn’t an archaeologist to tell us to keep digging.”
Yumi snorted, clearly annoyed but bemused.
“Huh,” I said with little in the way of radical response. “I mean, it’s standard
practice for this site, right?”

I was present for a few of these ceremonies, including one that offered a blessing to open the site. I
have declined to include the details of them because of the intimacy of these practices. They are a worthy
topic of exploration for a project entirely focused on Indigenous archaeology.
12 It is important to note that the physical anthropology team was international. The majority of the dozen
or so people involved were Japanese nationals. The rest were a mix of North American and Chinese.
11
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Dr. Takahashi sighed. “Sorry,” he said, “I’m just tired of this. Between this and the
repatriation problem, I’m thinking of going back to being a dentist.”13 Dr. Takahashi had
indicated the ongoing debate between his university and the Ainu community. He was,
thanks to his ambivalence about returning the remains, the current villain of most
newspapers.
Dr. Takahashi walked away. I looked to Yumi. She was smirking and asked me if
I thought Dr. Takahashi knew she was there. “Hard to say,” I answered. When she
nudged me, I admitted, “Probably not.” I regarded Yumi for a moment and asked, “What
do you think of all that? I mean, what do you think about him being annoyed by it?”
She shrugged noncommittally. “Why should they care?” she asked. “It doesn’t
affect them. I’ve found that when things don’t affect people, they stop caring. The
director is a nice man, though. I like him a lot.”
It was obvious to me that Yumi did not want to continue the conversation, as she
quickly switched to telling me about her friend’s pickling recipe. Nevertheless, I noticed
her, throughout the rest of the workday, glancing nervously between Dr. Takahashi and
the burial unit.

This exchange was perhaps the most dramatic of its kind: it was rare that we had
an Ainu person on site when the ever-elusive burials were discovered. Nevertheless,
this exchange was representative of the simmering tension between various scholars
and those who prioritized the values of Indigenous archaeology. In general, the
archaeological teams with which I worked were progressive for scholars working in

13

He did in fact go back to dentistry.
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Japan: they valued the perspectives of Ainu people over the larger concerns of
Japanese academia. However, some team members, particularly those working in
physical anthropology, often complained about how the work “was slowed” by
Indigenous intervention. Those scholars, such as the Japanese site director, who
wanted to bring in Ainu collaborators, were frequently in a tug-of-war between their
academies and the communities to whom they felt responsible. Meanwhile, Ainu
participants were only on the periphery of excavation: while they were consulted about
the excavation of human remains, they were rarely consulted during other stages in the
process. Many, like Yumi, were largely invisible to most of the team leads.
Even on a site embracing Indigenous collaboration, Japanese archaeology
stands in the shadow of its own colonialist legacy. Literal skeletons-in-University-closets
plague even the most progressive of Japanese archaeologists. The discipline, with
increasing pressures from Indigenous and international communities, waits at the
threshold of an ambiguously anxiety-ridden intervention.

Problems in Ainu Archaeology
In later chapters, I will use the bear as a case study in order to explain how
colonialist practices become manifest in contemporary Japan. In order to do so,
however, it is first important to address the problems inherent to the field of Ainu
anthropology itself. Over the past seven years, I have been working with the Hokkaido
University Center for Ainu and Indigenous Studies (CAIS), under the current direction of
Hirofumi Kato. The CAIS faculty and staff provide one model of new approaches to
Indigenous studies in Japan. Reacting specifically to Hokkaido University’s unethical
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legacy, Hirofumi Kato has introduced some of the first, and only, Indigenous
archaeology programs in Japan; in developing this work, Dr. Kato has attempted to
develop projects alongside Ainu collaborators. This collaboration, however, has been
fraught with difficulty. Such difficulties result, largely, from the unique histories of AinuJapanese relations and Japanese archaeology, and how those histories intersect with
one another.
I present some of the unique problems facing Ainu archaeology. I argue that the
most central of these problems orbits around representation: working within a colonialist
national framework, anthropologists and historians have long categorized the Ainu as
“disappearing” or “museum” cultures- the Ainu are, more frequently than not, presented
as mere footnotes in grander global narratives of hunter-gatherer lifestyles. Developing
Ikawa-Smith’s 1982 essay, I will first return to the history of Japanese archaeology,
though I will apply it specifically to the development of Ainu archaeology. I will present
how Ainu archaeology has functioned as a largely colonialist endeavor. I will then move
into a discussion, based on work with Hirofumi Kato, of the lasting impacts this colonial
archaeology has had on the Ainu.

Ainu Archaeology as Colonialist Endeavour
One of the central problems in Ainu archaeology is that it is indelibly colonialist
(Okada and Kato 2014; Sillar 2005; Watkins 2005). In keeping with Fumiko IkawaSmith’s model of Japanese archaeology, the discipline developed “in service to the
state” (Kato 2012: 12). The Meiji government used archaeology to launch larger
campaigns to unify Japanese within the Meiji ideal. Much like EuroAmerican
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archaeologies of Indigenous groups, Japanese archaeology is founded on privilege,
contested cultural heritage, and nationalism (Kohl 1998: 225-226; Meskell 2002).
Building on Ikawa-Smith’s discussion of antiquarianism, since the beginning of Japan‘s
“almost archaeologies” (Bleed 1986), Japanese researchers and collectors have
emphasized a national narrative constructed around the past (Ikawa Smith 2011: 675676; Kidder 2007). In the Tokugawa period, early investigations into past material
culture contributed to the kokugaku movement (Ikawa-Smith 2011: 676). The kokugaku
movement was part of the larger Tokugawa governmental scheme: it was a national
gesture that sought to redefine Japanese history as uniquely Japanese, separating
Japanese learning from its Chinese and Korean influences (Burns 2003). Within this
kokugaku milieu, scholars studied artifacts as components of a Japanese national past;
antiquarians and curio-collectors, specializing in the de-contexualized display of goods,
were common in the Tokugawa period (Ikawa-Smith 2011:675-676). Ainu artifacts,
collected through Japanese trade with the Matsumae, were displayed and understood
as “exotic” and “bizarre” goods from a barbaric people, the “Ezojin.” Those who
displayed Ainu objects were generally wealthy Japanese nobles and, later, merchants
who claimed social prestige through acquisition and exhibit of Indigenous materials.
The rigid nationalist policies of the Edo period ushered in Meiji nationalism and
imperialism. Although the Meiji government attempted to “Westernize” Japan, they did
so with the ultimate aim of creating a homogenized, more advanced, and uniquely
Japanese society. Consequently, throughout the Meiji period, scholars adopted 19 th and
20th century anthropological practices quickly; scholars adopted theories of social
Darwinism and unilineal cultural evolution, and as well as these theories’ reification
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through physical anthropology. Accordingly, constructed within imperialist doctrine,
Japanese archaeology became an institution of cultural heritage (Hamilakis 1996; Ikawa
Smith 2011). Consequently, anthropological studies of the Ainu positioned the Ainu as
an Indigenous people within the Japanese narrative: they were understood as an
ancient and dated people, connected to the “simple” past, and, accordingly, easily and
rightfully conquered by the Japanese (Kato 2011: 11; Skabelund 2011).
This attitude is not unique to Japanese colonization of the Ainu. It was part of a
larger Japanese imperial project that included parts of Korea, Russia, and Manchuria.
Michael Herzfeld in Anthropology through the looking-glass: critical ethnography in the
margins of Europe discusses Manchuria as a case study with which to consider larger
imperial trends:
Western empires were by no means unique in adopting the device of fatalism to
brand the alterity of conquered peoples. After the annexation of Manchuria in
1931, for example, the Japanese remarked on the Lamaist ‘resignation’ and lack
of a ‘sense of self-interest’ of their newly conquered Mongol subjects (Asahi
1932: 148). When fatalism appears to play a role in anthropological theory, as in
the predictive idiom of rules and structures, it always does so in regard to the
ethnographic subject, never to the self-perception of the observer.
Incompleteness is always the mark of the other, even at the individual level.
(Herzfeld 1989: 50)
As Herzfeld indicates, Japanese imperialism demanded that colonial subjects exist as
conquered others destined to fail. Simultaneously, the Japanese viewed themselves as
progressive, benevolent victors who needed to help their lesser conquered subjects.
The Japanese empire demonstrated the global imperial project: colonial empires
engage in rhetoric that insists that colonization is not only ethically correct, but of moral
imperative (Bayly 2016; Miller 1984; Stephanson 1996; Spurr 1993). The opening two
stanzas of Rupyard Kipling’s now infamous poem perhaps best encapsulate the
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imperial aesthetic of the 19th through early 20th century
Take up the White Man’s burden—
Send forth the best ye breed—
Go send your sons to exile
To serve your captives' need
To wait in heavy harness
On fluttered folk and wild—
Your new-caught, sullen peoples,
Half devil and half child
(Kipling 2008 [1899])
Within the imperial imagination, colonial subjects were barely human and childlike in
their inability to care for themselves. This logic justified the violence enacted by global
imperial powers against various populations.
Within Japan, the Ainu were categorized as living objects of a more primitive
moment in Japanese culture; within this framework, the colonization of the Ainu was
rationalized as a natural process, by and for the nation state. Although the Ainu became
a popular object of study within Meiji circles, scholars rarely gave Ainu meaningful
subjectivity. Instead, within the main hubs of Meiji archaeology- the Archaeological
Society of Japan/Imperial Museum, the Anthropology Department of Tokyo University,
and the History Department of Kyoto University-the Ainu were understood and
presented as a people directly descended from the Jomon and/or as a disappearing,
colonized people (Ikawa-Smith 2011).
Leading up to and into the first and second world wars, Japanese archaeology
was undeniably a tool of the state. Many archaeological narratives of the Japanese past
were nationalistic propaganda supporting panasianistic efforts (Hudson 2006; Ikawa
Smith 2011: 682). Unsurprisingly, this archaeology failed to represent the reality of
indigenous experiences on the archipelago.
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During and following the war, Japan was fully re-opened to the west. European
and American archaeological traditions quickly entered Japan; the Japanese
archaeology of the 1950s and 1960s emphasized positivist science, the natural
environment in relation to the human condition, and the place of the Japanese people
within the ancient world (Hudson 2006; Ikawa-Smith 2011: 682-683). Non-Japanese
archaeologists also began working intensively in Japan; this started a larger trend of
archaeology of the Ainu. From the 1950s until the 1980s, there was a huge bloom of
Ainu archaeology, most of which centered on the ethnogenesis of the Ainu, as well as
subsistence patterns of the hunter-gatherer communities. These archaeologies, while
insightful and important, failed to represent the whole of the Ainu experience. It was not
until the 21st century that collaborative and Indigenous Ainu archaeologies and
anthropologies were carefully considered (Fitzhugh and DuBreuil 1999; Kato 2012).
Ainu archaeology developed, in part, as a branch of nationalist and colonialist
regimes. Ainu studies provided scholars with convenient ways to showcase the victory
of the Japanese nation over a “barbaric people.” More importantly, and relevant to
Watkins and Yellowhorn’s comments on Indigenous wariness regarding archaeology,
this archaeology contributed to the marginalization of Ainu groups: since archaeological
accounts fictionalized the Ainu as conquered, backwards people, desperately in need of
paternalistic governmental support, archaeological materials supported oppressive Meiji
policies. This archaeological history, configured within nationalist ideals, has had lasting
impacts on conceptualizations of the Ainu.

The Ainu as Japan’s Past
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As in other colonialist contexts, within Japan, the Ainu have been shoe-horned
problematically into a wider Japanese narrative. In some instances, this has manifested,
in both Japanese and non-Japanese scholarship, as a curation of the Ainu as a static
continuation of the Jomon culture (Kato 2012: 11). Hirofumi Kato argues that
archaeologists have failed to study the Ainu as an independent group; instead, the Ainu
have been objectified as tools with which to understand the Japanese narrative.
Kato, for instance, quotes Komai on the scholar’s reductive manipulation of Ainu
studies within in a larger Japanese archaeology. Komai writes, "through [the Ainu] we
can know our ancient life style... Ainu studies is important for us [the Japanese people]"
(Komai 1952 in Kato 2012: 8). Komai, like other scholars of the 1950s, argued for an
archaeology of the Ainu for and by the Japanese; an archaeology of the Ainu, simply to
understand the lifeways of an autonomous Indigenous group, was not a valued practice.
Kato presents in similar terms the archaeologist Tsuyoshi Fujimoto. Writing in the
1980s, Fujimoto saw the Ainu as "a very useful resource for the interpretation of
Japanese prehistoric culture, because the Ainu culture has strongly conveyed the
[traditions of] Northeast Japan" (Fujimoto 1984 in Kato 2011: 9). Once more, in this
mode of thought, the Ainu are positioned as a convenient lens through which to
understand a broader Japanese history.
In more recent work, interdisciplinary scholars have centered their research on
Ainu “ethnogenesis.” Ainu ethnogenesis studies, which often border on distressingly
racist preoccupations with ethnic purity, use Ainu remains as comparative materials in
osteological collections. These studies, which continue today, attempt to seek the
genetic origin of the Japanese race through comparative study of Ainu populations
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(Hanihara et al. 2008; Miyazato et al 2014; Yuasa et al 2015).
These archaeological modes position the Ainu as little more than extensions of a
Japanese history. Moreover, they erase the historical particularities of individual Ainu
groups. Japanese anthropologist Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney, in particular, has argued
against this generalist narrative, and has suggested an archaeology of the distinct
trajectories of different Ainu groups (Ohnuki-Tierney 1976). Using Ainu archaeology to
advance nationalist understandings of “Japaneseness” has confined Ainu studies, until
recently, within an imperialist and colonialist framework. Moreover, these frameworks
have correlated with and influenced non-Japanese archaeologies.

The Ainu as the Global Past
Recent trends in Japanese archaeology have moved away from understanding
the Ainu as “Japan’s past.” Particularly in archaeological circles focused on Japan’s
heterogenous peripheries- Hokkaido and Okinawa- there is an earnest academic effort
to shift conversations (Kato 2011; Mizoguchi 2013). Generalist archaeology in Japan,
however, have greatly influenced international archaeologies of Japan. In these
projects, the Ainu are often framed as a simplistic representation of a shared
international past.
Turning his critique towards non-Japanese scholars, Hirofumi Kato has argued
against this reduction. Specifically, Kato has indicated that the Ainu have been situated
as “catalogues for anthropological and archaeological Hunter-Gatherer societies” (Kato
2011: 6). In many published materials, the focus of Ainu archaeology has centered
primarily on subsistence, ecosystem, and transitions into agriculture. (Relatedly,
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financial support for work on the Ainu often hinges on a project’s applicability to larger
global, and national, narratives.) Serving as comparative indices for past populations,
the Ainu have been deprived, archaeologically, of their own history. These trends in
archaeology have flattened Ainu history as either a) a diluted reconstruction of an
international past, or b) a simplified margin in the larger Japanese narrative.

IV. Conclusion
Ultimately, Hirofumi Kato and his colleagues in Hokkaido argue that, in Japan,
Ainu archaeology is short-sighted and entrenched in unaddressed colonialist practices.
Kato criticizes contemporary Ainu archaeology as lacking indigenous collaboration,
multicultural perspective, and equality between scholars and extant Ainu (Kato 2009,
2011: 12). Addressing these problems, and citing Wobst, Kato argues for “Ainu
archaeologists to ‘move beyond the colonial strategy of reducing the significance of
Indigenous places to archaeological sites and artifacts as a way of circumscribing and
containing indigenous interests‘” (Wobst 2010 in Kato 2011: 11).
I use Kato’s critique of Ainu archaeology to help frame my own discussion of
Ainu history and the kibori kuma. As I indicated in my introductory use of Kathleen
Vaughan (Vaughan 2005), my work is a collage of different records. Kato’s critique, as
developed from Indigenous scholars working globally, helps to contextualize how
academic fields have impacted the studies performed on the Ainu.
In the following chapters, I begin my study of the Hokkaido brown bear (Ursus
arctos yesoensis) within Ainu culture. I will first relate the culture significance of the bear
to historical Ainu populations. I will then move into a discussion of how various non-Ainu
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groups have overly fetishized the Ainu through their connections to the bear. These
conversations will orient specifically around the iyomante and the subsequent
development of the kibori kuma. I will then provide a discussion of how this pattern
extends into contemporary Japanese tourist markets. Specifically, I explore historical
and contemporary material culture to examine how colonial processes are made
manifest in objects.
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Chapter 4

Gods and Mascots: The Ainu and the Bear

“Everybody Likes Bears”
“So, I suppose you want to hear about the kumamatsuri?” Mayuko14 asked me.
We were both at a university function, held in Sapporo, and Mayuko had offered to talk
with me during the lunch break. The question was polite, but, I noticed, a bit weary.
Talking about Ainu and bears was, no doubt, de rigeur for an Ainu linguist.
A few years before our conversation in the university’s cafeteria, Mayuko and I
had met during an excavation in Northern Hokkaido. While Mayuko herself was not an
archaeologist, she was interested in archaeological ethics, and, moreover, the impacts
of that particular site on local Ainu communities. Mayuko identified as Ainu-Japanese
and continues to specialize in Ainu linguistics. She had visited our project to introduce
her program to participating scholars, and, she affirmed, to sate her own curiosity.
I mused on Mayuko’s question. I did, indeed, want to hear Mayuko’s perspective
on the kumamatsuri. The ethnographic details of it, however, weren’t my precise points
of inquiry. “Well, yes. I am interested in the kumamatsuri,” I supplied. Mayuko’s face
remained neutrally attentive, though I noticed a trace of bemusement flit over her lips.
Recognizing the expression, I felt a pang of empathy. The question-- an invasive
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question on a sacred, and highly sensationalized, Indigenous tradition-- was one I had
fielded in my personal life.
In the United States, when sitting with colleagues passingly familiar with Native
traditions, if not actual Native people, it is generally a matter of time before someone
asks me, a Huron-Wendat, if I am familiar with “the Huron Feast of the Dead-- or, you
know, where they dig up the bodies and then rebury them.” As much as anthropologists
may try to escape the deeply morbid and nearly Victorian sensibilities of early
ethnography, it tends to bubble up as soon as people forget to obscure the disciplinary
preoccupation with death.
I imagined, for Mayuko, conversations on the kumamatsuri felt similar.
I thought for another moment, orbiting around a question I hadn’t completely
articulated for myself. “I mean, yes. I’m studying bears and the Ainu, but… not really,”
Mayuko had grown accustomed to my circular conversations; endlessly patient, she
knew I would eventually translate the nebulous American questions into more-or-less
straightforward Japanese. I continued, “I’m less interested in the connection between
Ainu and bears, and more interested in why non-Ainu people are so interested in that
connection.”
Mayuko looked thoughtful for a moment. Silently rattling the idea around in her
head, she plucked a pickled daikon from her lunch tray. Chewing the radish
contemplatively, she remarked, “I miss university cafeteria pickles,” and then reached
into her pocketbook. She fished out a stack of brochures. Neatly secured with an elastic
band, the brochures advertised a nearby Ainu heritage center. She pointed to the glossy
photograph used for the front panel of the brochure. A large kibori kuma, carved in what
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many would consider the “traditional” style. “I’ve never thought about it from a non-Ainu
perspective,” she acknowledged, “and, as an Ainu, I think of it from different Ainu
perspectives.”
“Different Ainu perspectives?”
She nodded, and, pausing to gather her thoughts, switched to English, “I’m, you
know, not just Ainu. I’m-- how do you call yourself? Indigenous American? I’m
Indigenous Japanese. And, you know, I think about Ainu in different ways. The, um, the
‘good Ainu’-- the ‘good Ainu’ thinks that people are interested in the bear, because the
bear is sacred and special to us. People are interested in the bear, because we, the
Ainu, are interested in the bear.”
“The ‘good Ainu’?” I asked, prickles of familiarity tingling up my arms.
“You know, the Ainu who studies Ainu language, knows Ainu stories… does Ainu
things.”
I nodded, and, in English, Mayuko continued, “But the other Ainu perspective-maybe not the ‘bad Ainu,’ but the, um, ‘jaded Ainu.’ You know?”
“I call it ‘Pragmatic Indian,’” I said, in reference to myself. Mayuko and I had
talked about our Indigeneity multiple times. We had, at multiple points, commiserated on
the strange loneliness of being Indigenous young adults, suspicious equally of
“ancestral traditions” and neocolonial revitalization movements. ‘Pragmatic Indian’ was
something I had mentioned in passing, in reference to my own relationship with nonNative consumption of Native practices.
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“Yeah,” Mayuko laughed, “the ‘Pragmatic Ainu’ part of me thinks people like
bears because, you know… they’re big.” We both laughed. “Charismatic megafauna-- is
that what you call it in English?”
I nodded.
“In America, what do you have?” Mayuko, switching back to Japanese, asked the
question broadly, though I understood her meaning immediately. On what sort of
charismatic animals, integral to historical and contemporary Indigenous lifeways, did
non-Native people fixate?
“Buffalo,” I returned quickly, “I think everybody thinks we all worshipped buffalo at
some point. Also wolves.”
“Not bears?”
“Bears too,” I said, thinking on the bear-paw print t-shirts sold in heritage center
tourist kiosks.
“See,” Mayuko laughed, “there’s your answer. Everyone likes bears. They’re, you
know, big.”

I.

Introduction
Bears are, undeniably, a central part of Hokkaido Ainu history and culture. As the

kimun kamuy, or central mountain deity, bears are intrinsic to historical and
contemporary Ainu religious systems. Moreover, bears have been a large part of
historical Ainu subsistence practices and are an indelible part of both the historical and
contemporary Hokkaido landscape. In contemporary Ainu life, bears, particularly in the
form of iyomante (kumamatsuri) activities and related art, remain important to Ainu
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cultural preservation. As William Fitzhugh writes in the seminal volume Ainu: Spirit of a
Northern People, the iyomante has been essential to Ainu cultural revitalization: long
reviled as “barbaric” by non-Ainu, the re-emergence of the iyomante has helped to
“revitalize Ainu culture” while also expanding the common public perception of Ainu life
and history (Fitzhugh 1999: 26). Nevertheless, a discussion of the importance of bears
in Ainu life, past and present, cannot stop with a declaration of their obvious
significance: this discussion needs to acknowledge the over-representation of these
animals in available literature, and the potential reasons behind this overrepresentation.
Particularly in English and Japanese language literature, studies on bears are,
relative to studies conducted about other animals, in abundance. While bears are
central to many different groups of Ainu, so too are different animals: salmon, whales,
fish owls, foxes, domesticated dogs, and a myriad of other animals appear in both
contemporary and historical Ainu religious practices. Nonetheless, the history of Ainu
ethnography and archaeology, and trends within those fields, have biased researchers
towards bears. Moreover, the contemporary Japanese tourist market, to be explored in
the following chapter, reflects this bias. For whatever reason, bears remain one of the
fixtures in non-Ainu representations of Ainu life.
In this chapter, while acknowledging this trend, I will explore the importance of
bears in historical and contemporary Ainu life. I will examine the prehistoric and
historical origins of bear ceremonies, and the development of the iyomante. I will then
examine how the iyomante has been popularized, both in academic and popular works.
Specifically, I will investigate three 19th century genres that deal with the bear, Ainu,
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and iyomante: the Ainu-e, the Western travelogue, and the documentary film. In
examining these, I argue that this variety of genres allowed non-Ainu to “make Savage”
Ainu communities: these trends advanced colonial narratives of civilized Self/primitive
Other that had lasting impact on Ainu communities. These narratives rotated around the
Ainu and their relationship with bears. I will then transition into a discussion of
contemporary Ainu perspectives, and how sensationalism regarding the iyomante has
created ambivalence in contemporary Ainu communities. I will discuss Hokkaido tourism
and the kibori kuma. After presenting the history of the kibori kuma, I will use Matthew
Liebmann’s discussion of cultural hybridity, as applied to material objects (Liebmann
2013), to discuss the significance of the kibori kuma in Japan.

II. The Bear in Ainu Culture
Historically, the Ezo brown bear, Ursus arctos yesoensis, has held an important
role in Ainu culture. While bears have served as staples of Ainu diet and subsistence,
they have, most obviously in the literature, been central to Ainu religion. The iyomante,
most frequently referred to as the “bear sending-back rite,” is a late fall/early winter
religious rite. This religious ceremony, rarely practiced in contemporary Japan, involves
the ritual slaughter of a brown bear cub; in Ainu ontology, the slaughter allows the deific
spirit, physically housed in the body of the bear, to return to the land of the gods, and
bring abundant hunts to the Ainu (Dubreuil 2002; Irimoto 2014; Martin 2018a). This
practice, and the surrounding activities connected to bear husbandry and worship, have
been hugely popularized by dozens of non-Ainu scholars and writers. The iyomante,
which I will discuss in more detail later, is only one component of the full set of practices
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connected to bears. In order to understand these activities, and their development
within historical Ainu populations, it is important to examine the prehistoric roots of the
practice.

Prehistoric Origins
As discussed in Chapter Two, the Historical Ainu-- first documented in the 13th
century-- exhibited cultural affinity with the preceding Jomon, Satsumon, and Okhotsk
populations. One of the prevailing theories on the origin of Historical Ainu culture is that
it was a composite development of both Satsumon and Okhotsk populations (Amano
2003; Fitzhugh 1999; Kikuchi 2004; Sato et al. 2009). This theory centers on various
historical and archaeological studies that have examined a suite of interrelated cultural
practices; among the cultural practices researched are various studies of human-bear
relationships on the Hokkaido island. These studies, which I will briefly outline, indicate
that the potential predecessor populations to the Historical Ainu influenced bear worship
in Ainu groups.
Archaeologists generally define rituals similar in form to the iyomante as
indicators of Ainu cultural formation processes (Kato 2009). Okhotsk and Satsumon
sites, alike, are characterized by a multitude of rituals similar to Historical Ainu iyomante
practices (Tezuka and Fitzhugh 2000). The Okhotsk, in particular, are characterized by
evidence of use of bears in religious rituals (Kikuchi 2004; Utagawa 2002). On Okhotsk
sites, “the skulls of brown bears were enshrined in bone mounds located within houses
of the Okhotsk culture... The ritual is thought to be a prototype of ‘Iomante’” (Sato et al
2007: 619). The lack of bear-specific rituals in Satsumon sites, and the proliferation of
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rituals that are potentially early iyomante in Okhotsk contexts, has led archaeologists to
consider the Ainu an amalgamate cultural complex of the Satsumon and Okhotsk.
While the formation of a unified Ainu culture is contested, many anthropologists
use human-bear interactions to sketch its boundaries. One of the leaders in Ainu
ethnoarchaeology, Hiroshi Watanabe, has gone so far as to define the emergence of
Ainu culture as dependent on the origin of the “bear ceremony cultural complex”
(Watanabe 1972 in Utagawa 1992: 256). Watanabe, combining an interdisciplinary suite
of fields, identifies iyomante and adjacent rites, objects, and concepts as the central
axis of Ainu behavior (Watanabe 1972). The bear ceremony cultural complex is so
definitive of Ainu life, Watanabe posits, that without it or parallel rites, scholars cannot
truly claim a given site is Ainu. Leading archaeologists of the Ainu have accepted this
definition, and indicate the emergence of Ainu culture, in the 13th century, as
commensurate with the emergence of an identifiable iyomante ritual complex (Kato
2009). Importantly, scholars studying the Kuril Islands have rejected bears as the basis
of Ainu culture: they indicate that, while iyomante rituals were central to Northern Ainu
life, animals other than bears, particularly marine mammals, were used in iyomante
practices (Tezuka and Fitzhugh 2000).
Iyomante serves as a focal point within scholarship of the Ainu. Moreover,
scholars use the iyomante to characterize the existence of Ainu culture in the prehistoric
timeline. The emergence of bear rituals is, in many scholarly materials, prognostic of the
emergence of Ainu. These scholarly works, influenced by popular and academic trends
of the 19th and early 20th centuries, demonstrate that, at least in non-Ainu circles, bear
ceremonialism and the Ainu are synonymous with one another. This has had huge
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ramifications on contemporary Ainu culture. Before exploring these ramifications,
however, I will examine the historical form of the iyomante and the larger religious logic
of historical Ainu communities.

Understanding the Iyomante
Bears are pronounced parts of both contemporary and historical Ainu religion 15.
They are also connected to a larger network of “bear cults” in the circumpolar region
(Barnes and Dashun 1996; Janhunen 2003; Kailo 1997; Keeling 2012; Morrow and
Volkman 1975; Wiget and Balaleva 2001)16. Historical Hokkaido Ainu religion varied
substantially by individual region (Irimoto 2014; Ohnuki-Tierney 1976). Moreover, the
ethnographic work conducted on both the historical and contemporary Sakhalin Ainu
religion, and on Sakhalin Ainu shamanism in particular, is far more extensive than work
conducted on the Hokkaido Ainu; consequently, though there are contemporary
practitioners of Hokkaido Ainu religion, there are few extensive ethnographic records on
historical Hokkaido Ainu religion, let alone regional variation (Wada 1991). Historical
Ainu religion was, however, united by a general overarching cosmology. As Hiroshi
Utagawa presents, “according to Ainu belief, everything has a spirit, or kamuy. The
spirits live in the heavens, and when they appear in the human world they are disguised

Importantly, discussion of historical Ainu religion is informed significantly by contemporary Ainu
religious practices. Particularly from the 1960s-1980s, there is an obvious tendency in ethnographies of
the Ainu to locate extant communities as historical analogs of past Ainu populations. In contemporary
scholarship, there has been a conscious move to understand contemporary Ainu religion as dynamic and
changing, rather than a fossilized remnant of a historical culture. Nevertheless, most academic
discussions of Ainu religion, including this one, are informed by previous ethnographic assumptions.
16 This is a topic worthy of ample study. Currently, the circumpolar bear cult is outside the scope of this
dissertation. Nevertheless, the development of bear worship in Northeast Asia and the extended
circumpolar region is relevant to research on Ainu bear cults. Specifically, situation proto-Ainu and Ainu
bear husbandry within larger cultural frameworks removes some of the exoticism of the practice within
Japan.
15
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(hayokpe [in Ainu]) as various things or animals” (Utagawa 1999: 256). This general
cosmology continues to be dominant in contemporary Ainu religious practice. The
following discussion, which expands Utagawa’s theory of Ainu religion, refers to
historical practices.
In Ainu religious thought, the cosmological world is constructed of layered sets of
matched existential pairs (Coulter-Pultz 2016). Jude Coulter-Pultz describes this
cosmology as a system of “dualities-- land and sea, mountain and village, earth and
sky” (Coulter-Pultz 2016: 54). Within these dualities, humans, animals, gods, and other
supernatural creatures occupy different parts of these realms: the realm of kamuy
(deities), for instance, is distinct from the realm of humans, though these two realms
might sometimes intersect.
The intersection of human and kamuy generally occurred in the natural world.17
The intersection, between human and god and their corresponding realms, formed the
philosophical basis of Ainu religious thought. As Coulter-Pultz writes, in Ainu religion “of
particular importance was the symbiotic relationship between humans (ainu) and deities
(kamuy). It was believed kamuy visited the human world (ainu mosir) in the form of
animals, plants, and other objects in order to be used by people for food and tools,
although not all such objects were considered kamuy” (Coulter-Pultz 2016: 54). Ainu
stories detail the interactions between humans and the world around them not just as
human interactions with things, but as Ainu interactions with gods. Consequently, daily
Ainu life was a constant exchange with spiritual forces, and Ainu practitioners were

While human and kamuy interactions generally happened in the natural world, there are various Ainu
epics that detail humans traveling to the realm of kamuy. These epics are distinct from other stories, as
the human beings traveling the realm of kamuy are usually extraordinary folk heroes.
17
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submerged in a cosmology that necessitated transactional engagement with these
forces. Exchange, between humans and their lived environment, formed the foundation
of religious thought.
The Shiraoi Ainu Museum, popularly called Porotokotan18, in Shiraoi offers a
more detailed summary of this religious system as it pertains to contemporary Ainu
religion. The museum, run by both Ainu and Japanese staff, is an ethnic heritage
museum in Shiraoi. Porotokotan offers the following description of this religion in Ainu
life:
The Ainu believe that gods [kamuy] or their incarnations are found in every
phenomenon and object, including natural phenomena from the sun, moon,
thunder, wind, water and fire, to animals, plants, and implements that are related
to human life. On every occasion, prayers are offered and various ceremonies
observed. There is the house guardian, the god of fire, the god of windows, the
god of the hearth, the god of entrances, the god of yards, the mountain god, the
sea god, the lake god, the river god, the nursing god, the hunting god, animal
gods of bears and owls, and the gods of pots, mortars and boats. Thus,
numerous gods usually guard man and provide food, while at times disciplining
him harshly. These gods, however, are not absolute beings. Man is able to argue
with them when they commit errors regarding man. Gods are of help to man and
therefore are appreciated by him, while man is also expected to serve gods.
Gods and man exist in a relationship of mutual assistance.
(AinuMuseum 2018)

One of the important concepts this text introduces is the communicative nature between
humans and kamuy. In both contemporary and historical Ainu culture, humans are able
to navigate and negotiate their relationships with kamuy. In Ainu mythology, kamuy-- be
they powerful or lesser deities-- are fallible: humans are, therefore, capable of tricking

Porotokotan officially closed on March 31, 2018. A new national Ainu museum will reopen on April 24,
2020. The closing and reopening of the Porotokotan museum aligns not only with increased attention to
Ainu culture and history in Japan, but also with several legal issues arising both in and outside of
Porotokotan. As the new museum is an expansion of the former museum, the information and exhibits
have been kept online as intermediaries between the two museums.
18
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them, charming them, and, however improbably, gaining an advantage over them.19
Communication with gods, through negotiation and prayer, is central to Ainu folklore
and ritual practice. In both historical and contemporary religious practice, rites
expressing this reciprocal communication between humans and gods are obvious:
practitioners perform ritual prayer and ceremony to convince kamuy of the justification
of Ainu behavior and actions. Of these practices, the iyomante is perhaps the most wellknow and potentially the most important.
Iyomante, which remains one of the better globally recognized parts of Ainu
culture, served as a prime mediator between human and kamuy interactions. Simply,
iyomante is a specific type of “sending-back rite” wherein a physical being is ritually
destroyed in order to release the spirit of a deity back to a different religious plane.
Across history and time, these sending-back rites have taken different forms. Most
commonly found in historical records, iyomante and adjacent rituals were performed on
animals in order to send a tutelary deity back to the realm of the gods. Other forms of
these rites exist, however: the Ainu have historically practiced both the opunire and the
iwakte rites alongside the iyomante. The opunire, similar in form to the iyomante, was
performed for wild animals, most notably bears, hunted in mountains and forests, away
from Ainu villages (Masuda et al 2006; Utagawa 1992). The parallel iwakte ceremony is
a ritual wherein goods used in religious rites and/or made unusual by age and wear are
ritually disposed. Forms of Iyomante, opunire and iwakte rituals remain central to

The communication between Ainu and their gods remains an important part of Ainu religious
cosmology: the logic of negotiation through ritual and prayer is something I will return to in discussions of
the kibori kuma and secular art.
19
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contemporary Ainu lifeways, though they are more heavily entangled with the tourist
industry (Cheung 2005; Fitzhugh and Dubreuil 1999; Hiwasaki 2004; Martin 2018a).
The religious logic of these practices is an important part of understanding their
form and function within Ainu culture. Within contemporary and historical Ainu faith,
religious practitioners understand that the Ainu gods, or kamuy, sometimes disguise
themselves as human beings; in their human forms, these kamuy oftentimes serve as
protectors of the Ainu, and send gifts, such as wildlife and plants, to Ainu devotees.
These kamuy, occasionally, disguise themselves as animals, and live on the Ainu mosir
(Ainu homeland), among the Ainu. In order to thank and interact with the kamuy, Ainu
perform various prayers and rites, including the iyomante.
Following this logic, the sending-back rites are an integral part of allowing a
kamuy to return to the realm of the gods. Sending-back rites serve as formal transitions
for the kamuy to move between the world of humans and the world of gods and
punctuate the shifts in physical manifestations of the divine. The Ainu Museum provides
the following definition of contemporary Ainu sending-back rites:
Sending spirits back, the most frequent of [Ainu religious] ceremonies, treats and
sends back the gods, who disguised themselves as animals, plants and objects,
descend to the human world and supply food and other daily necessities. The
[sending-back] ceremonies include "iyomante," "hopunire" and "iwakte," of which
"iyomante," a ceremony for the sending back of the spirits of bear cubs is the
most important. "Iyomante" is observed between January and February when the
fallen snow is heavy. A I to 2 years bear, which is captured in a hibernation den
during winter, is sent back to the divine world by offering a splendid feast.
(AinuMuseum 2018)
The logic of the iyomante demonstrates how faith functions in Ainu culture. Moreover, it
demonstrates why these rituals have persisted in Ainu groups, despite
misrepresentation and sensationalization in Japanese and Western media.
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Iyomante is formally described in various pieces of literature, though most
recently, and exhaustively, by Takashi Irimoto in his 2014 work The Ainu Bear Festival.
In this historical ethnography, Irimoto presents one of the better received discussions of
both historical and contemporary Ainu observance of the iyomante. Irimoto addresses
iyomante with an approach he calls shizenshi, or “naturography.” The shizenshi
approach parallels human ecology, in that it situates the human experience as an
environmental system wherein lived environments recursively inform cultural patterns.
Irimoto focuses not only on the cultural aspects of Ainu religious practice, but also the
ecological facets of historical and contemporary Ainu culture. Within the work, Irimoto
not only defines the most common form of the iyomante, but also attends to the vast
variations of Ainu iyomante across time and space. Irimoto accounts for regional,
historical, and individual differences between related communities. At the center of
Irimoto’s work, however, is the contention that the iyomante, or kumamatsuri, is not an
animal sacrifice, but instead a transactional exchange between humans and kamuy: the
human beings ritually attend to the bear, or any other number of animals, in order to
communicate and honor the gods. Irimoto’s distinction is an important one. The implied
violence of the ritual, specifically the killing and death of the bear cub, has encouraged
its sensationalization in both academic literature and mainstream media. As I will detail
later in this chapter, this has resulted in massive misrepresentation of Ainu culture and
religion. Before examining these misrepresentations more closely, however, it is
important to outline the actual form of the iyomante.
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Irimoto defines historical iyomante as a regionally specific rite with concrete
patterns across spaces (Irimoto 2014).20 In historical scenarios, iyomante for bear
followed this general format:
1) In the springtime, Ainu hunters captured a bear cub in a
mountainous region. Hunters then took this cub to the nearest Ainu
settlement.

2) For the duration of roughly two-three years, the bear cub was
raised as a visiting kamuy within the Ainu community. Throughout
this time, the bear cub was revered as an honored guest, and
treated with extreme dignity and care. Women in Ainu communities
were generally charged with raising the bear and were referred to
as “adoptive mothers” of the bear cubs.

3) In the late autumn or early winter, depending on snowfall levels,
village leaders performed a ritual execution of the bear cub. This
involved leading the bear around the village, shooting the bear with
arrows until it died and/or suffocating the bear, and then preparing
a feast that included bear meat. This communally observed process
was accompanied by ritual songs, dance, prayers, and offerings.

Importantly, there are at least two discreet rituals related to bears and iyomante. The most common
one is the previously described; another exists that is performed specifically for adult wild bears slain and
captured in the wild (Irimoto 2014).
20
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4) Following the killing of the bear cub and the cleaning of the corpse,
the skull of the bear cub was generally placed on a large altar, with
other ritual objects, wherein it would eventually be deteriorated by
the elements.

As previously stated, depending on individual locations, the specifics of this rite greatly
differed. Consistently, however, practitioners conceived the killing of the bear as the
creature’s ritual release back to the realm of the gods. Following the animal’s death,
practitioners understood that the kimun kamuy would return to the realm of the gods;
upon returning to the realm of gods, the kimun kamuy would tell the other gods of its
kind treatment at the hands of the Ainu. This would result in good harvests and hunting
seasons, as provided by the kimun kamuy, for the Ainu.
As will be expanded shortly, the violence of the iyomante, as understood by
outside observers, has encouraged non-Ainu to condemn it as a barbaric, cruel
practice. To this day, animal rights groups continue to lobby against the few remaining
groups that practice iyomante. These reactions, however, misunderstand the larger
logic and social import of the practice. As Ainu scholar Chisato Dubreuil writes on the
iyomante:
The greatest sign of respect [in Ainu communities] continues to be the sending
ceremony, now known collectively as iyomante. The most important of the
sending rituals is for the bear, the god of the mountain (kimun-kamuy). A bear
cub is captured, raised as a part of the human family until the age of two or three,
and then ritually killed, releasing the god's spirit and allowing it to return to
kamuy-mosir... If the animal was given a proper send-off, the newly released
kamuy spirit would report how well it was treated and encourage the other gods
to send only goodwill to the Ainu. The sending ceremony is not a sacrifice, as is
most often described in the literature. However, because the bear (or any other
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animal) is slain, animal rights groups are extremely critical of the spiritual ritual,
which is held privately today.
(Dubreuil 2002: 8)

Dubreuil’s commentary on the iyomante reveals one of the cruxes of non-Ainu
conceptualization of the Ainu and bears: while the iyomante is an indelible part of past
and present Ainu culture, it is a largely misrepresented one. Furthermore, the iyomante
as a research object has been mobilized to advance a wide range of agendas.

Sacrificial Diversions
With Dubreuil’s critique in mind, it is nevertheless worthwhile to consider how the
concept of sacrifice fits into the broader landscape of anthropological literature;
moreover, it is important to interrogate how Indigenous thought intersects with this
literature. While Dubreuil has resisted the term “sacrifice,” the idea, considered
anthropologically, creates resonance between Ainu practices and other cultures.
Dubreuil’s contestation reveals, perhaps, not the imperfection of the term, but instead
the clash between anthropological theory and public perception. “Sacrifice” as a broad
theoretical concept has been heavily researched in anthropology. In short,
anthropological concepts, treated (generally) critically in literature, are frequently
misappropriated by publics seeking to advance racist narratives. Putting the iyomante in
dialogue with other anthropologists potentially re-opens conversation on the nature of
the iyomante and Ainu connections to global cultural patterns.
It is first important to define “sacrifice.” Henri Hubert and Marcel Mauss,
influenced by their collaboration with Durkheim (Durkheim 1965 [1912]), perhaps offer
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one of the most useful early definitions. Moving away from earlier theories (Smith 1889;
Tylor 1871), Hubert and Mauss moved away from evolutionary theory. Instead, Hubert
and Mauss determined that sacrifice was not a mere functional gift exchanged between
a person, a community, and an imagined deity. Instead, Hubert and Mauss,
synthesizing the work of earlier theorists, presented sacrifice as a mediation between
the sacred and the profane: within this definition, sacrifice is not simply an extension of
the social life, but instead the destruction of an object as essential to the sacred
transformation of the devotee. Furthermore, sacrifice is communication with the divine
and a reinforcement of the divine reciprocity between worshipper and worshipped
(Hubert and Mauss 1964 [1899]). Religious scholar Robert L Flaherty continues this
logic:
In a sense, what is always offered in sacrifice is, in one form or another, life itself.
Sacrifice is a celebration of life, a recognition of its divine and imperishable
nature. In the sacrifice the consecrated life of an offering is liberated as a sacred
potency that establishes a bond between the sacrificer and the sacred power.
Through sacrifice, life is returned to its divine source, regenerating the power or
life of that source; life is fed by life. Thus the word of the Roman sacrificer to his
god: ‘Be thou increased (macte) by this offering.’ It is, however, an increase of
sacred power that is ultimately beneficial to the sacrificer. In a sense, sacrifice is
the impetus and guarantee of the reciprocal flow of the divine life-force between
its source and its manifestations.
(Flaherty 2012)
Yuan and Flad’s discussion of Shang shamanistic sacrifices adds the environmental
and consumptive component essential to the Ainu iyomante: “Valeri’s (1994, pp. 104–
105, 107) definition of sacrifice focuses on the renunciation of part of a sacrificial victim
as a key element in sacrificial activity. As pointed out by Fiskesjö (2001, pp. 60–61) in
his discussion of the social importance of the Shang royal hunt, this focus on
renunciation emphasizes not the utility of the victim but the process of giving something
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up as a socially significant act. The renunciation and concomitant consumption of other
parts of a victim construct not only the relationship between humans and the spirit world
but also the nature of relations between humans and their environment, and among
individuals within the society” (Yuan and Flad 2005: 254). This discussion, borrowing
from multiple debates around sacrifice, emphasizes that the renunciation and
consumption of a sacrificial victim—in the Ainu case, the loss of the bear followed by
feasting on the dead animal—is as essential to the sacrifice as the killing itself. In
particular, this renunciation/consumption dynamic allows for participants to engage
spiritually and socially with the cultural and environmental landscape around them.
Following this series of definitions, sacrifice is an appropriate term to use in
reference to the iyomante. The ritual killing of the bear, by Ainu practitioners, is a
reciprocal exchange between the human and the divine, as manifest in the bear; it not
only connects to human community to the natural world, but furthermore, makes the
divine manifest in the human life. Ainu practitioners spend time: a) raising the bear, b)
rejecting the bear from the world of the living, c) killing the bear with the expectation of
return and divine reciprocity, and d) consume the bear to confirm this reciprocity and
increase social connectedness through eating. Within anthropology, this practices easily
fits into sacrifice. Why then do scholars like Dubreuil resist the term “sacrifice”?
In sensationalist accounts of the iyomante, explored later in this chapter, violence
is central to the exotic descriptions of the event. There is very little attention to the
sacred aspects of the iyomante, let alone how the sacrifice—the killing of the animal as
an act of communion between the human and the divine—guides Ainu cosmology.
Instead, the act of killing is depicted as a primitive remainder of a backwards, vanishing
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people. Bringing further anthropological literature into this discussion, however,
illuminates how sacrifice functions in Ainu ontology; this literature resists overly
simplistic understandings this ontology.
David Carrasco writes on the importance of sacrifice in Aztec culture. Admittedly,
Ainu and Aztec life are entirely different and exist within wildly separate contexts:
Carrasco examines Aztec practices with emphasis on the importance of human sacrifice
in urban spaces; my consideration of the Ainu, conversely, examines animal sacrifice in
predominantly rural spaces. Despite these differences, however, Carrasco introduces
an important argument: sacred violence is something that is ingrained in the cultural
logic of the group that practices it. Carrasco writes on the Aztec:
Sacrifice was a way of life for the Aztecs, enmeshed in their temple and marketplace
practices, part of their ideology of the redistribution of riches and their beliefs about
how the cosmos was ordered, and an instrument of social integration that elevated
the body of the ruler and the potency of the gods. Ritual slaughter within the
ceremonial precincts of Aztec life was the instrument, in part, for educating
adolescents about their social future, communicating with the many gods,
transmitting cosmological convictions, as well as directing social change in the form
of imperial expansion. In my mind, this growing awareness led to an alteration of
Rene Girard’s claim that “Violence is the heart and secret soul of the sacred” to the
possibility that in Tenochtitlan the public heart and soul of the sacred was the ritual
killing of human beings who were first turned into gods!”
(Carrasco 2000: 3)
When considered in conversation with the aforementioned theorists, Carrasco’s
analysis reveals not only the functional nature of sacrifice, but more importantly the
transformation of the human within the arena of sacred violence. Sacrifice is a
foundation of social life; it is also a fundamental part of human cosmologies. This
understanding can be further complicated with an interspecies/multispecies approach to
sacrifice.
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In the case of animal sacrifice, the act of killing an animal is not only a religious
matter, but also an interspecies exchange. Radhika Govindrajan writes on the practice
of goat sacrifice in Uttarakhand; Govindrajan expands anthropological discussions of
sacrifice to consider sacrifice as an act of building interspecies kinship—a radical
reconstruction of the practice. Govindrajan writes:
Casting an interspecies lens on sacrifice, then, illustrates how this phenomenon is
animated by a sense of interspecies kinship sustained by embodied and relational
practices of intimate care. But what can an affective theory of sacrifice offer
multispecies anthropology? I contend that animal sacrifice in Uttarakhand is
itself constitutive of interspecies kin relations. When grappling with ethical dilemmas
about the value of different lives and who has power over death, many villagers turn
to the register of kinship to describe how sacrifice deepens the bonds of relatedness
between them and the animals they offer to the gods. They speak of this ritual
practice as the closing of a circle of kinship, a moment that cements the connection
of individual goats to their human families. By dying in place of a human family
member, some women said, goats repay the care they receive, much as children in
the past consented to their sacrifice for the sake of the family. This (re)making of
interspecies kinship is, no doubt, violent, but the role of sacrifice in establishing and
strengthening connections and kin relations between human and nonhuman animals
is undeniable. Interspecies kinship, thus, both crafts and is crafted by sacrificial acts.
(Govindrajan 2012)
Govindrajan’s analysis complicates theories of Ainu practices: the iyomante, when
considered in the interspecies context, is not only an exchange between humans and
deities, but also an inscription of human and non-human kinship along sacred lines.
Taken in concert within Mauss and Hubert, Yuan and Flad, and Carrasco’s definitions,
interspecies analyses of iyomante presents the act as a sacrifice that a) creates social
cohesion, b) serves as a reciprocal communication between the divine and the human,
and c) serves to create familial kinship between non-human animals and humans.
Dubreuil’s resistance to sacrifice, then, is perhaps best understood within Indigenous
theory.
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Within both anthropological theories of sacrifice and interspecies ethnography,
there is a noticeable absence that Kim Tallbear criticizes: the lack of Indigenous voices
in academic discussions of interspecies relationships. Tallbear notes:
multispecies ethnography has starting points that only partially contain
indigenous standpoints. For example, in his study of the Kluane First Nation and
other Arctic hunting peoples, anthropologist Paul Nadasdy documents reciprocal
exchanges (sometimes coupled with domination and its elements of coercion,
deceit, and danger) between northern hunters and nonhuman persons who they
know to be “thinking beings.” Sometimes these beings “consciously give
themselves to hunters,” sometimes they have to be outwitted. Very importantly,
Nadasdy explains hunting societies’ ontologies (what they know) rather than
their beliefs about the world. And he calls cultural anthropologists to beware of
their own discrediting languages that would see animal gifts to humans as
metaphor rather than reality.
(Tallbear 2014)

“Ontologies” is an admittedly unwieldy word, though it suggests an important critique of
work on animal sacrifice among Indigenous groups. “Sacrifice” is generally presented, in
anthropological works, as a functional practice that creates social cohesion, hierarchy,
and a system of cultural morality. It is often referred to in the abstract, and Indigenous
thoughts and practices are depicted as manifestations of fictitious beliefs. Very simply:
the discussion of “belief” versus “understanding” devalues Indigenous thought.
After an earlier draft of this paper, I was uncomfortable with the tension between
bear sacrifice, Dubreuil’s resistance to the term, and the term’s facility as a broader
theoretical concept. Some of my tension, I realized, revolved around my own politics
and desire to protect Ainu determinations of the “correct term.” However, I could not
help but shake the nagging thought that “sacrifice” was the best term for the practice—
even if a prominent Ainu scholar and some activists argued against it.
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Unraveling this discomfort is not only a personal issue, but moreover a way to
introduce Indigenous thought into this conversation. For that reason, I turn to my own
subjectivity for a moment. I hold to a vegetarian diet unless the meat is killed and
prepared by a member of my tribal communities: hunting, some ranching, and fishing
remain central to my domestic and spiritual life. In non-Native company, it is generally
easier for me to say, “I’m vegetarian” instead of “I only eat meat that has had the proper
religious treatment.” I often wrestle with this out of an embarrassment: it is conventional,
if sometimes awkward, to state preferences for Halal and Kosher preparation of food.
While these are religious practices, they are connected to the pollution of the human
body relative to animal flesh. Conversely, my own practices originate in my
understanding that to kill and eat an animal is to exchange, for lack of a better word,
spirits: it is a cultural understanding of an equal exchange between human and nonhuman bodies, as well as recognition of the sacrifice of the animal (or plant) for the
human. Within my ontology, this is not a metaphorical construction of how the exchange
happens, but instead an understanding of life that differs from conventional North
American thought. Because it differs so greatly, I have a significant embarrassment
about mentioning these practices among non-Natives. This embarrassment, I believe,
may be at the root of some of Dubreuil’s discomfort.
An Abenaki friend, called Steve21, reflected my own issues of embarrassment;
these issues echo Tallbear’s critique of western interspecies work. Steve, a burly man
who is an excellent and enthusiastic storyteller, mentioned a road trip incident that
happened with a friend:

21

Name changed.
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I always keep some cigarettes on me—it should be tobacco, I guess, but I
usually run out when I actually need it. I don’t smoke it, of course. Hate the smell.
But I keep it around. When I see roadkill--off the highway because I’m not stupid-I like to stop and make an offering. Burn some tobacco to thank the little dead
critter—it’s like saying, “Hey, thanks for dying so some guy could get to work. I
appreciate your sacrifice, buddy.” I joke, but it makes me sad to see a dead
animal on the road. Anyways, I was on a road trip with a white friend. There was
a big porcupine that had been hit . I asked to pull-over—I think my friend thought
I wanted the quills or something. Anyways, I lit a cigarette for the guy and said a
quick prayer. I don’t litter, so don’t worry about the cigarette butt. I got back in the
car, and my friend laughed. He made a Magical Native joke or something, I don’t
remember. I kept pretty quiet.
Steve went on to talk about how he now only performs this small ritual when he is alone.
As with my experience, there is an internalized colonization around the idea that our
ontologies are metaphorical, rather than real understandings of the world around us.
The tension, therefore, is perhaps not a semantics argument on the nature of sacrifice
as it applies to politics versus reality. More likely, it is an example of how subaltern
Indigenous ontologies exist: in the public concept, our ideas are fundamentally savage,
barbaric, and primitive; to preserve our image, in the eyes of non-Indigenous, we police
our own language. “Sacrifice” is, therefore, perhaps the most appropriate word for the
iyomante and its connected activities; used in an academic context, however, scholars
should take care to contextualize it within the broader context of Japanese-Ainu
relations and colonial regimes.
While this section has been something of a diversion from the main crux of this
dissertation, I think it is an important one. Understanding how academic concepts fail
within Indigenous ontologies is important; what is equally important, however, is
examining where and how these anthropological debates can illuminate the ruptures in
self-perceptions of ontology.
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III. Popularizing the Iyomante
Japanese and non-Japanese accounts of Ainu life routinely emphasize the Ainu
and their relationship to the bear; these accounts frequently fixate on the iyomante.
From the mid-19th century onwards, several different genres of iyomante work
developed; these ranged from art produced for tourists and propaganda to comparative
ethnographies of Ainu life and history. These genres have knit together to form an
academic and public fixation on the iyomante. More importantly, these genres have
used bears to make Ainu into “savage subjects”: in these works, Ainu are represented
not simply as people who interact with bears, but as primitive Others who are nearly
interchangeable with the bears themselves—in other words, the Indigenous human
becomes a primitive, bestial other22.
This representation, racist in its origin, is accomplished in two ways. Firstly, the
creators of these materials exoticize Ainu interactions with bears: even in the clinical,
relativistic writing typical of 19th century ethnographies, iyomante and related practices
are depicted as strange, exotic, and violent. Moreover, and more damagingly, the Ainu
are often described as bears: Ainu people and bears are frequently connected in similes
and metaphors that suggest the Ainu are more animalistic than Japanese, Europeans,
or Americans. These analogies become apparent in the art and literature depicting Ainu

It is important to note that this perspective—the animal as a bestial other mentioned to provoke
savagery—is not an Indigenous or Ainu perspective, but instead a colonial Japanese one. As I discuss in
other portions of this chapter, the relationship between Ainu and animal is a complicated one. The
Japanese mobilization of “animalistic savagery” is a trope rooted in dehumanization of colonial subjects
rather than a reflection of an Indigenous perspective.
22
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individuals; the comparison between Ainu and animals, in both visual and written texts,
is achieved through parallelism between human and bear.
This has implications for how we understand historical and contemporary
scholastic work on the Ainu. Scholastic work detailing bears and iyomante were, in part,
attempts to represent a central Ainu religion. Nevertheless, iyomante scholarship
originated around the “making savage” of Ainu communities. Any literature on iyomante
and/or bears risks perpetuating the deeply racist tropes of early colonial literature.
Moreover, the material proliferation of Ainu bear imagery in the Japanese commercial
market further sustains colonial imaginaries of Ainu people.
In order to investigate these themes, I will examine examples from three genres
wherein Ainu and bears are depicted. I will provide a brief history and an analysis of: 1)
Ainu-e from 19th century Japan, 2) 19th century Western travelogues, and 3) early 20th
century documentary film. Non-Ainu creators mobilized these genres to communicate
an imagined savagery of the Ainu; the inclusion of bear specifically curated this
savagery. Moreover, on creating “primitive subjects,” these works also helped stoke the
“Ainu fever” of the 19th century.
Ainu-e
Ainu-e are an obscure but foundational genre in early representations of Ainu.
Ainu-e were a genre of paintings produced by Japanese artists: these artists, motivated
by trends in Japanese thinking and aesthetics, were interested in depicting Ainu life.
Though Ainu-e were arguably produced prior to the 18th century, consumers most
heavily circulated the formal genre pieces from the 18th-20th centuries (Sasaki 1999).
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As scholar of Ainu-e Toshikazu Sasaki notes, Ainu-e at the “most basic level are
artworks depicting Ainu life… [that were] not created by the Ainu themselves” (Sasaki
1999: 79). Sasaki divides Ainu-e into two distinct genres. The first are “works that
sought to record ethnographic information for those who could not observe [the Ainu]
firsthand” (79); the second genre of Ainu-e are works produced by artists who saw Ainu
culture as a “fascinating and exotic subject that offered artistic challenges and
opportunities” (79). The former genre focused on circulating images of Ainu culture
within mainland Japan; while these images were often presented as ethnographic, they
were also highly commercialized. Artists of the second genre concerned themselves
less with objective truth, and more heavily with the creation of Ainu subjects through
aestheticized colonial art. Both genres of Ainu-e, as Sasaki notes, often reveal that “the
artists had no firsthand knowledge of the Ainu; these materials reflect the shamo view of
a different race, and their images of the Ainu suggest that these people were not widely
known to the artists who created them” (79). While the Ainu-e have preserved a large
visual record of historical Ainu lifeways (Dubreuil 2004; Sasaki 1999, 2013), they are
perhaps more accurately thought of as reflections of how the Japanese imagined and
advertised Native colonial subjects to the larger empire. Moreover, to assume any sort
of earnest ethnographic intent and detached observation would be to misunderstand the
larger themes of these paintings. The Ainu-e genre are undeniably racist in that they
draw upon various motifs to depict Ainu subjects as subhuman. This comparative
model, wherein an Indigenous population is made bestial in order to render them as
primitive subjects, is not unique to Japan: it is an amply studied field across disciplines
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that suggests unifying trends across colonial regimes (Chidester 1996; Hill 2006;
Saminaden et al 2010; Wolfe 1999; Yao 2016).
Renderings of Ainu individuals provide the most obvious example of artistic
dehumanization. Throughout Ainu-e paintings, Ainu individuals, particularly those in
positions of power, are portrayed as barbaric and bestial. As Richard Siddle notes on
the late 18th century paintings of the Ainu, “[b]oth barbarity and strength are
emphasized, implicitly glorifying the Matsumae who had subjugated these powerful
leaders” (Siddle 1996: 49). More specifically, throughout Ainu-e paintings, Ainu
individuals are almost universally depicted with sanpakugan, or “three-whites eyes.”
This aesthetic is defined by eyes where there is visible white between the iris and the
lower eyelid. In classical Japanese painting, sanpakugan are generally associated with
dangerous animals and wicked supernatural creatures (Dubreuil 2004; Bresner 2009).
In addition to sanpakugan motifs, Ainu-e artists depicted Ainu individuals with large
amounts of body hair, hunched posture, and features evocative of non-human beasts
(Bresner 2009, Siddle 1996). While the images were nominally educational, they
worked simultaneously to construct the Ainu Other as barbaric, exotic, and animalistic.
The inclusion of the bear amplifies these depictions of savage Otherness. One of
the most famous of the Ainu-e, a series of scrolls called the Ezo Shima Kikan, produced
circa 1840, demonstrates this. Still used in public and private educational materials,
these scrolls depict various Ainu lifeways. The scroll I will specifically examine depicts
the iyomante; this scroll, which has multiple copies, is used in a multitude of Japanese
and non-Japanese materials to depict Ainu life.
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Figure 4.1: Ezo shima kikan detail; photo courtesy Brooklyn Museum

In this scroll, the artist depicts various parts of the iyomante (Figure 4.1). In
addition to the bear itself, six Ainu men, two Ainu women, and seven Ainu children
participate in the ritual slaughter of the bear. Superficially, this seems like a relatively
straightforward portrayal; indeed, the text in the upper-right hand corner describes the
various actions taking place. However, the parallel depiction of the Ainu and the bear
complicate piece: the Ainu are represented not as separate from the bear, but instead
as human reflections of it.
The two Ainu men holding the rope attached to the bear’s ears are of particular
interest. Both of these men are rendered in parallel to the bear. The man in the lower
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left-hand corner serves as a human reflection of the bear: firstly, his hair and the bear’s
fur are drawn with similar textures, and near identical colors. Secondly, the man’s
outstretched arms and legs are positioned similarly to the bear’s forelimbs and
hindlimbs respectively. Finally, although the bear and the man’s heads are drawn in
opposition, the features of the face are mirrored reflections of one another: the eyeline,
distance between the eyes, bridge of the nose, brow, and shape of the overall head are
similar in form. The parallelism is repeated throughout the painting. In this image, the
bear and the Ainu are positioned not simply as oppositional to each other, but as human
and animal reflections of the same being.

Figure 4.2: Ezo shima kikan detail; photo courtesy Brooklyn Museum
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This visual motif is repeated in another panel of the same scroll (Figure 4.2). In
this panel, the artist depicts the suffocation and neck-breaking of the bear. Seven Ainu
men are shown balancing on wooden logs between which the bears neck is held. As in
the previous panel, the bear’s head is drawn in parallel reflection to the heads of the
men above it: not only are similar colors and textures used for both human and nonhuman animal subjects, but the general form, tilt, and shape of the bear’s head directly
mirror those of the three men positioning it.
This repeated visual motif communicates the bestial nature of the human actors,
as depicted by their proximity to the bear itself. This depiction, while best exemplified in
this series of scrolls, is common in Ainu-e paintings: Ainu individuals, particularly men,
are generally depicted using visual cues that indicate bestiality and savagery; when
bears are included, the bears are used to further suggest primitivism. Through this
genre of art, Japanese artists were able to circulate and popularize images of Others,
the Ainu, as savage and animalistic in comparison to conceptions of an imperial
Japanese Self. This narrative, circulated heavily among Japanese and, later, Western
visitors to the country, impacted how the Ainu were understood among mainstream
Japanese and EuroAmerican populations. These same themes are emphasized in the
EuroAmerican travelogue.

Travelogue
Another prominent genre is the Western travelogue. Written by Westerners
visiting a newly “open” Japan, these late 19th and early 20th century works detail the
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landscape and culture of Japan. These confessional style diaries are equal parts
educational research and sensationalized orientalism: the writers exclaim over the
quaint, bizarre, magnificent, and upsetting aspects of Japanese life. This sensationalism
is particularly pronounced in the quasi-ethnographic works completed on the Ainu. In
these travelogues, authors write in keeping with the tradition of travelogues from various
colonial contexts (Chow 2003; Goh 2007; Pratt 2007; Siddle 2012; Spiker 2013; Spurr
1993). Ainu subjects are described as “savage” and “barbarous,” and the writers pay
significant attention to hairiness, smell, and bodily functions; abject descriptions,
however, are tempered with a clinical, nearly nostalgic imperial gaze (Batchelor 1894,
1901; Bird 1881; Greey 1884; Fletcher 2012; Landor 1893; Rosaldo 1983). For
instance, Edward Greey, who wrote popular accounts of Japanese history and culture,
published his account The Bear-worshippers of Yezo… in part “to give some information
concerning a quaint people... who, like our Indians, are rapidly disappearing from the
face of the earth” (Greey 1884: vi). In his semi-fictional account of the Ainu, Greey
describes a professor’s reaction to an Ainu subject: “‘What a magnificent savage!’
murmured the Professor. ‘Look at his powerful physique and see how hairy he is'” (Grey
1884: 101).
More directly, the widely criticized anthropologist Arnold Henry Savage Landor
wrote frequently and vitriolically on the physicality and behavior of the Ainu he
encountered: “[Ainu] skin is greasy—the natural result of many years of an unwashed
existence; and this gives to the hairy people a peculiar and strong odour, much
resembling that of monkeys. Many are familiar with the peculiar odour of an uncleaned
monkey's cage, and the same, intensified a thousand times, characterises an Ainu
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village” (Landor 1893: 276). After abjectifying the Ainu smell as bestial, Landor goes on
to detail Japanese agreement with his observations: “As regards the Ainu, their filthy
habits of course increase their offensiveness, while bodily exercise renders them
intolerable. The Japanese recognise the Ainu odour as a distinguishing mark of the
race, and Japanese fishermen have often said to me, ‘Aino shto taihen kusai’; ‘Saru,’ or
else ‘Kumma onaji koto’—’Ainu men smell bad, just like a monkey or a bear’ (Landor
1893: 276) While both Landor and Greey’s accounts detail the racism implicit to these
sorts of texts, this final comment demonstrates the importance of animals, and more
specifically, bears in these texts.
In the 19th and 20th century travelogues, Ainu interactions with bears, and their
own literal and figurative proximities to these animals, makes them savage subjects of a
colonial gaze. Greey’s educational fiction provides typifies this trend. Within his text,
Greey’s cast of characters visit an Ainu village, and witness an iyomante. Greey, using
the fiction to reflect on his own experiences in Japan, details the scene:
The [iyomante] ceremony of the next day was a very simple one. At sunrise the
bear was let out of his cage and conducted to a place where two larger timbers
were laid up the ground. When he was fairly on these, a beam was lifted upon his
neck, and in the twinkling of an eye, loaded down with Ainos. As the executioners
squeezed the life out of the poor thing, they chanted in a mournful way, in order
to drown its cries and the lamentations of its foster-mother, who, seated near the
bear's head, wept and rocked herself with grief... (Greey 1884: 137-8).
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The description is accompanied by a simple drawing of Ainu villagers shooting arrows at
a bear; the drawing is labeled “Tormenting the Bear,” and closely resembles the
previously describe Ezo shima shikan (138). While the description of the iyomante is
mostly straightforward, it emphasizes the violence of the situation, and commiserates
with the “poor thing.” The vilification of the Ainu, in contrast to the bear, continues with
the Western traveling party’s observations on the iyomante:
'See-saw, Margarey Daw,’ said Fitz, as the Ainos moved up and down like
schoolboys on a plank.
'Please do not interrupt the ceremony,’ whispered Sallie.
'Circus you mean,' he retorted. 'Poor old bear! He won't have a kick in him
when they get through.'
'Come,' said Mrs. Jewett, 'I have seen enough of this. Let us go home. I
am tired out.’
(138)
While the description of the bear’s death only suggests the violence of the act, the
reaction of the Western family orbits around it. The Ainu are described as childlike,
uncontrolled “schoolboys” and the act itself as a circus-like revelry. The delicate
sensibilities of Mrs. Jewett, a proper Western lady, are offended by the act. The scene,
however, is not a critique of Western sensibilities, but instead an exoticization of the
Ainu. This is made more obvious as the dialogue between the Western travelers
continues:
‘What a primitive race they are!' remarked the Professor [watching the
iyomante].
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'Quite so,' said his wife,-- 'almost too primitive for me. I think their seesawing the bear to death was most barbarous.'
'Mr. Bergh ought to be here,' said Sallie, who agreed with her mother.
'The Aino would not care if he were,' said Johnnie. 'They would just yell
and go ahead; and Mr. Bergh would have to do as we did, leave them
alone. These children of nature do not know they are acting cruelly.’
(140)
Once more, Mrs. Jewett emphasizes the barbaric savagery of the violence; Johnnie and
Sallie, voices of moral reason throughout the text, support her assertion. Johnnie,
however, offers the final judgment on the act: the Ainu are primitive “children of nature”
who cannot understand the immoral violence of their worship. Throughout this scene,
the iyomante is used to draw a distinction between the violent, primitive savagery of the
Ainu, and the civilized, if stodgy, reservations of the Westerners. The iyomante, and
specifically how the Ainu treat the bear, function to exoticize and make savage Ainu
people.
Greey does not only exoticize the Ainu through description of the iyomante,
however. A few pages after the description of the rite itself, Greey introduces the
Western family visiting Ainu elders at the post-iyomante feast. In a confusing shift,
Greey sets the scene: “The patriarchs took their places... All of them had shaggy heads
of hair, heavy eyebrows and moustache, and trimmed beards, and were otherwise as
hair as bears, which they strongly resembled" (Greey 1884: 141). After the previous
scene, which positioned the Ainu as childlike and violent, Greey draws a simile between
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the Ainu and the bear itself: the Ainu, following this description, are not merely humans
who interact with animals, they are instead animalistic themselves.
Greey’s writing typifies EuroAmerican travel writing and early ethnography.
Greey relies firstly on describing the iyomante as a spectacle of violence; within this
discussion, the Ainu are not bloodthirsty, but, in their imagined savagery, childishly
incapable of moral thought. Furthermore, having positioned Ainu behavior as naively
savage, Greey goes on to write Ainu humans as bestial sub humans. Greey, and his
contemporaries, accomplish this through description of the Ainu relative to bears and
other non-human animals. This genre of 19th century travel writing, more than any other
genre, positions the iyomante as an object of colonial spectacle. This has set the
precedent for later scholastic work.
These two genres, the ainu-e and Western travelogues, served as cornerstones
for later ethnographic work. Within these two genres, which circulated among Japanese
and international audiences virally, bears and the Ainu were interchangeable
representatives of an exotic, primitive, and bestial wilderness. Throughout the mid-20th
century, anthropological work fixated on the form and function of the iyomante and
related bear rituals. Descriptive and clinical, these works defined the bear as the central
component of Ainu culture (Kindaichi and Yoshida: 1949; Kitagawa 1961; Natori 1941;
Sutherland 1948). Outside of Japan, the Ainu and the iyomante became ethnographic
objects that were “good to think.” A proliferation of comparative anthropology, which
continues today, identified the Ainu and the bear as useful missing links in research on
circumpolar bear cults (Hallowell 1926; Montandon 1937; Toy 1905; Zolotarev 1937). In
both evolutions of academic work on the Ainu, the Ainu were not merely written as an
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ethnographic Other (Fabian 2014) but understood almost entirely in relation to the bear.
This trend is best exemplified by documentary film of the early 20th century.

The Ainu in Documentary Film
The Ainu have long been the subject of documentary and ethnographic film.
Marcos Centeno Martín, director of the 2014 film Ainu: Pathways to Memory, attributes
this to the late 19th century European obsession with all things Ainu. The “Ainu fever” of
the 19th century resulted in early European cinema centered on the Ainu; as Martín
writes, “[a]s a result of a European fascination with the Ainu, they [the Ainu] are featured
in Les Aïnous à Yéso, comprised of two of the earliest thirty three moving images ever
shot in Japan, which were filmed by the French operator François-Constant Girel in
1897” (Martín 2018a: 2). The short film, barely a minute in length, shows Ainu
individuals engaged in rimses (ceremonial dances) (Girel 1897). Martín describes this
short piece as embodying the “mythopoetic view” of Japan: this perspective, which
portrayed the Ainu as stagnant people connected uniquely to a primitive, traditional
past, exemplified the “romantic exoticism” curated by 19th century photographers and
ethnographers (Martín 2018b: 002). This mythopoetic depiction of the Ainu continued in
later films, and, perhaps unsurprisingly, orbited around the iyomante and the bear.
Benjamin Brodsky’s 1918 Beautiful Japan, a short documentary connected to a
longer travelogue, exhibits this trend. Within Beautiful Japan, American director
Benjamin Brodsky details his “5800 mile trek” through Japan. The short film opens with
images of trains and ships, indicating departure from various ports and stations;
accompanied by a sweeping and victorious piano track, the scenes of departure are
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interspersed with images of an individual, presumably Brodsky, detailing his journey
over a map of Japan. The ringing, joyful music-- which serenades Brodsky’s entry into
both urban and rural Japan-- abruptly shifts. As a dissonant, threatening piano melody
starts, a new text card reads: “THE AINUS VILLAGE AT SHIRAOI. The Ainus were the
original inhabitants of Japan, but like the American Indians they are now a fast
vanishing race./ Driven up into the Northern Island by Japanese civilization, they still
retain many of their semi-barbarous customs” (Brodsky 1918). The scene shifts to
images of Shiraoi and the surrounding fields; as compared to earlier images of busy
ports and stations, the image is of a firmly rural location. After introducing the scenery, a
series of decontextualized images, loosely organized around the iyomante, begin.
Firstly, a new [text card] reads: “Ainus celebrating their yearly Bear Festival, at which,
after much ceremony, they strangle a pet bear.” A group of Ainu are then shown taking
a bear cub out of its cage. Seemingly, this [text card] implies that the next series of
decontextualized images correspond roughly to this activity: various moving images of
different individuals, including women and elders23, are accompanied by captions of
varying accuracy. The largely decontextualized images shift back to Ainu struggling to
remove the bear cub from its cage. A new [text card] reads: “The young bear which has
been brought up by hand for three years is led around several times during the feasting
and dancing.” The film shifts to show this activity: the bear cub is lead around a circle of
Ainu. The film then shows Ainu taking sake. The Ainu segment ends; Brodsky’s film,

While this short focuses on the bear, it is important to note that the depiction of women and elders in
this documentary short are implicitly racist, and grounded in early 20th century American perceptions of
the Ainu. The Ainu women are introduced relative to their husbands, and are described in reference to
their facial tattoos: “The husbands take no chance of a lost wedding ring. Every woman after marriage
has her mouth tattooed.” Similarly, the lingering shots of Ainu men drinking and enjoying sake employ
racist trends in American documentary film of not only the Ainu, but other Indigenous groups.
23
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once more accompanied by pleasant, sweeping piano, moves on to scenes of Beautiful
Japan: busting cityscapes, busy stations, scenic shrines, and geisha all occupy the rest
of Brodsky’s landscapes.
As Martín notes, Brodsky’s work, on the Ainu at least, is largely deceptive (Martín
2018a: 3). Most obviously, the bear cub is “visibly too young for ceremony and indeed
the ritual sacrifice24, which was the most important part of the festival, is not included in
the montage” (3). Despite Brodsky’s indication that the bear is three-years-old, the bear
is unlikely much older than one-year-old. Martín surmises that the “bear was probably
taken out of the cage just to be filmed before the camera” (3). The entire short, then, is
likely artificial in its entirety: it is an archival piece that advances an American idea of the
Ainu, as relative to “civilized Japan” (3). The fifteen minute film starts with scenes of
departure from urban spaces and, interrupted only by the roughly 3 minute “Ainu
interlude,” transitions into varied landscapes that celebrate the quaint modernity of
Japan. While Brodsky’s images of mainland Japan continue the orientalist exoticism
common in early 20th century documentaries, they are presented with a compassion,
elegance, and context the Ainu scenes are largely denied. Amidst Brodksy’s fantasia of
Japanese life, the Ainu serve as an interruption described, first and foremost, as “semibarbaric.” The Ainu function a comparison point against which viewers should judge the
following Japanese scenes.
Importantly, the bear cub and the (artificial) iyomante are at the center of this
juxtaposition. As with various documentaries detailing the iyomante, the camera lingers

Importantly, various Ainu scholars, including Chisato Dubreuil, resist the use of the term “sacrifice” in
descriptions of iyomante. It remains a commonly used term, particularly in Japanese and Englishlanguage work that is otherwise sensitive to Ainu history and culture.
24
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on the bear, demonstrating its struggle against its Ainu captors. Presented as
alternately comedic and violent, the brief segment uses the bear to suggest the
barbarity of the Ainu. In this early example, the progressive modernization of Japan is
communicated directly through the filming of the bear. The Ainu, in this film, are little
more than a strange, decontextualized people who engage in bear worship and
slaughter.
Clearly, all three genres-- the Ainu-e, travelogues, and documentary film-- all
advance colonial notions of Ainu culture and community. Relevant to this dissertation,
these narratives circle around representations of the bear, the iyomante, and the Ainu
humans mediating this exchange. These colonial narratives have had lasting impact on
scholastic work: in both academic and public circles, Ainu bear ceremonies became
popular sites of scholastic consumption. The sprawling public interest in the Ainu and
iyomante meant that projects studying these subjects were more likely to be fully funded
by national and international university. The public-academic obsession with Ainu
groups went so far as to include the Ainu in the infamous “living exhibits” of the 1904
World’s Fair (Starr 1904). This obsession, the “Ainu fever” predicated around the notion
that bear and Ainu were related, interchangeable beings, took hold throughout the pre
and post war periods. Unmistakably, it has had a series of impacts on contemporary
Ainu culture and perspectives. Before shifting to a discussion of the kibori kuma and
contemporary consumer markets, I will move into a discussion of this tension: the deep
ambivalence, among contemporary activist groups, that frames understandings of
iyomante and historical treatment of the Ainu.
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Notable Deviations
There are, however, some notable deviations in this pattern. Neil Gordon Munro
(1863-1942) and John Batchelor (1855-1944) were two European scholars committed to
sensitive ethnographic understanding of Ainu culture. In amidst the commercialization
and exotification of Ainu life, as well as the racist misrepresentations of Ainu in
academic works, Batchelor and Munro attempted to illuminate Ainu culture sensitively
and compassionately. While both were trained researchers, they were also both
activists and rallied against the Japanese government’s treatment of Ainu populations.
Batchelor and Munro not only criticized the Japanese government but dedicated their
lives to the preservation of Ainu culture and the betterment of Ainu lifeways. Both men
lived within Ainu communities and produced many of the seminal volumes of work, in
Japanese and English, on Ainu culture, history, language, and folklore; both men were
notable for working not only with Japanese collaborators but also with Ainu community
members. For the purpose of this dissertation, and commentary on ethnographic film, I
will focus primarily on Munro. That being said, Munro’s work should be considered
within the larger context of Batchelor’s research and activism in Ainu communities
(Batchelor 1892, 1894, 1901).
Neil Gordon Munro was a Scottish physician who traveled internationally until
settling in Yokohama, Japan; while in Yokohama, he worked at the Yokohama Juzen
Hospital, where he perfected his Japanese and cultivated an interest in Japanese
national politics. By 1930, Munro had moved to Hokkaido, researching and working
among the Ainu of Nibutani village. While living in Nibutani, Munro not only established
a clinic for care of Ainu patients, but worked diligently with both Ainu and Japanese
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individuals to develop an extensive body of research on Ainu material culture. He filmed
extensive documentary footage of Ainu lifeways—much of this footage was suggested
by Ainu community members, who organized specific events that Munro could film.
Munro was invested, however, not only in the research, but also in advancing Ainu
welfare. Like his contemporary Batchelor, Munro heavily criticized the Japanese
treatment of the Ainu: he was not only critical of the poverty in which Ainu lived, but,
more importantly, the broad systemic injustices enacted against Ainu people by the
Japanese government (Munro and Seligman 1996).
His ethnographic films were developed in this context. Munro, funded by a
Rockefeller Foundation grant, created a range of films detailing a myriad of Ainu rituals
(Centeno Martín 2018: 6). The most famous of these, which has been edited and
rereleased several times, was his 193625 film, “Bear Festival in Chikabumi near
Asahikawa-city.” This film depicted the bear festival from an ethnographic lens; as film
scholar Marcos Centeno Martín notes, it is not a beautifully shot film. Munro had no
formal film training and, therefore, presented “a clumsy montage that neglects basic
editing techniques” (9). This was, in part, a consequence of Munro’s larger goal within
his research: he was not interested in presenting an aesthetically pleasing film, but
instead in attempting to present a culturally relative depiction of Ainu life. As Centeno
Martín suggests, the film does not feel like a piece of educational entertainment, but
instead more like an academic essay: “Intertitles are replaced by long texts which
pervade the documentary and are only interrupted by short scenes which often last few

The dates on this film are approximate. Most likely, Munro filmed the footage in 1930 and, over the
course of the next six years, added various scenes to the footage. Based on Munro’s field notes,
however, the iyomante was filmed in 1930.
25
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seconds. However, unlike in previous film representations, Munro is not an intruder; he
enters the scene integrated as just one more aspect of the mise-en scène and explains
every single detail, providing graphs and drawings accompanied by specific terminology
and definitions” (9).
Munro, a trained physician and vocal ally of the Ainu people, wanted to buck
against previous trends in documentary filmmaking. As both Centeno Martín and B.Z.
Seligman argue Munro not only wanted to give a scientific account of Ainu life, but,
more precisely, “to show the world, and specifically the Japanese, that the Ainu were
not savages with absurd superstitions. His films were made to document and explain
the last vestiges of a fast vanishing culture; however, there was a political demand
inherent in these images, and he used all resources available to demonstrate that they
had a cultural heritage of their own that deserved to be known and preserved” (Centeno
Martín 2018: 8; Munro and Seligman 1996). The film, in its various iterations, reflects
this perspective: the emphasis is not on an imagined barbarism, but instead on the
cultural logic of the iyomante.

The Film
Centeno Martín does an extensive comparative analysis of the three releases of
the Munro films. The version I will analyze serves as a composite, edited in 1965, that
attempts to bring together Munro’s various ethnographic footage and original
ethnographic text. In this version, produced with the support of Tokyo Olympia Eigasha,
the largest difference is removal of Munro’s intertitles, which are replaced with an
English-language narration of the same text: this was an attempt to make the film more
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watchable for the average viewer. Additionally, although the narrative of the film is the
same, the editors added footage Munro had not been able to send to England prior to
the film’s original release (Centeno Martín 2018: 12). As Centeno Martín indicates,
these images “are mainly added to the first ten minutes and [include] a map in the
opening sequence, landscape of Saru River Valley, Ainu chise, traditional houses,
female tattoos, close-ups to Ainu children, a scene on women’s life, carrying water and
wood, a toddler, weaving, and men transporting trunks on horse carriages, canoes and
a water supply” (12). Beyond these changes, there are relatively few changes to the
overall structure of the original.
The narrative of the film is one that is meant to humanize the Ainu as people with
a distinct culture: the film presents various cultural activities as specific to the Ainu,
rather than as a strange, savage barbarity. The black-and-white film is comprised of a
series of ethnographic clips from an iyomante that Munro attended. Given Munro’s
friendship with the Ainu, and the clinic in Ainu territory that served community, Munro
was given special access to the ceremony. Like other ethnographic films on the Ainu,
strains of different Ainu folklore music play for its duration; however, the music is not
random, but instead unique to different parts of the iyomante.
Importantly, the film situates the iyomante within Ainu culture. The film starts with
a description of Hokkaido and Ainu history, nodding to the loss of Ainu culture because
of Japanese invasion. In keeping with ethnographic practices of the 1930s, the narration
describes the physical attributes of the Ainu, marking them as racially separate from the
Japanese; nevertheless, this discussion is brief and neutral—the Ainu are not described
as a subhuman class of people. The narration also mentions that, while Ainu may be
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racially distinct from the Japanese, they have culturally assimilated: “Nowadays, given
formal school education by the Japanese government, most Ainu live and think like
Japanese.” At first glance, this quote seems to deny Ainu their agency as a unique
group, but, at the time, it was an important reminder that the Ainu were not foreign
“others” but instead a part of the larger Japanese colonial system.
The film’s first half moves through the Ainu village Nibutani, describing various
facets of Ainu life. Munro is shown, briefly, with the Ainu, as are his Japanese
colleagues. Scenes of women, children, men, and livestock—all engaging in daily
routines—are presented, as are the changes in Ainu culture such as horse carts and
horse rearing. There is an emphasis on the dynamic nature of Ainu life, rather than an
imagined stasis extant in contemporaneous films.
After a general explanation of Ainu culture, the narration shifts to discussions of
animism, as well as the general structure of the iyomante. Before moving directly into
the iyomante, the narrator lengthily discusses Ainu animism, as well as the material
objects (particularly the nusa shrines) connected to this ontology. When the narration
shifts to the bear ceremony, descriptions of material objects used in the ceremony
accompany it: lingering shots of swords, lacquerware, and shaved inau occupy the
screen.
The music of a twanging mouth harp introduces the iyomante sequence. The
narrator introduces the “Bear Festival” with the important caveat: as the camera lingers
on men affixing plants to the bear nusa, the narrator states, “To the uninitiated observer,
[the ceremony] seems cruel and gruesome. But to the Ainu it is a merry annual outdoor
festival.” The narrator then goes into the logic behind the ceremony, emphasizing that
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the Ainu worship the bear, make use of its body, and see it as a gift from the bear deity.
This narration, which takes pain to contextualize the logic behind the actions, occurs
over scenes of ritual preparation: women pound millet, men pour sake, and the various
festival spaces are arranged. Everything, from the narration to the imagery, focuses on
the cultural elements rather than on the death of the bear. This starkly contrasts with
other media that emphasize the exoticized violence.
The actual death of the bear is relatively short: out of the twenty-six minute film,
roughly two are devoted to the ritual killing. Dancing Ainu men lead the bear cub out of
its cage. While the bear is noticeably agitated and scared, the narration emphasizes
that the Ainu music indicates a song that “reflects affection and concern” rather than
savagery or malintent. Before the killing of the bear, the camera emphasizes the sacred,
communal nature of the ceremony. The killing is announced by the narrator,
accompanied by an image of an archer: “Then comes the crucial part of the ritual—an
arrow shot into the sky to guide bear home.” The scene shifts to images of other archers
shooting the bear. The narrator solemnly states, “Arrows are then shot at the bear. His
time of parting from the earth are drawing near.”
While the film shows the bear’s death, it quickly shifts to images of a nusa. The
final strangulation of the bear, as well as the bear’s corpse are shown, but they are not
overly graphic. The violence itself is not mentioned, and the film moves into the next
stages of the ceremony. Dancing and praying are accompanied by shots of people
drinking sake and making ritual offerings at the nusa. The entire time, the narrator
discusses the logic behind these practices, and their deep importance to the Ainu. Most
importantly, the film shows the skinning and butchery of the dead bear. As the narrator
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mentions, “This part of the ceremony is usually performed in strict secrecy—because of
their friendship with Dr. Munro allowed him to film the scene only on this occasion.” By
showing this part, however, the film demonstrates just how much fur, fat, meat, and
bone come from a single juvenile animal. This is an important intervention: as in other
comparative examples (Yuan and Flad 2005; Legge and Robinson 2017; Schwartz
2017), the communal consumption of the entire animal has long been an important part
of the iyomante. The rest of the film, which flips between images of communal feasting,
further prayer, and final obeisance to the animal, emphasizes the societal importance of
the bear. In contrast to other media, this film focuses on how the Ainu use the bear and
understand the ceremony, rather than how barbaric or violent the act is.
It is important to note that Munro’s film is not without cinematic artifice. Since the
level of ethnographic detail was important to Munro, there was strategic theatricality in
the film’s production. In collaboration with Seitaro Kayano, Shigeru Kayano’s son,
Munro worked to create a scene that depicted the holistic expanse of Ainu life. Chiefly,
Centeno Martin notes that, “[t]he [filming of the] ceremony was conceived so
cinematically that the feast was shot in a chise, a Ainu traditional house, artificially
opened at the top… there is a photo in the Rekihaku (National Museum of Japanese
History) that shows a house with no thatch on its roof. This was probably done in order
to have enough natural light for shooting, since electricity hadn’t yet come to Nibutani.
This means that the iyomante took place in a sort of film set created for the occasion”
(Centeno Martino 2018: 13). Additionally, Ainu viewers of the film noted that some of the
women in the film had had tattoos artificially drawn on with black ink; this was likely
done to depict traditional tattooing of women—at the time of the filming, this was
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relatively uncommon because of assimilation policies (13-14). These examples
demonstrate that, while progressive compared to other filmmakers, Munro still located
the Ainu as exotic and anchored within traditional imaginaries. It is this last point from
which to depart.
Broadly speaking, Munro's ethnographic film was successful: it remains one of
the most well-known depictions of the iyomante and has circulated virally in international
academic circles. Moreover, it brought attention to and awareness of Ainu culture and
civil rights. Nevertheless, the film is specifically designed to capture the hearts and
minds of non-Ainu viewers. While the film is an important historical milestone in
scholarship of the Ainu, it nonetheless stoked the domestic and international fires of
“Ainu fever.” These ramifications continue today.

IV. Contemporary Perspectives
Many contemporary Ainu feel an ambivalence around the bear. During my time in
Sapporo and Hokkaido, conversations with activists and artists alike revealed that, to
indulge in bears was to potentially indulge in “Kankou Ainu” or “tourist Ainu” sensibilities.
A conversation with an Ainu colleague revealed some of this tension in depth.
I talked with SK, an Ainu activist and artist friend of mine.26 Sitting in a cafe in the
summer of 2017, we had been discussing archaeological work at Rebun Island. During
the conversation, I mentioned the participation of some Ainu community members, as
well as the aspects of the site relevant to Ainu people. As within many sites in Hokkaido,

Designated as SK. Recorded interview conducted in Sapporo, Hokkaido Summer 2017. The interview
was conducted primarily in Japanese, with shifts to English throughout the conversation. I have presented
this conversation in English, mostly for simplicity’s sake. Errors in translation and representation are my
own.
26
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the excavation team on Rebun Island was interested in exploring prehistoric transitions
to Ainu culture, or “the formation process of Ainu culture” (Sakaguchi 2007). I mentioned
to my friend that one of the patterns they had been examining was the potential ritual
deposit of animal bones; the treatment of the remains suggested not only ritual deposit,
but, moreover, that Okhotsk activities had some similarities with historical Ainu iyomante
deposits (Smale 2014: 58, 67-68; Utagawa 1999). SK, who had visited sites associated
with Ainu archaeology previously, nodded along with the conversation. Eventually,
however, they suddenly professed that, “everyone’s always interested in iyomante!”
While the proclamation was not angry, it was mildly frustrated. I asked SK to expound
on the conversation, mentioning it might be useful for my research. SK obliged:

ZAE (in Japanese): What do you think of the iyomante?
SK: Hmmm… that’s a hard question. Are you talking about the bear iyomante?
ZAE: Yes, though I’ve read there are [iyomante for animals other than bears].
SK: Yes, yes. In your archaeological work-- you found albatross and sea lions in
ritual formations?
ZAE: We did, though I’m not sure if [my colleagues] are completely confident
those are rituals. I know that they are excited about the prospect, however.
SK: (SK laughs.) People are always interested in iyomante.
ZAE: You think so?
SK: Yes. All the tourists want to come see [iyomante performances] at the
[various Ainu ethnic] museums.
ZAE: They come to see the iyomante at museums?
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SK: Yes. Even if it’s not the actual ceremony, because that’s not really something
we do anymore, they like to come see theatrical performances of iyomante songs
and dances. The rimses, you know?
ZAE: What do you think of that?
SK: It’s a hard question, isn’t it? I have friends who, you know, think it’s bad.
They think we’re like a-- (SK switches to English.) In English, you would call it a
‘circus,’ I think.
ZAE (in English): A circus? How do you mean?
SK (in Japanese): Some of my friends think that it’s like, you know, Ainu are on
display. And they think people come to see us perform things like… circus
performers, I guess.
ZAE (in Japanese): What do you think of that?
SK: I don’t think they’re wrong-- not completely, at least. Sometimes I look at the
iyomante, and think, ‘That used to be a special thing for the Ainu. That used to be
an Ainu ceremony. Now it’s for non-Ainu.’ It feels wrong, sometimes.
ZAE: How does it feel wrong?
SK: Well, it feels like it should be ours, but also… I don’t know. So many nonAinu watch it and pay to watch it. Can it really ever be ours again? I don’t think
so.
ZAE: How do you feel about that?
SK: I’m not angry like my friends. (SK switches into English.) Ethnotourism is
important for Indigenous communities, I think. It teaches people who we are, and
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what we do… or used to do, I guess. It teaches people that we are still around.
But still… we are more than iyomante, you know?
ZAE (in English): Yes, I think about that alot. I wonder how other Indigenous
people, um, think about non-Indigenous people participating in their sacred
spaces?
SK (in Japanese): But you’re like me, you know-- an academic. We live in two
worlds. We think education is the right answer, but we also know that… I don’t
know. We also know that that sort of thing is wrong. (SK laughs again.) You
asked me about iyomante though, huh?
ZAE (in Japanese): This is a really helpful conversation!
SK: I am proud of iyomante. It’s something we remember and will still perform it,
you know? It’s legal, even if it’s done differently. But also, it’s something that has
changed. Iyomante is how people think of the Ainu-- they think of us as, I don’t
know, people always doing iyomante. People always stuck in the same circle,
doing the same rituals over and over again. We’re more than iyomante. We’re
more than bears.
(Transcribed from Recorded Interview, August 2017)

At the time, multiple parts of this conversation not only resonated with my own
subjectivity as Native scholar, but, additionally, articulated some of the tensions evident
in Ainu culture. First and foremost, SK confirmed that, while iyomante remains a sacred
Ainu practice, it has greatly shifted in form, meaning and worth. Iyomante performances
are an undeniable part of the ethnic tourism of Hokkaido (Cheung 1996, 2003; Kimura
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2017; Renner 2012; Sjoberg 2013). While these performances are a point around which
Ainu identity and cultural revitalization can center, they are also a heavily consumed
cultural practice. While contemporary, urban Ainu, like SK, may be proud of the cultural
longevity of iyomante, many are simultaneously uneasy that Ainu culture is a)
commoditized into a tourist performance, and b) generalized as representative of all
Ainu culture. SK mentioned, “Iyomante is how people think of the Ainu-- they think of us
as… People always stuck in the same circle, doing the same rituals over and over
again. We’re more than iyomante. We’re more than bears.” This frustration expresses
something common in global Indigenous communities: Indigenous people, when they
invite non-Indigenous people to witness different sacred rites, become understood as
synonymous with that activity.
At the cafe, I continued the conversation with SK. I was interested in not just the
perception of iyomante, but also bears:

ZAE (in Japanese): So, can you talk a little more about bears? (ZAE refers to her
notes.) You mention that, ‘we’re more than bears.’ What do you mean by that?
SK: As I said, it’s difficult. Bears, especially to contemporary Ainu, are an
important representation of our culture. They’ve lasted a long time. They’re our
connection to our history, but also they are a modern way for us to represent
ourselves. Do you know what I mean?
ZAE: I think so. Do you mean that, because they’re so important in a historical
sense that they are important to modern Ainu ideas of identity?
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SK: Yes. And they are economically important for Ainu people who want to
maintain traditions. Because of, you know, kibori kuma and iyomante things.
ZAE: I understand.
SK: Well, all the same: people are obsessed with iyomante, and I think that it’s
because, in iyomante, there is a bear, and that bear is killed-- even if, in most
modern performances, no bear dies, people think of killing the bear. That’s
interesting, isn’t it? It’s human nature to be interested in such a thing... Anyways,
when people watch iyomante, I sometimes don’t think they are seeing Ainu. I
think they are seeing bears. And in their minds, you know, Ainu and bears
become the same thing. (SK pauses for a few moments.) It’s not just that maybe
they see us as animals-- that’s sort of old news in Indigenous circles, no? It’s
more that… well, they think that Ainu people are no more than bears. That
makes me… I don’t know. It makes my friends angry, but it makes me sort of
sad.
(Transcribed from Recorded Interview, August 2017)

This conversation with SK elucidated some of the anxieties I had felt while
exploring Ainu culture. While iyomante, and bears, are important facets of Ainu cultural
and contemporary cultural expression, they are over-represented in literature.
Moreover, and more important to a general audience, they are hugely over-represented
in the contemporary Japanese commercial market. Within the Japanese commercial
market, images of bears, often evocative of kibori kuma, proliferate in tourist spaces.
Within this context, bears and Ainu become interchangeable emblems of one another.
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The global fixation on the bear is perhaps best represented by the kibori kuma, or
“wood-carved bear.” Alternately called “tourist bears," “Ainu bears," and “crawling
bears,” the kibori kuma are one of the objects most frequently identified as Ainu
handicrafts. As I will discuss in more depth in the next chapter, kibori kuma exist in
abundance in Hokkaido tourist markets. In both “traditional" wooden and contemporary
plastic forms, they are one of the most readily available Hokkaido souvenirs. They are
frequently marketed as “traditional Ainu handicrafts,” and have long typified the viability
of Indigenous handicrafts in Japanese markets. While, in these contemporary arenas,
the kibori kuma objects are visually indicative of Ainu culture, the history of the object is
somewhat more nuanced.

V. Tourism in Hokkaido and the Kibori Kuma
Imperial Tourism on Hokkaido Island
In order to understand the history of the kibori kuma, and the explosive
development of the Ainu tourist industry, it is essential to interrogate the history of
tourism within Hokkaido. In Chapter Two, I fully detailed the assimilation policies that
destabilized Ainu communities; I will revisit these with specific attention to the tourist
industry. A combination of factors, including the consequence of assimilation policies
and newfound Japanese interest in the Ainu, resulted in a rapidly adopted tourist
industry; this tourist industry orbited around the commercialization of Ainu identity and
ideas.
After the Meiji Restoration (1868), Japanese assimilation policies completely
destabilized Ainu relationships with the ecosystem: Meiji strictures on Ainu behavior
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(such as hunting, fishing, and plant exploitation) along with forced relocation of Ainu to
inhospitable territories made historical subsistence methods largely impossible
(Ohtsuka 1999: 92). As a consequence of these assimilation policies, Ainu individuals
were forced to engage in a range of industries to supplement the lost income (Dubreuil
2002: 7). These industries included Japanese fishing, wet rice agriculture, and new
forms of ethnic tourism. This ethnic tourism, which included performance of dances and
re-enactments of Ainu rites, served to entertain Japanese mainlanders newly obsessed
with the Ainu.
During the Meiji period, Hokkaido was an object of imperial fascination. The
newly named island, and by extension the Ainu who inhabited the island, entered the
mainland Japanese consciousness: the expanded empire was a foreign, exotic
wilderness that stood in stark contrast to the mainland (Ohtsuka 1999). The Hokkaido
dreamscape was born, and Japanese mainlanders wanted tangible souvenirs of the
newly accessible space. Responding to a destabilized economy and new commercial
prospects, Ainu communities, encouraged by the Japanese government, turned to the
craft and tourism industry (Ohtsuka 1999; Dubreuil 2002).
As Kazuyoshi Ohtsuka suggests, the Hokkaido tourist industry boomed as a
consequence of the Russo-Japanese war (1904-1905): the conflict encouraged the
Japanese government to stabilize and advertise Japan’s borders (Ohtsuka 1999: 92).
Moreover, the Russo-Japanese war demonstrated Japan’s significance on the global
stage; Japan’s prominence reinvigorated international interest in Japan-- the
archipelago was no longer merely an Orientalized curiosity, but a potential player in
international conflict. Within Japan, this encouraged the development of discretely
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Japanese tourist destinations and locations: Hokkaido, as a “conquered territory,”
served as a useful destination that advertised the domestic colonial power of the
Japanese government. As Americans had colonized their “Western frontier,” so too had
the Japanese colonized the far north. Hokkaido, and the Ainu, were convenient objects
of the international colonial gaze.
To tourists visiting Hokkaido, Ainu individuals readily became parts of an
imagined Hokkaido landscape. As Ohtsuka writes, “the Ainu began to play an
indispensable role in the ‘scenery’ of Hokkaido… Large numbers of illustrations and
postcards illustrating Ainu manners and customs were sold, and woodblock prints, and
photographs began to appear as the first stage in the commercialized promotion of Ainu
culture. Typically, when members of the imperial family and other high officials visited
Hokkaido on inspection trips, their schedules included visits to Ainu areas, and these
regions gradually began to be seen as tourist attractions” (Ohtsuka 1999: 92). In the
larger colonial project of the Hokkaido and Japanese governments, the Ainu were an
instrumental demonstration of the “strange peoples and places” the Japanese
government had colonized. Through commercialization of Ainu culture, a distinct
Hokkaido regional identity, within a larger Japanese national self, was developed. This
phenomenon will be explored more fully in the following chapter.
Japanese and Ainu inhabitants of Hokkaido equally sought to enter the newly
formed tourism industry: the commercialization of the “wild north” was lucrative,
convenient, and novel. For Ainu communities, new economic strategies were essential
in the face of colonial policies: from a purely pragmatic standpoint, the loss of historical
economic strategies demanded that individuals adapt to new opportunities; furthermore,
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tourist activities enabled Ainu to continue to participate in sanitized versions of
prohibited rites, such as iyomante rimses (iyomante dances) (Dubreuil 1999). Ainu
individuals, encouraged by Japanese settler-colonizers, engaged in the fledgling
tourism markets that had developed earlier in Ainu-Japanese history. One of the most
popular of these markets was the development of what Chisato Dubreuil terms woodcarved “secular art” (Dubreuil 1999, 2002). Among these carved wooden items, the
most emblematic was the wood-carved bear, or kibori kuma (Dubreuil 2002, 2004).

A Partial History of the Kibori Kuma

Figure 3.3: Three kibori kuma from the Smithsonian Institution Romyn Hitchcock
collection. While these bears are advertised as “mother and cubs,” they are more
likely three figurines meant to be sold separately. The larger “mother” bear is likely
made by a different artist than the one who created the two smaller bears. All three
figurines are typical of early 20th century Ainu carving. (Image by Author, Object
courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution National Anthropological Archives)
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The kibori no kuma (wood-carved bear), also called the kumagori or the kibori
kuma, is in many ways the physical manifestation of Hokkaido's colonial history. The
kibori kuma crystallizes the history previously discussed: it is an object co-created by
the Ainu and Japanese and produced for both Japanese and international commercial
markets. It is, simultaneously, an object imagined as representative of the “traditional"
and “primitive" culture of the Ainu, as well as an object indicative of the wider reach of
imperial Japanese policies. As discussed, the kibori kuma is perhaps one of the most
distinctive of Ainu handicrafts. Even today, the kibori kuma takes a general form that is
familiar to most who have visited Hokkaido: most commonly, following the tradition of
early 19th century carvers, the bear is shown walking four-legged, a salmon in its
mouth. The carving techniques used to shape the bear are distinctive: the thick fur of
the bear is imitated by roughly chopped wood, which gives a look of winding movement
to the figurine; the distinctive cuts are made with a makiri, or all-purpose knife. While the
four-legged, fish-eating kibori kuma is generally considered the historical standard, the
kibori kuma now takes a variety of forms.
In Hokkaido, the kibori kuma is ubiquitous, as both a purchasable object and as a
cultural icon. Subway kiosks, department stores, tourist outlets, and museum gift shops
all sell variations on the bear. In higher end stores, regionally famous Ainu artisans
make and sell “authentic Ainu bears"; a range of non-Ainu carvers, some who work with
and learn from Ainu artists and some who do not27, similarly sell imitations of AinuIn talking with Ainu artists, this was a matter of general ambivalence. In general, I found that older
artists were indifferent to the Japanese carvers—many indicated that early Ainu carving techniques were
a result of cultural exchange with Japanese master carvers, albeit born of colonial pressures. Many
younger artists, however, citing global discussions of cultural appropriation, were critical of Japanese
artists profiting from Ainu historical handicrafts, particularly if said artists did not collaborate with Ainu
carvers. This is a complex issue and the relationship between Ainu and non-Ainu carvers is worthy of
further study.
27
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produced kibori kuma. For tourists to Hokkaido, a plethora of anime and manga
characters-- including Sanrio’s Kitty-chan and Shogakukan's Doraemon-- are dressed
up as kibori kuma and sold as regionally specific netsuke. Variations on the kibori kuma,
as well as on the ezoguma itself, serve as mascots for restaurants, schools, bus
stations, and amusement parks.
One of the regional hagaki is a
cute and cartoonish rendering of
the kibori kuma. As I have
discussed, the bear is
inextricably connected to the
Ainu. The prevalence of the
kibori kuma in Hokkaido
commercial spaces suggests
not only that the bear is

Figure 4.4: Kyarii Kumya Kumya, a play on the
name and look of the Japanese pop idol Kyarii
Pamyu Pamyu

synonymous with Hokkaido, but, encompassed within that connection, Hokkaido is also
synonymous with the Ainu. How does one make sense of this, given the colonial history
of Hokkaido, and the colonization of the Ainu? What does it mean for a colonizing
population to co-opt an Indigenous image within its own production of regional identity?
To answer this question, it is important to first start with the history of the kibori kuma
itself.
The kibori kuma is frequently referred to as the ainu no kuma or “Ainu bear.” This
name indicates its connection to Ainu culture: commonly, the kibori kuma is considered
a uniquely Ainu creation. The object’s rather vague history, however, is somewhat more
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complicated. While the kibori kuma is generally thought of as an Ainu object, its origin is
at least partially European.
The history of the kibori kuma is contested, and not easily entangled from
competing agendas. As Chisato Dubreuil notes, the dominant and best accepted history
indicates a Euro-Japanese origin point (Dubreuil 1999: 268). While this history is
partially factual, it prioritizes Japanese innovation over Ainu agency; it also emphasizes
the Japanese as progressive benefactors who adopted European practices to save the
Ainu. While the colonial agenda of the Japanese had significant impact on Ainu objects
and commodity trade, a singularly Euro-Japanese origin of the kibori kuma should be
considered within the context of colonial history. Historically, Japanese textbooks,
literature, and other publications have sanitized Japanese colonization, and obfuscated
Ainu agency (Cheung 2003). Consequently, when mainstream narratives of Ainu culture
emphasize Japanese introduction of technologies, they should be understood as
grounded within colonial histories that emphasize Japanese supremacy over the Ainu.
The following history of the kibori kuma, accepted by some Ainu and non-Ainu scholars,
is one of these narratives.
Prominent scholars of the Ainu indicate a European origin of the kibori kuma. As
various artifact specialists have noted, the kibori kuma looks loosely like the bear
carvings sold near the Black Forest in Germany and out of Switzerland (Ohtsuka 1999).
These similarities are not coincidental: many scholars posit that the inspiration for the
kibori kuma originated from Yoshichika Tokugawa’s early 20th century European tour.
According to Japanese records, during this trip (1921-1922), Tokugawa, the head of the
Owari province in Hokkaido, visited Bern, Switzerland; while visiting a shop, he chanced
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upon a bear figurine that he found charming. Allegedly, Tokugawa took the object back
to Hokkaido, and suggested to Ainu carvers that they produce similar carvings,
seemingly to bolster the burgeoning handicrafts industry. One of the most prominent
scholars on the history of the kibori kuma, Kazuyoshi Ohtsuka, presents an echo of this
history:
In 1922 Yoshichika Tokugawa, who was a descendant of the Tokugawa family in
Obihiro and ran a large farm in Yakumo on the Oshima Peninsula, traveled to
Europe and discovered Swiss farmers making bear carving for sale to tourists as
a means of supplementing the meager earning from their crops. He brought
some samples home to Japan and encouraged Ainu farmers to begin carving
bears during the winter. The idea took root, with the bear seen as an appropriate
way to represent Hokkaido’s abundant nature, and the production of bears as
tourist souvenirs became part of the Ainu seasonal calendar.
(Ohtsuka 1999: 93)

Ohtsuka’s history emphasizes Japanese innovation, as well as the benevolent role
Japanese officials played in Ainu life. Though grounded in some historical fact, this
narrative nevertheless downplays the agency of the Ainu, as well as the history of
woodcarving (inuye) in Ainu groups.
Chisato Dubreuil, in response to Ohtsuka, provides the common criticism of this
history: “The origin of commercial Ainu bear carving has been a matter of dispute that
requires further study. Some ([Ohtsuka 1999]) claim that is was stimulated by examples
of bear carvings that Japanese farmers in Yakumo, Hokkaido brought home from
Europe to show Ainu carvers; others claim that it began independently among the Ainu
of the Asahikawa region” (Dubreuil 1999: 268). This history indicates that Ainu artisans
developed the initial form of the kibori kuma from earlier Ainu art pieces, notably the
bear heads carved into ikapasuy and mounted onto sapaunpe (Figure 4.3). As is clear
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by looking at these objects, which predate the 20th century, the common form of the
kibori kuma resembles the general aesthetics of earlier Ainu carving. All the same,
however, the kibori kuma obviously mirrors European carvings of bears. The dilemma of
the kibori kuma, and to whom its origin belongs, rages on.

Figure 4.5: Detail of sapaunpe, a headdress worn by Ainu men for various purposes
including iyomante ceremonies. The small bear head is carved of wood, and closely
resembles early Ainu kibori kuma carvings. The object was likely made in the 19th
century and was purchased in 1888 as part of the Romyn Hitchcock collection. Personal
photograph. (Image by Author, Object courtesy of the Smithsonian Institution National
Anthropological Archives)

With these opposing narratives in mind, I argue that we reconsider the theoretical
lens through which we understand the kibori kuma. Locating a single origin-- Japanese,
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European, or Ainu-- is perhaps not only impossible, but essentialist (Liebmann 2008:
73). It is more useful, I argue, to reject a singular origin of the kibori kuma, and, instead,
consider it as an object of cultural hybridity.

The Kibori Kuma as Hybrid Object
However problematically, a variety of anthropologists have employed hybridity to
a range of cultural topics. I specifically use Matthew Liebmann’s application of hybridity
to material objects in Indigenous contexts. Liebmann’s work, which emphasizes the
complexities of Indigenous and settler histories, provides a useful framework for reexamining the kibori kuma. Liebmann presents the following as the most straightforward
definition of hybridity: “the combination and modification of elements from two or more
different social groups in ways that challenge preexisting power relations” (Liebmann
2015: 5). The renegotiation of power relationships, between colonized populations and
colonizers, is integral to this definition. Liebmann emphasizes that, “[w]hereas
syncretism, creolization, and mestizaje celebrate the creative, generative energy of
cultural mixture, hybridity shines a light on the subversive, counterhegemonic
discourses inherent in mixed forms. At the same time, while colonial bricolage envisions
colonized citizens as hapless victims condemned to reinscribe their own subjugation,
hybridity emphasizes the agency of subalterns” (Liebmann 2013:41). Hybrid objects
introduce complications to narratives that simplify Indigenous life after colonization: they
suggest that hybridity “is not predicated on the idea of the disappearance of previous
cultural formations but, rather, on their continual and mutual development” (Liebmann
2008: 87)-- hybridity, following these arguments, rejects cultures as “bounded wholes”
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(85), and instead emphasizes the dynamism and recursive interactions cultural groups
have with one another.
When the kibori kuma is regarded as a hybrid object, following Liebmann’s
discussion, it becomes not only more dynamic, but more representative of its history
within Japanese-Ainu communities. The kibori kuma exists along three different social
axes; these axes define the complicated web of power dynamics within and outside of
19th century Japan. Firstly, the kibori kuma exists as an Ainu object, evocative of earlier
sacred carving aesthetics and forms; within this context, it also exists as an Ainu
response to economic destabilization and the introduction of European and Japanese
consumer tastes. Secondly, the kibori kuma is further representative of European bear
carvings, and the circulation of folk art in Europe; within this arena, it is an indication of
Japan’s growing fascination with Europe, and consequent entrance onto the global
stage. Finally, the kibori kuma, as negotiated by Japanese officials, is indicative of the
Japanese presence in both Ainu and European communities; while the Ainu were
negotiating expectation from settlers on Ainu territory, the Japanese were reconfiguring
their relationships within European politics-- introducing objects to colonial subjects, the
Ainu, allowed Japanese officials to express a fluency not only in European aesthetics,
but in subjugation of colonial subjects through European intervention. The kibori kuma,
as a hybrid object, presents multiple renegotiations of power dynamics: it is,
simultaneously, an object influenced by Indigenous religious imagery and aesthetics, as
well as Japanese mediations of European folk art and commercial interests. Following
these networks, I argue that the kibori kuma is best thought of as a hybrid object that
indicates both Japanese and Ainu response to the settler colonial context of Hokkaido.
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In all of these mediations, as I will discuss further below, there exists Liebmann’s
“profound ambivalence” between the negotiators (Liebmann 2013: 31). For the duration
of the rest of this chapter, I will focus on this ambivalence, and its ramifications of the
history of the object.

Taboo and Rupture
The kibori kuma indicates a moment of rupture in Ainu history: the carving of the
kibori kuma, by Ainu individuals, serves as a breaking point with earlier Ainu religious
practices. As Dubreuil notes, carving directly representational images for casual use
was a violation of Ainu religious strictures: “To provide for their families, Ainu men were
forced to abandon that part of their religion that forbade depicting life forms of the gods
(kamuy) in secular art. Already accomplished wood-carvers of ceremonial works and
secular items such as plates, bowls, and spoons, they turned to carving effigies of their
gods, especially bear and salmon, for sale to a growing tourist art market in Hokkaido”
(Dubreuil 2002: 7). Prior to the late 19th century, the Ainu did not produce directly
representative art for casual use (Toshimitsu 1998: 28-29; Dubreuil 2004: 9-10). This
was because of cultural taboo against casual depictions of the things of daily life: “While
there are many [Ainu] objects of material culture in museums around the world, they tell
us little of the day-to-day life of the Ainu. For example, their religion, a complex form of
animism, forbade the reproduction in any form of any living thing, animal or vegetable,
or any natural phenomenon such as wind, rain, or snow. They believed evil gods, wen
kamuy, would enter the depiction and cause great harm. While there was one exception
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to the rule—representative art could adorn ceremonial objects such as the ikupasuy, the
sacred prayer-stick—it shed little light on the traditional lifestyle.” (Dubreuil 2004: 10)
Historically, Ainu men engaged with woodworking and carving (inuye) as an
extension and expression of spiritual ontologies. Dubreuil, one of the few Ainu scholars
who has published extensively on inuye, writes “Ainu men’s creative energy seems to
have been culturally directed into… woodworking. They had at least three intentions: to
carve with a singular and absolute spiritual purpose; to combine spiritual and artistic
purpose in their actions, to embrace the dual intent of utility and beauty… They believed
that if you carved an object with devotion, it would have a spirit of its own” (Dubreuil
1999: 295) Woodcarving, then, existed as a religious practice connected to an Ainu
individual’s relationship with his own spirituality and god. As in women’s embroidery of
garments, Ainu men’s intention in carving certain objects was a private mediation
between their internal aesthetics and designs that would please the gods. While these
designs were culturally informed, they were individual to each individual.
Producing directly representational carving, however, was not common.
Representational carving-- that is, arts that showed anatomical representations of
animals or people-- was limited to certain sacred objects, such as the sapaunpe (Image
Three) and the ikapasuy (Image Four). The creation of the kibori kuma-- a directly
representational object sold for casual use-- serves as a break with this history.
Moreover, it represents a shift in Ainu perspectives on cultural norms in the face of
colonial policies. Chisato Dubreuil, in interview, presented one of the most radical
understandings of how this rupture occurred. Responding to an interviewer asking on
Ainu aesthetics, Dubreuil presented a commentary on the history of the kibori kuma:
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...all Ainu art was made to please the gods (kamuy), but the art could never be
made in the image of any of the spiritual gods except for special ceremonial
items. /If that’s the case why do we see the ubiquitous Ainu carved bear, the god
of the mountains, kimun-kamuy, wherever tourist items are sold? After we lost
the wars of the 19th century, the Japanese outlawed fishing and hunting, our
main source of food, and many Ainu starved to death. By 1900, our traditional
way of life, based on hunting and fishing, was mostly gone. Unique to our beliefs
is our relationships with kamuy, if we believe that we have been wronged, we can
petition, or even argue with the gods for change. In this case we petitioned the
gods through private prayer that we be allowed to change the dogma against
making images in the form of gods. We desperately needed to enter the market,
and gradually the ‘Ainu bear’ and other animal gods, especially the salmon,
kamuy-chep (god’s fish) were carved and offered for sale. Of course, we
continue to carve kamuy figures on our most sacred ceremonial item, the
ikupasuy, our prayer-sticks, which enable us to communicate directly with the
gods.
(Dubreuil 2007: 7)

Dubreuil’s comments indicate the fundamental ambivalence Ainu communities faced
during colonization: Japanese policies not only prohibited older cultural practices, but
necessitated that, in order for Ainu communities to survive, they break cultural taboos.
Dubreuil also, however, introduces that, within the Ainu cosmology, negotiation with the
gods allows Ainu to engage in new markets, and renegotiate colonial power dynamics.
The kibori kuma may very well, at least partially, originate in European-Japanese
exchange; nevertheless, it is equally situated in Ainu renegotiations of unequal power
dynamics, and new understandings of “Ainu-ness” within these dynamics.

VI. Conclusion: The Story So Far
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The ambivalence surrounding the kibori kuma was likely in part because of its
economic viability: like the Lakota star quilts (Liebmann 2008) and Hopi kachina dolls
(2015) that Matthew Liebmann examines, the kibori kuma rapidly became ways to
establish Ainu expertise and significance in a rapidly changing colonial market. The
development of the kibori kuma industry lead to an object-specific tourist industry
orbiting around the production and exhibition of these objects. The production and
marketing of these bears lead to permanent Ainu tourist destinations, or “Ainu kotan”
(Ohtsuka 1999: 94). In addition to buying Ainu objects, such as the kibori kuma, at Ainu
kotan, tourists could watch performances of iyomante rimses and other Ainu
ceremonies. These same Ainu kotan exist today; they are, equally, testament to colonial
history as well as Indigenous resilience and adaptation in the face of colonial policies.
From this tourist industry emerged powerful Ainu cultural influencers. Umetaro
Matsui, of the Chikabumi Ainu, is perhaps the most famous: Matsui was a hugely
celebrated artisan; he produced, relative to his peers, lifelike bears influenced by his
youth spent tracking and hunting bears in the wilds (Dubreuil 1999: 338). Matsui’s
prominence as an artist captured the interest of the Japanese government. In 1933, the
Hokkaido Prefectural Office sponsored an Ainu Art Craft Exposition; at this exposition
Matsui received a special exhibition and commendation (Dubreuil 1999: 338). When
Emperor Hirohito visited Hokkaido on a 1936 imperial tour, Matsui was tasked with
carving a bear for presentation to the emperor (338). As Dubreuil notes, this imperial
attention not only made Matsui into a regional celebrity, but hugely popularized
Chikabumi Ainu carving within Japan (338). Throughout the 1930s, more attention was
paid to Chikabumi Ainu artisans, and they received increased funding and support. Most
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notably, the master sculptor Kensei Kato visited Hokkaido; the purpose of this visit was
to provide a master class to Ainu carvers on both “production and marketing” of
sculpture (Dubreuil 1999:338). The meteoric rise of Ainu carving as a national tourist
market continued: while World War II resulted in decreased tourist attention, the postwar Occupation resulted in the development of producing objects for American
occupying forces (Dubreuil 1999; Ohtsuka 1982). Most of these objects included bear
designs; kibori kuma, along with the nipopo dolls of Ainu couples, were
disproportionately popular. The “Ainu fever” of the late 19th century, now caught by
Occupation Americans, continued.
It would be easy, and overly simplistic, to locate the kibori kuma as an object of
Japanese fascination forced onto Ainu mediators. It would be equally simplistic to
categorize the kibori kuma as an object of purely Ainu invention. Instead, it is a material
formulated within a complex series of events and values: its shape, that of a bear,
serves as a material testament to the colonial history of the Ainu, and the ramifications
of that history on Ainu art and aesthetics. Borrowing from Liebmann’s discussion of
hybridity, the kibori kuma is a material indicator of change and resistance: it is,
ultimately, an Ainu meditation on and continuation of historical practices and ideals. All
the same, it is a co-curated Ainu-Japanese object that represents the conceptualization
of Ainu identity within the Japanese consciousness. As I will investigate in the next
chapter, the kibori kuma and the bear exist as a signifier of a complex network of
colonial interactions: the bear, as made manifest in the object, is a charismatic
megafauna subsumed into an emblem of Indigeneity within the Japanese nation state; it
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is, moreover, an object that shows how these negotiations manifest in the contemporary
material record.
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Chapter 5

Gods as Keychains: Kibori kuma Omiyage in Hokkaido

“Bananas and Bears”
For rail passengers arriving to Sapporo from the airport in Shin Chitose, the
railway gates empty into a calm, central plaza. Like most stations in major Japanese
cities, the central plaza of Sapporo-eki (Sapporo Station) both welcomes and orients
travelers to the city itself. A tourist information center, public transportation maps, and
taxi signs all greet visitors with a firmly logistical practicality. Beyond these pragmatic
introductions to the city, however, a hoard of omiyage and associated advertising also
exists: stacks of neatly ordered kiosks, late night konbini, and pop-up food vendors
invite tourists to partake in the regional marketing of the city.

During one of my first trips to Sapporo, I arrived, as many do, at the central
Sapporo-eki plaza. I was tired, thirsty, and vaguely restless: as someone who had
travelled in Japanese cities multiple times, I walked swiftly to one of the nearest kiosks,
hoping for a drink and a shrink-wrapped onigiri. I milled around, my gaze wandering
over brightly colored water bottles and an improbably varied assortment of gummy
candies. Perhaps hoping to reconcile my bout of indecision, I decided to peruse the
small shelf of Sapporo omiyage.
Importantly, I had, at that time, just left Tokyo. While in Tokyo, I had been
intrigued by the pervasive Tokyo Banana merchandise. The Tokyo Banana, since its
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release by GRAPESTONE CO.LTD.28 in 1991, has
been something of a tourist phenomenon in Japan.
The item itself is relatively straightforward: the
original “Tokyo Banana Mitsuketta” is a bananashaped sponge cake, filled with a mild banana
creme. More recent “species” of Tokyo Banana
pastries (as they are marketed) follow the original
Figure 5.1: A particularly fabulous
Tokyo Banana that is the author’s
personal favorite

design but include a wider array of fillings and
decorations. (Variations aside, bananas, whether

decorated with hearts or leopard spots, remain the constant variable.) The selfproclaimed “No. 1 Japanese Souvenir,” the Tokyo Banana is a miyagegashi, or
“souvenir sweet”: miyagegashi are sweets marketed to tourists as foodstuff souvenirs of
a specific region. While the Tokyo Banana
is available all-over Japan, it is particularly
associated with Tokyo, and, more exactly,
Tokyo’s cosmopolitan urban center:
indeed, the Tokyo Banana, as a tourist
souvenir, is easiest to find in the Haneda
airport shopping center.
Figure 5.2: A Hokkaido regional
miyagegashi that is a strawberry
flavored cookie, advertised by a bear

While the Tokyo Banana was one
among thousands of regional Tokyo

omiyage I encountered, it struck me, during that trip, as an indelible part of Tokyo’s self-

28

[株式会社グレープストーン] Established in 1978.
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constructed “urban chic.” In konbini and kiosks, boxes of Tokyo Banana confections and
associated merchandise stood as thoughtful, inexpensive gifts to commemorate days
(or perhaps mere hours) spent in Tokyo. Having never been in Sapporo, I wondered
what, if any, object would be used to represent the city’s character. A few days later,
standing in a Sapporo-eki konbini and dully contemplating cosmopolitan banana
pastries, I saw my first bear.
While wild brown bears have been reported to wander into Hokkaido cities and
suburbs, this particular bear was a keychain. Sculpted of plastic in a vaguely realistic
style, the muted brown bear held, in its tiny mouth, a silver salmon. The price tag affixed
to the bear read, in both English and Japanese, “The Fearsome Wild Ezo Higuma29 of
Hokkaido!” Emblazoned several more times, in both Japanese and English, was the
word “Hokkaido.” Gradually, I realized the plastic keychain was a reproduction of a
kibori kuma. I turned the object over in my hand: on the bear’s belly was stamped, in
English, “MADE IN CHINA.” I blinked a few
times.
As my gaze shifted from focusing on the
single bear; I realized quickly that the shelf was
filled with different kibori kuma inspired objects.
Bear-shaped hand towels, pencil cases,
folders, socks, and countless cellphone straps
occupied the kiosk shelves; some seemed to
be direct copies of traditional kibori kuma, while

29

Ezo brown bear, Ursus arctos yesoensis
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Figure 4.3: A hyper kawaii bear and
salmon keychain

many others were hyper kawaii abstractions. As I would find out over the next few
weeks, these omiyage-offspring kibori kuma, ranging in form from postcards to novelty
toilet paper, were one of the single greatest constants in Sapporo tourism. Tokyo had its
bananas, Sapporo its bears.

I.

Introduction
Thousands of souvenir bears populate the stores of Sapporo and its suburbs. At

first glance, especially to an outsider, this miniscule army is equally absurd and
adorable: the omiyage are designed to be comedic and charming emblems of Hokkaido
itself. These ursine emblems, however, also serve as manifestations of themes in
Hokkaido and Ainu history: the bears, modeled after kibori kuma handicrafts, act as
material testaments to the intersection of Hokkaido regionalism, Japanese nationalism,
tourism, and Ainu Indigeneity.
In this
chapter, I will
present first a
discussion of these
themes. I will then
use these themes
to describe and
analyze some of
the common kuma
omiyage found in

Figure 5.4: In this collection, a range of miniature plastic bears
serve as iterations of the classic kibori kuma. The bears are
shown holding in their mouths melon, corn, and other regional
products of Hokkaido.
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Sapporo. I will examine specifically how these souvenir objects are part of a larger
colonial narrative wherein a specific Hokkaido regional identity is communicated through
appropriation of Indigenous imagery, and how this regional identity is woven into a
larger conception of the nation of Japan itself. Finally, I will explore what this suggests
about Indigeneity and the consumption of Indigenous objects in settler colonial zones.

II. Omiyage and the Marketing of Experience

Omiyage in Japanese Gift-Giving Practices
In order to understand how tourism intersects with regionalism and Indigeneity, it
is first important to define omiyage, and their particular role in Japanese culture and
history. Omiyage are a ubiquitous part of Japanese tourism practices. Omiyage literally
translates as “earth [local] product,” and functionally indicates an object, marketed for
consumers, produced in and/or representative of a specific place. Superficially, omiyage
are souvenirs from travel, brought back to friends, family, co-workers, and other
members of an individual’s social circle. Omiyage, however, are deeply enmeshed in
the complicated gift-giving culture of historical and contemporary Japan (Ashkenazi
2001; Ikkai 1988; Nitta 1992; Pigliasco 2005).
Historians locate the origin of omiyage practices at the advent of long distance
travel in Japan. Starting in at least the 15th century, individuals, on behalf of their local
villages, would travel to far-flung locations in Japan, frequently under the auspices of
religious pilgrimages to shrines; prior to the pilgrimages, village leaders would gift
pilgrims with travel money (senbetsu), which pilgrims would then use to purchase small
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shrine trinkets for members of the village (Nitta 1992; Pigliasco 2005). This practice
developed, particularly through the Edo period, into a far-reaching omiyage industry that
shaped contemporary gift-giving in Japan (Ashkenazi 2001). As Ikkai suggests,
“Japanese tourism developed as group tourism, and this form of tourism has never
changed. The group orientation of Japanese tourism can be seen as a reflection of the
nature of Japanese society. To wit, all tourists are members of various groups in Japan,
and traveling functions to reinforce group identity” (Ikkai 1988: 64). Pigliasco, writing on
Office Lady30 tourism in Hawai’i, continues this argument: “[omiyage are] embedded in
what Marcel Mauss calls the three obligations of the gift: giving, receiving and
reciprocating (Mauss 1954 [1923–4]). These are all expressions of the principle of
reciprocity upon which the solidarity of relationships between individuals and groups so
greatly depends” (Pigliasco 2005: 178). Through gift exchange, omiyage allow the home
community and the traveler to share the experience of the travel. Given the religious
origin of omiyage gifting practices, the exchange of regional omiyage is not merely
physical exchange of an object, but also an exchange historically grounded in spiritual
participation through physical objects. Moreover, omiyage have served historically to
reinforce relationships between the individual and the group. While individuals may be
traveling outside of their home community, they are traveling with the support of those
who are either financially, logistically, or emotionally supporting them. Omiyage function
as a way to acknowledge this support.
Omiyage, therefore, rely on and maintain a complicated web of social
interactions. Writing on the cessation of Minke whaling in Hokkaido and Miyage

For an excellent introduction to and ethnography of Office Lady culture see Yuko Ogasawara’s Office
ladies and salaried men: Power, gender, and work in Japanese companies (Ogasawara 1998).
30
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prefectures, Ted Bestor provides an example of the complicated social network
connected to gifting and reciprocity. While not entirely specific to omiyage, this example
illustrates how integral to social cohesion gifting is within Japan:
Whalers and other informants reported the attenuation of wide social networks as
result of the cessation of minke whaling. They and boat owners in both Abashiri
and Ayukawa reported that the rounds of reciprocal gifting that accompanied the
whaling season had come to a halt. One boat owner reported he received no
bottles of sake at the start of this season in contrast to the dozens he would
normally have received; another owner reported a drop in the number of bottles
of sake he received from roughly 300 in previous years to about 40 in 1988...
Jokingly he speculated that the sake dealers must have suffered a severe drop in
business with the end of whaling. Accompanying the decline in the initial gifting of
sake, and of course because of the absence of fresh whale meat, crew members
and boat owners were unable to reciprocate with return gifts of whale meat, and
consequently reported that relationships with neighbors and kin had declined.
Several commented on the decline in mutual visiting among neighbors and the
estrangement of formerly close relationships with other members of the
community. Residents also noted that ties with relatives who have moved away
from the area may also become attenuated as residents are unable to fulfill what
they perceive as their obligation to send whale meat to kin on ceremonial
occasions.
(Bestor 1989: 74)
This example demonstrates how inextricable gift-giving is in Japanese life. Gift-giving,
through omiyage or other commodities, solidifies individuals’ relationships within a
larger community. When the ability to give or receive is hampered, those relationships
are weakened on an immediate and intimate level. As in Bestor’s example, reciprocal
giving hinges on the availability of the appropriate commodity: in different situations,
certain commodities are necessary for reciprocity.
As Marcel Mauss indicated in his seminal work, gifts create social unity in that
they are given out of perceived obligation, and, upon receipt, create new obligations for
the recipient. Mauss’ cycle of obligation holds social networks together. Moreover,
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Mauss identified that the cycle of the gift, one of constant routine, solidified communities
against the unknown or the different. It is on this point that I return to omiyage.
Through reciprocal commodity exchange, omiyage potentially serve as a way to
make the “foreign” a known entity. By possessing a piece of the different, outside,
and/or exotic, people within the inside community enclose the outside within their social
borders. This ownership is especially important for those who travel. When individuals
travel outside of their home community, they risk alienation; simultaneously, the home
community risks abandonment. With travel to and from the home community, there is
always the danger of communal rupture. Omiyage serve as a way to mend potential
wounds: they are a piece of the outside, brought home, and made domestic and
familiar. The elaborate cultural network built around omiyage enables this familiarity.
Ultimately omiyage solidify relationships between people. Those individuals “left
at home” can vicariously participate in travel by funding travelers with senbetsu, and
correspondingly, receiving omiyage of that travel. Simultaneously, travelers can
demonstrate themselves to be conscientious and dutiful family members, friends, and
colleagues by purchasing thoughtful omiyage. Moreover, the traveler and the nontravelers can mend any sort of distance—figurative or literal—that the travel potentially
causes through the exchange of omiyage and associated commodities. This sort of
relationship is hardly unique to Japan: scholars of tourism have indicated in multiple
places that, internationally, souvenirs serve to connect travelers to their home
community (Dahl et al 2005; Kaell 2012; Lin and Mao 2015; Morgan and Pritchard
2005). What is more obviously unique to Japan, however, is the massive domestic
tourist market connected to omiyage.
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Marketing Place
As indicated in the opening vignette of this chapter, omiyage are a constant
presence in Japan. Moreover, omiyage are not exclusive to major tourist destinations
such as Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, or Sapporo; even tiny towns and villages produce smallscale souvenirs they market as regional omiyage. For instance, Rebun Island, while I
was living there, had a population of no more than 3200 people, and no fewer than
three island mascots emblazoned on the packaging of at least two dozen regional
omiyage; the omiyage of this island, which ranged from crocheted local flowers to
seaweed-based foodstuffs, served to capture the imaginations, hearts, and wallets of
domestic day-tripper tourists. Indeed, the Japanese practice of omiyage has impressed
itself onto international markets. Ashkenazi, in his work on souvenir food, writes on the
development of “beefsteak omiyage” in Anchorage, Alaska, specifically marketed to
Japanese tourists on an Alaskan airport layover (Ashkenazi 2001). Ashkenazi writes:
“Cross-polar flights from Europe would often make a stopover for refeulling [sic] at
Anchorage. Japanese tourists would hurriedly make purchases of ready-cut, readypacked red beefsteaks, each in its cellophane wrapping, nestling in a box with a
compartment for dry ice and a cellophane window to show the red meat. The boxes
were inscribed with 'PRODUCT OF THE USA’ in large letters, and guaranteed, in
Japanese, to be (a) suitable for shipping for the flight time, and (b) up to Japanese
customs standards” (Ashkenazi 2001: 34). Both locally and internationally, different
geographic markets can use omiyage to establish themselves as important tourist
destinations with specific and discrete products. These products are not simply things to
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purchase and consume, however: they are carefully crafted items emblematic of
specific places. These omiyage market both tangible material-- be it beefsteaks or
seaweed-- and the intangible emotions connected to experience.
A Sapporo-born friend of mine, for instance, once explained the emotionality of
omiyage exchange. While in a small Hokkaido fishing town, we were purchasing
omiyage; my friend selected a novelty kelp-based sake for his family back home. When
I asked him if his family members liked the taste, he laughed, and responded, “No-- but,
even though the sake isn’t good for drinking, it’s good for talking: the folks back home
get a natsukashii feeling when they taste it. Even though they’ve never been to this
place, they drink the sake, and they think about the ocean, and their own experiences
on the ocean… so, yes: the feeling is natsukashii.” While not entirely translatable,
natsukashii is often defined as “nostalgic” with implications of both the comforting
warmth and poignant sadness of memories of things lost. The natsukashii feeling
connected to receipt and consumption of an omiyage demonstrates how these items
function in Japan: they are not simply cold transactions between people, but also
exchanges that generate complicated emotional responses. In this way, places enter
into the emotional lives of people through omiyage exchange. Importantly, the “feeling”
of a place-- the emotional experience of a given locale-- is communicated through
omiyage unique to that region; these omiyage are curated to produce a given image
and associated sensation. In the example of the kelp-based sake, a small fishing town
marketed itself as connected to the “traditions” of Japanese sake culture, while
simultaneously defining its place in that culture as connected to a unique coastal
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livelihood. By looping into both wider Japanese aesthetics and unique regional
specialty, this town locates itself within a wider tourism landscape.
Within the omiyage market, the conversation between city and town is an
important one. Ashkenazi contends that the blossoming of Japanese regional tourist
goods is part of a larger reaction to metropolis culture:
Japan... is a central metropolis culture, in which most power and resources are
controlled by and emanate from the central city, in this case, Tokyo. As the
[national] regions have become wealthy and successful, and as the strain of
relations with metropolitan domination grow, so is the perceived need for regions,
towns, and villages to identify and enhance their differences. This is important for
the retention of their own populace (which they have been losing at a frightening
rate to the metropolitan areas) as well as to generate new incomes for
themselves. As a direct result, famous products and would-be famous products
have captured a slice of the market.
(Ashkenazi 2001: 32)

By tapping into both local characteristic and national aesthetic, omiyage enable regional
markets to distinguish themselves as economically viable both within and outside of the
nation’s capital. Successful omiyage “stand out” (33) from other national products,
while, simultaneously “appealing to commonly acceptable tastes” (32). In brief, omiyage
are not simply products of a place, but products that actively communicate how a place
functions within the larger national economy and aesthetic.

Marketing Self
I have so far discussed the character of omiyage, as well as the relationships and
systems inherent to omiyage exchange. There is another variable in omiyage practice
that warrants consideration: the purchaser. As previously mentioned, the purchaser of
omiyage buys an object, in part, to solidify relationships with other people. The selection
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of an object, however, is an important part of this process. For any consumer, shopping
allows an individual to buy identity. Krag, applying Holt’s 1995 model of consumption,
argues that omiyage allow for a form of “self-making”: by purchasing and giving gifts
representative of travel, the tourist can express their own identity as connected to the
place where the gift originated (Krag 2014). The following example illustrates this selfmaking through consumption:
While on an excavation on Rebun Island, I taught Japanese students from a
Sapporo university. During one of our free weekends, we took a trip to Kafuka, the
largest town on Rebun Island, to go sightseeing and shopping. The students were intent
on purchasing omiyage for their families back home. Several students mentioned
frustration with the selection of objects available to them: based on their slightly
panicked complaints, the omiyage available were cute, but lacking in variation. One
young woman stated, “My mother paid for me to be in this program, so I really need to
buy her something special-- I don’t want her to have something she could just buy in
Wakkanai [a nearby city on mainland Hokkaido], or she’ll think I’m lazy-- or bad with
money. I really want to buy her something that shows how much I’m enjoying this place- something that shows off what I get to see every day.” The young woman’s friend
attempted to help, and responded, “Why don’t you buy her one of the orchid carvings?
You can’t get those in Wakkanai, and we got to go see the flowers last weekend.”
Eventually, the two students decided to buy their respective mothers two nearly identical
wood-carved orchids. When I asked if they were satisfied with the purchase, they
responded they were: they had, they reported, managed to find something affordable,
nicely made, and representative of the island; equally importantly, they had found
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objects that reflected that their own consumer identity. The orchid omiyage, no more
than 400 yen, was used to express a range of identities: filial daughter, thoughtful
consumer, and, importantly, an independent student experiencing the world.
This sort of exchange, wherein identity of the consumer is communicated through
selection of an object, is common in many omiyage purchases. The practice of omiyage
production and purchasing, therefore, is a form of self-marketing. For both the
consumer and producer community, omiyage enable groups to communicate their
identity. The exchange between the producer and the consumer allows for identity
production that curates materially based individual and local identities. This exchange
between the individual and the local ultimately facilitates the construction of communal
identities for producer regions. When separate and interlocking groups produce, sell,
buy, and exchange objects, they produce a networked community exchange; this
exchange in turn generates a network of different social relationships. When this
exchange pivots around regionally specialized omiyage, the creation and maintenance
of these relationships become, in part, expressions of regional tourism. Consequently,
omiyage function as not only self-making objects, but as community-making objects.
Jess Mantell explores how omiyage build community in her introductory work on
the Tokyo Banana. Mantell investigates how urbanites, in highly diverse and populous
Tokyo, have united around the Tokyo Banana as a regional omiyage (Mantell 2011).
Mantell writes that omiyage provide a distinctive visual cultural point around which
communities can rally: in her investigation of a “greener” urban space, Mantell describes
the various marketing and tourist activities that have generated around the images of
the Tokyo Banana. Communal ownership of the object allows people to identify
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themselves and each other with a shared image; this identity is more powerful, following
Mantell’s argument, if there is financial benefit from communal ownership of a
commodity. In the case of the Tokyo Banana, the financial success of the image has
served to further describe Tokyoite identity: as the omiyage has become more lucrative,
it has become more readily identifiable with both Tokyo and the people who sell it
(Mantell 2011). As the object is circulated among broader populations, both locally and
globally, the relationship between Tokyo and the banana becomes stronger. In this
instance, and the instances I will further discuss, omiyage function as ways to both
define the self and the other: the purveyor and the purchaser both move to define
identities informed by the consumption of the product.

Marketing Nation
Omiyage do not function at only the local level. They also serve as a part of the
national tourist industry, and, consequently, as nodes around which national identity is
constructed. This is particularly powerful when the omiyage in question draws on
imagery associated with Indigenous groups. Using the previous discussions of how
omiyage function in self and community marketing, I will now use Bruner’s discussion of
the Maasai to reintroduce the question of Indigeneity and objects.
Within the context of three different Maasai-Kenyan dance performances, Bruner
discusses how different types of ethnic tourism provide different types of local and
national narrative (Bruner 2001). Bruner’s argument grounds itself in a critical
deconstruction of how the colonial state necessitates and informs tourism-asperformance. In the second of Bruner’s examples, he discusses ethnic tourism as a
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place for nationalist theater. This discussion provides a foundation for understanding
how Ainu omiyage are connected to Japanese nationalism. On the Bomas dance
troupe, Bruner writes:
The troupe acts as a single functioning unit, detaching ritual dancing from its
home community and putting it in a museum, a professional theater, or on the
national or international stage. The troupe becomes an explicit model of the
nation, melding diversity into a modern organization, disconnecting heritage from
tribe. The implicit message of Bomas is that tribal dances belong to the nation.
By separating cultural forms from tribal ownership, Bomas asserts that the
multiethnic heritage of Kenya is now the property of all Kenyans. As an
expression of nationalist ideology, Bomas speaks about tribalism as memory, in
performance, where it is less threatening.
(Bruner 2001: 888)

Bruner further writes that “the genre of Bomas is nationalist theater” (890) in that the
dance troupe, which includes not just Maasai members but dancers from a variety of
different Kenyan ethnic groups, aims to “decontextualize ritual” in order to present a
“national wish fulfillment” of a culturally rich, but ethnically homogeneous Kenya. Bruner
writes that this performance, within the Kenyan state’s imaginary, works to complete the
colonial project of national homogeneity.
Bruner’s argument dovetails with concerns about tourism, Indigeneity, and
national identity in Japan. Tourist industries are, at least in part, functions of the state
(Bruner 2001; Cohen 2010; Hellier-Tinoco 2011; Herzfeld 1991, 2006; Meiu 2015, 2017;
Pitchford 1995). Tourist industries, whether they involve so-called intangible or material
culture, provide a consumption-driven performance of a national identity: tourism allows
the imagined nation to express itself, and, in turn, allows tourists to buy-in (figuratively
and literally) to the national image. A recursive relationship forms wherein a) tourist
industries supply consumers with a performed landscape and associated paraphernalia
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(from handicrafts to postcards), and b) tourists demand discrete types of performances
from the industry. In communities that rely on tourism, this back-and-forth relationship
serves to define and redefine how a region or nation presents itself to others.
Consumption of material souvenirs, therefore, is a shared process of categorization. By
purchasing a souvenir, the consumer defines how they perceive a location; in turn, by
producing an object, a location defines the boundaries in which it can be perceived.
Within this co-produced identity between consumer and purveyor, objects, and
especially omiyage, serve as simultaneous performances of self and other.
Indigeneity within tourist industries provides a further complication to this
dynamic. Within a nationalist tourist system, “ethnic tourism” is often a necessary
outcome of colonial projects. Ethnic tourism-- in the form of “living history” museums
and handicrafts-- serves as a way for colonized populations to make money and
preserve culture; such populations, however, are simultaneously, “on display” and
potentially dehumanized for settler populations (Hiwasaki 2000). Within Japan and
Hokkaido specifically, the appropriation of Indigenous imagery and experience-- such as
the kibori kuma-- functions on a multitude of levels depending on how these objects are
crafted and presented. In some cases, the objects are presented as “Ainu” suggesting
that the Ainu humans behind the objects are assimilated into the larger regional
landscape. In other instances, intentionally or not, the objects are presented without
their Ainu contexts: in these instances Ainu imagery is merely subsumed into the larger
Hokkaido commercial empire. In all of these instances, Hokkaido as a region uses Ainu
imagery to market itself within the larger national system of exchange. Within this
commercial market, Ainu objects become Hokkaido and Japanese subjects.
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III. The Development of Sapporo Regionalism
To examine the particular case of kibori kuma objects and Hokkaido Ainu
identity, it is important to first explore the development of regionalism with Sapporo and
Hokkaido. Sapporo, as the capital of Hokkaido, has developed a regional identity that
both requires and erases the colonization of Ainu territories. Within Japan, Sapporo has
been marketed as a unique place with a particular regional identity; simultaneously,
however, Sapporo has been welded to the larger framework of Japanese nationalism.
As the “soul of the northern frontier territories,” Sapporo has had to maintain an identity
constructed both at the border of national politics, and within the center of the nationalist
paradigm (Ashkenazi 2001; Young 2013). This seemingly paradoxical identity, particular
to Sapporo, has shaped its tourist industry.
Sapporo’s historical relationship to Tokyo is an important part of its identity.
Louise Young, with special reference to Hokkaido, writes on the “Tokyo-centrism” that
has impacted Japanese policy throughout the modern era, but peaked in the Meiji
period. Young contends, “[b]y the 1920s, Meiji government policies of national
developmentalism pursued since the 1870s had built Tokyo up and transformed it into
the control room for nationwide political parties, the seat of national government and
apex of administrative hierarchies, the clearinghouse for the financial industry, the heart
of the national transportation grid, a locus of industry and a major concentration of
population, and the main portal to the outside world. These policies increased Tokyo’s
centrality in cultural ways as well, as it became a center of higher education, the high
arts, the publishing industry, and the mass media” (Young 2013: 37). Around this
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powerful metropolis, peripheral areas had to orbit. For those areas, such as Hokkaido,
that were absorbed into the mainland Japanese nation state later in its history, Tokyocentrism proved particularly intricate. Hokkaido, in order to receive the support of the
mainland Japanese state, had to stand as both a thoroughly Japanese territory, while
concurrently maintaining its own unique regional identity.
Within the political climate of the Meiji and Taisho periods, Hokkaido regionalism,
as fitted within the Japan nationalist movement, cemented itself. Hokkaido had long
been considered a “frontier” characterized by wild people, landscapes, and animals.
Particularly within art and literary movements, artists seized on these characteristics to
foster a distinctly Hokkaido identity. For instance, Young uses the Hokkaido haiku
movement as an example of regionalism within art and culture: “haiku possessed a
singular capacity to capture the specificity of time and place, to convey the individual
rhythms of everyday life in a particular locale. This made it the perfect vehicle for
regionalist literary movements that sought to express the distinctiveness of local culture,
local society, and the local environment. In Sapporo, the new haiku movement
channeled an outpouring of this kind of sentiment, with poems on the awesome natural
beauty of Hokkaido, the pioneer spirit of its residents, and the unique way of life in the
far north” (Young 2013: 83). Young goes on to cite the 1912 Hokkai haikushū (A
Collection of Hokkaido Haiku), which “showcased twenty-five hundred works by
Hokkaido poets previously published in [the regional newspapers] Hototogisu and the
Hokkai taimusu” (83). These works cover a range of themes and imagery, but
emphasize the sweeping coastlines, sprawling farmland, pristine beauty, and rugged
work ethic of Hokkaido people. Within the poetry, artists communicate an adventurous
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and romantic image of Hokkaido wherein Hokkaido is a frontier, slowly tamed by diligent
Japanese colonists.
Before exploring how the “frontier imaginary” has persisted in contemporary
Japan, it is important to critique the frontier imaginary itself. David Howell writes on the
frontier as a “relationship” rather than as a factual history: “The frontier is a product of
history. Any discussion of Hokkaido's history that starts with the assumption that it is
and always has been Japan's northern frontier necessarily, even if inadvertently, distorts
the process by which the island and its people were absorbed into the Japanese polity.
The prevailing image of Hokkaido as a frontier was, in effect, superimposed upon the
island by the Meiji state and its colonial policies” (Howell 1995: 18). Howell further writes
that, in contemporary analyses of Hokkaido’s history, “reducing” Hokkaido to a frontier
vastly over-simplifies the region’s trajectory, as well as the cultural trajectory of the
Wajin and Ainu inhabiting the area. Similarly, Michele Mason expands this line of
thinking, and critiques the nationalist narrative of “modern Hokkaido”:
The dynamics of concealing and defining have been inextricably bound up with
one another in the making of modern Hokkaido. A wide array of political, legal,
cultural, and journalistic texts, replete with lacuna, distortions, and cleavages,
portray Hokkaido's inclusion into national boundaries as inevitable and generate
totalizing ethnic identities. Prevailing national narratives weave Hokkaido's
complex and fraught history into a seamless tale of Japan's modernization that
favors lexicon of development (kaitaku) and progress (shinpou) over colonization
and conquest. The legal pretense of terra nullius (ownerless land) converts the
devastating dispossession of indigenous Ainu into a masterful mission of
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transplanting advanced civilization to an empty wilderness. Literary works, for
their part, concentrate on the plight of Japanese colonists' battles with oppressive
nature as they discursively erase the long history of Ainu inhabitation from
Hokkaido's landscape. Confabulations of the remarkable transformation of
Hokkaido, which promote the falsehood of inherently intertwined national and
individual interests, veil discord and differences among Japanese and disregard
competing claims to political rights and memory-making by Ainu to this day.
(Mason 2012: 2)
In short, the frontier imaginary is a settler fantasy wrapped up in Meiji nationalism. The
habitation of Hokkaido pre-dated Japanese colonization by thousands of years.
Furthermore, the colonization of Hokkaido itself happened over centuries, rather than
within a few short years of Meiji policies and physical seizure of the land.
While the “frontier history” of Hokkaido is not a useful narrative for historians, the
image of the frontier persists. Very simply: Hokkaido as a frontier has proved to be
useful and lucrative for multiple communities in modern Japan. The frontier is an image
that is bound in colonial ideals of adventurous imperialism and the romanticism of
conquest. Returning to Louise Young’s discussion of Tokyo-centrism and urbanization,
Hokkaido, and Sapporo in particular, grew to depend on consumer markets: “In the
case of Sapporo, the World War One boom led not to the emergence of heavy and
chemical industries but rather to the expansion of the service and consumer sectors of
the economy. This meant that white-collar employment saw significant job growth,
which had profound implications for local representations of class and gender. A large
middle class emerged, constructing its identity not so much against an organized
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working class as against a marginalized underclass of street sweepers, garbage
collectors, and foragers” (Young 2013: 8). “Service capitalism” in Hokkaido developed
as an upwardly mobile venture for men and women of varying ages. Within this model
of service capitalism, tourism developed as a potent way to guarantee regional
economic stability. Hokkaido tourism involved the buying and selling of regional identity:
outside of Hokkaido, this regional identity orbited around the expansive wilderness,
natural beauty, and exotic allure of Hokkaido and its people.
I have discussed both the role of omiyage in Japanese tourist practices, as well
as the regional nationalism cultivated within Hokkaido. Shifting focus, I will use these
two nodes to investigate the continued contemporary prevalence of the kibori kuma in
contemporary Hokkaido commercial markets.
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The Sapporo Train Station

Figure 5.5: Sapporo Train Station Map (Image Courtesy SapporoStation.com)
For those traveling within and throughout Hokkaido, the Sapporo Train Station is
oftentimes the heart of travel. Within Sapporo, it hosts a network of bus and subway
lines that connect the various nodes of the city. For those traveling outside the city, the
train lines zip between major towns, airports, and popular destinations within the larger
region. When I first started my research in Japan, the Sapporo Train Station became a
familiar waypoint in my various journeys: after eighteen hours of travel from Boston to
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Sapporo, I would stagger onto the airport train line from Shin Chitose airport to the
Sapporo Train Station. Amidst late-working salary men, other foreign travelers, and
Japanese high school students, I would brace my luggage and stare out the windows as
the region’s landscapes melted into view. I would watch the suburban Hokkaido
landscape, punctuated by moments of farmland, spill into the high-rise lights and neon
signs of Sapporo proper. Heaving a sigh of relief, I would then grip my bags—
anticipating too many flights of stairs with too much excavation equipment—and head
into the main station.
This station, for my first years in Japan, served as a reminder of the end and start
of various journeys. From the station, I
not only departed to and from Tokyo,
but also for the northern city of
Wakkanai—the last mainland city
before my primary excavation site on
Rebun Island. As I was frequently
anxious about train schedules and early
departures, I familiarized myself with

Figure 5.6: A kiosk north of the waiting area
in the central plaza

the kiosks, concourses, gates, and exits
of the
station. “North Gate, South Gate, East Concourse, West Concourse,” became
quiet mantras to remind myself of where I needed to be and when. When I asked for
directions while wandering the city, locals generally oriented me back to the station and,
from there, gave me renewed directions. When I was looking for something to do in-
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between travel and research meetings, I turned to
the coffee houses, tourist kiosks, and shopping
plazas: the endless array of souvenir shops and
restaurants, all of which boasted “authentic
Hokkaido goods,” caught my attention. I would
peruse fanatically the stacked boxes of regional
foodstuffs, restraining myself (mostly out of budget)
from buying the ones that seemed particularly odd
to me. (I have never been able to resist, as a note,
Figure 5.7: Hokkaido souvenir
ramen that advertises
consumers to beware of the
ferocious higuma.

the Hokkaido instant ramen advertised by a
ferocious grizzly.) On days where I did not feel like
battling the crowds of shoppers acquiring one last

souvenir before heading home, I would people-watch: I would watch the small groups of
middle school students advertising fundraisers, the office workers rushing in and out of
the city, the Baptist missionaries preaching Revelations, the college students waiting for
dates, and the disappointed travelers who had missed their trains. Out of necessity, I
came to know the station—out of curiosity and occasional boredom, however, I came to
love it.
Over time, and perhaps because of my own fixation on Hokkaido omiyage, I paid
special attention to the near constant gaggle of tourists. Most of them were Japanese,
though small numbers of international tourists would filter in and out of the various
kiosks. The majority of these tourists were middle-aged to elderly travelers; they
generally traveled as husband-wife couples or with a group of friends. Some younger
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families, couples, and friend groups visited the city, but most of the people with whom I
spoke31 were fulltime workers on vacation for a week; some were retirees who were in
Hokkaido for seasonal activities. I was surprised, given how easy it is to get to Hokkaido
by plane, how many people were visiting the region for the first time. Most of the
individuals, waiting for trains or looking to purchase souvenirs for family members, spent
no more than fifteen minutes in the various tourist kiosks: with playful comment on the
brightly colored packages and practiced efficiency, these visitors were looking to move
in and out of the stores quickly. It seemed that, for them, Sapporo Station and the
kiosks within were stopping points: places to buy goods that represented the journey as
they sallied onward through the rest of the region. This relationship-- between
consumer, place, and object—started to cement my understanding of the particularities
of tourism in Japan, and, moreover, how that tourism orbits around regional marketing.
The station is, in part, functional. It is also, however, an advertisement of how
the Hokkaido government sells itself to visitors. For many people, the station is the first
part of Hokkaido they will see. While it is far from the only shopping center I visited, it is
representative of the general shopping experience.

Youkoso Sapporo!32

From roughly 2015-2017, I spoke with dozens and dozens of tourists who were visiting Hokkaido.
These were rarely in the form of structured interviews, but instead pleasantries exchanged between
tourists. As a conspicuous outsider, I was approached by many tourists and asked what I was doing in
Hokkaido. I would mention that I was a research and would start a conversation about my project: these
individuals, who were generally only in Sapporo for a day or two, would happily tell me where they were
from and why they were traveling. Visitors ranged from all over Japan, though most frequently were from
the Aomori and Akita areas of the mainland. Conversations with tourist kiosk workers also revealed the
general patterns mentioned above.
32 “Welcome to Sapporo!” A popular tourism slogan throughout Sapporo.
31
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The Sapporo Station is indicative of not only many urban shopping districts in
Hokkaido, but many train stations in Japan. It is a brightly lit, clean arena that bustles
with commuters, shoppers, and the occasional wandering tourist. It is a network of food
stalls, convenience store kiosks, tourist stores, and high-end boutiques. For the unwary
guest aimlessly meandering through the station, it is endlessly easy to spend far more
money than you were expecting.
As the premier station in Hokkaido, the Sapporo Station is proudly plastered with
Hokkaido imagery. Scenic photos, labeled with "Welcome to Hokkaido!", greet Englishspeaking visitors. More advanced maps of the city, accompanied by historical factoids,
are readily available to Japanese tourists. In addition to the station maps and train
schedules, paintings of Hokkaido products—corn, crab, milk, lavender, and horses,
among others—greet potential shoppers.
The presence of the Ainu is immediately apparent in the train station. Banners
that depict glossy photographs of Ainu
embroidery hang next to maps of the subway
and the larger city. At the exit to the station,
which leads onto a large plaza, a wooden Ainu
carving stands. This statue, the
Ureshipamosiri Hokkaido Iran Karapete by
master Ainu carver Takeki Fujito stands as a
memorial and devotion to Ainu elders, or
Ekashi. The statue shows an Ainu man
Figure 5.8: The Ureshipamosiri
Hokkaido Iran Karapete Statue in
Sapporo Station

performing a klimses or bow dance; the title of
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the statue comes from the Ainu language, and roughly indicates that the dancer is
“raising the earth [of Hokkaido] as a greeting.” Alternatively, the title and the larger
statue can be read as “Welcome to
Hokkaido!”33 The statue serves as a way
to honor Ainu history, as well as indicate
the continuity of Ainu life and art within
Hokkaido. Despite its ambitious purpose,
however, the carving usually serves as a
meeting spot for Japanese teenagers.
(More than a few friends, when we were
going out to drinks or karaoke, told me to
meet by the statue.) The images of
Japanese teenagers, leaning against the
statue’s podium as they thumbed

Figure 5.9: The statue in reverse

through cellphone apps, struck me: it seemed a powerful marker of the Ainu presence
within a largely apathetic Hokkaido.
At the train station, two identities-- Ainu and the broader Hokkaido-- combine in
one place: the omiyage store. The store, tended to by a collection of polite clerks
dressed in crisp yellow polos, is immediately apparent from the train exit gates. A riot of
neatly stacked boxes and highly aesthetic packaging, the store-- no more than 20m by
20m large-- is a one-stop shop for those looking to purchase omiyage on their way out

This translation is rough and is provided with help from Mai and Mayuko, previously mentioned in this
dissertation. Both noted that the wordplay of “welcome to Hokkaido” through the use of an Ainu
ceremonial greeting was integral to the statue.
33
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of the city. The products strive to provide as wide a representation of Hokkaido as
possible. Dairy products, native fruits, fish, tea, and local alcohols are all readily
available. So too are products related to both the bear and the Ainu. Within this store,
Hokkaido, as a brand people could purchase, was encapsulated by a combination of
agricultural goods and the imagined products connected to the bear and the Ainu. It
was, in many ways, a commercial "contact zone" (Clifford 1997).
While this store was perhaps glossier than others, it was a suitable sample of
what these arenas look like and feel like. Moreover, the five objects I have chosen to
analyze, which I describe in more detail below, are representative of the items found in
these stores.

IV. Analysis of Sapporo Tourist Objects
The tourism industry provides a local, national, and international system wherein
the Sapporo government, as the capital of Hokkaido, can market and define itself to
both outside and inside populations. Through recursive consumption of omiyage-- in the
network of producing, buying, and selling-- a Hokkaido identity is reproduced and
maintained. This identity, as I will show in my analyses of bear-related objects, relies on
the settler fantasy of Hokkaido: within this fantasy, Hokkaido is a vast wilderness settled
by intrepid Japanese colonists, and populated by exotic animals and people.
In this tourist industry, the kibori kuma and the bear in general persist as objects
of regional importance. The bear, both in its particular wooden form and as Hokkaido’s
charismatic megafauna, is connected to Ainu culture and history. Kibori kuma inspired
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objects, then, are a specific type of omiyage intertwined with Hokkaido’s colonial history
and the appropriation of Indigenous identity. How are we to interpret this omiyage and
what it means for modern Sapporo tourism? What function does Indigeneity continue to
play in Sapporo marketing? What does it mean for consumers and producers to define
their identities through Indigenous objects? How does this define Indigeneity within
colonial power? For the next portion of this chapter, I will analyze a set of objects in
order to address some of these questions.

Analytical Strategy
In order to examine these omiyage, I have outlined a series of criteria I will use to
describe and discuss these objects. These criteria provide a roughly standardized
model from which to draw textual analyses. I will briefly describe and discuss my aims in
selecting the following criteria. The following table indicates how and why I will describe
objects.

Table 1: Object Analytical Strategy
Object Location

To the best of my ability, I will describe
the original location of the object. This will
include the place it was purchased and/or
photographed, as well as the date range.
For many of these objects, while they
were purchased in a given year, they
have been available for at least a decade.
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For the majority of the objects presented,
I do not know the specific provenance.
Object Materials

I will describe the materials used to create
the object. While many of the objects I
describe are plastic, many involve several
materials, and some are indeterminable.

Object Description

I will offer a description of the object,
including translation of Japanese
characters, and discussion of specifically
Japanese cultural facets.

Relevant History

I will provide any relevant history on the
object. This may include the history of a
specific character (i.e. Doraemon or Hello
Kitty!) or the history of the object’s
marketing.

Discussion

My discussion will attempt to consider
these objects with reference to their
status as cultural artifacts. I will consider
four questions predominantly as I discuss
these objects. 1) What sort of regional
Hokkaido identity does this object
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communicate? 2) How does this omiyage
use the image of the bear? 3) Is
Indigeneity reference by this object? 4)
What is this object’s connection to the
larger Japanese national project?
Table 1 Continued: Object Analysis Strategy

This approach is intentionally formulaic. My goal in creating this system is two-part.
Firstly, I hope to approach these omiyage as though they are not mere ephemera, but
instead material culture worthy of strategic analysis. Secondly, I aim to develop a model
wherein these sorts of appropriated tourist objects, from varying areas, can be
examined to explore the intersections of nationalism, colonialism, Indigeneity, and the
tourist industry. I posit that the Hokkaido Ainu bear and related tourist paraphernalia
provide a case study wherein we can see how settler colonial governments appropriate
Indigenous images to cultivate a regional-national identity. The five objects I will
examine are the following: 1) “Classic” kibori kuma, 2) Kibori kuma Gotochi Formcard,
3) Gudetama Hand-towel, 4) Hokkaido Tourist T-shirt, and 5) Momoko Doll. Through
consideration of these objects, I hope to move on to broader considerations about
Indigeneity and the tourist market, both within Japan and internationally.
In the interest of a straightforward analysis, I have decided to include only five
objects. These objects, however, are representative of the general omiyage market in
Sapporo Japan.
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Figure 5.10: A series of kibori kuma and carved owls34 modeled in the classic style, the
bottom row features charcoal carved iterations of the classic form
The first of the objects I examine is a “classic” kibori kuma. These objects, modeled on
the historical pieces discussed in Chapter 4, are ubiquitous in Hokkaido. At nearly every
kiosk marketing to tourists, dozens to hundreds of bears line the shelves. They range in
price from about 1000 yen to upwards of 20000 yen; the quality, size, and detail of the
carving is generally commensurate with the price. “Authenticity,” however, does not

Owls are a separate but related issue in the advertisement campaigns of Hokkaido. I have not gone
into Cikap kamuy, the owl god of Ainu cosmology, but iterations of the owl figure and its connection to the
Ainu, as well as the Chironnup kamuy (fox god), are tertiary and quaternary omiyage popular in Sapporo.
While far less ubiquitous than the bear, they are nonetheless another example of commercial
appropriation of Ainu ontology worthy of further study.
34
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necessarily determine the price. While pieces from Ainu master artists are generally
comparatively more expensive, master pieces by non-Ainu artists are sometimes more
costly.35 Nevertheless, the carved wooden bears are one of the most common omiyage
that are available at a range of price points. These objects, some of which are attributed
to Ainu artists, some to non-Ainu artists, and some indeterminate, are marketed as
representative of both Hokkaido’s regional image and historical past.
An Ainu jewelry maker and shop-owner best
expressed the ubiquity of these kibori kuma. While
visiting Otaru, a scenic and popular Hokkaido port
town a short train ride from Hokkaido, I chanced
upon an Ainu-owned shop. The shop, named kamuy,
sold predominantly Ainu goods.
Stepping into the small store36, sandwiched
between two street stalls, I was struck immediately by
how different it felt from most Otaru stores. In general,
Figure 5.11: The Otaru canal
riverwalk

Otaru stores cater
either to standard

tourists—those interested in t-shirts, keychains, and
food products—or to collectors of glasswork. Otaru is
nationally famous for its intricate and beautiful

Figure 5.12 Glassworks
typical of Otaru stores

In particular, there is a genre of kibori kuma, produced by non-Ainu artists, that are considered high art:
these grayish-black pieces, carved of charcoal, are fantastical, oftentimes whimsical interpretations of the
kibori kuma that diverge from the standard carving. Whether or not more creativity is afforded to non-Ainu
makers versus Japanese makers is somewhat outside the scope of this discussion, though worth future
consideration.
36 Because of the religious nature of some of the objects in the store and the tendency of tourists to snap
photos without buying anything there is a strict “no photography” policy.
35
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glassworks, and the entire shopping district is a riot of candy-colored baubles, ornaments,
and stained glass. Both the existence and design kamuy surprised me.
The store, in contrast to the keenly Japanese-European sensibilities of most
shops in Otaru, was dark, unfinished wood from floor to ceiling. Though neatly arranged
and stocked, there was a nearly overwhelming number of different objects, all clearly
representative of different types of Ainu artistry. At first, I could not determine why the
store felt “different”—there was something unique about it. Despite selling what were
tourist objects, the shop had an individuality that resisted the more conventional stores
to which I had visited. Funky, Afrocarribean jazz played quietly over the speakers, and
the shop owner, sifting through beads to string for another piece of jewelry, had a
subtitled, muted episode of Game of Thrones playing in the background. As I picked up
a small necklace—a bear tooth hung from a leather cord—I noticed that, just to the right
of the register, a large mounted head greeted visitors: a taxidermy head of a white hare,
outfitted with deer antlers. “Jackalope” was written beneath the mount. I smiled, feeling
as though this cryptid was some sort of invitation to criticize the impossibility of the store
itself. Or, perhaps, just a reminder to the customer not to take things quite so seriously.
Still curious as to why the store felt different, I began conversation with the shop
owner. She herself was Ainu, and, along with her family, made many of the objects that
were sold in the store. As I told her about my research, she switched quickly to Englishlanguage conversation and told me that she had spent time in New Zealand and
Australia. She further mentioned, as we talked about her travel, that she frequently
visited friends in New Zealand and Australia—these friends, she said, were like her
Indigenous and involved in the selling of Indigenous goods. When I asked her if they
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ever traded ideas, she nodded and explained that they frequently talked about “what’s
good to sell” versus what “what we actually want to sell.” I looked around the shop and
noted the general collection of items: furs from fox and rabbits were common, as were
deer hides, leatherwork, and various pieces of jewelry. In particular, the shop sold a
great deal of bonework; the shop-owner mentioned that, while she designed the jewelry,
the actual bone beads were carved by relatives. While there were standard, cheap
tourist items—postcards of Hokkaido’s wilderness and small keychains—I noticed a
conspicuous absence. Where were the dozens of kibori kuma available in almost every
other shop? I inquired, and she shrugged and laughed. “Why sell them?” she asked
rhetorically. “They’re cute, yeah. And I like them,” at the point she gestured to the small
kibori kuma she kept by the register; I noticed it wore, much like the cats of Instagram, a
tiny flower crown. “But even if they’re cute, you can get them anywhere in Hokkaido.” As
I selected a pair of bone earrings to buy, she commented that she vastly preferred to
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make the bone earrings—it felt, she suggested, more interesting than selling yet
another bear.

Figure 5.13: A separate café and restaurant in Hokkaido, this one capitalizing on the
image of the bear in its advertising.
This exchange demonstrates the ubiquity of the bear: to say “they are
everywhere” is to speak truthfully on the hundreds that are available within a single
plaza or larger tourist store. While different than the other objects, these kibori kuma
serve as one of the more tangible examples of how prevalent Ainu objects are in
Japanese commercial markets.
While the second object I examine, the Japan Post form card, is much less
prevalent, it is no less representative than the kibori kuma. An interpretation of the kibori
kuma, the die-cut card is available in every Hokkaido post-office; it is furthermore, as I
explain in more detail, exemplary of how Japanese markets specifically use the kibori
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kuma to market Hokkaido regionalism. Moreover, this form card launched an aesthetic
of hyper cute kibori kuma objects: keychains and vinyl stickers, sporting kawaii bears
and the word “Hokkaido,” are variations on the form
card’s theme. While less common than the kibori
kuma, it is a representation of how the object has
influenced the wider commercial market.
More absurdly than the post card, the
Gudetama hand towel, the third object I analyze, is
an example of how major Japanese brands—in this
instance Sanrio—have used regional images to
Figure 5.14 A sign advertising
the Hokkaido regional form
cards. They include an ear of
corn, lilacs, a Northern red fox,
“Genghis Kan” style lamb
barbecue, and the clock tower.

integrate their brand into tourist markets. In this
instance, the Ainu origin of the object is lost to the
larger commercial appeal. While I selected the
Gudetama hand towel (admittedly out of a

fondness for the lazy egg) there are many omiyage that feature various characters and
Ainu images: Hello Kitty! figurines are dressed up in bear ear headbands; Doraemon
stands in the same pose as a classic kibori kuma; Levi, from the internationally
acclaimed Shingeki no Kyojin, wears an Ainu headband and a carving knife in his hand.
These objects, which sell both popular characters and regional imagery, appropriate
Ainu imagery to market to a young, media-sensitive audience.
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Similarly, the t-shirt and Momoko doll use the kibori kuma and bear to sell to
wider, more diverse audiences than a carved
figurine might. The t-shirt, perhaps the most
mundane of the objects I examine, is
representative of a wide swath of objects that
divorces the bear from its Ainu connection;
simultaneously, it markets Hokkaido to
domestic and international consumers. In
obvious contrast, the Momoko doll, a
specialized and unique object, appropriates
the image to capture wealthy, niche, and
urban buyers. Both objects, however, divorce
the kibori kuma from its Indigenous origin;
Figure 5.15: The momoko doll display at
the entrance to LOFT. This display
combines the casual t-shirt tourism of
Japan with the high-end aesthetic of
collectible dolls
Hokkaido, that follow this pattern.

they are representative of a much wider
series of objects, available throughout

Importantly, all of these objects are variations on the classic kibori kuma: directly
and indirectly they mimic, reflect, and re-interpret the recognizable form of the carved
bear figurine. Together these objects serve as a representative cross-section of
Hokkaido omiyage, as well as the larger themes of the commercial market within
Hokkaido, Japan. Using the model provided, I will examine them in more detail.
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Object 1: “Classic” Kibori kuma

Figure 5.16: A conventional Kibori kuma carved of wood and stained

Object Location
I photographed this object in the tourist souvenir kiosk of the Akarenga museum
on August 5, 2017.
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Object Materials
This object is carved of wood and stained with paints. It has black, glass eyes.

Object Description
This object, which is attributed to an Ainu artist37 and originates in a Hokkaido
Ainu community, is representative of “classic” kibori kuma. A dark-stained wooden bear
stands on all-fours; in its mouth, the bear holds a struggling salmon which is stained a
slightly lighter color. The carving pattern on the bear, reminiscent of hewn stonework, is
indicative of historical and contemporary Ainu-style woodcarving. The bear and salmon
stand on top of a black wooden platform. The wooden platform is carved with a design
motif common in Ainu art. The object was available for purchase for 2300 yen.

Relevant History
This wooden figurine is representative of a large category of Hokkaido omiyage:
so-called “classic” or “authentic” kibori kuma. These objects, which are sometimes
made by Ainu artists and sometimes made by non-Ainu artists imitating the style, are
marketed as “traditional handicrafts” representative of “authentic Ainu art.” Since the
19th century, Ainu artisans have produced these objects and sold them to non-Ainu
tourists. They are one of the more common middle-range priced objects found in
Hokkaido.

Discussion

37

The name of the artist has been omitted from this paper to protect artist confidentiality.
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This is an object that is fairly representative of objects in tourist stores in
Hokkaido. Particularly in places that are attempting to sell “authentic” and “nostalgic”
Hokkaido items, these “traditional” kibori kuma are plentiful. The objects are hardly
uniform: the range from conventional to abstract and impressionistic. This individual
carving, however, represents a fairly common form of the contemporary kibori kuma.
This bear exists separately from the other objects in this sample: the figure of the
bear is the most important part of the object. When tourists are buying this object, they
are directly buying a figurine of the bear. Moreover, the bear is used as a signifier of
Ainu identity: the purchase of the bear’s form is not the immediate thing for sale;
instead, the bear figurine’s origin as an Ainu object makes it an appealing tourist
commodity (Appadurai 2012; Comaroff and Comaroff 2009).
Hokkaido was peripheral, though not central, to the marketing of this object.
Signs, in both English and Japanese, read, “Take home a traditional Ainu carving!” and
“Hokkaido’s famous kibori kuma!” These signs, firstly, communicated a sense of
ownership: it was immediately clear that the kibori kuma and its Ainu artisan were within
Hokkaido, and belonging to Hokkaido. However, the Ainu artisan’s name, identity, and
location were similarly obvious. Marketing did not obfuscate the Ainu origin of this
object; this contrasts with the other objects I will examine.
This object’s connection to any sort of Japanese national self was not
immediately obvious. Nevertheless, the proclamation to “take Hokkaido home”
suggested that it was not something designed for locals, but instead something for
tourists to remember and remove from Hokkaido.
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Importantly, this object is attributed to an Ainu artist who, at the time, lived and
worked in Shiraoi and Hokkaido. The use of Indigeneity in the sale of this object is
multifaceted. Firstly, this store, located obviously and immediately in Sapporo’s main
train station, sells “authentic Hokkaido” as purchasable in a “traditional Ainu handicraft.”
(These two phrases, in both Japanese and English, accompanied the object.) Moreover,
however, the sale of this object allows for Ainu artists to contribute to the larger
Japanese market as Ainu artists.38 In this example, while Hokkaido markets sell an
Indigenous object as a marker of Hokkaido regional identity, the Ainu community is
involved in its production. (It was unclear from the sale how much of the immediate
profits went to the original artist.)
This carving serves as a useful metric for the other objects I will examine. Bear
carvings, ubiquitous in Sapporo, act as examples of “Indigeneity for sale.” In order to
take the tourist experience back home, visitors purchase these kibori kuma. While there
is a tension between the use of an Ainu object to represent the Hokkaido colonial
power, the presence of Ainu artist is obvious. In the other objects I will examine, the
relationship between Indigenous Japan and non-Indigenous consumers becomes more
clearly appropriative.

The limitations and advantages of Indigenous work in a colonial commercial market is deeply
complicated and fraught. While it is outside the scope of this project, I am currently working on a project
related to Ainu emotional responses to their participation in Japanese commercial markets.
38
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Object 2: Kibori kuma Gotochi Formcard39

Figure 5.17: A brightly colored die-cut Hokkaido formcard

Object Location
I purchased this object multiple times in Hokkaido. I purchased it first in a
Sapporo post-office in July 2015; I purchased it again in both Wakkanai and Kafuka,

39

Image courtesy https://www.postcrossing.com/blog/2012/10/15/gotochi-cards
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Rebun-shi post-offices in July 2016; I purchased it most recently in both Otaru and
Sapporo post-offices in August 2017.

Object Materials
This object is a color print die-cut regional paper form card.

Object Description
On the front side of this postcard, a bear, designed in the style of a kibori kuma
holds a fish in its mouth. On the bear’s hind flank, white text reads “HOKKAIDO” in
English. On the back side of the postcard, there are lines indicating space for the postal
address, as well as a box for a stamp. This aesthetics of this object match other designs
in the Gotochi Formcard (gotochi fuorumu caado/ご土地フォルムカード) series;
nevertheless, the aesthetics of an Ainu kibori kuma are apparent: the bear was drawn in
typical kibori kuma posture, with the characteristic struggling salmon in its mouth;
additionally, it has a “pig snout” nose common in the carving, and is detailed in a way
that suggests it is carved of wood.

Relevant History
This formcard, generally called postcard in English, is from the Gotochi Formcard
series produced by the Japanese post office. As discussed earlier in this chapter,
gotochi means “local,” and Gotochi Formcards are regionally available postcards
designed and sold by the Japan Post.
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The Japan Post, (Yuu-bin Jigyou Kabushiki-gaisha, 郵便事業株式会社/ nihon
yuu-bin, 日本郵便), or JAPAN POST Co., Ltd., is the primary postal service in Japan.
The company formed on October 1, 2007 following the Privatisation of Japan Post
(Faiola 2005). Japan Post (Nippon Yuusei Kousha, 日本郵政公社) was a government
owned company that, from 2003 to 2007, had a monopoly on the Japanese postal
system.
While the Japan Post is a private company, it relies heavily on support from the
government.40 Its popularity is due, in no small part, to its commitment to providing
services to a unified Japan. The standing message, in English, reads the following:
I would like to express my appreciation to our customers for your ongoing use of
our post offices.
For over 140 years since the founding of our postal operations in 1871, post
offices have provided postal, banking, and insurance services based on the
concept of offering customers security while earning their trust.
Japan Post Co., Ltd. aims to be "an integrated lifestyle-support corporate group"
that helps customers realize safe, secure, comfortable and enriched lives and
lifestyles by providing each of them with a variety of products and services
tailored to their diverse lifestyles and life stages.
Looking to the future, all employees of Japan Post are united in their efforts to
provide even higher quality services. We appreciate your continuous patronage
and use of our post offices.
Kunio Yokoyama, President and CEO41

I refer, in this chapter, to Japan Post as a nationalist project. While this may be somewhat confusing,
particularly to American readers unfamiliar with Japanese government-adjacent companies, I find it most
useful to think of Japan Post as a private company functioning complementary to the larger aims of the
Japanese government. Admittedly, this over-simplifies many of the complexities of the government’s
relationship to the Japan post, which are outside the scope of this dissertation. Nevertheless, both
national and regional governments remain heavily involved in Japan Post projects.
41(https://www.post.japanpost.jp/about/message.html)
40
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(Yokoyama 2018)
The Japanese language text is similar, if more formal, and includes specific reference to
not only the year 1871, but also, following the Japanese calendrical system, Meiji 4.
Both statements highlight the colonial history of the postal system, the importance of the
postal system within the Japanese nation, the importance of consumer trust, and the
need to adapt to changing national needs. Other messages, such as various
management statements, reflect these sentiments; a merging of the private company,
within the Japanese nation, as dependent on and responsive to individual regional
needs is representative of the larger mission of Japan Post.
The Gotochi Formcards are tangible artifacts of this mission. While a small part
of the Japanese postal service, they are an indelible one. The cards are sold only in
Japan at Japanese post-offices. Each die-cut card represents a place in Japan, and

平素から郵便局をご利用いただき、誠にありがとうございます。
郵便局は、1871年（明治4年）の郵便事業の創業以来、お客さまの安心と信頼を礎に140有余年にわた
り郵便・貯金・保険のサービスを提供してまいりました。
2015年4月、当社を含む日本郵政グループは、日本郵政および金融2社の株式上場スキームや経営環境の
変化等を踏まえた新たな中期経営計画を公表いたしました。引き続き、お客さま一人ひとりの多様なラ
イフスタイルやライフステージにお応えするさまざまな商品・サービスを全国の郵便局ネットワークを
通じてご提供させていただくことにより、お客さまが安全・安心で、快適・豊かな生活・人生を実現す
ることをサポートする「トータル生活サポート企業」を目指してまいります。
今後とも、全社員が一丸となって、より良いサービスの提供に取り組んでまいりますので、引き続き郵
便局のご利用、ご愛顧を賜りますよう、よろしくお願い申し上げます。
代表取締役社長
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showcases local landmarks, cultural practices, or regional specialties. The cards are
released by prefecture, and most prefectures in Japan have at least a few designs
available. Many Japanese tourists consider them a cheap and quaint collectible as, in
theory, they may only be purchased in their particular prefectures (online collectors
have complicated this dynamic). For example, a Japanese friend of mine, who was a
Sapporo office worker in her mid-twenties, once acknowledged to me that, “while I love
to collect the cards while on vacation, sometimes I cheat and buy them from an
American store online.” Laughingly, she then acknowledged, “it’s too expensive to go to
Okinawa right now!”
The Gotochi Formcards themselves are universally beautiful. While each design
is specific to a region, they follow a unifying aesthetic: they are kawaii, but not to an
extreme that might alienate consumers looking for a more sophisticated object. They
range in price depending on the year, but I purchased most of them for an average of
400 yen. As affordable and instantly recognizable objects, the Gotochi Formcards are a
move by the Japan Post, and by some extension the Japanese government, to
encourage national tourism.

Discussion
Gotochi Formcards are one of the best examples of Japanese omiyage that
simultaneously market the unique region within a unified nation. Foremostly, disparate
regions in Japan can connect to the larger Japan Post network by selling unique cards.
Moreover, the cards themselves are a stark visual example of specific regional identity
within a unified national landscape: quite literally, they are designed with the exact same
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aesthetic over and over; even though regional specialties are featured, the cards are
unmistakably one in a much larger Japanese series.
Within the context of Indigeneity and nationalism, the kibori kuma Gotochi
Formcard demonstrates how national projects appropriate Ainu imagery in the pursuit of
state unity. This formcard exhibits how the Hokkaido regional government, working with
a larger quasi-governmental Japanese company, appropriated an Indigenous image in
pursuit of a regional identity constructed within the national framework. The kibori kuma
is an Ainu object: in its manifestation as a formcard, it is presented as in keeping with
Ainu aesthetics. The Indigenous origin of this object, however, has been removed:
instead “HOKKAIDO” is emblazoned on the bear’s flank, and there is no mention of the
history of the kibori kuma. Unlike the preceding example, the kibori kuma carved by an
Ainu artist, Indigeneity, beyond diluted aesthetics, is largely absent. In short, with this
formcard, the nation state uses Indigenous cultural imagery to express a cohesive
national aesthetic and identity.

Object 3: Gudetama Hand-towel
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Figure 5.18: A cotton gudetama hand towel
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Figure 5.19: Detail of cotton hand-towel

Object Location
This object was purchased in an Otaru tourist store on August 10, 2017 for 600
Yen. It was originally manufactured in Japan and is only licensed for sale in Japan.

Object Materials
This is a screen-printed hand-towel made of a cotton and polyester blend.
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Object Description
This object features different comedic images of the Sanrio character Gudetama.
Various images involve Hokkaido regional specialties and goods, such as the Hokkaido
Clocktower, various foodstuffs, and Hokkaido leisure activities.
In the upper left-hand corner there is a cartoon image of a kibori kuma.
Underneath English-language print reading “HOKKAIDO,” a brown bear, on all fours,
holds the character Gudetama in its mouth. The posture of the bear is imitative of kibori
kuma; correspondingly, Gudetama takes the place of the struggling salmon. On the
bears hind flank is a red text-box with white script that reads, in Japanese, “Hokkaido.”
Beneath the bear, again in white on red Japanese text, a label reads “kibori no kuma.”
Finally, Gudetama, in black comic-style lettering, exclaims “Namara yabee!” which
roughly translates to, “This is really bad” or, alternatively, “This is really wicked” with
“wicked” meaning “cool” or “awesome.”

Relevant History
This hand towel is a good example of a common and inexpensive item found in
Japanese tourist stores. Throughout Japan, hand-towels featuring scenery and mascot
characters are common. This novelty towel features a popular comedic character,
Gudetama. Gudetama, whose name portmanteau comes from the onomatopoeia for
“lazy” or “stuporously drunk” (gudegude, ぐでぐで) and the word for “egg” (tamago, 卵),
debuted in 2013; Gudetama, an anthropomorphic egg who takes various forms, came in
second to Kirimi-chan in a contest for the newest Sanrio character. Since his debut,
Gudetama has been hugely popular not just in Japan, but also internationally.
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Importantly, Gudetama, whose defining characteristic is his extreme laziness, is
a highly comedic character. His use in this item positions the bear as supplementary to
the comedic role Gudetama plays in the Japanese consciousness.

Discussion
This object is an omiyage in a gotochi series. Therefore, in order to understand it,
it is important to consider it as a regional tourist object displaying local images.
Firstly, the use of the bear is fairly obvious in this object. The image of a kibori
kuma, which is directly labeled, serves as a way to include Hokkaido products on a
tourist item. Among melons, soup curry, and skiing, the bear is simply one more
commodity taken from the tourist market and used for this item.
While the bear is aesthetically important to this object, Hokkaido is of primary
focus. In both English and Japanese, “Hokkaido” is written multiple times; significantly,
the “Hokkaido” text specifically frames the bear, rather than the other objects; this
artistic choice highlights the bear’s centrality to Hokkaido’s regional identity. Even
though the bear is not in the center on the object itself, it is prominently displayed
immediately below and alongside the regional labels.
Less obviously, Gudetama’s text bubble (“Namara yabee!”) is written in slightly
rough Hokkaido dialect slang. Namara is equivalent to the Japanese words
totemo/sugoku/hontouni, and, roughly, to the English word “very.” Yabe, from yabai, has
multiple translations: it can mean “risky” or “dangerous” (abunai, 危ない), “unpleasant”
or “troublesome” (mazui, 不味い), or “wickedly cool” (sugoi, すごい). Used in this
context, the phrase has a double meaning: Gudetama is firstly exclaiming that his
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situation, as located within the bear’s mouth “is really dangerous/unpleasant.”
Simultaneously, he is announcing that the regional specialties of Hokkaido are “really
cool.” Most importantly, he is doing so in Hokkaido dialect slang, which is generally
considered earthy, casual, and, for those not used to hearing it, exotic and difficult to
understand. Through use of the bear and Hokkaido dialect, this object expresses a
specifically Hokkaido regional identity.
This object is also connected to a larger Japanese national market. This towel is
part of a ubiquitous gotochi kitty series; within this series, Sanrio characters, such as
Hello Kitty and Gudetama, are dressed up as regional products from different areas in
Japan. In the lower left-hand corner of the towel, this national branding is obvious: clear
black text announces the 2013, 2016 Sanrio copyright in Tokyo, Japan. While the object
may celebrate regional specialties and characteristics of Hokkaido, it is also connected
to a larger national brand. In short, a comedic regional object is tied directly to one of
Japan’s larger soft-power empires (Sanrio).
While both the bear and Hokkaido are obvious components to this towel, the
Ainu origin of the kibori kuma is not. The bear is labeled as a kibori no kuma, but there
are no obvious markers that suggest Indigeneity: Gudetama has replaced the struggling
salmon; the bear is illustrated in the kawaii Sanrio style, but not given any traits that
suggest it was carved of wood. Furthermore, while famous Hokkaido historical objects
are referenced, there is no further reference to the Ainu. Within this object, the kibori
kuma is more important than its origination as an Ainu handicraft. While those familiar
with the history of the kibori kuma may immediately recognize it association to the Ainu,
in this context it is more or less divorced from its origin. It would be remiss to suggest
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that Ainu Indigeneity is completely removed from this object. Nevertheless, both
Hokkaido and the larger Sanrio brand subsume the Ainu art.

Object 4: Hokkaido Tourist T-shirt

Figure 5.20: Two souvenir t-shirts

Object Location
This object was photographed July 2016 in a Sapporo shopping district. The
shirts were sold for 800 Yen a piece at a small clothing store; the store specialized
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primarily in inexpensive t-shirts of varying designs. The two shirts, which were part of a
larger display inside the store, were hung outside the storefront windows.

Object Materials
These two objects are screen-printed cotton-blend t-shirts.

Object Description
These two objects, available in unisex Japanese sizing, are two palettes of the
same design. One shirt is black and emblazoned with a bright yellow bear image. The
bear-- illustrated with a minimalist, nearly geometric simplicity-- walks on all fours, and
carries a salmon in its mouth. Below the bear is bold, English-language text reading
“HOKKAIDO”-- the text is super-imposed over the outline of the Hokkaido island. The
other shirt is identical, though features black images and text on a white shirt. Unlike the
hyper-kawaii objects already discussed, the bear is drawn in a more naturalistic style.

Relevant History
T-shirts decorated with various regional designs and text signifying a region are
ubiquitous in Japanese tourist markets. Particularly in major tourist cities, from Tokyo to
Sapporo, many vendors sell regionally specific t-shirts relatively inexpensively: they
generally range in price from 500 yen to 2000 yen, depending on quality of the object,
as well as the commercial popularity of the design. Small, relatively easy to pack, and
appealing to the global market, t-shirts are popular commodities to sell to both national
and foreign tourists.
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Importantly, t-shirts are positioned towards the global market and global tastes.
Frequently decorated with both Japanese and English text, they serve as commodities
that celebrate Japan-- through images of icons and landmarks-- while simultaneously
remaining legible to a foreign audience: t-shirts are, after all, internationally consumable
(Kelly 2003; Schlüter 1998). Millie Creighton describes the role of t-shirts in her
exploration of “Edo-ic” tourist marketing: “After passing through customs at Kansai’s
new international airport in Osaka, one sees sales stalls displaying Japanese souvenir
T-shirts. The T-shirts reveal the dual assertions of a present and futuristic
internationalized Japan, alongside iconic images of a past Edo era Japanese self. Tshirt choices on display show the new Kansai International Airport character mascot,
emblem of the modern internationalized Japan, or images of an espoused Japanese
past self symbolized by recognizable Edo era ukiyo-e (woodblock prints) images – the
courtesan, the Kabuki actor, Hokusai’s Mount Fuji” (Creighton 2008: 53). Souvenir Tshirt sales exist across Japan, and there is a recursive relationship between the foreign
(largely American) market, and Japanese aesthetic tastes. Foreign tourists want easy,
cheap commodities that suggest exotic locales and destinations; Japanese consumer
markets respond to these preferences and produce “Japanese” objects suited to
international “T shirt tastes.” The final product-- equal parts what Japanese marketers
think tourists want Japan to be, and what tourists think Japan is-- is a co-curated
national commodity.

Discussion
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Within this example, the image of the bear is, superficially, unattached to any
identity other than that of Hokkaido itself. While the bears stands as a stoic mascot of
the island, its specific aesthetics are more obviously connected to hip, trendy sports
clothing than the Ainu. Indeed, the spare lines and bold colors are more reminiscent of
the PUMA brand apparel that youthful Sapporo urbanites wear. Unisex and traipsing
towards Japanese “cool culture” (Allison 2009; McGray 2003), the shirt is broadly
marketable to not only foreign tourists, but Japanese youth.
Nonetheless, the illustrated bear is still identifiable as at least evocative of the
kibori kuma. Its sloping posture, the wriggling salmon, and the bold, clean lines all
suggest similarity with more literal versions of the kibori kuma. However, broadly
divorced from its original cultural context, the bear, on this shirt, is a flattened cultural
object: only those familiar with Hokkaido visual culture would identify it as a kibori kuma.
The bear is not an icon of Ainu culture, then, but instead a mascot of Hokkaido itself.
Within this object, Ainu material culture, and the connected craft identity, are subsumed
by a larger national and regional marketing project.
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Object 5: Hokkaido Momoko Doll

Figure 5.21: A momoko Doll display in LOFT
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Object Location
This object was photographed at a special display in the LOFT store of the
Sapporo Train Station JR Tower. The object was photographed on August 19, 2017.
LOFT is a chain store that sells home and lifestyle goods; it has locations in both Japan
and Thailand and is a subsidiary of Sogo & Seibu. The special display focused on
“Momoko’s 15th Birthday.” The display highlighted the changing fashions of the
Momoko doll and provided a special “Hokkaido Momoko” collectible doll and outfit.

Object Materials
The fashion dolls are made of a variety of synthetic plastic materials. The
clothing is made of cotton and polyester blends. The small kibori kuma figurines are
plastic.

Figure 5.22: A detail of the cotton t-shirts
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Object Description
Flanked by two of her friends/doppelgangers, Momoko, a high-end Japanese
fashion doll, stands in a glass case. She wears a white t-shirt decorated with an
illustrated kibori kuma. While there is no textual description of the kibori kuma on the tshirt, its styling as such is instantly recognizable. Following a miniscule illustration of
Hokkaido, the text at the top of the t-shirt reads “Hokkaido” in simply lettered katakana.
The t-shirt is reminiscent of tourist shirts found across Hokkaido. In addition to her tshirt, Momoko wears a variety of clothes befitting a hip Japanese fashionista: a belted
knit skirt, an oversized bow, and high-heeled ankle boots. The fashion doll to Momoko’s
left, wears a gray kibori kuma and a summery outfit of shorts, sandals, and a straw hat.
The fashion doll to Momoko’s right, presumably the character Ruruka, wears an
oversized purple t-shirt, shorts, knee socks, and pink jelly shoes.
Prices of the objects vary. The t-shirts were sold, in August 2017, for 3024 yen.
The kibori kuma figurines depended on size, ranging from 600 yen to 1500 yen. The
dolls themselves, without fashion accessories, ranged in price from 80 000 to 110 000
yen.
This selection of dolls was not the only kibori kuma adjacent dolls in the display.
At the entrance to the display, a life-size Momoko mannequin, dressed in the kibori
kuma t-shirt, lifelessly greeted visitors. Throughout the display, dolls were arranged in
“high art” fashion shoots, some of them accompanied by kibori kuma figurines.

Relevant History
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Momoko is a high-end fashion doll available for sale in Japan, but popular with
doll collectors internationally. Momoko was designed and produced by Namie Namabe,
the art director of the Japanese company PostPet, in August of 2001; the ownership of
the momoko doll line shifted to the Sekiguchi toy company in 2005. Namie Namambe
continues to offer a significant amount of creative insight.
Momoko has a significant cult following. As her creator has stated in interviews
and press releases, momoko is “not just a fashion doll for collectors, but also a fashion
doll that appeals to women in their 20s to 30s.” Momoko has long been marketed as a
“stylish Japanese girl, living in the present” that appeals to modern, fashionable women
in Japan. Momoko is widely respected by Japanese and non-Japanese fashion doll
collectors as an excellent example of “fashion doll as art object.” Since her debut, her
creators have partnered with multiple fashion brands, musicians, and artists to release
special-edition Momoko dolls. (Momokoドール公式サイト 2018).
In 2016, to celebrate momoko’s 15th birthday, a special line of dolls was
released. These dolls were named the “Traveling momoko DOLL” (tabisuru momoko
DOLL, 旅するmomoko DOLL); designers working with local stores, such as LOFT,
designed outfits reminiscent of different prefectures. For the Osaka Momoko doll, she
was dressed in elaborate kimono inspired by Osaka fashion designers. The Fukuoka
momoko doll wore the mask of a popular mascot character, as well as a t-shirt
decorated with the same image. The Hokkaido doll, shown in the images here, was
similar in presentation to the Fukuoka doll.
The Hokkaido momoko was released specifically in August 2017 to celebrated
Momoko’s birthday, as well as the Momoko line’s partnership with LOFT lifestyle stores.
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The Hokkaido Momoko doll collection was expansive and was titled the “Traveling
momoko DOLL: Hokkaido is super cute!” collection (tabi-suru momoko DOLL-hokkaido
namara menkoi hen, 旅するmomoko DOLL～北海道なまらめんこい編). As with the
Gudetama hand-towel discussed previously, Hokkaido slang dialect (namara menkoi)
was used to market the doll as uniquely Hokkaido. The specific Hokkaido collection
involved a number of t-shirts, emblazoned with the kibori kuma, as well as different
sizes of miniature kibori kuma figurines.

Figure 5.23: A detail from the momoko doll display at LOFT. The doll sits in
fashionable clothing, surrounded by objects that indicate the cosmopolitan aesthetic
of the doll. In her hands, the doll holds a plastic kibori kuma.
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Discussion
The Momoko DOLL example richly demonstrates how Indigeneity is used in
larger markets. Like the Gudetama hand-towel, this object appropriates Ainu imagery to
communicate a regional identity. The momoko display similarly offered no
contextualization for the kibori kuma: there were no indications of the history of the bear
image, other than it was a popular tourist good in Hokkaido, and representative of
Hokkaido.
Within this example, Indigeneity becomes a cog in a larger national commercial
machine. The Indigenous image, a kibori kuma, is completely decontextualized from its
Ainu origins, and presented as “uniquely of Hokkaido.” The momoko doll, in her
presentation to the consumer, is not wearing an Indigenous object, but instead an
Indigenous object assimilated into what it means to be of Hokkaido. In this national toy
campaign, where a “normal Japanese girl” travels the country, the Ainu object is used
as a direct stand-in for regional identity.

Object Analyses Conclusion
The five objects I have examined provide a small representative collection of
tourist commodities purchasable in Hokkaido. The makers of these commodities all use
kibori kuma to market a specific consumer experience. In the case of the kibori kuma,
this experience is one associated with purchasing, and therefore experiencing, an
“authentic” Indigenous good from Hokkaido. The formcard, largely removing Indigeneity,
appropriate the kibori kuma to express a regional aesthetic that fits within a larger
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national one. The hand-towel, erasing the Indigenous origin of the object, appropriate
the kibori kuma to market the Sanrio brand. Similarly, the t-shirt uses an Indigenous
image to cheaply sell an easily consumable “Hokkaido object” to foreign and domestic
tourists. Finally, the Momoko doll takes the kibori kuma, and uses the object to advance
the narrative of a “Japanese girl’ traveling the country. All five objects advance the
commercial goals of the larger Hokkaido, Japan tourist industry; moreover, all five
objects accomplish this by, differentially, seizing on themes of Hokkaido and Japanese
identity, as expressed by the kibori kuma.
While examining these five objects, one thing becomes troublingly clear. While
Hokkaido and Japanese identity are often at the forefront of these tourist commodities,
Indigenous identity is not. With the exception of the first object, the wooden kibori kuma
attributed to an Ainu artist, Indigenous identity is largely absent. While the designers
and marketers of these objects appropriate an Indigenous image, they do not
acknowledge its origin. The erasure of Ainu identity, across Japan, is exemplified by the
marketing of these kuma omiyage. This leads to a larger series of questions and
concerns.
The tourism industry provides a local, national, and international system wherein
the Sapporo government, as the capital of Hokkaido, can market and define itself to
both outside and inside populations. Through recursive consumption of omiyage-- in the
network of producing, buying, and selling-- a Hokkaido identity is reproduced and
maintained. This identity relies on the settler fantasy of Hokkaido: within this fantasy,
Hokkaido is a vast wilderness settled by intrepid Japanese colonists and populated by
exotic animals and people.
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All of these objects are indicative of global imperialist trends to appropriate
Indigenous imagery to sell a colonial state. As anthropologists, the contemporary
material record, specifically connected to the tourist industry, allows us to explore and
investigate narratives of colonialism; moreover, these objects potentially allow us to
identify where and how settler populations are still benefiting from the appropriation of
Indigenous bodies. In the following chapter, I will discuss some of the ramifications of
these objects, as well as their applicability to larger issues of global Indigeneity.
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Chapter 6

Failed Hoops and Feeling Real:

Global Implications and Future Strategies

Spiders and Bears
“Huh,” Scott says, suddenly looking up at Mai. He hasn’t said much during the
conversation, mostly because it has moved, rapidly, between Japanese and English. He
doesn’t speak the former, and Mai and I shift from the latter too quickly. “Wait, could you
say that again?”
Scott is visiting Hokkaido with me. Even in this cozy cafe, where the lights are too
dim to make out clearly individual faces, he stands out: a half-Ojibwe and half-Irish
American, he is, in Sapporo, too tall and too broad for most spaces. Accustomed to
Michigan and Massachusetts, he laments the drizzly humidity as, “way too much like
Florida.”
Mai pauses, considering Scott’s question, and reworking the thoughts in her
head. Preceding Scott’s interjection, I had asked her about the kibori kuma, and how
she, as a person of Ainu heritage, felt about it. She translates her original statement,
initially presented to me in both Japanese and English, for Scott’s benefit. “Of course,”
she starts, “I was saying, you know, there are all sorts of carvings. Some are by
Japanese artists and some are by Ainu artists-- Ainu-Japanese, I guess.” She muses on
this point for a moment, keeping her internal thoughts, for the time being, to herself.
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“Which ones do people want?” Scott asks. “I mean, which statues do they usually
buy?”
Mai thinks for a moment. “It depends, I guess,” she says. “If they don’t know the
history of the Ainu in Japan, I doubt they care one way or another. If they do know about
the Ainu, however, they usually try to buy the Ainu-made one, you know?”
“Because it’s authentic,” he states, mostly to himself.
Mai nods emphatically, “Yes, I suppose that could be why.”
Scott pauses, collecting his thoughts. “And the bear is a religious, um, figure,
right?”
“Yes, exactly,” Mai looks to me for a simple explanation, and, with her
assistance, I explain briefly the kimun kamuy.
“It’s not quite an animal, but we have something similar in my tribe,” Scott
continues, “have you heard of dream catchers?” he asks.
Mai pulls out her cellphone, and, after a few moments of typing, shows us a
picture, “Like this?” she asks. Her google search has revealed a clipart dreamcatcher,
lone eagle feather dangling in a virtual breeze.
“Yes,” Scott affirms, “in my tribe, we call them asubakacin. I think different
dialects call them different things, but,” and he shrugs, “that’s what I always heard at the
cultural center,” and here he refers to the Sault Ste. Marie Chippewa Indian cultural
center, the lone bastion of Basil Johnston and beading classes in his rural hometown.
“You see them everywhere now, but they’re originally Ojibwe-- we might have gotten
them from someone else, but I think most of us think of them as ours.”
“Do they look like this?” Mai asks, genuinely curious.
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Scott smiles, and continues, “Kind of. Not as perfect-- much rougher, and
asymmetrical. I saw some Ainu headdresses in the museum-- the ones with the carved
bear heads on them.” Mai nods. “Our asubakacin-- they are to dreamcatchers what the
contemporary kibori kuma are to those headdresses-- similar, almost the same, but
different.”
Mai looks to me, and I translate. Her narrows her eyes, lost in a private thought,
and she asks Scott to keep talking.
“Back before, I don’t know, any number of white people, they-- the dream
catchers-- were a tribally specific object. They have a history and a use that is unique to
Ojibwe religion. Like the bear, the spiderweb and the spider are connected to larger
series of religious beliefs and folktales. You could write a dissertation on it,” and Mai
and Scott chuckle. “Anyways, over time, people became interested in having it-- the
thing itself, not just the idea of it. I don’t know if they were the first, but the Natives in the
American Indian Movement used it as a symbol of tribal unification. And, in the 1960s, I
don’t know-- white hippies found it or something.”
We wait as Mai googles ‘hippies’ and ‘dreamcatchers.’ She immediately procures
an image of a bodhisattva silhouette, imposed on top of a rainbow-hued dreamcatcher.
Laughing in a startle, she shows us. “So weird!” she remarks.
“Yeah, just like that,” Scott smirks, and continues, “over time, the dreamcatcher
became this larger symbol for disparate groups. Now, New Agers, along with their yoga,
green juice, and solstice shrines, use them as a way to invoke spirituality. Or
something.”
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“Not quite the same as the bear,” Mai adds, “because the kibori kuma is not, you
know, religious to people.”
“No, but it’s, I don’t know, authentic. Right?” Scott thinks for a beat, and
continues, “It’s like being able to have something. Kind of like the dream catcher is like
having a part of Native religion.”
Mai muses on this, “Yes, if people know what they’re looking at, it’s like having,”
she pauses, looking for a word.
“Wild Hokkaido?” Scott offers.
“Yes, like, if you have the bear, you have a piece of Hokkaido.”
“So, same thing. If you have that little carved wooden bear, on a keychain or on a
t-shirt, you’re invoking some sort of… authentic wildness. You’re connecting yourself to
something larger. If you have that,” and he gestures at the dreamcatcher floating on
Mai’s phone, “on a keychain or a t-shirt, you’re somehow connected to a Native
spirituality. Like the bear-- it was our thing. It meant something specific, and now,” and
Scott gestures vaguely into a sprawling elsewhere, “it’s just out there. Bought and sold
by anybody looking for a piece of-- I don’t know, wholeness? A piece of what they think
we think? Authenticity, I guess. Though that doesn’t seem quite right.”
The conversation will soon shift to Scott’s life in Michigan, and, eventually, to
Mai’s dissertation: an exploration of her identity as a mixed-heritage Ainu-Japanese
woman. For a few minutes, however, the Anishinaabe-Irish man and the Ainu-Japanese
woman hover in their private worlds. In the surreal pause, I slap a mosquito off my wrist.
Something about the immediacy of the slap catches me off guard; my mind is flooded
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with the night sky, and makwa or kimun kamuy, the great bear, caught up in a
constellary spider’s web.

I.

Locating Appropriation
Admittedly, the kibori kuma seems like a strangely niche case: it is a small object,

of minimal global import, entangled within a network of kitsch and commodity.
Nevertheless, the kibori kuma, and its historical and contemporary circulation, are
anchored within Japan’s colonial and imperial history. Moreover, while the carved bear
originates, at least materially, in Hokkaido, it is woven into much larger considerations of
global appropriation and commercial markets. It is not, merely, that this object is “good
to think.” Instead, the Ainu, the bear, and the hybridly conceived kibori kuma are parts of
a global narrative told through the commodification of Indigenous ideas.
As I have discussed, the “Ainu bear” entered the Japanese consciousness
through a series of crisscrossing, increasingly international networks: Americans,
Europeans, Japanese, and Ainu (eventually Ainu-Japanese) alike came to understand
the bear as meaning something variegated and specific to their individual contexts.
Through these networks, the bear came to signify Hokkaido’s wildness and,
concurrently, Japan’s civilization-- even though the kibori kuma and the bear initially
were inextricable from Ainu religion and identity. Indeed, non-Ainu interest in the kibori
kuma orbited around having a piece of “authentic Ainu handicrafts,” as represented by a
small, wood-carved bear. Over time, however, the kibori kuma, and more broadly the
bear, became objects more representative of Hokkaido itself than the Ainu within it:
while those familiar with the cultural history of the object might recognize the bear’s Ainu
origin, it is ultimately understood as emblematic of “wild Hokkaido,” rather than, simply
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Ainu ontology. In this way, through consistent and lucrative commercial markets,
Indigenous objects come to have new meaning: significantly, a meaning in service to
settler colonial populations.
The appropriation of Indigenous ideas is a global phenomenon. This
appropriation, most frequently, manifests in commercial markets: to the non-Indigenous
consumer, Indigenous ideas and images suggest exotic mysticism and romantic
savagery. From “lucky dolls” sold in Brisbane Airports to Kokopelli keychains in Arizona,
Indigenous religion, and its associated imagery, serve as useful products to sell a
national ideal. In the introduction to Selling the Indian: Commercializing & Appropriating
American Indian Cultures, the editors concisely summarize this phenomenon: “One of
the most critical issues facing American Indians is the persistence of a highly corrosive
process known in academic circles as cultural imperialism. Non-Indians, enamored of
the perceived strengths of native cultures, have appropriated and distorted elements of
these cultures for their own purposes, more often than not ignoring the impact of the
process on the Indians themselves” (Meyer and Royer 2001b: xi). In the volume, Meyer
and Royer, as assisted by various essayists, demonstrate how this trend, while a
product of colonial systems, is also a negotiation, between Natives and non-Natives, of
identity in new colonial markets. Indigenous objects, be they bears or spiderwebs, enter
these colonial markets-- often through violence and coercion-- and circulate freely;
within these circulations, such objects come to take on new meanings. The meanings
these objects communicate are reflections of larger patterns of Indigenous life within
colonial regimes.
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As I have demonstrated in this dissertation, these objects, Indigenous in origin,
often come to serve the larger machinations of the colonial state. I have discussed at
length how the Ainu bear serves the maintenance of a unique Hokkaido regional
identity, as imagined within the larger Japanese nation. However, this phenomenon is
not unique to Japan: the state-use of Indigenous people and their ideas is frequent and
obvious across the world.

II. Red, White, and Blue
I started this project with a discussion of the Akarenga, and the use of the kibori
kuma in a government office. State flags from the United States serve as a relevant
cross-comparative example that extend this conversation. In the United States, multiple
state flags feature American Indians; the flags range in illustration, incorporating Native
bodies, objects, and sacred animals. For instance, the Florida state flag features a
Seminole woman, standing in an idyllic landscape, flowers falling from her arms as she
looks out into the distance; in the Kansas state flag, Indians on horseback,
foregrounded by a white farmer plowing a field, chase buffalo. Minnesota’s state flag
includes a similar scene. In these images, Native bodies communicate both the wild
beauty of the state landscape, as well as the difference between Native and settler
populations.
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Figure 6.1: A composite image of the flags featuring (from left to right) the state flag of
Florida, Minnesota, Kansas, Oklahoma, Massachusetts, New Mexico, and Wyoming.
(Images Courtesy: www.usa.gov)
The Massachusetts state flag continues this theme, but with a more obviously
colonial bent. The Massachusetts flag features an Algonquin man, bow and arrow held
downward, in a heraldic gesture indicating pacifism; above the figure’s head, Myles
Standish’s arm, sword-in-hand, indicates the triumph of Europeans at Plymouth
Plantation. The state motto, Ense Petit Placidam, Sub Libertate Quietem (“By Sword
We Seek Peace, But Peace Only Under Liberty”), rings the entire image. While the flag
suggests liberated pacifism, the juxtaposition of a peaceful, conquered Algonquin man
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and Standish’s arm, as surrounded by the trappings of Manifest Destiny, is a startling
reminder of how Native bodies are mobilized in statecraft.
Other flags move beyond the appropriation of simply Native bodies, and towards
the appropriation of Native ideas. The Oklahoma flag, designed by non-Native Louisa
Funk Fluke, features the Osage Nation buffalo shield. The New Mexico flag depicts a
design proposed by archaeologist Harry Mera. This design appropriates the “Zia Sun
Symbol” found at the 19th century Zia Pueblo site. In both of these objects, Indigenous
sacred imagery, as conceived by settler populations, functions as brands for given
states.
To return, once more, to animals, the Wyoming flag features a bison on a blue
field. Of all the flags discussed, this one is perhaps the most troubling, and the most
complicated. As the Wyoming state website reads:
The Great Seal of Wyoming is the heart of the flag. On the bison, once the
monarch of the plains, is the seal representing the custom of branding. The
colors of the State Flag are the same as those of the National Flag. The red
border represents the Indian; also the blood of the pioneers who gave their lives
reclaiming the soil. White is the emblem of purity and uprightness over Wyoming.
Blue, the color of the sky and mountains, is symbolic of fidelity, justice and virility.
(“Wyoming Facts and Symbols” 2019)

The flag, superficially an aesthetically beautiful object, is a confusing knot of colonial
propaganda. The blood of settler-colonizers is intermixed with the redness of a singular
“Indian.” The bison, “once the monarch of the plains,” is vaguely invoked as a noble,
savage beast, connected to Wyoming’s wild history. White, in juxtaposition to red,
indicates morality and (likely racial) purity. While the Native body is used to empower
this image of the state, there is no mention of individual tribes, let alone the sacredness
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of the bison to these diverse tribes. As with the bear, the bison is merely a wild, hairy
Other, convenient to the creation of a colonial nation.
If such flags were relegated to corners of musty state offices or museums, they
would perhaps not be so oppressively offensive. However, they circulate freely in
commercial markets. As with a multitude of global Indigenous objects, commodified
versions of these flags exist in huge number. Those interested, be they local or global
patrons, can purchase t-shirts, keychains, postcards, mugs, or posters at any number of
stores-- the omnipresence of online sellers has made the consumption of any object
nearly instantaneous. As stated, the circulation of Indigenous imagery, as imagined in a
complex web of colonizer-colonized negotiation, is a global phenomenon.
It would be naive and irresponsible to end discussion of this issue here. Informed
by the Ainu case study, and conversations with both Ainu-Japanese and Native
American artists, I will shift my conclusive discussion to a broader issue: the anxieties
and implications of Indigenous reclamation.

“Real Ones”
“Tsk,” Scott clicks his tongue, and tilts his head at a window storefront. We're
wandering the shopping plaza of Mystic, Connecticut, no particular goal in mind. Thus
far, the storefronts have been a predictable parade: nautical souvenirs, knotwork
jewelry, upscale home goods, and candy dominate the displays. It is with some
surprise, then, that I first look at the doily dream catcher.
“Oh my god,” I exhale darkly. I've seen similar dream catchers before, but this
one is huge-- nearly sprawling. It has to be, I guess, at least three feet in diameter. It is,
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to my estimation, constructed of a metal hoop, lace, and white ribbon. The lace is
woven, throughout the hoop, to look like a Victorian doily. From the white ribbon hangs
a synthetic peacock feather.
Scott whistles. Quickly, he finishes the ice-cream cone in his hand, and nudges
me in the ribs, “Let's go in,” he whispers conspiratorially.
“No way--” I start but stop myself. Why not? I suddenly wonder. How else do you
engage with this sort of object?
With the self-assurance you have to pretend when walking into a New Age store
while Native, Scott and I enter the shop. We are assailed by crystals, candles, and the
lingering smell of a cheap sage bundle. Scott clears his throat, hands jammed in his
pockets and a light smile flickering over his lips. The shop-owner is deeply engaged in
conversation with a client. Both are swathed in Tommy Pico’s “buttery shawls.”
“Oh, honey,” she intones as Scott and I browse, “if you have that kind of negative
energy, you know what I say?” She opens her arms expansively, shawl flapping like a
lazy wing. “Just smudge it.” At the recommendation, Scott stifles a cackle, his eyes
lingering on a Venus figurine displayed alongside a Baphomet statuette.
“Yes, just smudge it,” the woman proclaims again, and jostles past me to an
herbal display. She plunges a bejeweled hand into a bucket and procures a sage
bundle. Waving it like a wand, she confirms, “Just smudge it,” and I feel like I'm in a
Camusian play, written specifically for me.
“Just smudge it,” Scott calls to me from across the store. He's standing amidst
the dream catchers, none of which are pretending at the rustic irregularity that indicates
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imagined authenticity. Most of them are like the lacey doily dream catcher: a 19th
century teatime woven into a garishly garlanded hoop.
“Just smudge it,” I answer, and the shop owner casts me a warning glance. She
and her client are visibly unamused by our commentary.
After hastily confirming that none of the dream catchers are Native-made, Scott
and I have exhausted our welcome. We scurry out of the store, parroting, “Just smudge
it” for the duration of our excursion.
Months later, Scott and I will wander the tents at the North Conway intertribal
pow-wow. Scott will wear a ribbon shirt and jewelry made by a teenager in his tribe; I
will, similarly, don a ribbon skirt and moccasins from my home reservation, Wendake.
Our hair will be braided and our earrings dangle-- elders will whistle at us and clap. Two
young people, they will comment, who (almost) look like, “real Indians.”
When she asks, I will tell the Penobscot woman selling beads that I'm beading
my wedding shawl. “A real Indian wedding,” she'll congratulate. She'll direct me to her
friend, so that Scott can buy sacred tobacco. The man, proudly Osage Nation, will
proclaim that, “it's the real stuff.” Scott will pass a Chippewa vendor who sells willow and
sinew asubakacin. After Scott and the vendor talk techniques, Scott will wave me over.
“Real dream catchers,” he’ll say as he points at the elliptical, asymmetrical hoops.
Standing in my rabbit fur and embroidered moose hide, cell phone chirping in my
pocket, I will have no idea what “real” means. Maybe, I will think, “real” is just a feeling.

III. Feeling Real
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In conversations of appropriation and Indigenous objects, one of the lingering
anxieties is one of authenticity. What does it mean to make or have an “authentic”
object? For non-Indigenous consumers, authenticity means a connection to an exotic
past, an imagined Other, and a reclaimed, heroic self (Bird 2001, 2008; Bunten 2011;
Cohen 2007; Conklin 1997; Deloria 1998; Fullford 2006). For Indigenous consumers
and producers alike, the stakes are both higher and more ambivalent.
For Indigenous producers, to make Indigenous objects is often to engage in the
commercial market. Various examples, beyond the kibori kuma, exist that demonstrate
how Indigenous creators introduce Indigenous objects into commercial markets as an
object of necessity (Goertzen 2010; Hill 2001; Medina 2003; Meyer 2001a; Yang 2011).
Ethnic tourism and the ethnic art market are increasingly viable in colonial zones (de
Lima and King 2017; Maruyama and Woosnam 2015; Sindiga 2018; Wu, Wall, and
Tsou 2017). The financial viability of Indigenous tourism, and the consequent production
of Indigenous materials, motivates a range of communities and individuals to engage in
the commercial market. However, what happens when Indigenous producers want to
take a frequently appropriated Indigenous image-- such as the bear or dream catcher-and recreate it for themselves? What are the worries, reservations, and impressions of
these artists? How does the commercial market impact the creative process? It is
impossible to produce a unanimous response to these questions: Indigenous people are
not a monolith, and perspectives vary wildly. On the individual level, personal
conversations with two artists, one Ainu and one Ojibwe, introduced some
considerations. These considerations, in turn, suggest directions for future research on
these issues.
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Returning to Hokkaido, the bear seems, at least to an outsider, like an animal
well situated for artistic reclamation. An Ainu artist42 with whom I spoke mentioned his
desire to create a major work of art centered around the bear. We had spoken on the
kibori kuma and its relation to the kimun kamuy; he had spoken, emphatically, on how
the kibori kuma had made Ainu art visible in the national market: he referenced Umetaro
Matsui, and the explosion of international interest in Ainu artwork. Following his
excitement, I asked, “Would you ever want to make an artwork inspired by the bear?”
His response started with enthusiasm:
Of course! My friends say I look like a bear-- ‘big, hairy guy,’ they joke. I love
bears, too, you know. I've done logo work with them [bears] before-- my own
stuff, inspired equally by old style Ainu and Japanese art. I love doing that:
breathe new life into our sacred animals.

We chatted about potential projects, and how he might pursue them. As he mused on
the creative potential of bear art, as removed from tourist arenas, however, his
excitement quieted. He gradually grew cautiously leery of a bear's meaning in the
commercial context:
That was logo work, though. Stuff for someone else. People want bears on Ainu
art, you know? I worry that if I do bears, I end up doing tourist art. And, you know,
I do commercial stuff, but I'm an Ainu artist. A real artist. Not a tourist artist.

42

Name and date of conversation withheld.
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My conversation revealed the anxieties of the Indigenous artist. He drew, as did many
Ainu artists with whom I spoke, a separation between the “real artist” and the “tourist
artist.” The Indigenous person, the “Ainu artist,” was stuck between those two poles:
“real art” was meaningful, creative, dynamic and personal; “tourist art” was unoriginal,
predictable, impersonal, and subject to tourist demands and expectations. An Ainu
artist, depending on their intent, can produce both “real” and “tourist” art. To produce
tourist art, conversations revealed, is to run the risk of engaging with the damaging
aspects of the commercial art market: it is to locate the Indigenous artist as a person
subject to both static, stereotypical aesthetics and non-Indigenous preference-- by doing
so, artists worried, they might become cogs in the larger commercial machine.
As we continued our conversation on the bear, I pushed the subject of
reclamation. “But what about reclamation?” I asked, acknowledging my own bias as a
Native printmaker. He laughed, and poked fun at me. “Maybe you’re just bearobsessed,” he joked good-naturedly. After conceding his point, I again asked his opinion
on possible reclamation of the bear, through new forms of art. He thought for a moment:
Sure, I could. Maybe I will. But, you know, it's risky [making art with bears in it].
Bikky [Sunazawa] did a good job with it, but he was special. He took bears and
made them into, uh, totem poles, ikupasuy-- larger than life spirits, not just tourist
bears. If I want to do something that important, I don't know if I can use bears.
They're too predictable.

When I asked him what he might use, he chuckled, and answered:
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Whales. This island is named for them, you know. Reppun kamuy. The whale
god. They're my next project, I think. Bears aren't the only things we [the Ainu]
have.

While bears presented the possibility for transcendent art, such as in the sculptural work
of Bikky Sunazawa, they carried the weight of their commercial bulk. In my
conversations, various artists suggested that bears had been good for Ainu artists: they
had been lucrative and popular. To use them, however, was to reference the
commercial market; engagement in the commercial market was potentially counterproductive to innovative art. In order to be a “real” artist who utilized imagery from their
Indigenous culture, Ainu artists felt they had to be circumspect and critical of which
images, and animals, they sought to reclaim.
These anxieties, around authenticity and complicity, exist in international
contexts. My conversation with Ojibwe visual artist and performer, Scott LaTour,
revealed similar frustrations. I asked Scott about his encounter with appropriations of
Indigenous sacred objects. With no small amount of anger, he responded:
It's complicated. At the first sight, it's a mild anger of ‘That's something a native
person should be getting paid for.’ And [the fact that] somebody selling [a nonNative dream catcher] at their crystals and candle store for $6.99… that means
that an object that could be made by a Native person, in a way that actually
provides for their subsistence, can't compete with that. Not without doing it in
the same tacky way… and even if a Native did make it out of pink faux feathers
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and neon plastic webbing, [that act] would be cannibalizing something out of
necessity.

Scott first expressed anger that, in order to compete with non-Indigenous producers,
Native makers had to compromise the integrity of their cultural product, or risk financial
instability. He criticized the global market for supporting inauthentic, non-Indigenous
products, but more so for engaging in the isolation of Indigenous objects from
Indigenous people. He commented on the broader ramifications of the
commodification of dream catchers:
As a symbol that has been absorbed or taken, it also means that it isn't as
readily available for Pan-Indian identity, let alone [an identity] recognizable for
Ojibwe. And, even if a Native person- or even If I, as an Ojibwe person, were to
make one, I lose something. I have to look around and say, to no one in
particular, ‘I can use this, because it's something every generation back for
millennia used as art and ceremony.’ I have to justify that. And in every
justification there is a loss, because justification means that the encroaching
thievery or consumption is being reiterated... And because the dreamcatcher
has been co-opted by spiritualists and New Agers, any personal or cultural
importance or belief I put into it automatically has to compete with that theft.
Even if there's no one else in the room where I hang it, that's the weight and
connotation that hangs along with the object. And if I wanted to decorate a
jacket with a symbol that, by all rights, I should be able to transform and revere
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however I see fit, I run the risk of offering it up for some other New Age-leaning
person to think they too can do it.

Scott expressed one of the fundamental anxieties many Indigenous artists, Ojibwe or
otherwise, experience: to engage in the production and consumption of Indigenous
products, even as an Indigenous person, is to potentially support the colonial systems
that rendered that object commercial and inauthentic. Reclamation, then, seems like
an unlikely dream.
Reclamation of these objects and images, however, can and does exist. The
artists with whom I spoke suggested meaningful integration with the critical issues
present in Indigenous lives. Scott commented on the potential of the creative process,
as represented in his construction of asubakacin:
The actual creation of the objects is one where I can get back in touch with
something traditional in a way that is hard to replicate. While I could certainly sit
down with other Indigenous crafters and practice it together, creating them on
my own is a way to try and connect to my culture while being removed from it.
As a person who does not live on a reservation or majority Native community, it
is a form of expression that lets me try and make some kind of meaning and
attachment- literally make it, that is. It is that literal crafting that helps fend off
some of the more emotional or philosophically fraught aspect as the dream
catcher as a symbol.
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The actual process, outside of the commercial framework, provides integrity and
connection. Independent practice as Indigenous artistic practice serves as a form of
meaning making that reclaims the appropriated object. Continuing this observation,
Scott commented on acting and the performance of fictional Indigenous characters:
“part of those performances are a defiance- in my acting and writing career, I've played
dozens of different characters, but only a fraction of those have been Indigenous
characters.” He commented that creating the space for Indigenous characters-characters who resist and satirize stereotypes, rather than codify them-- serves as a
form of personal reclamation. Ainu artists echoed this: time and again, they reiterated
a need to find their individual aesthetic within the larger context of Ainu history and
culture.
In these conversations, the individual artists feel they can only start to reclaim
appropriated objects when they recognize their artistic process as a precarious
defiance: in creating Indigenous art, as individual artists, they must recognize their art
as not only defying colonial appropriations, but as defying the history in which they are
situated.

IV. Walking the Red Path
Commercial markets and their impact on Indigenous and non-Indigenous lives
are indelible. So too, however, is the potential for Indigenous art and revival both within
and outside these spaces. Perhaps too simply: what are the next steps? Undoubtedly,
scholars, activists, artists, and all those in-between will have different answers to this
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question. Rather than attempt to formulate a unified answer, I will return to my
subjectivities as both an Indigenous scholar and Indigenous artist.
With future academic work, it is important to recognize and identify appropriated
objects in commercial markets. As I have demonstrated in this project, this is not a
particularly difficult process, but it is a lengthy one. Firstly, in order to identify these
objects, researchers need to engage with a comprehensive history of a given
Indigenous community, as well as an informed, multivalent understanding of
Indigenous imagery. The collage of this history is important: the gaps and erasures,
which are unavoidable, indicate important ruptures in knowledge. I have relied on
tourist material collections and some archaeological collections not only to understand
the history of the Ainu, but, more importantly, to understand how this history has been
conceived: archaeology, as a material process, demonstrates how settler academics
have imagined different objects. This multivalent history allows for an informed
understanding of the scope and significance of different objects in different places.
Secondly, researchers need to identify where people reproduce these objects.
In both historical and contemporary contexts, scholars must further identify by whom,
where, why, and how these objects are being sold. As contextualized by the object’s
history, scholars then should understand the underlying agendas mobilized in the
object’s circulation.
Thirdly, appropriated objects must be analyzed within their colonial context.
These objects are not guileless: they are manifestations of colonial history, and the
interconnected, dynamic exchanges between settler and Indigenous populations. By
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understanding how objects represent both colonial and Indigenous imaginations,
researchers can better understand their complexity.
Finally, researchers need to look for moments of reclamation and resistance: this
is something I have done minimally in this project. I have been focused, foremostly, on
laying the groundwork for future research. Nevertheless, it is imperative to interrogate
how Indigenous people understand these objects, as well as individuals’ material
response to the commercial market. This research recognizes the dynamic progress of
these objects, as well as that of their Indigenous makers.
This final point, the imperative of making space for Indigenous response,
returns me to my position as an Indigenous artist. As I have moved through this
project, I have engaged with the reality of my own artistic practice, as written large in
my academic work. Is there a potential for reclamation in a colonial context? How do
we accomplish it, and how do we succeed? How do we avoid becoming complicit in
our own colonization? Is such a goal even possible, particularly for those of us
entrenched in colonial institutions? Is our reclamation, first and foremost, so intensely
private that it defies public consumption?
These are not questions I have answered for myself, let alone my academic
work. They are questions, however, that I have started to ask.

Epilogue: Failed Hoops, Full Circle
Scott sits, cross-legged, on the living room floor. I joke that they call that ‘Indian
Style.’ He rolls his eyes, and mutters, “Appropriate.”
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As Billy Idol plays in the background, Scott makes asubakacin. Over the past few
hours, he has made dozens, and he continues to work quickly. Following his instruction,
I am lazily struggling to make one. Scott doesn't trust me with sinew, so I'm practicing
with cotton thread. The black thread loops out, away from the wooden hoop, in tangled
bellies of mismatched weaving.
I hold up my practice hoop. Scott winces, but attempts to encourage me, “It looks
like, um, a fishing net. Which I guess is kind of neat, but the weaves should be tighter.”
“‘But Victor,’” I quote in a whine, “‘our tribe never hunted buffalo. We were
fishermen.’” I laugh, too amused with myself, and put down my failed practice hoop.
Scott continues working.
“Aren't you turtle clan, anyways?” Scott asks with a smirk. “Isn't teaching this stuff
your job?” He references the tribal role my maternal clan holds: the teachers and
healers, who pass on sacred ideals and practices to others in the Anishinaabe
community.
“Technically miskwadesi, yeah,” I say, leaning back on the couch. “But that's on
the Ojibwe side. She, my mom, always follows her dad's clan. Which I guess doesn’t
make sense, but there you have it.”
I glance at the asubakacin in his hands. After three decades of doily dream
catchers and the Land of Lakes maiden, it looks foreign to me. Ungainly, rough.
These objects, I realize, are no longer just ours. They belong, yes, to a colonial
Other who has imagined us as savage, noble, and quiet. But they belong too, I muse, to
the long dead people, generations and generations ago. The great, great grandparents
who would, today, think us foreign. Ungainly, rough.
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How many failed hoops, I wonder, before these things are mine again?
I think of the tattoo on my back-- it’s one of many, but it’s also my first. Andek, the
crow: the screeching wanderer who connects the other animals together. Herald of
purpose, and boundless connector of frayed, tangled, and nearly lost threads. A way to
signify my own desperation for purpose. A way to tell a story. Invite a question. An
attempt to try to pull as many stories together, and, in doing so, reinvent our story.
I return to the question at hand: my mother’s unshakeable connection to her
father’s clan. “My grandfather's clan? I’m not sure of the name of the actual clan, just
the word,” I smile, and I glance at the collection of kibori kuma I’ve staggered throughout
the living room. Keychain gods, plastic reminders of just how strange things can
become. “I mean, I think you’d call it Makwa,” I say.
Scott laughs. “What would you call it?”
“Yänionnyen’,” I answer in the language my grandfather assuredly never learned
to speak. “‘Bear.’”
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Appendix I

The following table reflects the database style of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology
and Ethnology in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The following list of objects are the
objects I analyzed at the Peabody Museum. While there have been minor corrections to
the Peabody database labels, these descriptions and display titles are those used by
the Peabody museum. A final comment on the Peabody Museum collection: this
collection is hugely understudied and, while not particularly representative of the scope
of Ainu material objects, is a significant representation of British and North American
collector interests in Hokkaido during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Accession
Number
81-2360/24599
04-4360/64026
04-4360/64027
81-2360/24594
80-2160/22434
40-47-60/7062
88-4360/46927
28-4660/D3259.1
81-2360/24601
40-47-60/7035
40-47-60/7054
2004.29.15414
2004.29.15404
40-47-60/7044
2004.29.15480

Display Title
Zodosini
Woven bag
Woven bag
Wooden tray (for food)
Wooden spoon
Wooden pipe - bowl and end of
stem carved
Wooden pipe
Wooden implements
Wooden frame
Wooden batten for loom #7033
- sword-like with carving on
handle
Wooden arrowshaft
Women using large mortar and
pestle
Women carrying child in front
of straw building
Woman's sealskin winter coat:
ohko
Woman with facial tattoo
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Description

Cultur
e

Location

Loom

Ainu

Japan

Bag

Ainu

Japan

Bag

Ainu

Japan

Dish

Ainu

Japan

Spoon

Ainu

Japan

Pipe

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Pipe

Ainu

Japan

Spoon

Ainu

Yezo

Loom

Ainu

Japan

Batten

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Arrow

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Coat

Ainu?;
Yezo?
Ainu

Hokkaido
Hokkaido

2004.29.15411
2004.29.15412
2004.29.15461
36-10960/16283.1.26
36-10960/16283.1.24
36-10960/16283.1.25
81-2360/24595.2
81-2360/24595.1
2004.29.15478
2004.29.15469
2004.29.15464
2004.29.15443
2004.29.15482
2003.1.2223.41
7
2004.29.15466
52-1560/16284.1.2
2004.29.15445
2004.29.15416
36-10960/16283.1.21
36-10960/16283.1.18
52-1560/16284.1.1
2004.29.15454
28-4660/D3259.2
81-2360/24593
81-2360/24592
20-4160/D1299

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Plant fiber

Ainu

Japan

Plant fiber

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu

Hokkaido
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Gilyak;
Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Sakhalin

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Yezo

Spoon

Ainu

Japan

Spoon

Ainu

Japan

Spoon

Ainu

Piratori

Woman weaving attush
Woman preparing bark fiber for
weaving
Village, with bear cages
Village of Nay-Ero
Village of Nay-bootcheo
Village
Vegetable fiber, wound in ball,
light brown
Vegetable fiber, bundle, light
brown
Two women
Two tattooed women
Two men in front of a hut and
provision store
Two men feasting
Two girls
Two Ainu men
Three people in dugout canoe
Three men standing in front of
a hut
Three men sitting on mat
Three men remove bear from
cage
The bear's constitutional
Sub-tropical growth in South of
Sakhalin
Studio portrait of a man sitting
on a rock
Studio photo of group of men
Spoon, carved wood spatula,
geometric designs, two cut outs Spoon
end of handle
Spoon wooden large
Spoon wooden carved
Spoon
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Hokkaido

2004.29.15473
80-2160/22438.1
80-2160/22438.2
20-4160/D1308
2004.29.15421
2004.29.15405
96-360/47866.2
80-2160/22439
93-1660/51640
2004.24.34502
36-2660/15986.27
93-1660/51639
38-98-60/3294
81-2360/24581
20-4160/D1302.1
81-2360/24583
81-2360/24585
80-2160/22435.1
80-2160/22435.2
93-1660/51649

Son of Japanese Man and Ainu
Woman. Ainu young man
Snow shoe (one of a pair)
Snow shoe (one of a pair)
Silver ear ring
Side of hut decorated with bear
skulls
Shrutrelek weaving matting for
the house
Sheath, carved wood halves
lashed with fiber, animal jaw
attached by black cord
Sheath knife

Ainu

Japan

Snowshoe

Ainu

Japan

Snowshoe

Ainu

Japan

Jewelry

Ainu

Piratori

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Sheath

Ainu

Kuril
Islands

Knife

Ainu

Japan

Handle
Sheath
Sewing kit

Ainu
Ainu

Japan

Scenes in Japan: Ainu man
Scabbard
Sash. Cotton, a bast fiber,
probably elm bark and tabs of
Japanese cotton cloth
Sabre and belt
Quiver, cylindrical, with cover,
bark with carved wood pieces
lashed to sides
Quiver with two arrows
Praying stick
Prayer sticks
Prayer sticks
Prayer stick, unlacquered
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Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Japan

Scabbard

Ainu

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri

Sash

Ainu

Japan

Sword

Ainu

Japan

Quiver

Ainu

Piratori

Quiver

Ainu

Japan

Staff

Ainu

Japan

Staff

Ainu

Japan

Staff

Ainu

Japan

Carving

Ainu

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri

93-1660/51642
93-1660/51643
93-1660/51644
93-1660/51645
93-1660/51646
93-1660/51647
81-2360/24588
40-47-60/7067
20-4160/D1301
81-2360/24589
81-2360/24590
93-1660/51648
96-3-60/47867
972-6160/13256
36-10960/16283.1.8
36-10960/16283.1.9
35-8960/16280.1.27
36-10960/16283.1.19
969-1460/13241

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Japan

Staff

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Ainu

Piratori

Carving

Ainu

Japan

Carving

Ainu

Japan

Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, lacquered
Prayer stick, carved
Prayer stick pointed at one end
and with shavings
Prayer stick
Prayer stick
Prayer stick

Prayer stick

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Carving

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Sakhalin

Ainu

Sakhalin

Ainu

Hokkaido

Portrait of two Ainu men
Portrait of two Ainu men
Portrait of Kaleuskii Dimitrii, 18
yrs
Portrait of Ainu Man
Polished stone axehead
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Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Kuril
Islands

Carving
Prayer stick
Prayer stick

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri

Axe

80-2160/22436
81-2360/24584
40-47-60/7063
15-1460/86052
40-47-60/7038
40-47-60/7036
36-10960/16283.1.14
36-10960/16283.1.13
36-10960/16283.1.12
2004.29.15455

Poisoned arrow
Poisoned arrow
Pipe holder and tobacco box holder is wooden stick with
carved
Pipe
Piece of yellow cotton cloth
Piece of elm bark cloth (about
10')
Physical type portrait of an
Ainu man
Physical type portrait of an
Ainu man
Physical type portrait of Ainu
man
People sitting in front of
thatched wall

Arrow

Ainu

Japan

Arrow

Ainu

Japan

Pipe

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Pipe

Ainu

Japan

Woven
Woven

Yezo?;
Ainu?
Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido
Hokkaido

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Loom

Ainu

Yezo

Mitten

Ainu

Shana
Storop

Pants

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Snowshoe

Ainu

Shana
Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

2004.29.15419
2004.29.15468
2004.29.15423
28-4660/D3258
93-1660/51605
40-47-60/7043
40-47-60/7042
93-1660/51608
93-1660/51613
93-1660/51626
93-1660/51607
93-1660/51609

People place dead bear before
altar
People in mourning dress
People fishing salmon with a
"morep" from a canoe
Parts of loom
Pair of skin mittens
Pair of pants of tan and buff
striped deer hide - show
Japanese influence
Pair of pants of striped blue
cotton - show Japanese
influence
Pair of leggings
Pair of leggings
Pair of Ainu snow shoes
Pair of Ainu leggings
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93-1660/51610
93-1660/51611
93-1660/51612
93-1660/51614
93-1660/51615
93-1660/51616
93-1660/51617
93-1660/51618
93-1660/51604
2004.29.15477
2004.29.15438
969-1460/13234
969-1460/13239
93-1660/51631
93-1660/51623
969-2460/12862
36-10960/16283.1.10
2004.29.15451
2004.29.15452
2004.29.15415
2004.29.15476
2004.29.15449
2004.29.15417

Legging

Pair of Ainu leggings

Ainu

Storop

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Legging

Ainu

Storop

Boot

Ainu

Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu leggings
Pair of Ainu fish-skin boots
Pair drinking sake

Ainu

Shana
Storop
Hokkaido

Ainu

Japan

Triangular
Projectile
Point

Ainu

Hokkaido

Scraper

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ornament

Ainu

Japan

Necklace

Ainu

Storop

Diorama

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu

Hokkaido
Japan

Old man with wine cup
Obsidian points (3).
Notched scraper made on a
blade
Needle cases
Necklace, single strand
polychrome glass beads, one
large blue glass bead
Model of house - mounted with
others on single board
Model of Ainu in Museum at
Alexandrousk (burned in war)
Men surrounded by buildings
with thatched roofs
Men sitting in front of straw
building
Men prepare altar for bear
ceremony
Men making net, child, and dog
Men in front of hut
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81-2360/24579
2004.24.31025
2004.29.15420
36-10960/16283.1.23
2004.29.15441
40-47-60/7037
2004.29.15437
2004.29.15481
2004.29.15444
2004.29.15403
2004.29.15413
2004.29.15479
2004.29.15450
2004.29.15407
2004.29.15406
2004.29.15446
28-4660/D3258.1
81-2360/24597
40-47-60/7050
93-1660/51630
40-47-60/7064
2004.29.15448
2004.29.15465
81-2360/24591
40-47-60/7052

Men and women dancing at
bear ceremony
Mat - "kina"
Marriage ceremony
Marriage ceremony
Marooka village - West Coast
of Sakhalin
Man, and a boy with brass
rings in his ears
Man's coat of elm bark cloth embroidered around bottom
and edges
Man with wine cup
Man wearing headdress
Man sitting
Man on straw mat carving
spoons
Man making musa
Man in loincloth
Man in front of hut
Man greets woman sitting on
woven mat, straw buildings in
background
Man and woman making
baskets
Man and reindeer
Loom, portion of loom,carved
wood, slit body, forked ends,
possible batten?
Loom with cloth in it
Long cylindrical stick - probably
one from which pot hook would
be carved
Lidded straw basket for
tobacco
Leather tobacco box - carved
ivory decoration
Large group in front of building
with thatched roof
Large group in front of building
with thatched roof
Ladle, wood
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Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Hokkaido

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Marooka

Ainu

Japan

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Ainu
Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Hokkaido
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Hokkaido
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Loom

Ainu

Yezo

Fabric

Ainu

Japan

Wood

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Basket

Ainu

Shikotan
Island

Box

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Mat

Robe

Ladle

93-1660/51641
20-4160/D1300
13-1460/84575
40-47-60/7051
96-3-60/47868
96-360/47868.1
40-47-60/7066
81-2360/24596
2004.29.15422
2004.29.15463
2004.29.15462
20-4160/D1306
80-2160/22437
80-2160/22437.1
81-2360/24587
93-1660/51638

Knife sheath of carved wood type usually presented to bride

2004.29.13414
2004.29.15447
2004.29.15467
2004.29.15440

Hokkaido

Knife

Ainu

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri

Knife

Ainu

Piratori

Robe

Ainu?

Japan

Knife

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Harpoon

Ainu

Harpoon

Ainu

Staff

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Shuttle

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Headdress

Ainu

Piratori

Harpoon

Ainu

Japan

Unclassified

Ainu

Japan

Unclassified

Ainu

Japan

Sheath

Ainu

Knife and sheath
Knife and bark sheath
Kimono, natural roughly woven
cloth, dark blue trim and design
Iron knife with carved wooden
handle and sheath
Iron harpoon points
Iron harpoon points
Inau prayer stick (fetish)
pointed at one end and with
shavings
Implement used in weaving
Ikiashi praying for sick man,
with two women tending the
man
Hut and provision stores
Hut and provision store
Headdress worn in the bear
ceremonies by the older men
Harpoon head
Harpoon head
Harp

2004.29.15453
2004.29.15442

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Sheath

Handle of sword and sheath
Group sitting around tree
Group of women and girls
transferred from southern
Sakhalin by the Japanese
government
Group of people with dog in
front of a hut
Group of men
Group of children
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Ainu
Ainu
Ainu
Ainu
Ainu

Kuril
Islands
Kuril
Islands

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Japan
Sakhalin;
Japan
Sakhalin
Island
Japan
Japan

36-10960/16283.1.16
36-10960/16283.1.17
2004.29.15483
40-47-60/7040
40-47-60/7041
93-1660/51619
2004.29.15409
40-47-60/7049

Group of boys
Group of Ainu men
Group of Ainu
Group feasting after bear
sacrificing ceremony
Cape

Grass rain coat
Grass rain coat
Girdle (obi)
Funeral procession
Fragmentary pot hook - carved
from single piece of wood;
triangular; +

Raincoat
Belt

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu?;
Yezo?
Ainu?;
Yezo?
Ainu
Ainu

Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Urap
Japan

Ornament

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Ornament

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Ornament

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Fishhook

Ainu

Piratori

Biface

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu

Hokkaido

Fire starter

Ainu

Japan

Fire starter

Ainu

Japan

Fire starter

Ainu
Ainu?;
Yezo?

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Storop

Ainu

Japan

Drill

Ainu

Japan

Dress

Ainu

Storop

40-47-60/7047
40-47-60/7048
20-4160/D1303
969-1460/13240
2004.29.15475
81-2360/24586A
81-2360/24586B
81-2360/24586C
40-47-60/7039
2004.29.15408
93-1660/51606.1
13-1460/84574
80-2160/22468
93-1660/51606
40-47-60/7045

Fragmentary pot hook - carved
from single piece of wood;
triangular
Fragmentary pot hook - carved
from single piece of wood;
triangular
Foreshafts for fish spear
Flaked stone implement- knife?
Fisherman and children pulling
boat onto shore
Fire sticks
Fire sticks
Fire sticks
Fibre hat decorated with
colored string
Family in front of straw building
Embroidery, blue cloth panels,
white curvilinear applique, blue
and tan stitch

Hat

Embroidery

Elm bark cloth coat
Drill and bow, wooden
Dress, old
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Hokkaido

80-2160/22431
81-2360/24580
2004.29.15456
2004.24.27413
20-4160/D1305
2004.24.21631
81-2360/24603
28-4660/D3260.6
28-4660/D3260.4
28-4660/D3260.5
28-4660/D3260.3
20-4160/D1303.1
28-4660/D3260.2
28-4660/D3260.1
40-47-60/7065
40-4760/7059A
40-47-60/7033
40-47-60/7068
15-1460/86053

Dish, carved wood, ovate with
pointed ends, flat base,
mended
Dish, carved wood, ovate with
pointed ends, flat base, incised
rim
Dagger, japanese make
Couple and child
Cotton sash, a bast fiber,
probably elm bark and tabs of
Japanese cotton cloth
Cordage
Copy of photograph of man
and boy, boy has brass rings in
ears
Comb
Carving, wood stick, flattened,
leaf motif, punctate channel
grooves at one end
Carving, wood stick, flattened,
geomteric design one face,
both ends pointed
Carving, wood stick, flattened,
biomorphic and geometric
design, slightly curved
Carving, carved wood,
curvilinear and biomorphic
designs
Carving, carved wood stick,
oblong, fluted end, bear heads
in relief
Carving, carved wood stick,
incised curvilinear design, one
end broken
Carving, carved wood stick,
central canoe carved in relief
Carved wooden tobacco box
Carved wooden ornament
Carved wooden loom with elm
bark cloth in process of making
Carved wooden libation cup (?)
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Dish

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Dish

Ainu

Japan

Dagger

Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Piratori

Ainu

Japan

Comb

Ainu

Japan

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Carving

Ainu

Piratori

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Carving

Ainu

Yezo

Cords

Box
Ornament
Loom
Cup

Yezo?;
Ainu?
Ainu?;
Yezo?
Yezo?;
Ainu?
Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Hokkaido

81-2360/24600
20-4160/D1304
20-4160/D1298
2004.29.15410
40-47-60/7030
40-47-60/7056
40-47-60/7057
40-47-60/7059
93-1660/51602
40-47-60/7046
20-4160/D1307
81-2360/24582
40-47-60/7034
40-47-60/7055
93-1660/51603
2004.29.15402
2004.24.27122
2004.24.27123
2004.24.27125
2004.24.27126
2004.24.27127
2004.24.27130
2004.24.27124

Carved wooden knife sheath
Carved "bekofuni"
Carrying strap
Carrying bag
Burial
Bunch of inner elm bark fibre
for making inner elm bark cloth
Brass plated horse trapping

Sheath

Ainu

Japan

Loom

Ainu

Japan

Tumpline

Ainu

Piratori

Bag

Ainu
Ainu
Yezo?;
Ainu?
Yezo?;
Ainu?
Yezo?;
Ainu?
Ainu?;
Yezo?
Ainu

Piratori
Japan

Bark
Bridle

Bit
Brass horse trapping
Braided strands of rawhide with
Unclassified
two long pointed pieces at end
Box
Box with cover
Bowl, carved wood, flared
sides, rim peaked at opposite
Bowl
ends, abraded
Bow
Bow
Bobbin wound with bark (for
loom 40-47-60/7033?) - long
points on each +
Bit - iron and copper - of
Japanese manufacture
Bird skin coat
Bearded man in front of woven
straw object
Bear ceremony, taking bear out
of cage for ceremony
Bear ceremony, placing dead
bear before altar
Bear ceremony, nusa at
Shiraoi, method of fixing bear
skull to stake
Bear ceremony, altar prepared
for ceremony
Bear ceremony, Ainu women at
work
Bear ceremony, Ainu men and
women dancing before altar
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Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Japan

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Bow

Ainu

Piratori

Bow

Ainu

Japan

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Bridle

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Coat

Ainu

Shikotan
Island

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

2004.29.15418
93-1660/51625
40-47-60/7032
40-47-60/7031
40-47-60/7053
20-4160/D1302.2
36-10960/16283.1.11
2004.29.15474
2004.29.15472
2003.1.2223.24
1
2003.1.2223.24
2
2003.1.2223.24
3
2003.1.2223.24
4
2003.1.2223.24
5
2003.1.2223.24
6
2003.1.2223.24
7
2003.1.2223.24
8
2003.1.2223.24
9
2003.1.2223.25
0
2003.1.2223.25
1
2003.1.2223.25
2
36-10960/16283.1.15
2004.24.31065
2004.24.27404

Bear ceremony, Ainu making
Nusa for ceremony
Bear ceremony
Bead necklace
Ball of inner elm bark fibre
wound around outside
Ball of inner elm bark fibre
Axe - heavy iron head with long
wooden handle
Arrow, tapered wood point,
wood shaft, feather fletch,
vegetable fiber lashing
Ainus at home inside hut
Ainu Young Men

Necklace
Thread
Cords
Axe
Arrow

Ainu Woman weaving a girdle

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu?;
Yezo?
Yezo?;
Ainu?
Ainu?;
Yezo?

Storop

Ainu

Piratori

Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Hokkaido
Hokkaido
Hokkaido

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait

Japan

Ainu portrait
Ainu Men
Ainu man

Ainu
Photographic
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Japan
Japan

96-360/47866.1
36-10960/16283.1.20
2004.24.24151
36-10960/16283.1.22
2004.29.15471
2004.29.15436
93-1660/51622
93-1660/51628
93-1660/51627
93-1660/51629
93-1660/51635
93-1660/51636
93-1660/51637
93-1660/51632
93-1660/51633

Ainu loom
Ainu knife, sheath with lower
mandible, Asian black bear
Ainu huts
Ainu hut and settlement and
Marooka village, West coast of
Sakhalin
Ainu hut and settlement
Ainu Girl
Ainu chief wearing jiinbaori,
with his treasures before him
Ainu bead necklace with silver
breast-plate
Ainu wooden comb
Ainu tray of wood

Ainu straw wallet (kaban)

Ainu

Ainu

Kuril
Islands
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Japan

Ainu

Japan

Necklace

Ainu

Storop

Comb

Ainu

Dish

Ainu

Bag

Ainu

Sword

Ainu

Scabbard

Ainu

Scabbard

Ainu

Quiver

Ainu

Quiver

Ainu

Knife

Ainu

Ainu scabbard with sword
Ainu scabbard
Ainu scabbard

2004.24.27361
Ainu quiver
93-1660/51634.1
93-1660/51634.2
93-1660/51634.3
93-1660/51634.4

Ainu quiver
Ainu

Ainu man
Shuttle

Ainu

Loom

Ainu

Ainu loom
Ainu loom
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Japan

Shikotan
Island
Shikotan
Island
Shikotan
Island
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Japan
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri

93-1660/51634.5
93-1660/51634.6
93-1660/51634.7
93-1660/51620
93-1660/51621
2004.29.15439
93-1660/51624
2004.24.34278
2004.24.34292
2004.24.34293
81-2360/24598
81-2360/24602
40-47-60/7060
40-47-60/7061
969-1460/13236
969-1460/13235
969-1460/13237
969-1460/13238

Ainu loom

Textileworkin
g

Ainu

Loom

Ainu

Unclassified

Ainu

Unclassified

Ainu

Shuttle

Ainu

Belt

Ainu

Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Nemoro
Horomoji
ri
Urap

Belt

Ainu

Urap

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Storop

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Ainu

Japan

Shuttle
Loom

Ainu
Ainu

Japan
Japan

Ornament

Ainu?;
Yezo?

Hokkaido

Ornament

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu

Hokkaido

Ainu loom
Ainu loom
Ainu loom
Ainu loom
Ainu girdle (obi)
Ainu girdle (obi)
Ainu couple and a young man
Ainu bead necklace worn at
seal feast
Ainu Bead Necklace

Necklace

Ainu bead necklace
Ainu bead necklace
Ahonishi
Adate
5 Wooden links carved from
one piece of wood (part of pot
hook?)
5 Wooden links carved from
one piece of wood (part of pot
hook?)
3 obsidian points
2 obsidian points

40-47-60/7058
2 obsidian points
2 notched scrapers made on
flakes
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Stemmed
Projectile
Point
Stemmed
Projectile
Point
Ovate
Projectile
Point
Scraper

2 Horse trappings - red leather,
rope and iron ring

302

Harness

Yezo?;
Ainu?

Hokkaido

Appendix II
This appendix reflects the database style of the Smithsonian Institution National
Anthropological Archives. While the database style follows the SI NAA style, some
additions have been made to the “Description” and “Notes” sections. I have not
removed any of the original notes from the database; original notes are a collection of
uncited analysis by various researchers.
Number

E150649

E150648

E150646

E150647

E150645

Description
Leggings embroidered,
made of Japanese
cotton
Leggings made of
ohiyo/elm bark cloth,
bound with Japanese
cotton; white and blue
yarn embroidery;
Japanese cotton
patches; deep bluepurple cotton thread
holding together
Leggings made of
striated embroidered
cotton and deep blue
Japanese cotton with
yarn emroidery and
deep blue cotton
fastening
Leggings made of
ohiyo/elm bark cloth
bound with japanese
black cotton
Leggings made of
Japanese blue cotton
cloth with white/gray
cotton yarn; white
cotton lining

Notes
unsewn sides; blue and
brown thread with subtle
gradients; deep blue outer
fabric with denim blue cotton
lining

Collection

Romyn
Hitchcock

striated designs of blue, pink,
and white on elm bark cloth;
larger patch; some wear
around lower calves; blue
cloth faded to greenish?

Romyn
Hitchcock

Shape of deep blue patches
mimic pattern of yarn
embroidery

Romyn
Hitchcock

rough black thread
embroidery up sides; piratori

Romyn
Hitchcock

lining stained; unsewn

Romyn
Hitchcock
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E022193
E022194
ET08258
E022192

E150688

E022186
E150681
E150671
E395209

E150687

Sandals of grape vine
bark

Made of grapevine bark,
coarsely braided to shape of
foot; point comes up behind
heel to which is fastened
straw cord that laces through
loops at sides and toe and
secures sandal to foot.

Sandals of grape vine
bark
Straw sandals with
cotton? Wrapped straw
cording

longer and larger than
e022193

Grape vine sandals with
straw laces
Cloth mittens made of
Japanese cloth. They
cover the wrist and
back of hands only

Drawn by Mary Hildebrandt in
1895; Yokohama purchase
Painted blue fabric/dyed
fabric with light brown lining;
dark blue cotton laces and red
cloth tips
Mixed of patterned and
unpatterned fabric, cotton
embroidery, varies from piece
to piece; purchased in
Yokohama

Cloth hoods and
headbands (4 pcs)
Belt made of ohiyo
(elm) bark cloth and
cotton cloth/thread
Belts made of Ohiyo or
elm bark cloth with
strips of cotton thread, 2
Headband made of silk
and cotton thread
A band of dyed bark,
braided, to put on the
head. Around the
outside a band of whitecurled shavings passes,
with the free ends
behind. In the front, a
rude wooden figure,
perhaps representing
the head of a bear.
Squares of purple
(cotton) cloth hang all
around the lower edge.

A braided cotton tong

Gift of
Benjamin S
Lyman
Gift of
Benjamin S
Lyman
Romyn
Hitchcock
Gift of
Benjamin S
Lyman
Romyn
Hitchcock
Gift of
Benjamin S
Lyman

Yezo

Romyn
Hitchcock

Yezo

Romyn
Hitchcock

Yezo

Width 2 inches, worn by men
when dancing, Piratori; bear
head is attached above
another piece of wood, would
have swayed with movement;
expressive; metallic nails for
eyes
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Romyn
Hitchcock

E150644

Sandals/shutukeri - very
rudely made with walnut
bark, secured to the
foot with walnut bark.
Piratori, Ainus of

E150698

Ikapasuy, wood

artist mark on back

E325245

Wooden food stirrer

Ikapasuy? Broken bird in front
Blue cotton cloth, Metal bead
affixed, white glass button
closure

E150714
ET08712
E022191

E150667

Neckband and
ornament
2 neckbands of cotton
textile with buttons of
brass, lead, and tin
Garters of ohiyo/elm
bark
Ohiyo Belt- Belt woven
of elm bark on a small
loom for the purpose.
Used as a belt outside
of the coat. Length eight
feet. Width 1 inch

E150768

Baby carrier

Et08237-

Pipe with metal bowl
Wooden carved pipe
with black bowl

E150734
E150733
E150728
E150715
ET08720
E324512
E022268
E150720
E019412

Carved wooden pipe
Wooden pipe- short
pipe with stem carved;
9 inches yezo
Wooden and metal
tattooing knives (2)
Wooden carved
necklace
Carved wooden
necklace
Carved wooden
mukkuri (mouth harp)
bamboo/wood mouth
harp mukkuri
wood/bamboo mouth
harp/mokuri/mukkuri

Tokugawa and American
eagle button
worked bark fibers and dark
blue cotton cloth, Yokohama,

wood, ohiyo, cotton cloth
straps and embroidery
Bamboo, probably Japanese
design on end of stem, smells
like old tobacco
cracked, simple grass like
designs

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Dr. S.
Novakovsky
Romyn
Hitchcock
Unknown
Benjamin S.
Lyman

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Not Perry
collection?
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

drawn by Mary Hildebrandt

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

broken, check for drawings

Mrs. H.
Stockbridge

sturdy; figure 8 design

wood and bit of fiber
wood/bamboo and fiber
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Romyn
Hitchcock

ET08964
ET08629

wood/bamboo mouth
harp/mokuri/mukkuri
2" carved wooden
square

E150666

Wooden loom with cord

elm cord; signature? On both
ends; kyuu gatsu, juu nichi,
juu nana nen

E150737

Small loom

Elm fiber attached with shuttle

E150763

wooden

E150718

Small hand rake
Carved wooden
standing dish
Carved wooden
chopsticks

E150701

Shell Flake Lamp

E150407

Shell flake lamp and
stand

E150777

E150721
E150713
E022256

E019416

Three bark dishes
Wooden carved teacup
holders
Carved wooden tray or
dish

Wooden square dish

E150709

Wooden plate carved

E019417

Wooden dish, round
Oblong carved wooden
dish

E019414

E150710

Wooden plate carved

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

wood no decoration
13 undecorated
Scallop shell with ohiyo twine,
smell of oil residue
2 scallop shells
bark, wood, ohiyo twine,
photographed in order 1-3
2,
Wooden plates, square and
rectangular, carved on the
inside, large plate 18.5 by 11
inches, small plate 8.5 by 8.5
inches
A round plate, carved inside,
diameter 7 inches, Ainos of
Yetesof
carved
Wooden plate- a square plate
with rounded corners, carved
inside, 12 inches square,
about 1 cm deep, ainos of
yetesof, 1888, damage from
paper label
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Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock/W.
Hough
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Benjamin S.
Lyman

General H.
Capron
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
General H.
Capron

Romyn
Hitchcock

E150727

Wooden spatula

E150711

Two carved wooden
plates

E019415

Wooden Dish Oblong

E150717

Wooden Dish
Knife or dagger in
sheath

E019411a
E019411b
E019411c
E019411d
E325243
E022262
E150729

Carved wooden sheath
and knife
Carved wooden knife or
dagger
Carved wooden knife or
dagger
Dagger with scabbard
Short sword (cleaver)
and scabbard

E325242

Blade with scabbard
Carved wooden
scabbard and blade
Lacquer scabbard and
dagger

E324511

Carved wooden
scabbard with blade

E150731

Large wooden spatula- used
as a spoon or ladle, to dish
out food. Length 17 inches,
width of blade 3 inches. Ainos
of piratori 1888. Kanji for knife
on handle, shitobera, in
katakana, across blade,
spatula? Name kanji on
handle (wf: Akiko Ouchi
March 2006); damage from
label
Wooden plates- two square
wooden plates, with inside
carved. Respectively 9.5 and
8 inches square; ainos of
piratori, yezo, 1888
carved oblong dish, graphite
marking on back
Wooden dish, oblong with
rounded ends, length of 6
inches, width 3.5 inches,
damage from paper label
carved wood, metal, ohiyo,
lacquer?
carved wood, ohiyo, metal
blade, carving resembles
tokugawa crest
large, wood and lacquer?
Metal
carved wood, iron, lacquer?
Bits, and cord
carved wood, iron, cord, deer
bone
carved wood, lacquer, metal
carved wood, metal, cotton
handle, bone/horn

Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
General H.
Capron
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
General H.
Capron
?
?
Novakosvky
Capron?
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

carved wood, no blade
metal blade, lacquer scabbard
and handle, metal
Novakosvky
metal, wood, lacquer, cotton
rope in cross shaped pattern,
bone inlays on scabbard, and
along blade handle
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ET08271

Carved wooden blade
and wooden scabbard

E150696

Prayer stick

E15096-1

Prayer stick

E15096-2

Prayer stick2/2

E150697

Prayer stick

E150699

Prayer stick

no blade, wood
carved wood, paint
carved wood, paint, back
mark

E150664

Prayer stick

E316427

Prayer stick

E150695

Prayer stick

E150695

Prayer stick

carved wood, paint, back
mark
carved wood, paint, back
mark
Description tag: moustache
stick- used to make libations
of sake to the gods and also
to raise the moustache while
drinking sake. Ainos of Shari,
Yezo, 1888
Carved wood, graphite
katakana on back
Carved wood, paint,
lacquered
Carved wood, paint, back
mark, lacquer

E150699

Prayer stick

carved wood, paint

E022261

Prayer stick, 2
Three carved wooden
spoons

carved wood, white paint

E150723

E150756

Two carved wooden
spoons
Carved wooden spoon
Carved wooden spoon
Carved wooden towel
hanger

E150773

Carved wooden ladle

E150670

Carved wooden ladle

E150724

Carved wooden ladle

E150726
E316426
ET08272

carved wood, leaf design
Wooden spoons- Shaped like
spatulas, carved on the upper
surface. Used by women.
Length 6 inches. Ainos of
Piratori, Yezo 1888. Collected
by Romyn Hitchcock.
Carved wooden spoon 1921
carved wood, tourism

dagger like handle carving
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Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
E.A. Spitzka
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
E.A. Spitzka
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

E150724-1
E150700
E150745

Romyn
Hitchcock

Carved wooden spoon
Parts of loom
1890 Flour

E150788

1880 Harpoon

E150662
ET08273

Fish Spear
Calligraphy Brush

E150722

8 carved wooden
spoons

E3255244

Tobacco kit with knife

E150694

Tobacco box and stick

E150759

Arrow and small holder

E150707

Earring pair

3 parts of a loom used for
weaving ohiyo cloth; wood;
ohiyo; cotton; nails
Flour in glass jar; Prepared
from some starch bearing
root; Ainos of Abashiri; 1888
Fish spear- a spear identical
to 150,788 but smaller.
Tsushikari Ainos, Yezo, 1888,
Gift of Sapporo Agricultural
College
Fish Spear, Piratori Ainu,
Yezo Japan
bamboo, hair, red paint
"Wooden spoons- various
shapes and sizes with long
handles often curiously
shaped to represent small
branches sharply bent at the
joints. Used for cooking and
for eating." Ainos of Yezo
1888. 4/8 spoon has different
design with carved diamonds
and salmon on handle
Cord, carved and polished
wood, metal, hair
carved wood; "The box has a
lid held in place by the cord
which passes through both
sides and across the bottom,
ending above in a knot at the
back of the stick. The stick is
used in the girdle when
traveling. Box and stick are
carved in native designs/
Ainos of Yezo, 1888
no arrow; The arrow is of
usual form with bamboo head
poisoned for shooting bears;
The holder is made of leaves
of scrub bamboo held
together with bark.
Metal earrings with two glass
beads
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Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Gift of
Sapporo
Agricultural
College
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Novakosvky

Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

E150708

Earring pair

E150736

Necklace of beads

E022258

Strike-a-light fire bag

E022257

Strike-a-light fire bag

E150735

Stone for chipping

E150685

Dish

E150686

Bowl

E150774

Wooden Dish

E150776

Dish

E324509

Carved wood tray

E150775

Fish tray

E15076700 Wooden trap
E15076700 Wooden pot hook
E150703

Stick

E150663

Sake Cup/Stand/Stick

Metal earrings; brass?
Ohiyo cord necklace with
black, floral, metal, and blue
beads

Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
leather wood cord bag for flint Hitchcock
Romyn
Reeds, cloth, flint, steel, tinder Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Carved wooden dish with
waxy fat residue (fish?);
Romyn
octagonal
Hitchcock
Wooden bowl carved from
singular block of wood;
"Circular, excavated from a
single block of wood." Depth
Romyn
10 by 3 inches, 1888
Hitchcock
"Wooden dish with handlethis form not observed among
the Yezo Ainos; Length
Gift of
including handle 15 inches.
Sapporo
Width 9 inches. Tsuishikari
Agricultural
Ainos, Yezo, 1888"
College
"Oblong deep dish- dug out of
a piece of wood with a flat
projection at one end for a
Gift of
handle. Used as a rice bowl." Sapporo
Length 12 inches. Tsuishikari Agricultural
Ainos.
College
Carved wooden tray with
scale like and abstract spiral
Mrs. H.
designs
Stockbridge
bark, cord, wood; likely used
Romyn
for serving fish
Hitchcock
carved wood trap for small
Romyn
game; needs new label
Hitchcock
Wooden carved and polished Romyn
pot hook
Hitchcock
"Tobacco box and sticksimilar to 150694" Ainos of
Romyn
yetesof, 1888
Hitchcock
Lacquer ware sake cup and
sake cup stand with floral
Romyn
design
Hitchcock
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E359959

Wooden quiver

E150674

Dipper of birch bark

E150651

Braided Cord

E150684

Carrying Bag

E150657

Straw bag

E150656

Straw bag

E150676

Small bag- karop

E150680

Carrying Band

E150683

Carrying Band

E150679

Carrying Band

E022254
Et08275

Forehead band for
carrying burdens
Stone

"Ancient wooden quiver called
'Ikayop'" wooden and metal
quiver
Long dipper made of treated
bark
"Braided cord- made of the
bark of shina-no-ki, Tilia
cordata Ainus of piratori.
1888"
Reeds, wood, woven cord
"Small bag- made of the rush
Scirpus maritimus, the top
bound with blue and white
cotton cloth, of which the
handle is also made. 6 inches
square. Ainos of uragawa,
yezo, 1888" Japanese textiles
woven bag
"Small bag- made of rush,
scirpus, with a cord to swing
over the should. Ainos of
yezo. 1888" small patch of
blue cotton with cotton strap
woven ohiyo cord
Woven cord with blue/red
diamond design
"Carrying band- a braided
band of ohiyo bark used for
carrying children and loads on
the back. The wide middle
part is placed on the forehead
and the tied under the burden
on the back. Ainos of yezo,
1888. This custom of carrying
children and loads is
universal. The women carry
large wooden tubs of water on
their backs in this manner"
Woven ohiyo bark with
geometric forehead band
design
likely a net sinker
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V. J. Evans
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

E150757

Carry band and stick

Woven ohiyo bark with blue
and white design; bamboo
carved carrying stick

E150689

Apron

woven ohiyo with blue cotton

E150782

Apron

E150669
E019424

Elm bark basket
Wooden loom for
weaving grass cloth

E150638
ET08279

Iron tipped arrow
Wooden pieces

ET8251

Pieces of wooden loom
Carved wood mouth
harp

woven ohiyo and dye
Basket- made of ohiyo bark,
with handle of the same bark
Romyn
twisted. Ainos of piratori, 1888 Hitchcock
Romyn
carved wood
Hitchcock
arrow made of iron, wood,
Romyn
feather
Hitchcock
2 pieces carved wood
SI
5 carved wooden pieces,
ohiyo, 3 shuttles

E419640

Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

E150638

Loom
Quiver and poisoned
arrows

carved bamboo
Loom- four pieces, continuing
the essential parts of a native
loom for weaving ohiyo bark
cloth, Tsushikari ainos, 1888
bone and iron arrows tipped
with aconite, quiver

E150642

Wooden bow

bow with ohiyo string

E150640

Wooden bow

wooden bow with ohiyo string

E150784

Wooden bow

E150654

Bark

E150754

Bark

carved bow with ohiyo string
"Linden bark- bark of Tilia
cordata. Uragawa 1888. Much
used for cords, fishing nets,
etc. and for the colored parts
of mats"
Hitchcock
strips of bark: "Used for
making the colored parts of
mats. Probably from the tilia
cordata." Kaba-Birch bark
used to make soot for
tattooing. The bark is burned,
and the soot condensed on a
dish held over a flame. The
soot is rubbed onto cuts on
the face and arms. giving
Hitchcock

E150787
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Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock
Romyn
Hitchcock

them a permanent somewhat
bluish color"1888

E150738
E150682

Bark
Hoe

E150681
E022199
E150641

long wooden pipe
wooden bow
curved wooden bow

E150704
E150643
E150751

Red lacquerware cup,
sake
Snowshoes
Food

E150753
E150760

Beans
Stone arrowheads

E150761
E150749
ET8285

Arrow poison
Dried pumpkin
4 boxes of vegetable
matter

E150747

String of rose fruits

E150752

Food

E150743

Food

"Bark for mats- Elm bark
(ohiyo) colored brown and
black for weaving the square
patterns of mats, bags etc.
Yezo 1888"
carved wood
"A pipe three feet in length- of
the usual form- but of very
unusual size. Yezo 1888"
carved wood with ohiyo string
carved wood, ohiyo string
Red lacquered cup- used for
sake. Made by the Japanese.
Yezo 1888
pair, wood, hide (deer)
dried mushrooms in box
dried soybeans green, black,
red
in box
sealed in box; "Prepared from
the roots of the aconite plant.
Used to kill bears. The poison
acts very quickly, and the
wounded animal drops dead a
few yards from where he is
struck. Ainos of Yezo 1888"
dried pumpkin in a box
herbs? Ground cherries?
Millet?
"Strung on bark fiber and
dried- abashiri"
Pukusakina: "The leaves and
stems of the plant belonging
to the Ranunculaceae. Used
for food. Piratori. 1888"
"Nuts- the fruits of Trapa
bicornis used for food. Yezo.
1888"
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Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock

Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock

Hitchcock
Hitchcock

ET08283
E150742
E150789

Loose grass
Dried root of lily cake
Dried root of lily cake

E150719

Net needle

E150769
Et08284
E150766

Aconite plant
Grass skirt or raincoat
Trap

E150755

Stalks

E150658

Ohiyo Branches

E150655
E150692
E150690

Linden Branches
God stick
God stick

E150691

God-stick

E150692
E22255

God-stick
Inau, worship stick

loose grass rolled and ready
for weaving
in cake form for cooking
"Needle- used for making
fishing nets. Made of wood.
Yezo 1888"
Aconite plant under glass
used for poison in arrows
Carved wood, ohyo fiber
Stalks of scripus martimus for
weaving mats; sealed no
photo
Small branches of the Ohiyo
tree, Ulmus montana, the
bark of which is used for
making the native cloth. Ainos
of piratori. 1888
Branches of the linden- the
wood from which the bark is
stripped for making cords etc.
Yezo 1888
carved inau/prayer stick
carved inau/prayer stick
"Inao- a whittled willow stick
with pendant shavings. Stick
plain below with short curled
shavings at the top. Length 17
inches. Ainos of Yezo, 1888.
Inao represent the gods to
which prayers are offered.
They are formed in every
house in the corner sacred to
the house-god and in the fireplace where the fire-god is
worshipped."
"Inao- a willow stick with
pendant shavings. Length 30
inches. Ainos of Yezo, 1888
Inao represents the gods to
which prayers are offered.
They are found in every
house…"
carved willow
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Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock

Hitchcock

Hitchcock
Hitchcock
Hitchcock

Hitchcock

Hitchcock
Hitchcock

E150652

Bark

"Bark-called tamunki-nokawa. Apparently the
common ohiyo bark. Ainos of
abashiri. Yezo 1888" Bundled
and stripped for production
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